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Help for a 
dead language' 



Apparat's newest 
disk operat
ing system for 
the TRS-80~ 
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0, has 
added many new enhancements 
and features to make your Model I 
or IJI computer more powerful. 
We've kept one thing the same. 
Our support. 
Version 2.0 is our second 
upgrade of our original NEWDOS 
for the TRS-80. Each version 
builds and improves on the 
capabilities of the preceeding 
versions. Just as important, 
Apparat's commitment to 
supporting our products makes a 
good product even better. By 
providing our customers with 
zaps on an ongoing basis, we're 
continually making NEWDOS/80 
Version 2.0 a more powerful tool. 

., 


Version 2.0..• 
High Performance DOS 

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 
builds even more performance 
into NEWDOS/80. The versatility 
and sophistication of Version 2.0 
includes features like: 
• Double density support on the 


Model I 

• Enhanced compatability 

between Model I and III 


•1tiples directory size 
• Dynamically merge in basic 

(also allows merging of non 

ASC 11 format files) 


• Selective variable clearing 
• can display basic listings page 
by page 

• Automatic 
repeat function key 

• Routing for 
peripheral handling 

• Enhanced disassembler 
·Command chaining 
• Superzap to scan files 
• Fast sort function in basic 

These new features, added 
to the existing capabilities of 
NEWDOS/80, makes it one of the 
most powerful additions you can 
make to your system. And 
Apparat's commitment to support 
assures that you've purchased a 
superior product, both today and 
tomorrow. At just $149.00 it could 
be the best investment you will 
make for your TRS-80. 

If you're thinking about 
upgrading your system. call 
Apparat today. Dealer inquiries 
welcome. 

303-741-1778 

TRS-80 Is a registered trademark ofllmdy Corp . 

&~Apparat,lnc. 

440 I So. Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 60237 (303) 741 - 1778 

''ON 00//YO SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS" 



VOYAGE.OF THE VALKYRIE 
You are in command of the attack 

ship Valkyrie. Your mission is to battle 
your way against giant, laser-weilding 
war birds and capture the island 
Fugloy. You must explore Fugloy's 
mountainous terrain and choose the 
proper mountain passes in order to 
reach the ten island castles.Definitely 
one of the finest graphics-based 
adventures for the TRS-80 Model I & Ill. 
Both versions include sound. 

Cat. No. 3346 Model I & Ill, cass., 16K 
$34.95 

Cat. No. 3347 Model I & Ill, disk, 32K 
$39.95 

THE OFFER 
Mention this ad and WE PAY SHIPPING! 
(UPS Ground only.) HW ELECTRONICS 
19511 Business Center Dr., Dept U1 
Northridge, CA 91324 
(800) 423-5387 (213) 886-9200 

DATALIFE DISKETTES by VERBATIM 
• Built-in hub rings 
• 40 track 
• Single side, double density 
• 10 diskettes per box 

Cat. No. 1147 $27.50 

DOUBLER II by PERCOM 

'" Increase your disk capacity 2-4 times for a 
' '-'fraction of the cost of adding additional disk. 

Reads, writes and formats either single or 
double density diskettes. Runs TRSDOS, 
NEWDOS +, or Percom OS-80. (DBLDOS 
included). Installs without rewiring or trace 
cutting. 
Cat. No. 2971 $155.00 

THI: CUSTOM TRS-80 & OTHER MYSTERIES 

The book for TRS-80 owners who want to 
build it "themselves! Projects include high
resolution graphics, music making & synthe
sizer control, real time clock, and more! 
Cat. No. 3374 $29.95 

HOW TO ORDER 
Write or phone. Pay by check, M/C, VISA, 

or COD (add $1.40 for COD). Offer expires 
Feb. 1, 1982. 

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, VISIT OUR RETAIL STORES 


19511 Business Center Dr. 2301 Artesia Blvd. 
Northridge, CA 91324 Redondo Beach, CA 90277 

http:VOYAGE.OF


It has been said many times that 
there is no such thing as an 
"average" person. Dick Cavett, on 
his Apple computer television 
advertisements thinks he ran into 
one, but it turns out she owns a 
"small steel mill" and "dabbles" in 
gold futures. Andy Rooney, of 
60 Minutes fame, appeals to the 
"average" person with his wit and 
witicisms, but are there really such 
people? 

The microcomputer manufactur
ers, in their advertisments, are 
constantly trying to tell the public 
that "anyone can own and operate" 
a personal computer. "It's simple", 
they say, "you just push a button 
and there's your profit and loss 
statement". 

You and I know that it's not that 
simple. You must know in advance 
what you want from a computer; you 
have to know how to get the 
computer to do what you want and 
then you must be able to interpret 
the results. Computers allow you to 
make big mistakes bigger and 
faster. 

Lately, IBM has entered the 
personal microcomputer act. You've 
all read about it in the other 
magazines and The Wall Street 
Journal. I may not be the fastest 
person in the world, but I'm not the 
dumbest either. Still, it took me a 
whole evening to figure out their 
prieing structure. I used to be 
involved with mainframes, and it 
looks like they .ised the same pricing 
ideas in the microcomputer as they 
did there. 

When Tandy Corporation first 
came out with the Model I, I thought 
it was clever salesmanship for them 
to imply that you couldn't hook a 
printer to the Level II, 16K machine 
without an expansion interface. Of 
course, the expansion interface gave 
you the ability to add memory and 
disk drives. So the advertised price 
of the basic computer was low, but 
you couldn't do anything serious 
with it until you had added another 
fifteen hundred or two grand to it. 

It seems that IBM has up-staged 
Tandy by a mile or two. They did it 
so much better that you could spend 
weeks in the computer store, just 
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asking questions (and probably not 
getting the answers you want). 

Is the "average" person going to 
fall for all this? Probably. If they 
want in, they are going to have to 
pay the price. The manufacturers 
are all playing the same game with 
terminology and features. Until the 
average person understands it all, 
they will have their complicated 
pricing and get away with it. 

There is something I have always 
wanted to do and couldn't afford it. 
It has to do with getting a so-called 
"average" person in front of a 
microcomputer and letting them 
have at it. All the while, of course, 
keeping copious notes about how 
they feel they are progressing 
towards the "computerized age" . 

That wish may have become a 
reality today. A large box was 
delivered via UPS from one of our 
advertisers. It contained a Model III 
with an 80 character by 24 line 
screen, a brand new operator 
manual and the Wordstar word 
processing software running under 
CP/ M. There are several manuals 
and operating cards and a separate 
manual on the Wordstarsystem. It's 
here for evaluation. 

Eva, our new receptionist and 
secretary, (whose voice sounds like 
she wants to crawl through the 
telephone line and kiss you before 
she asks what she can do for you), 
has no experience at all with 
computers. Since this new system is 
designed expressly for word 
processing, and since that is what 
Eva is here to do, it may just be a 
good idea to see how far she can go 
in setting up the system and getting 
useful output from it. 

Heck, she may even write her first 
article for a nationally famous 
magazine and see her name in 
lights. Or maybe she will leave 
quietly one night and never come 
back. It may be an interesting 
experiment - and if Eva is willing, I 
think we should try it. The machine 
is still sitting there in the box ~ it 
hasn't even been plugged in yet. 

Do you want to see how Eva does? 
I do . Let's go for it and see what 
happens. Who knows, she may fall 
in love with it and I'll have to buy 
her one to use all the time! 

Mike 
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I typed in the very interesting program 
Supergraph 1.0 by Davud Z. Korkut, as 
published in your Nov/ Dec 81 issue. It 
works very well with my Epson MX-80 
printer. However, I seemed to have had a 
problem with line 390 being too long. 

The line listing seems to end abruptly 
(because it's too long) - I believe there 
should be ;DU; after the last 
PRINTUSINGFM$. I had to insert 
PRINT@ B35,;:PRINTUSINGFM$;DU; 
as the first portion of line 400. 

This was after deleting this phrase 
from the last portion of line 390. I then 
deleted the last portion of line 400 and 
put it in line 410 as follows: 
410 PRINT@949+0F,;:PRINTUSING 

FM$; 
DU;:RETURN 

I'm somewhat confused with line 
10470 in that your printer produces a 
caret or circumflex apparently instead of 
an up arrow? Mine prints a left bracket 
instead. (I just referred to Dave Lien's 
Basic Handbook, page 409, and learned 
that this formatting will print the 
exponential or E form of a number!! You 
learn something every day!) 

Lines 10730 and 10790 seem to have 
surplus appendages - I deleted the last 
GOTOI 1030 in line 10730 and the last 
),MD=CN:GOT010610 in line 10790. 

I think the program runs OK now (I 
hope the above changes are correct). 

Daniel A. Armstrong 
Las Cruces, NM 

The movement of code into lines 400 
and 410 will.not cause any problems. The 
missing code was indeed due to the line 
being too long. Our testing of the 
program (as it came from Mr. Korkut) did 
not reveal the missing code or the 
extraneous material in lines 10730 and 
10790. 

We use the caret in place of the bracket 
(up-arrow) to prevent confusion. The 
program which does it is the standard 
printer filter included with LDOS 5.0 and 
5.1. - Ed. 

I am writing in regard to a program 
that ran in your Sep/ Oct 80 issue - A 
BASIC ZBO Disassembler. 

What is the assembled listing the 
disassembler gives and how is it broken 
down? How is a disassembler used both 
in ROM and RAM? 

Carl Kellogg 
Tacoma, WA 

A disassembler produces listings of 
any machine language program 
residing either in ROM or RAM, in a 
form which may be used with an 
editor I assembler. The resulting output 
is similar in appearance to machine 
language listings published in this 
magazine. - Ed. 

In the Nov/ Dec 81 issue of BO-U.S., 
there was a hardware patch for the TRS
80 Model I to enable upper/ lower case 
from the time that the system is powered 
up. When I read this patch, I said to 
myself, "Why not simply re-burn an 
EPROM with the corrected code?". Since 
the Texas Instruments and Motorola 
2532 EPROMS are basically the same as 
the ROMs (with one minor exception), I 
could easily copy the ROMs into an 
EPROM programmer and edit them. So, 
I did. Also, I changed the byte at hex 
address 0418 to &H38 (,JR C), in order to 
correct the keyboard driver. The only 
bad side effect that I found in doing this 
is that the@ key is now shift-@, and just 
pressing @ pauses BASIC execution. Oh 
well, we can't all be perfect. 

The one minor exception is that pin 21, 
CE*, is active low on the TRS-80 ROM 
and active high on the 2532. This pin is 
hardwired to the active state in the TRS
80. However, with the other select line 
doing the actual selecting. This requires 
a jumper wire to pin 24 from pin 21, with 
pin 21 bent up. 

Ralph Wade Phillips 
Computer SOS Inc 

4436A Youree Drive 
Shreveport, LA 71105 

Have you thought of relabeling your @ 
key as a "pause" key? - Ed. 

It has been brought to my attention 
that there is an error in listing 2, which 
accompanied my article, Hybrid 
Programming" in the Sep/ Oct 81 issue. 

The last two digits iri line 10 have been 
transposed: 28678 should be 28687. 

It should be obvious that there are 
more than six data items, and that there 
are 16 and that 28672+ 15=28687. 

I am sorry for any inconvenience any 
reader may have h ad due to this error. I 
discovered the error when a reader called 
me from Miami to report that it wouldn't 
run on his Model III. He loaned me a 
machine to try it on, and at first I was 
sure that it must be due to some subtle 
difference in the two models. Nope. It 
runs fine on both models with the 
transposition corrected. 

R. B. Nottingham 
Deerfield Beach, FL 

In the beginning the battle raged 
betweeen the TRS-80; the Apple, the 
Pet . . . and a host of others. As 
computerists became more mature they 
realized that all computers could co
exist. Minor innuendos still crop up from 
time to time in the media, but few of us 
pay much attention to the childish, "My 
computer can lick your computer" type of 
ravings. 

But there has evolved a more serious 
battle which can have far reaching 
effects on the entire outlook of the future 
of home computers. This is the battle 
between tape~based and disk-based 

systems. There appears to he a 
derogatory move afoot to fully support 
disk and leave the tape-based systems to 
fend for themselves. The reason I see this 
as a real threat to the future of home 
computers is that I can see evidence that 
more and more vita l information is being 
put exclusively on disk. This is of a 
personal nature and does not concern me 
as much as the fact that if that disk 
system goes down, years and years of 
irrecoverable data could be lost by the 
individual. 

My employer uses a DEC system with 
time-sharing and the works. They have 
invested millions of dollars in the 
hardware and software and it does 
provide a necessary supplement in 
getting the job done. But even they have 
realized the necessity of having a tape 
system as a back up and permanent 
storage of data. 

I don't have to tell you the number of 
horror stories that appear in the 
computer magazines regarding what 
happens when a Disk Operating System 
decides it is time to wipe out an entire file, 
or take a notion to "rewrite" your 
important file with glitches. Back up 
disks offer some assistance, but if you 
have a "file wipe-out" problem then you 
can lose everything in a few minutes. 

Tape, on the other hand, has 
permanent records which cannot be 
tampered with on the cassette by the 
computer. I have httd many programs 
bomb out in memory and have had to 
turn off the computer, turn it on, saye 
memory, and load the "fast tape" utility. 
But my original program is still perfect 
and in tact on the cassette, ready to be 
reloaded whenever I want to. We have a 
dedicated laboratory computer at work 
and I have seen it eat disk data like a 
starving man eats his first meal. 

Mind you, I am not saying that tape is 
better than disk or the other way around. 
I do say that both are necessary to the 
success of the computer hobby and small 
business and the attitude of "better 
than" should be curbed as much as 
possible and both systems supported to 
the fullest. 

... I have been reading about "high 
quality" cassette recorders for use with 
computers. Is the Radio Shack CTR-80A 
such a recorder? Can you recommend 
other brands of recorders that have 
shown to be acceptable for computer use? 

Robert Kyle 
Minneapolis, MN 

"High quality" is a subjective term. 
The CTR-BOA is designed for use with the 
TRSBO. Generally, you get what you pay 
for in tape recorders. The price of $59.95 
for the CTR-BOA is lower than most with 
similar performance. The only thing to 
watch for in tape decks is the amount of 
current drawn by the remote jack; if it is 
too high it will cause the relay in the 
TRS-BO to stick in one or the other 
position and render it useless. - Ed. 
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This Grizzly Looking 
Character Is Losing 

The Bug Battle! 

TOO BAD! He continues to "WHIP" those miserable varmits the 
hard way . . . while the real answer is at his fingertips. He's not 
alone either! BUGS are an inevitable part of programming, and if 
you have ever tried to program in Assembly/ Machine Language, 
you know exactly what we are talking about. 

When we purchased our first TRS-ao· , we were no strangers to 
machine language programming. We tossed out BASIC the first 
day, preferring to get right down to the nuts and bolts of things. 
What a shock! The Debugging Aids at the machine level were 
horrible! They were awkward to read , did not provide enough, or 
the right kinds of information, and required eight hands and 
gymnastic ability to switch from one command to another. 
Ridiculous! 

WE DIDN'T SUFFER LONG! 
Our first project was to create a truly powerful Debugging Tool. 
We called it BUGOUT, ran some advertisements, and sold a 
bundle of them. You know, the American dream come true. But 
that wasn't the end of our quest for a truly superior product. We 
asked every BUG OUT customer to give us their best ideas. Ideas 
that would make our product far superior to any other Debugger, 
and believe us, some of our customers are absolutely brilliant! 

We received a truck-load of fantastic ideas, and you guessed it, 
we overhauled the original BUGOUT and created the most 
powerful , versatile, and easy to use Machine Language Debugger 
ever written for Mod I or Ill computers . .. BAR NONE! 

HERE IT COMES 
Our new Debugger is called BUGOUT/PRO. It is 11 .5K of 
extremely powerful coding, and it is simply loaded with marvelous 
options waiting to come to the aid of beginner and expert alike. 
Anyone who is even remotely involved with Assembly/ Machine 
Language programming can use BUGOUT!PRO. It comes with 
two manuals, one for beginners, with an INTERACTIVE course 
of instruction. and one for experts, with all the advanced features 
clearly spelled out. 

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
BUGOUT/PRO does all the th ings you would expect a Debugger 

You rnust EXPERIENCE the fast , flicker-free display, the utter 
simplicity of operation, and the huge variety of commands to 
make a fair appraisal of th is product. No advertisement could 
possibly tell it all ... so we are saving the best features for our 
RISK-FREE home examination. 

RISK-FREE EXAMINATION 
That's right , you can examine BUG OUT/ PRO in your own home 
or office with our 100% guarantee of satisfaction. If BUGOUT/PRO 
doesn't live up to your expectations. simply return it for a full 
refund . What could be more fair? 

BUG OUT/PRO sells for $69.95 and is worth every penny we ask, 
and more! Just think of all the hours you've wasted searching 
for bugs. BUGOUT/PRO will make Assembly/ Machine Language 
programming faster, easier, and far more enjoyable. Beginner or 
expert, BUGOUT! PRO is the Cadillac , Lincoln, and Rolls Royce 
of Debuggers rolled into one. 

WILL THE BUGS WIN? 
When you own BUGOUT/PRO, you are on the road to winning 
the bug battle. BUGOUT/PRO is supplied on TAPE or DISK, and 
either version automatically runs on both Mod I and Mod Ill 
computers. TAPE and DISK versions are identical, but be sure to 
specify which one you want. We accept Master Charge, Visa, 
Money Order, or Personal Checks. Foreign Orders and C.O.D.'s 
are $5.00 extra . Washington state residents add 5.3% sales tax. 

Take advantage of our RISK-FREE offer today. BUGOUT/PRO is 
a must investm!3nt for all machine language programmers. 

the software 

[p[LDJ 
to do, and more . .. a lot more! Beyond that, and even more 
important than what it does, is how it does it, how the data is THE SOFTWARE PLANTATION, INC. - DEPT. SA 
displayed, and how easy it is to use! P. 0 . BOX 44623 • TACOMA, WA 98444 
"TRS·BO IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP (206) 531-1506 
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Thesaurus programs Compactors I and IV , New book on FORTRAN 

. REFWARE announces a set of three 
computer programs used to improve 
speaking and writing vocabularies . 
When the user types a word of his choice 
into the computer, the REFWARE 
Thesaurus will respond with 
suggestions of nine to forty five 
synonyms or associated words. 
Especially intriguing is the ability to 
substitute alternate words in the user's 
own sentence. The REFWARE 
Thesaurus also contains hundreds of 
''spelling demons" which help the user 
locate the correct spelling of many 
words. A REFWARE Thesaurus 
BUILDER is included which will chain 
together eight utility programs which 
enable the user to create a specialized 
thesaurus for the needs of a specific 
profession or business. 

The programs are: REFWARE 
Thesaurus: Adjectives 1.0 (6200 
adjectives) $39.95, REFWARE 
Thesaurus: Nouns 1.0 (6200 nouns) 
$39.95 and REFWARE Thesaurus: 
BUILDER 1.0 (program to develop 
specialized thesaurus) $149.95. Contact 
REFWARE, PO Box 451, Chappaqua, 
NY 10514 (914) 238-8896 

Circle #127 

Printer switch 

Access Unlimited Computer Centers 
are now carrying the Arrick Products 
line of microcomputer device switching 
units. Quick-Switch units allow an 
operator to switch a TRS-80 printer 
output back and forth between two or 
three peripherals. These units are used in 
Access Unlimited stores to select 
between print e rs during sales 
demonstrations. A spokesman says that 
a three-port Quick-Print a llows a 
salesperson to switch between an Epson 
and Okidata printer, and a Percom 
Electric Crayon color display system. 
Quick-Switch can also be used to switch 
one peripheral between two or three 
computers. For more information 
contact Connie Burnside, Access 
Unlimited, 401 North Centra l 
Expressway #600, Richardson, TX 75080 
(214) 690-0206 

Circle #134 

Hurricane Laboratories announces 
the release of Compactors I and IV. The 
Compactor I will a llow the TRS-80 Model 
III to run CP/ M applications and utility 
programs. When installed in the Model 
III the user can elect to use CP/ M (2.2), 
TRSDOS, TRS-BASIC or Hurricane's 
Z80 Diagnostic Monitor. 

The Compactor IV allows the TRS-80 
to serve as an 80 x 24 video display a nd 
provides an RS-232 serial computer 
interface. It will be useful in applications 
which require an 80 x 24 video display . 
The Compactor IV a llows the TRS-80 to 
be used as either a stand-alone computer 
or an intelligent terminal to larger host 
computer systems. 

The Compactor I and IV are priced at 
$450 and $475 respectively. To order, 
contact Microcomputer Technology 
Inc. ,(MTI), 3304 W. MacArthur, Santa 
Ana, CA 92704 (714) 979-9923 

Circle #128 

Income tax programs 

Gooth Software is offering 40 Income 
Tax Programs on diskette forth e TRS-80 
Model I/III. The first disk includes 
programs for Form 1040, Schedules A, B, 
C, D, SE, TC and sells for $24.75 
postpa id. The rem a inder of the 40 
programs are available on other 
diskettes. For more information, write 
Gooth Software, 931 South Bemiston , St. 
Louis, MO 63105 

Circle #129 

Smart Color terminal 

Eigen Systems introduces its new 
COLORCOM / E smart termina l 
program for the TRS-80 Color Computer. 
COLORCOM/ E comes in a convenient 
ROM cartridge ready to plug in and run . 
Features include on line and offline 
scrolling, receive and send cassette files , 
offline printing of data, support for any 
seria l printer, full and half duplex 
operation and optional word mode to 
eliminate word wrap. Particularly 
helpful is the ability to easily edit data 
before printing or writing to cassette. 
COLORCOM/ E a lso supports the 
a utomatic capture of files, as well as the 
ability to transmit cassette files with 
automatic capture characters. 
COLORCOM/ E ($49.95) is available 
from Eigen Systems, PO Box 10234, 
Austin, TX 78766 (512) 837-4665 

Circle #130 

80 Space Raiders game 

Bosen Electronics, 445 East 800 North, 
Spanish Fork, UT 84660 (801) 798-9553 
has announced 80 Space Raiders, a 
starship simulator and combat game for 
the TRS-80 Model I, priced at $24.95. 

Circle # 121 

Dilithium Press announces the 
publication of a book for microcomputer 
users who have no experience with 
FORTRAN but are eager to implement it 
on their machines. Microsoft FORTRAN 
by Paul M. Chirlian, thoroughly 
explains the most popular FORTRAN 
available for the TRS-80. Some of the 
areas he highlights in the book are: top 
down programming, debugging, 
reduction of computation error and the 
Microsoft editor. Chirlian has also 
included exercises at the end of each 
chapter, a glossary and a list of built-in 
Microsoft FORTRAN subprograms. The 
332-page book sells for $14.95. For 
further information contact Catherine 
Filgas, Dilithium Press, 11000 S.W. 11th 
Street, Suite E, Beaverton, OR 97005 
(503) 646-2713 

Circle# 123 

Enhanced Hexspell 

Hexagon Systems has released an 
enhanced version of its Hexspell spelling 
checker for the TRS-80 computer. The 
program, Hexspell 2, checks not just 
dictiona ry words but the complete text. 
Hexspell 2 lea rns and checks the codes, 
formulas and numbers common in many 
commercial and technical documents. 
Th e user defi nes which characters may 
make up a "word", then a single 
keystroke teaches Hexspell new "words" 
as it checks the text. Hexspell II orders 
its wordlist by frequency of use so that it 
adapts itself rapidly to a users 
vocabulary. The program comes with an 
initial 25,000 word list, which can be 
expanded to 50,000 words or codes. 

Hexspell requires a 48K Model I or III 
with two drives. The program is 
a vailahle for $99.00(U.S.) from Hexagon 
Systems, PO Box 397, Station A, 
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2 (604) 
682-7()46. 

Circle# 124 

Wordsmith 

ABS Suppliers, PO Box 8297, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48107 (313) 971-1404 h as 
announced "Wordsmith", a word 
processing program for the TRS-80 
Model I Level 2 disk or tape computer 
system. The tape version is written to 
support the B-17 Tape Operating 
System. Wordsmith is considered an 
ideal package for those who want to 
know what the more sophisticated word 
processing programs are all about 
without having to digest a big manual. It 
can easily be used by persons with little 
time for extensive training and practice. 
The disk version on tape (stock #311-D) 
and tape version (#311) are priced at 
$14.95 ppd with a 30 day money-back 
guarantee. 

Circle# 122 
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ew Products 

Medical software Newsletter reprints Sorcerer of Siva 

MICROMED Systems announces a 
computer system designed specifically 
for the DME (Durable Medical 
Equipment) dealer utilizing the TRS-80 
Model II. The system features automatic 
posting of repetitive monthly rentals, 
prints medicare a nd insurance forms, 
patient co-insurance statements, 
mailing labels , word processing, 
monthly sales and rental a na lysis, 
detailed age analysis, procedure code 
reports, etc. Expansion into payroll, 
general ledger a nd inventory are 
ava il able. Software a nd ha rdware both 
sell for less than $10,000. Contact 
MICROMED Systems, 25 South H 
Street, Lake Worth , FL 33460 (305) 588· 
8574 

Circle #125 

Astroball 

Acorn Software Products, Inc . 
announced the release of Astroball · a 
pinball game with a space theme. This 
machine la nguage game has even more 
of the high quality sound and graphics 
associated with the a uth or - John Allen. 
It features space craft, flying saucers 
a nd black holes which devour your ball 
under certain conditions . Destroy 
enough meteors and you get a free ball. 
Acord would like users to send in their 
high scores. Astroball is available for the 
Model I/III on 16K tape or diskette tor 
$19.95 + $2 s / h . Contact Acorn Software 
Products, Inc., 6:34 North Carolina Ave., 
S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 or phone 
(202) 544-4259 

Circle #126 

Radio Shack has collected the first 
twenty issues of the company's TRS-80 
Microcomputer News into a special 
volume. Every issue from the very first 
through the one published in December, 
1980 is included in the TRS-80 
Microcomputer Newsletter Reprints 
(part number 26-2115), available for 
$4.95 from Radio Shack Computer 
Ce nters, stores a nd participating 
dealers. 

Printer interfaces 

Multi Medi a Systems, Inc., a nnounces 
its two newest h ardware printer 
interfaces: Models STP-1 and STP-2, for 
use with the Color Computer and a 
convention a l parallel type printer. Ifthe 
purchaser of th e STP-1 already owns a 
Centronics-compatible printer, simple 
plug-in con nections make the Color 
Computer see a serial printer, at the 
same time the parallel printer will see a 
parallel port. The STP-1 will accept 
serial data from the comp uter at a rate of 
600 baud (default value for the Color 
Computer). 

The STP-2 is identical to the STP-1 
except it has a switch selectable baud 
rate which is compatible with the 
comp uter (:300, 600, 1200, 2400). Full 
handshaking comm unications are 
supported with both interfaces without 
software overhead. The STP-1 a nd STP-2 
sell for $79.95 a nd $99.95 respectively, 
plus $4.50 s / h . Available from Multi 
Media Systems, PO Box 41084, 
Indianapo lis , IN 46241 (:3 17) 839-6 150 

Circle #133 

Automated Simulations, Inc., has 
added a new title, Sorcerer of Siva, to its 
EPYX line of role-playing games. The 
player takes on the role of a wizard with 
a variety of magical spells. He must 
battle the evil sorcerer and a multitude of 
monsters as he searches through more 
than 300 chambers and five levels of the 
mine of Siva. A built-in scoring system 
challenges the player to make his way 
through the mine as quickly as possible 
and points are awarded for killing 
monsters and recovering treasure. Eight 
skill levels are used to determine the 
number of magical powers a player has 
and a graphic display draws each 
chamber as the player progresses 
through the mine. Available on cassette 
for TRS-80 Model I/III 16K or TRS-80 
Model I/III 32K disk for $29.95. Contact 
Automated Simulations, Inc., PO Box 
4247, Mountain View, CA 94040 (415) 
964·8021 

Circle #131 

PAC Attack 

Computerware introduces its PAC 
Attack game on cassette for the Radio 
Shack Color Computer. Three little 
muggers chase your man relentlessly 
around a maddening maze as you 
furiously try to build up points. This 
game offers graphics, sound effects and 
action at three levels of difficulty . $24.95 
+ $2 s / h . Contact Computerware, PO 
Box 668, 1472 Encinitas Blvd. , 
Encinitas, CA 92024 (714) 436-3512 

. Circle #132 

Host program 

AM Electronics, Inc., announces their 
new software package entitled AMHost 
fur the Model III microcomputer. The 
program is complete with user 
documentation and allows the Model III 
to become a standalone host for access 
via telephone by another computer or 
terminal. This permits a remote user to 
assume complete control of the Model 
III. Provisions for translation tables 
have been incorporated to permit user
definable translation codes should non
s ta ndard ASCII codes be desirable. For 
more informati.on contact A M 
Electronics, Inc., 3366 Washtenaw Ave., 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 (313) 973-2312 

Circle #135 

Radio Shack Line Printer VIII 

Radio Shack now offers a compact, 
high density dot-matrix impact printer 
which features word processing, data 
processing and graphics modes. The new 
low-cost Line Printer VIII (part number 
26-1168) is available for $799.00 at Radio 
Shack stores, Computer Centers and 
participating dealers. 
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TRS-SO™PROORAMS 
SUPER SOFTWARE AT SUPER PRICES 


THE ULTlMATE DISK-OPERATING SYSTEM 

LOOS™ 
A completely documented new generation of 
operating system for the TRS-80. Far superior to 
any on the market. It is a totally independent 
device system, capable of device linking, routing, 
setting, and filtering . LOOS will support 5" and 8" 
floppies, single/double density, single/double 
sided, and up to 80 tracks. Full customer service 
provided with a toll free 800 number. Excellent 
documentation in a tab indexed manual !over250 
pagesl. Call or send for more information today. 
Available for Model I 
or Ill ..... . . only $169.00 
LOOS™is a product of 
Logical Systems Inc. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
EDAS 3.5 Model I and Ill. . . $79.00 
EDAS 5.0 Model II. .. . . $1 79.00 galactic 
Host Model 11 was . .... $199.00 L 
now.. . . .... .. . ...... $99.00 

MAILING SYSTEMS 
MAIL/FILE - SERIES II I 

l% / 
NEW Series II Mail/File has all of 
the OUtStanding features Of the f 11520 North Port Washington Road 

Mequon. Wl~onsln 53092 .,..,.. 

original series I Mail/File, PLUS 
many aiiditio al qual ities wh ich 
again will s ~a ards for 
this typ ~'Word 

f 7 / /] . 
process put ed itor, 
fast sort~):! d fabulous ' 
editing ~~ilities are a 
few of its features. Name 
and ZIP code are under 
constant sort. series II is 
compatable with series I data files. 
Model I system will handle up to 600 names. 
Model Ill system will handle up to 1200 names. 
Either system available for only.. . . .. . $159.00 
Also available for the Model II . .. . .... . $199.00 
Handling up to 2500 names per file 

MASS/MAIL SUBSCRIPTION SYSTEM 

AVAILABLE FOR MODEL IL 


THE ULTlMATE IN MAILING SYSTEMS 

" I th ink t he syst em will stand the test of time . . . It Is probably 
the most sophist icated syst em around f or t he micros today" 
Mike Schmidt !EDITOR! BO·US Jan / Feb pg. 94 

Galactic's Mass/Mail System was designed with 
the needs of the large mailing list in mind. This 
system has capabilities of handling up to 10,500 
records, with access times of less than 15 seconds 
and usual access of about one second. All adds, 
deletes and edits are instant for the operator and 

MAILING SYSTEMS 
are then completed later in a "batch mode". The 

System comes complete with extensive 
documentation and ongoing support .... . ... . 

contact Galactic Sof tware for detailed 
specifications for your exact needs. Available 

only for the TRS-80 Model 11. 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

INVENTORY MASTER SYSTEM 
A program to fill your 

needs, handling up to 2700 
items. With today's market, 
keeping on hand only what 

yourdemandcallsforisreason 
enough to let your TRS-80

J. accurately and effectively take 
care of your inventory. Always 

know what to stock and when to 
stock it. Have a multitude of 

reports at your finger tips. This 
system has many features which 

were modeled after a main frame 
system of large capacity. More infor

mation available upon request. 

Model I version Just . . . . . . . $159.00 
Model 111 version just. ..... $259.00 

ALSO AVAILABLE ... 
For the MODEL I or Ill 

STOCK MARKET MONITOR 
cassette version .. ..... $89.00 

Disk version .... ...... $99.00 

ULTRA-TREK GAME 
can you master this trip 
through the galaxies? As 
commander, will you be 

able to keep the Enterprise 
and its crew en route and on patrol? can you 

destroy the hostile base? Order today. 
Model I or Ill version only. .... . . . . .... . $19.95 

Send me lhe following: 
0 LOOS Model I S169 00 0 INVENTORY MASTER Model I S159 00 
0 LOOS Model 111 S169 00 0 INVENTORY MASTER Modellll. .S259 00 
0 EOAS 3 5 Model I S79 00 0 STOCK MARKET MONITOR Model I 
0 EOAS 3.5 Model Ill . S79 00 casselle S89 00 
0 EOAS 5.0 Modelll S179 00 disk S99 00 
0 HOST Model II . S99 00 0 STOCK MARKET MONITOR Model Ill 
0 MAIL /FILE II Modell S 159 00 casselle ' S89 00 
0 MAIL/FILE II Modellll s159 00 disk S99 00 
0 MAIL/FILE II Model II S199 00 0 ULTRA TREK Modell . S19.95 
0 INFO ON MASS/MAIL MOOEL II 0 ULTRA TRE K Model Ill s19 95 
0 I WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING: _ ______ 

NAME ________________ 

ADDRESS ______________ _ _ 

CITY _ _____STATE ___ lll' _ ____ _ 

Mail to : Scllact 1c 
11520 N Port Washington Rd

software ltd MeQuon. WI 53092 

can't wait? call . ~:·1 1··~ 
414/241· 8030 TRS·BO A Trademark 

~ 

of Tandy corp. 
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Items at random 

This is the first real "monthly" 
issue of 80-U.S., and it still seems 
a little unusual to be referring to it as 
the "February" issue! We worried 
some about getting out on a monthly 
schedule, but with all the fantastic 
help and cooperation, we actually 
finished it a week ahead ofschedule. 
How's that for overkill? 

Our Editor, Tom Huber, who has 
been with us for the past year, has 
left for new challenges elsewhere. 
We all appreciate the good work he 
has done for us and wish him well. 

Don Scarberry, who was assistant 
Editor, is now the Editor of 80
U. S. Journal. Don's previous 
experience in retail sales 
management, and his education in 
electrical engineering and 
computing will probably show 
through in his new job as Editor. 
Welcome aboard, Don! 

Our BASIC Adventure book 
finally arrived the day before 
Thanksgiving. It had been held up 
in a snowstorm in North Dakota 
and Montana (on its way from 
Minneapolis). It turned out even 
better than we thought it would, and 
we're proud to present it. Initial 
sales are doing very well. George 
Blank, who you all know is the 
Editorial Director for Creative 
Computing magazine, had this to 
say about it: "Well done, highly 
readable, easy to use. The book is a 
delightful adventure." Thank you 
George, for the encouragement. 

We mentioned last issue that we 
were going to a subscription service. 
It is well under way now and about 
half completed. There are literally 
dozens of things to consider in a 
move like that, and we are running 
into them, one after another. The 
label on this copy, for example, was 
printed in Illinois and sent to the 
printer in South Dakota. Next thing 
is to have all orders and renewals 
sent directly to the agency. The 
reason for mentioning this is that 
even though we don't expect too 
much of a hassle, there may be an 
occasional glitch in the crossover. 

So hang in there. Until further 
notice, address all subscription 
related matters to us here. 

The Color Computer is certainly 
coming on strong. Hardly a day 
goes by without some requests for 
more about it. Although we have 
been trying to include at least one 
article or program in each issue, we 
will now try to increase to at least 
two such articles. Last month we 
covered the Exatron disk interface 
for the Color Computer. We have 
just received the Radio Shack disk 
interface and are putting together 
an evaluation of it now. It looks 
good. 

If you haven't noticed yet, our 
unclassified advertisements have 
become unclassified announce
ments. We are not charging for them 
anymore, but they are now limited 
to "one of a kind" items for sale and 
notices for clubs, requests for help 
or information and the like. Your 
announcement runs one time only, 
but you may resubmit as many 
times as you like. Look at it more like 
a club bulletin board if you will, and 
use it - it's an inexpensive way to 
move personal items. If you are a 
commercial operation, we suggest 
you use our "Micro-Mini" ads, they 
are also quite reasonable and in 
addition, will get you a reader 
service number. 

Speaking of reader service, the 
number of responses has gone way 
up since we started using the 
postage paid card. It also lets us and 
our advertisers know a whole lot 
about interest in their products. 
Since we tabulate them here, we get 
a good look at the numbers of 
responses, and can tell a prospective 
advertiser pretty well in advance 
what kind of response to expect. 
What you get for circling that 
number is more information about 
that product you are interested in. 

Authors will be pleased to know 
that our new Editor has installed a 
procedure whereby all articles are 
tracked and actually getting out on 

time! How about that? The four to 
six weeks we promised is now a 
reality! Incidentally, it sure helps 
when you send in a program, to send 
a tape or diskette with the program 
on it. We simply do not have the time 
to type in all program submissions. 

We are calling this issue our 
"Word Processing" issue. It's not all 
that, but starts out with it on page 
16. Lawrence Charters does a neat 
job with spelling chE:ckers on page 
23, and Jim Klap!.'oth takes an in
depth look at Prosoft's Newscripton 
page 31. 

When I saw Ralph White's Tic Tac 
Toe, my reaction was: "Not again!" 
But this one has a clever twist. It 
turns out to be an educational game, 
wherein you must first reduce a 
fraction or lose your turn! 

Bill Barden, Jr. is back with a look 
at two books on early computing. It 
makes for very interesting 
background information, on page 
72. 

For beginners, this month Terry 
goes into arrays and how to handle 
them. It's on page 62. 

When is double precision not 
double precision? Most of the time, 
according to James King. On page 
87 he tells how to make them real. 

There are reviews on various 
things in this issue. We have been 
short changing reviews lately and 
are trying to catch up. Some are 
short and sweet, some are long; we 
hope you like them. 

One of the most unusual things 
about publishing is the lead time. 
Here it is, the middle of December 
and we are getting ready for 
Christmas parties and the like. The 
issue we are putting together right 
now is this one - February 1982. It 
should really be time to think about 
Valentines and all that, so I will 
simply pass along slightly belated 
seasons greetings for the real time, 
and hearts and flowers for the time 
you will be reading this. 

Nice days are made, not had. See 
you all next month .. . Mike 
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The BASIC COMPILER TRS-80 PEOPLE HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR ...... . 

ALL NEW FEATURES INCLUDE: 
1. 	 AVERAGE SPEED INCREASES OF 10-100 TIMES IS 

TYPICAL AFTER COMPILINGlll!! 
2. 	 ZBASIC 2 0 code is fully re locatable Move it anywhere! 
3. 	 ZBASIC 2 0 now supports STRING and NUMERIC 

ARRAYS to any dimension . (Memory being the only limit) 
4. 	 ZBASIC 2.0 now supports all variable names Variable 

names like AB , ZP, GROSS, E3, LENTH etc . are 
supported 

5. 	 ZBASIC 2.0 now supports DISK SEQUENTIAL 
FILES. 

6. 	 ZBASIC 2.0 now supports special CASSETTE 1/ 0 . 
7. 	 ZBASIC 2.0 IS STILL 100% INTERACTIVE! No need 

for tedious linking loaders or runtime modules . 
Jumping back and forth between BASIC and 
COMPILER is easy and fast. 

8. 	 DEBUGGING IS A BREEZE WITH ZBASIC 2.0 . 
9 . 	 ZBASIC 2.0 now supports STRINGS in DATA 

statements. 
10. COMPILING A PROGRAM IS AS EASY AS TYPING 

IN 3 KEYS! (. / ) 
11 . ZBASIC 2.0 now supports HIGH PRECISION MATH 

to 62 digit precision . (add , subtract, multiply, 
divide). There are no Binary rounding problems 
because ZBASIC 2.0 uses BCD! 

12. ZBASIC 2.0 compiles the entire program! No 
partial compilation, like some other compilers . 

13. TYPICAL COMPILATION TIME IS 10- 15 
SECONDS! 

14. ZBASIC 2.0 NOW SUPPORTS MIDS, LEFTS, 
RIGHTS, STRINGS! 

15. NO ROYALTIES IMPOSED ON PROGRAMS 
COMPILED BY ZBASIC! 

16. ZBASIC 2.0 will LOAD and COMPILE existing 
BASIC programs. but almost all will require some 
modifications. 

17. 	 MOD I compiled programs will run on MOD Ill and 
VISA -VERSA! 

18. 	 Programs may be compiled and relocated to top of 
memory to be used as BASIC USR calls . 

19. 	 TRON / TROFF now supported! 
20. 	 Improved run -time error handling . 
21 . ZBASIC 2.0 saves object code to tape or disk. 

(Depending on version .) 
22. 	 50+ page manual with many examples . 
23. DISK CHAINING with VARIABLE SAVE 

subroutines in manual. 
24. NEW FUNCTIONS IN ZBASIC THAT BASIC 

DOESN'T HAVE! 
A MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS COMMAND. 
B. HIGH SPEED BLOCK MEMORY MOVE 
COMMANDS. (LDIR, LDDR) 
C. 	HIGH SPEED INVERT COMMAND. 
D. 	INTERUPTS ON / OFF COMMANDS. 
E. STACK POINTER CONTROL. 
F. SPECIAL HIGH SPEED MULTIPLY / DIVIDE 
COMMANDS. 
G. 	16 bit PEEK. 
H. Special USR calls . Pass parameters to DOS or 
ROM subroutines! Customized USR calls . 
I. High accuracy delay loop command from .00005 
sec. to 18 hours. 

I 

J. HIGH SPEED MEMORY SEARCH COMMANDS. 
(CPIR, CPDR) 
K. ZBASIC (Disk version) comes with CMD / File 
program from MISOSYS for transfering machine 
language files from disk to tape!! 

***ZBASIC 2.0 DIFFERS from BASIC 
in these ways: 

1. 	 NO RANDOM ACCESS DISK 1/ 0 OR COMMANDS 
2. 	 NO SINGLE OR DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES or 

COMMANDS (Use ZBASIC 2 o ·s HIGH PRECISION 
INSTEAD) 

3 	 Th e following SCIENTIFIC MATH functi ons are not 
supported : ATN, EXP. COS. SIN , LOG. SIN. or TAN . 
(Subroutines to do these functions are included in the 
ZBASIC 2.0 manual.) 

4 	 Some ZBASIC 2 0 commands do not work exactly as 
BASICS command s work For instance, END jumps to 
DOS, STOP jumps to BASIC READY. Other commands 
may also differ slightly 

5. 	 MEMORY LIMITATIONS A simple equation to 
approximate memory required to compile a given BASIC 
program is your FREE MEMORY SIZE, MINUS 6000, 
DIVIDED by TWO. 

6. 	 Since programs compiled by ZBASIC 2.0 are no longer in 
BASIC, DIRECT COMMANDS like EDIT, CONT, LIST, 
LLIST, MEM AUTO etc. are not supported Although they 
may be used while in BASIC before compiling . 

7. 	 All other commands not supported by ZBASIC 2.0 not 
described above- CMD. DEF. FN. ERR, ERROR, ERL, 
RESUME, USING. FIX, FRE. INSTR, TAB. TIMES, CDBL, 
CINT, CSNG . 

So if you'd like the high speeds and controls capabilities of 
assembly language, but want the ease of use of BASIC. ZBASIC 
2.0 is the answer 	 · 

ZBASIC 2.0 is available for TRS-80 MOD I or 

Ill or PMC -80 computers . 


ZBASIC 2.0 16K/ 32K/ 48K TAPE VERSION and MANUAL ... . . . 79.95 
ZBASIC 2.0 32K / 48K DISK VERSION and MANUAL ... . .. ... . 89.95 
ZBASIC 2.0 TAPE and DISK VERSIONS and MANUAL ...... .. . 99.95 
ZBASIC 2.0 MANUAL (APPLIES TO ZBASIC PURCHASE PRICE! 25.00 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO : 

SIMUTEK 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
4877 E. SPEEDWAY BLVD . 

TUCSON. ARIZONA 85712 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 


VISA-MASTERCARD-AMEX -COD ORDERS 


CALL TOLL FREE : 800-528-1149 (Order Line Only) 


GET OUR FREE 100 PAGE CATALOG!!!!! 

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL (602) 323 -9391 


IRS· BO IS A TM OF RADIO SHACK A TANDY CORPORAllON Circle# 6 
PMC IS A lM OF PE RSONAL MICROCOMPUTERS INC 
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WDRIJ·GRRPHIE5 
If you own an 5E§Q~ or Q~lQ8I8 printer, 
and a !B§=§~ MODEL I OR III COMPUTER, 
SIMUT~K'S SCP WORD/GRAPHICS PROCESSOR 
IS JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR! 
Let's face it, if your printer hu the capabilities to do ID..D 
printing, SRM!ICS, OOEllINilli, DIFFERENT OllllOCTER SIZES, 
DIPKISIZED PRINTilli and 110re1 llfV l«JT USE TIE!???? 

SCP is not a pakh to SCRIPSITmll but a llhole l'll!M MOl'd proces
sing and SRAPHICS editor program. Look at all the features that 
com standard with SCP: 
~Q~Eb5I5_I5~I_5Q1Il~~-E58I~B5§: 

-. IhSERT l«JRDS/DlllKTERS ~IS 
b. DEl..ETE LllES/DlllKTERS Fl.t4! 
c. EXTRA SIMPLE IlOO< ICM. ttti:...mC«\. 

Ill MARKERS TO W: I!'£. 
d. ~JNATIIW 
e. FOOTEJIS/fEADERS 
f. llJTO l'lY RE~T 
g. Fl~/REPUK:E 
h. 11.lll<llli CUl9IR 
i. COP..ETE FCRllT llJITRll. 
J• JUSTJFJCllTIIW 
k. CENTERllli ICLm!ATM?l 

PROCESSOR "*"* 

SllllTEK PRE~S. ••••••• 

!iEP 
The f i nil tlOrd i n llJRD & 

SRAPHlCS processing ! 

••••••••••••••••••••···········-· ..........................- -····· 
IJ(IIJATA MICRCl.UE 88 1118 CPS, 9x7 l......... ..... .. .... 399.95 

.._____________...._.__ _. IJ(IMTA MICIO.IIE 82A 1128 CPS, 9x9 l .. .. !BEST BUY ! l .. 559. 95 

§E5~18b_E58I~B5§_l~~b~Q51 
-. ~ICS! SCP grapiic:s uu a 5P1Cial blinking 

pbtl cursor that you control with tht fOUI" 
ll'TOll keys. Dr•ings of graphs, logos, cartoons 
borders, diagran etc. can be dritllll into the 
ttxt nsily and uy be trolled, mleted, block 
90Yld etc. 

b. SCP allows lJ!DEll.INllli on both EP!DI and IJ(IIJATA ! 
CEP!DS REOOJllE EP!DI ~ TRS-81 CAil.El 

c. SCP allOllS you to change character size in the 
text at will, ever1 or1 the same line! 

d. SCP 1ll<M full CO!ltrol of D!PtllSIZED and IXlJllE 
EJRRilZED printing, even on IJ(llJATA printen! 

1. Fm scrolling of SCl't!tft left, right, up or dcMI. 
Screen is likt 1 t1indow on your doclml!ts. 

f. Ttxt or graJl!ic files too 11rge for llMOl"Y uy be 
c:hained from disk and 1llo.. full control of pigin
ation, hNdtn, foottr1 etc. IDJ9C YERSI!Jf 111.Yl 

g. Fnt ktyboird input for fnt typisb. 
h. All Comi1lds h1ft blln Mte to be 1aaibcs«I NSi

ly. For instaia: Control Jsilllfrt1 Control D= 
dtlete, Control 8=block 110ve etc. 

IJ(IIJATA MICRll.IIE 83A 1128 CPS, 9x9 15 IN. l............ 895.95 
E~ llX-81 1118 CPS, 91191 .. ... ..... . . . . .... .. . ......... 499.95 
E~ MX...-T 1118 CPS, 9119 W/FRICTI!Wl ••••• •••••• •• •••• 625. • 
TRS-M CAil.ES FOR AllNE. !FOR EXP. INT. OR llJD I Ill ..... 39. 95 
!IHPPilli FOR AllNE IN IDITIIENTll.. U.S. ... . .... .... .. .. 7.58 

ff SPECill.. lfFER ff BUY A PRINTER. EET ~ Discrurr ~ !DI!! 
This idverii!il!Erlt 111s llalle with SCP on an IJ( llJATA 82A. 

SCP llJRD/6RMUCS PllIESSilli SYSTEM IEllJIRES A TRS-88 
llllEl. I (/(' III and ant of the foll oeti ng printers: 
IJ{IIJATA MICIKLU£ 881 82/82A1 83/83A, 84 
EP!DI MX-81, 111*11 MHlll. lltalics 1ll0tll!d with graftml 

SCP DI9C l,fRSI!i. 11/JIAUl. 14ft< IU NIIUU ••••••••••••• 99. 95 
SCP T~ \IERSJ!i. 11/JIAUl. 1321< MINIIU ll . . . ...... .... 79. 95 
llMR. !APPLIES TO llllERl ..... ... .......... .. .. .. . .. 25.Ml 
Send check or money order: 
SJllITEK llOIRPOMTED. TEOtUOl llESTICNi ll£ASE CIU. 
48n E. SPEEIUIY 11.W. 1682) 323-9391 

fffff llU. FOR SillITEK'S FIE llJRITER CllTll..00 HHH TWD, AZ 85712 tH DBI.ER IlllJIRIES IEl.IDE tH 

SCRIPSIT & TRS• m Tif' s of IA>IO !HD< 1 TIH>Y CORP. Prices are subJect to change without notice. 
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TWO 40/lrack drive kit and hardware. Comes 
:omplele with all the necessary hardware and 2 
drives of your choice. (MPI or TANDON 40 
track) . NO SOLDERING OR TRACE CUTTING 
REQUIRED! COMPLETE EASY TO FOLLOW 
INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED . . . . . . 875.95 

TWO BO/ track dr ive kit and hardware Same as above 1,095.00 

ONE 40/lrack drive kit with all hardware and your choice of MPI or TANDON 40/ 
track drive. (INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED) . 599.99 

ONE 80/lrack drive kit with all hardware and one MPI 80/lrack drive. No soldering' 
(I NSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 699.99 
TRS-80 MODEL Ill , 48K . 2 40 Track TANDON or MPI drives . . . 2.095.99 
TRS-80 MODEL Ill , 48K . 2 80 Track MPI drives . . 2,325.99 

1 YEAR WARRANTY 

16 K MEMORY 19.95 

MODEL I , 111 APPLE AND EXIDY. Instructions inc luded. 
(MOD 1 Keyboard requires jumpers. $2.00 extra) 

ARCHBOLD SPEED-UP MODIFICATION FOR MOD I 
TRS-80. RUN UP TO 300% FASTER CPU SPEED! SPEED UP 
SLOW PROGRAMS WITHOUT SOFTWARE! .. .. .... 45.00 

MONITORS 
Black and White Monitors 12" (TECO) .. ...... . .. .. 129.95 
Green Phospher Monitors ·12" (TECO) : ........•... 159.95 
AMDEK Black and White 12" Monitor ........ ... .. 159.95 
AMDEK Green Phopher 12" Monitor 100G .. .... ... 189.95 

MODEL I DISK DRIVES 
These drives come complete with power supply and chassis. 
90 day warranty on d isk drives . ALL DRIVES COMPLETELY 
TESTED PRIOR TO SHIPPING! 40 track drives are fully 
compatible with TRSDOS , NEWDOS-80, LOOS etc. 
Fully compatible with the PERCOM DOUBLER and Double 
densityl 80 track drives require MAKE-80 program to run 
regular software. (SPECIAL! GET A FREE 2 DRIVE CABLE 
WHEN BUYING 2 or more DRIVES!) 
40 TRACK MPI or TANDON DRIVES ..... ...• ..... 319.95 
80 TRACK MPI .... ...... .... ... .. . ... ........ ... . 439.95 
DOUBLE SIDED 80 TRACK MPI .. . .. .. ..... . .. ... 579.95 
2 DRIVE CABLES .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 25.95 
4 DRIVE CABLES .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 35.95 
SPECIAL DOUBLE SIDED CABLES . . . . . . . . . . . . (CALL $) 
MAKE-80 CONVERT 40 TRACK TO 80 TRACK. 

(SPECIFY MOD I, Ill) .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 29.95 

DISKETTES 
SPECIAL: Brown Bag Diskettes (Verbatim) Bag of 20 . 49.95 
SPECIAL: Brown Bag Diskettes 100 Quantity ......... 214.00 
VERl3ATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES Box of 10 . . . . . . . . 32.50 
VERBATIM DATALI FE DISKETTES 100 Quantity .. . . .. 275.00 

SPECIAL DISK HOLDER 
Holds 50 Diskettes 
Reg. Price $35.95 

SPECIAL 521.95 
PERCOM DOUBLER II (Includes DBLDOS) Doubles storage 
on Model I d isk drives. Installs in Exp. Int. in minutes! Will not 
effect normal operation! . . ........................ 169.95 
NEWDOS-80 (New Version 2) ... . •. . .. .. ... . .. •... 139.95 
LOOS ...................... . .................... 139.95 
DOSPLUS 3.3 . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. • . .. . 89.95 

(Specify Mod I or Ill) 

PRINTERS 
SPECIAL: FREE CABLES AND FREE SHIPPING 

WITH ALL PRINTERS! 
CABLES FOR MODEL I EXPANSION INTERFACE, MOD 111 , 
or PMC-80 EXP 100 or PIF-40 only .) 
PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH COMPUTER! 

HIGH QUALITY DOT MATRIX 
EPSON MX-80 (Tractor feed only) ...... . ...... ... 539.95 
EPSON MX-80 FT (Tractor and Friction feed) .. . ... 639.95 
EPSON MX-70 (Tractor feed only) .. .. ....... ..... 419.95 
EPSON MX-100 (Tractor and Fr iction feed 14.5 wide) . 895.95 
EPSON MX-80 Hi-Res Graphics Option . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.95 
Add- On Friction Feed Adaptor for MX-80 or MX-70 59.95 
OKIDATA Ml CROLi NE 80 (Friction and Pin feed) .. 414.95 
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82 (Friction and P in feed) . . 597.95 
OKIDATA Ml CROLi NE 83 .............. . . .. ...... 897.95 

(Friction, Pin and Tractor feed 14.5" ) 

OKIDATA Ml CROLi NE 82A. 120 cps .. . .. . .. . .. ... 625.00 


(9x9 matrix w / descenders) 

OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A. 120 cps ..... . .... . ... 925.00 


(9x 9 matrix w / descenders) 

TRACTOR FEED ADAPTOR for 80 and 82 . . . . . . . . . 75.00 


LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS 
The C - itoh Daisy wheel printer is one of the finest Letter 
Quality printers we've seen . WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS??? 
Exchange Daisy wheels to get the kind of printing fonts you 
need. 12-1 O pitch . Excellent with Scrips it or Electr ic penc il. 
Let's face it , sometimes dot matrix doesn't hack it! (You can 
use standard Diablo Carbon ribbons with the C-itoh to get 
crisp " COPY READY" printouts!) 
C-ITOH DAISY WHEEL 25 CPS . ..... . . .. . ...... 1,795.25 
C-ITOH DAISY WHEEL 45 CPS . ................ 1,995.25 
C-ITOH TRACTOR FEED .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 219.95 

PMC-80 COMPUTER 
16K LEVEL II Fully compatible w ith 
all TRS-80 Mod I Software 595.95 
PMC-81 COMPUTER 16K LEVEL 11 
with upper/ lower case. Upper/ lower case 
driver in ROM. Auto key repeat. Numeric keypad. 

4 programmable keys. Buill in speaker. 100% Mod I software compatible 679.99 
EXPANDER 100 PMC's expansion interface 32K. diskcontroller, printer interface. 
(Expands PMC-80/81 lo 48K) ............ ... ... . ......... . 499.99 
RF-MODULATOR for PMC or TRS-80 lo TV Hook-up. Completely assembled and 
tested. Plu s in Video port) UHF CH.33 . . 39.95 

TR S-80 Disk and Other Mysteries Book. 132 pp . ... 22.50 
Microsoft Basic Decoded and Other Mysteries. 312 PP . ....... 29.95 
Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries. 300 pp .... ... 29.95 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-528-1149 
NO SURCHARGE FOR VISA. MASTER CARD OR AMERICAN EXPRESS!!! 
(10%DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON c 0 D 'S OVER $200.00) Send Certified Check. 
Money Order or Check 

SlllTEK CllPITEI PllllCTS INC. 
4877 E. SPEEDWA:Y CALL FOR 
TUCSON , AZ 85712 FREE 100+ PAGE 
(602) 323-9391 CATALOG!!! 
rns:ao IS A TM OF TANDY CORP. PMC-SO IS TM OF PERSONAL MICROCOMPUTERS. 
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
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Tandy Topics 


There has been a suggestion that I 
editorialize a bit about the Model III. 
There have been conflicting stories 
about what it started out to be, 
would have been (if not for the FCC), 
etc. The question is a valid one, so ... 

The Tandy Center staff 
sometimes starts compiling a "next
version wish list" even before 
introducing the first version of a 
computer. The definition of a 
product is a joint effort between the 
Computer Merchandising and 
Research and Development 
departments (which includes 
hardware engineering, applications 
and systems software). There is 
considerable coordination with 
other departments including repair, 
support, parts, quality assurance 
and other critical functions. Of 
course, we receive guidance from the 
highest corporate levels. 

In the case of the Model III, we 
had been gathering information 
and requests from the field on Model 
I changes... cure the LPRINT 
lockup, better keyboard, better 
monitor, get rid of the interconnect
ing wires, more disk space, etc. We 
were conceptualizing a new version 
at about the time it became apparent 
the FCC was going to get into the 
issue of radio frequency radiation 
limits. We didn't know then exactly 
what the outcome would be, or if 
they would relax or postpone the 
rulings. We (and some outside 
consultants) looked at the Model I 
and determined that no simple 
"modification" would make it meet 
the expected standards. Redesign 
was the only route to go, and of 
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course a logical time to incorporate 
the most requested changes. Would 
the Model III have come along 
without the FCC? Yes. As quickly as 
it did? Pretty close. Would we have 
dropped the Model I? Very doubtful, 
or at least not until decreased 
demand dictated it. 

Would Model III have been a 24 x 
48 format? Absolutely not. .. the 
availability of the Model I software 
library to the Model III owner was 
too great an asset to give up. But 
why, then, weren't the computers 
directly compatible? Well, to fix 
some of the things we knew you 
wanted fixed, and meet our 
deadlines, it just wasn't possible. We 
had to use a little more memory, and 
change some things around. Most 
programs which followed "instruct
ion book programming techniques" 
worked directly. Those including 
"imaginative" programming didn't. 
As it turned out, about 85% of our 
Model I software could be converted. 
Some packages needed minor 
patches the user could make. Some 
had to be completely re-issued for 
the Model III. We've completed our 
job of converting Model I business 
software to the Model III. New 
packages which work on both are 
now coming with a diskette for each, 
elimi~ating "conversions." New 
versions ofour accounting packages 
have just been released on our latest 
TRSDOS. The delay was to fix all 
known problems in both the Model I 
and III versions. Painful, but 
scheduled to be completed between 
the time I'm writing this and the 
time you read it. 

Finally, there has been a rumor 
that we "asked for the FCC ruling to 
keep down foreign competition". 
Absolutely ridiculous! The 
"offshore" folks can meet the rules 
as easily as anyone else. The rules 
cost us lots of Model I sales we could 
have continued to enjoy, and forced 
us to work a little faster on the Model 
III than we might have liked. They 
also cost us and everyone else in the 
industry a lot of time and money ... 
and made the products cost you a 
little more. 

ARCNET 
I doubt there is a TRS-80 owner 

who hasn't heard about our joint 
announcement with Datapoint to 
create an "ARCNET" local network 
for Model II's, using their protocol 
and proprietary LSI (Large Scale 
Integration) chip. Target for 
availability is the end of the second 
quarter of calendar year 1982. 
ARCNET stands for "Attached 
Resource Computer NETwork".The 
system will consist of two main 
components: Applications Proces
sors (work stations which run their 
own programs locally), and File 
Processor(s), dedicated to managing 
the Hard Disk files and requests 
made on them. A printer can also be 
attached to the File Processor for 
shared use, or of course, any 
individual Applications Processor 
can have it's own printer . 
Communications between the 
Applications Processor is only via 
the File Processor. Both Applica
tions Processors and File Processors 
are Model II TR&80s, with a board 
added containing the system 



interface (expected to be roughly 
$400). In addition, there will be a 
central interconnect box which 
hooks everything together. 
Connection is via RG-62/ U coaxial 
cable, and transfer rate is 2.5 million 
bits per second! 

The minimum system will be one 
File Processor and two Application 
Processors connected through a 
lowcost passive (probably about 
$200) box, capable of adding one 
more processor. For more 
processors , a larger active 
interconnect box (about $2000) can 
connect eight processors (mixed), or 
seven processors and one port to 
connect to a second active box with 
seven more processors. The 
theoretical limit to the system is 255 
total processors, but the practical 
limit will probably be around 150. 
(There will not be a limit on the 
number of File Processors in a 
system as there are in some other 
networking schemes.) An interest
ing characteristic of the system is 
that processors can be added or 
disconnected from the system 
without disturbing operations in 
progress. 

Let me make it very clear th at this 
joint venture does not mean that 
Model !I 's will be running 
Datapoint software or vice-versa. 
We will be able to pass ASCII files 
and requests back and forth 
between a Datapoint system and a 
Model II ARCNET, and a user will 
eventually be able to add a 
Datapoint File Processor with their 
137 megabyte hard disk or 900 line 
per minute printer to his Model II 
ARCNET... or even link a Model II 
ARCNET to a Datapoint ARC 
network. Our Bisync communica
tions packages will also permit 
linking a Model II ARCNET to 
certain other mainframes. 

Our intention will be to support 
our more sophisticated software on 
ARCNET. We won 't "spin up" such 
things as our . current single-disk 
accounting packages. And, of 
course, existing Model !I's can be 
easily adapted to work in an 
ARCNET system. 

Advantages of ARCNET 
Obviously, the advantages of 

ARCNET are several. A Model II 
owner will have an easy and 

affordable upward path for 
expansion that will result in more 
power than a minicomputer system 
of comparable cost. Multiple 
workstations will be able to share a 
common database. The redundancy 
of having multiple Model !I's adds 
reliability. You could even put a 
hard drive controller in one of the 
system Application Processors, so if 
you have to pull the File Processor 
for service, you can move the hard 
disk to the other Model II, and keep 
going. Unlike Ethernet, ARCNET is 
based on a proven, reliable 
technique with more than four years 
of field operation, it is not sensitive 
to adding or removing processors 
during operation, and processors do 
not have to be attached at precise 
loca tions on the cable (and only at 
those locations). 

Well , I've given you about all the 
information I know right now about 
ARCNET, so I will ask that you not 
call your local store, Customer 
Service, or me for more. There is no 
more yet. And with that... and since 
my copy deadline is going to give 
Federal Air a little more business 
this month , I'll see you in March! • 

ALL HARDWARE Model I Lowercase 
TR5 ·80 ;, a Trademark of Tdndy Corp 

• DUALCASE- UPPER/ lowercase, full time from 
power-up; NO software; standard typewriter 
keyboard operation (shift to UPPERCASE); control 
characters can be displayed; 128 total character set 
plus full graphics. 

e ELECTRONIC SHIFT-LOCK- No extra keys or 
switches. Simply tap either shift key, UPPERCASE 
lock, normal shift unlocks. 

• DEBOUNCE- If dirty keys are a problem, this is 
for you. 

e BLOCK CURSOR- Easier to 
locate on a full screen. 

"THE PATCH" is a trademark of CECDAT, INC. Circle# 2 

"'THE PATCH" is compatible with any word 
processor. any DOS and also other languages which 
use ROM sub-routines. 

"THE PATCH" unit plugs into the ROM sockets 
(does not . replace existing ROM). Lowercase does 
require installation of the extra video RAM (supplied 
with "THE PATCH"). 

Detailed instructions guide even the most 
inexperienced owner to complete installation in 
about 30 minutes. 

Assembled and tested ... $127.00 
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 

When Ordering Specify: 
"Mem Size" D "Memory Size" D 

To order, send payment plus $2.00 shipping and 
handling. 

HACKS P.O. BOX 12963 
HOUSTON. TEXAS 77017 

(713) 455-3276 
"THE PATCH" is covered with a one year 
limited warranty on materials and 
workmanship. (Does void Radio Shack's 90 day 
warranty.) 
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A look at currently available software 


A graduate student related an experience he had with 
one of his university professors. The professor felt a 
change was needed in the student's final thesis. To the 
professor's surprise, the thesis was ready the next day, 
again in final form, thanks to a word processor. 

Word processing has become a high priority for many 
businesses and individuals, but selection of a suitable 
package can be a major task. The reason is that no 
single word processor or text editor does everything. 
Part of the problem lies with a misunderstanding of the 
terms text editor and 
word processor. To 
many, the two terms 
are synonymous 
each is considered the 
equal of the other. 
This simply is not the 
case. 

Text editors take 
many forms and all 
share one thing in 
common - they allow 
preparation and re
tention of text materi
al. A good example of 
a text editor is the 
BASIC line editor. It 
is line oriented-only 
one line may be edited 
at a time. Changes, 
deletions and inser
tions may be easily 
made. 

Text editors may be 
used to generate let
ters, articles or other 
kinds of text. Some of 

the text resembles program listings while others take 

on a very professional appearance. The latter are us;ual

ly produced with the help of a program called a format

ter which strips off the line numbers and leading re

mark keywords from the BASIC file . Other text editors 

provide a wide range of capabilities for on-screen modi

fication of text. 


Word processors are more than text editors. They 
include sophisticated printing capabilities and special 
printer functions such as bold face or overstriking, 
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sub- and super-scripted text, underlining and character 
size and font selection, depending upon the printer 
being used. This additional capacity for printer control 
turns the ordinary text editor into a complete system: 
the word processor. 

Recently, additional abilities have been added to 
word processing. These include spelling checkers, 
hyphenation dictionaries, grammar checkers, the 
manipulation of complete columns of numbers, the 
ability for a single page to serve as both header and 

footer (boiler plating), 
full support of justifi
cation for printers 
with proportional 
spacing capabilities 
and calculation of 
columnar figures. 

We looked at four 
word processing sys
tems applicable to the 
Model II : Scripsit, 
Magic Wand, Word
magic II and Vedit. 
Each is a full word 
processing system, 
screen oriented for 
ease of operation and 
all four represent 
some of the best avail
able. 

Scripsit 
Radio Shack's en

try, Scripsit 2.0, is per
haps the best invest
ment in word proces
sors if sophistication 

and optional features are important considerations. 
This version should not be confused with the Model I 
package. 

The Model I/III version is a screen oriented text editor 
with the capability of embedding special printer com
mands in the text. A screen oriented text editor allows 
movement of the cursor through the 'text to make 
changes where needed. The Model I/III version is very 
complex but lacks in a number of features: text size is 
limited to memory size. Specialized printer functions for 
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underlining, sub- and super
scripting and size-font changes are 
not supported. Also, merging text 
with data files is not allowed. 
~uxiliary programs are available 
which add some of these 
capabilities. Probably the most 
popular is Superscript from Acorn 
Software. 

Scripsit for the Model II is also 
screen oriented. The text is page 
oriented; that is, the text resides on 
disk in blocks called pages which 
are brought into memory for editing 
purposes. 

Full control over width and 
number of lines per page is provided 
up to the limits of the format 
selected. Excess lines entered 
beyond these limits are automatical
ly transferred to a new page as 
required. While this is generally 
inapparent to the user, the system 
will hang up and wait for creation of 
additional pages when new 
material is being inserted into 
existing text. 

Here, the expansion must be done 
manually. The process is simple: 
while pressing and holding the 
control key, press the "G" key and 
enter the new page number as a 
decimal fraction of the original page 
(i.e., 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3). After completion 
of the operation, the pages may be 
renumbered in the normal integer 
fashion. 

Additional features include global 
search and/ or replace, repagina
tion, reformatting, renumbering of 
pages, hyphenation (manual), 
justification, block definition and 
manipulation, text merging and 
assembly. 

Scripsit does have a few 
shortcomings. One is its size. Many 
of the functions are called from disk 
as an overlay. This tends to slow 
down the response of the system. 
Fortunately, type-ahead allows the 
knowledgeable operator to 
overcome this problem, making it 
hardly noticeable. 

A recent release, version 2.0, 
includes features previously not 
available on the original version i .o. 
One of these is the inability to call a 
non-Scripsit file into Scripsit for 
editing and then write it out again. 
This may now be done with any 
ASCII file, including BASIC 
programs saved in this format. 
However, two drives are required or 
a sub-sized Scripsit disk must be 
created to make room for additional 
files on a single drive system. 

Version 2.0 also has the ability to 

work with files created by Profile II, 
Profile II+ and the Mailing List II 
programs. In addition, the powerful 
Scripsit Spelling and Hyphenation 
Dictionary program is accessible. 
All of these require a minimum of 
two disk drives. Also planned for 
Scripsit as programs or extensions: 
column manipulation, boiler 
plating for multiple documents and 
full support of justification for 
printers with proportional spacing 
capabilities. 

Version 2.0 is available as an 
update to current owners for $100.00 
or new for $399.00 through Radio· 
Shack stores. Company computer 
centers and computer departments 
stock this item. Areas of 
improvement include speed and 
type-ahead, automatic printing 
from one file while editing another 
and easier function key and control
key programming. 

"Word processors are 
more than text editors. 

They include sophis
ticated printing 
capabilities and 
special printer 
functions . .. 

Scripsit has always had excellent 
documentation. Now included is a 
small (3%"x6") pocket reference 
book. Training cassettes are 
included which assume no prior 
computer knowledge and are easily 
understood. 

Perhaps the most powerful 
Scripsit features have nothing to do 
with text preparation or printing. 
They are the built-in operator 
prompts and HELP command. 
These features, along with 
numerous full-screen menus, make 
this software package easy to use. 

Wordmagic II 
Wordmagic II is a complete, easy

to-u se, page-oriented word 
processor, designed to run on the 
TRSDOS operating system. It 
contains all of the most wanted 
features: global search and replace, 
insertion, deletion and overwrite. 
Wordmagic II is priced lower than 
Scripsit and proves to be a real 
bargain. 

Editing a . file is easy. Designate 
the file desired and a destination file 
for completed text. Pages of text are 
then edited one at a time. Files may 
be distributed on different disks 
when used on multiple drive 
systems. Text size is only limited by 
the amount ofdisk storage capacity; 
over 400,000 characters (80,000 
words). 

Wordmagic II can automatically 
generate a table of contents, create 
form letters and prepare mailing 
lists. It can easily combine files but 
cannot edit BASIC programs 
because control information is 
embedded in the text. 

Insertion of information into 
existing tables is troublesome. 
Wordmagic II insists on closing 
everything up and reformatting 
after each new entry. Insertion into 
existing text creates another 
problem: new pages must be created 
for excessive text. These 
shortcomings are minor and should 
cause few problems to the average 
user. 

Wordmagic is a combination of 
BASIC and machine language 
software. It is well designed as 
evidenced by the impressive screen 
performance. 

Magic Wand 
Magic Wand runs under the 

CP/ M disk operating system and is 
very easy to use. It is not page 
oriented. Instead, an entire text file 
is loaded into memory for editing. 
This method allows for large text 
files, but size is restricted by 
available memory. The advantage 
to this method is that the entire file 
may be viewed in context while 
scrolling. This is important for 
continuity in certain applications. 

Upon entering the editor mode, 
options are selected for line length, 
block text processing, merging and 
selection of program or text mode. 
The editor may be used for program 
editing or word processing duties. 
These features are a welcome plus 
for CP!M users. 

Text printing is controlled in a 
manner similar to Model I Scripsit: 
control information is embedded in 
the text. Unlike the Model I, Magic 
Wand allows keyboard override of 
the embedded formatting com
mands. Some of the keyboard 
commands may be a bit confusing 
at first, i.e., to delete a character, 
press the HOLD key; to insert a 
character, press CONTROL-V, to 
insert a line, press CONTROL-0. 
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MMSFORTH VERSION 2.0: 
MORE FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK 
TRS·80 MODEL I OR MODEL Ill ! 

*MORE SPEED 
10-20 limes faster than Level II BASIC. 

*MORE ROOM 
~-::i~R~P~~~~~~g~~~~~d:tt 1 r:,:~~~~~1~b1e 
number of block buffers. 31 ·char.-unique word· 
names use only 4 bytes In header! 

* MORE INSTRUCTIONS 
. 	 Add YOUR commands to its 79-STANOARO·plus 

Instruction sat! 
Far more complete than mos! Forths: single & 
double precis ion, arrays, string-handling, clock, 
more. 

*MORE EASE 
Excellent full-screen Editor, structured & 

modular programming 

Word search utlllly 

THE NOTEPAD letter writer 

Optimized for your TAS·SO with keyboard 


!:G~~~ 5S1~~fe~1~0d~~bf:.~~d~~~':!!P~r~~~'e1'~ 11 

*MORE POWER 
rn~~,,~~::a~~g ~~~~~er 
8080 Assembler 
(Z80 Assembler also available) 
Intermix 35· to 80-track disk drives 
Model Ill System can read , write & run Model I 
diskettes! 
VIRTUAL 110 for video and printer. disk and tape 
(10-Megabyte hard disk available) 

m!Jij(j§FORTH 

THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH 


FOR TRS·80 

(Over 2,000 systems in use) 

MMSFORTH Disk System V2.0 (requires 1 disk 
drive & 32K RAM. Specify Model I or Ill) 
... . ..................... . ........ $129.95" 


AND MMS GIVES IT 

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT 


Source code provided 

MMSFOATH Newsletter 


~~nJF~Rr~P~~~~aGr~::~ard 
lneKpenslve upgrades to latest version 
Programming staff can provide advice, modifications 
and custom programs, to flt YOUR needs. 

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE: Includes FLOATING 
POINT MATH (L.2 BASIC ROM routines plus Compl8K 
numbers, Rectangular·Polar coordinate conversions, 

g~~~;e~~~d:, ~g~~;f~~u~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OAA~;~~f 
Forth words by block and line. All on one diskette 
(requires MMSFORTH y2.o, 1 drive & 32K RAM) 139.95• 

FOATHCOM: communications package provides AS·232 
driver, dumb terminal mode, transfer of FORTH blocks, 
and host mode to operate a remote TAS·BO (requires 
MMSFORTH V2.0, 1 drive & 32K RAM) $39.95' 

THE OATAHANOLER V1 .2: a very sophist icated data· 
base management system operable by non-pro· 

R':~)m.ers ~~eq~I~~~ M.~S.FOR.T~ ' V?. 0, _, drlv_este.i~~ 

MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE: real ·lime graphics & 

g~a~g~t&'~~H~1~~~~~oc080T1E.c~~:~::i,Atf~eAtt~ 
& TICTACFORTH (requires MMSFORTH V2.0. 1 dr ive & 
32K RAM) . . $39.95" 

Other MMSFORTH products under developm1n1 

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE 
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL · without Appendices. for 
non·owners . 111.so• 

STARTING FORTH . best companion to our man· 
ual . S15.9s• 

INVITATION TO FORTH · detailed beginner book on 
flgFORTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. s11.so· 
THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES · advanced, 
eKcellent analysis of MMSFOATH· llke Ian · 
guage, . S18.95' 

PROGRAM DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION · inlro. to struc· 
tured programming, good for Forth . . . 113,95• 

FORTH .79 STANDARD MANUAL · official reference lo 
79·STANOAAO word set, etc ... . 113.es• 

FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug. 1980) · 

~:,:10~~ t.h.I~ -~~l~~c~or ·~ .lie.~ .'~.r .Fo~th ~~~,-~ ~~d t'.~": 

• · ORDERING INFORMATION: Soltware prices Include 
8	 1 1 1 ~se~~~~~~~:. r~~E~~Fs~g.~6~0M°~~r rir8 ~~sJ:f'11·1~! ni~~ 

$2.00 SfH plus S3.00 per MMSFOATH and $1 .00 per addl· 
tlonal book; Mass. orders add 5% tu. Foreign orders 
add 20%. UPS COD, VISA & MIC accepted; no unpaid 
purchase orders, please. 

Send SASE for f1ee MMSFORTH in lormatlon 

Good deale1s sought 


Get MMSFORTH products from your 

MILLER cM'rcF4ocoNiPuTeR 

SERVICES 1uo21 


61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760 

(617) 653·6136 
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Magic Wand can also generate 
form letters. It supports conditional 
logic (if ... then) in command lines, 
sub- and super-scripts, underlining 
and bold face (overstriking). 

The excellent reference card 
allows almost instant access to the 
system for the first-timer. It is a well
designed system. 

The CP!M operating system 
creates a problem with print and 
page formatting-the carriage 
return and line feed functions are 
combined and sent as a single 
character under TRSDOS but not 
under CP! M. As a result, Magic 
Wand consistently provides a line 
feed for each carriage return sent to 
the printer. Some CP/ M systems 
can filter this out, but it's easier to 
handle at the printer if there is a 
switch to disable the automatic line 
feed on carriage return. 

Vedit 
Vedit is the least expensive of the 

systems examined for the Model 
II.Vedit is a text editor with a plus: it 
is fully user programmable into a 
custom word processor or program 
text editor. The customization 
process is self-prompting and a 
complete list of suggested 
assignments is included with the 
Model II package. 

Vedit is not a true page oriented 
system, nor is it memory oriented. 
Instead, it uses a text buffer for 
editing purposes. Lines are moved 
between the buffer and disk (one at a 
time) so rapidly that the entire text 
appears to reside in memory. 

Full editing functions are 
supported. Search and replace, file 
handling, block text handling and 
character functions are available. 

Vedit is actually two editors in 
one. For most text entry and normal 
correctiop.s, there is the usual screen 
oriented mode. The other mode 
allows multiple replacement 
commands-even the ability to 
create new commands from old 
ones. These features allow major 
changes in text to be handled by a 
single command line or by 
development of "macro" instruc· 
tions. These allow complex editing 
tasks to be carried out with single 
commands. 

Comment 
Part of this review involved 

asking a word processing specialist 
to give us her opinions. She 
compared these packages to 

dedicated word processing systems; 
Wang, A-M Varityper AMtext and 
DEC WS200. 

Her first response concerned 
limitations of the Model II packages 
in comparison to the dedicated 
systems. One area of concern was 
the lack of form designs and 
manipulation. Professional systems 
also include sort packages, 
arithmetic capabilities, automatic 
pagination, automatic hyphenation 
and very flexible document merge 
capabilities. The specialist found 
many systems lacking in these 
areas. 

Magic Wand has limited arith
metic capability and, like Scrip· 
sit 2.0, automatic pagination. 
Sorting . and forms design are 
missing completely. Hyphenation is 
sometliing the operator must do in 
advance. Despite these criticisms, 
the expert found that no word 
processing task required a 
capability not present in the 
systems tested. That kind of 
performance should be sufficient for 
most needs. 

Update 
Since these tests were concluded, 

Radio Shack has introduced new 
software for Scripsit. Now .the 
system's flexibility approaches 
those of professional, dedicated 
systems. Profile II and Profile II+ 
packages allow forms design and 
many arithmetic functions. Mailing 
List II now merges with Scripsit for 
good control of specialized personal 
letters. The Scripsit Spelling and 
Hyphenation Dictionary provides 
automatic hyphenation and a 
spelling checker of over 100,000 
words.• 

Scripsit, Radio Shack, Model 
l! III, 26-1505, $39.95 (tape only; 
Model IIIII, 26-1563, $99.95 (disk 
only); Model II version 1.0, 26-4530, 
$299.95 (being discontinued); Model 
II version 2.0, 26-4531, $399.95. 

Wordmagic II, Data Strategies, 
Inc., P.O. Box 28726, San Diego, CA 
92128, (714) 489-9218, $195.00. 

Magic Wand, Peachtree Software, 
Inc., 3 Corporate Square, Suite 700, 
Atlanta, GA 30329, (404) 325-8533; 
price varies from dealer to dealer. 
Contact Peachtree for dealer 
nearest your location. 

Vedit, Compu View Products, Inc., 
1531 Jones Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 
48105, (313) 996-1299, $130.00. 



SAVE/on SoftwarP for TRS-80® 


NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 
The most sophisticated DOS ever pro
duced for the TRS-80"' Models I and Ill. It 
provides the user with "MAINFRAME" 
power on a "MICRO". 

Some Features available are: 
• 	 Jobstream Control Language 
• 	 Mod I/Mod Ill Diskette interchangability 

Double Density Support on Model I 
Pagenation of BASIC listings on the screen 

• 	 Basic program single stepping 
Dynamic variable manipulation 
Multiple array sorts with BASIC CMD 
Complete technical support provided 

All this plus much more for only 

$149.00 

THE MICRO CLINIC 
by Dave Stambaugh 

ounce of prevention is ..." 
Routine system checkout will help 
prevent that dreaded loss of data. a 
thorough system checkout includes 
both Memory and Disk diagnostics. The 
Micro Clinic offers the most exhaustive 
set of routines known of for the Model I 
or Ill. Don't take chances with your data, 
a routine system checkout is your best 
friend. 

"... worth a pound of cure." 

Model I version 
Model 111 version 

UNIVERSAL TERMINAL 

PROGRAM 


.~~~· ·1\1~,.,,. 
UNl-TERlVl/80 

By Pete Roberts 
The intelligent program that takes advantage 
of the extended NEWDOS/ 80 commands is 
here. Supports both Model I & Model Ill with 
user defined translation tables, and buffered 
upload/download capabilities. UNl-TERM/80 
supports standard RS'232 or buss decoding 
modems. Easy way to customize your initial· 

zation parameters. 

For Model I and Ill .... . .............. .. $89.00 


ENHBAS 
(Enhanced Basic) 
By Philip A. Oliver 


Manufacturer - The Comsoft Group 


Adds 50 new functions, statements & com
mands to TRS-80 Mod. I & Ill. 

Examples: 
• 	 WHILE/ WEND 


3 GRAPHIC COMMANDS 

SEARCH 


• 	 WINKEY$ (auto loops) 
• 	 AND MUCH MORE 
See reviews in Nov. BYTE & Nov./Dec. 80 US 

$59.95 

CHEXTEXT"' 
Let your TRS-80"' do the proofreading 
on your SCRIPSl-r text files!! 

Features of this program include : 

• 	 Complete dictionary maintenance in
cluding the addition and deletion of 
words. 

• 	 Menu driven for ease of operation. 
• 	 Spelling Checker 
• 	 FREE expanded dictionaries 

able, depending on your 
storage capabilities. 

NEW LOWER PRICE $59.95 

Lazy Writer (Mod I disk) ........ . .. $125.00 
Lazy Writer (Mod Ill disk) . ........ . $175.00 
Meal Master (Mod I & Ill disk) . $ 24.95 
Scarfman (disk) ... $ 19.95 

(tape).......... .. ...... $ 15.95 
Flextext I (mod I & Ill disk)..... $ 29.95 
Flextext II (mod II disk) .. $ 29.00 
Big five games (mod I & Ill) 

disk. . ... ...... . ....... . .... $ 

tape .. .... .. ..... .. .. .. $ 

NEW! AVAILABLE NOW 

FLEXTEXT/80 (for MX·BO Printers) 
Requires Graftrax ................ $ 34.95 
Catalog your directories 
FILE DISC/ 80 . ... .. . 

SUPER SPECIAL-ONE MONTH ONLY-500/oOFFON MTC's MOO I DATAMANAGEMENTSOFTWARE 
MTC AIDS Ill MTC MERGE· IllThe best of Meta Technologies family of data management systems. This easy Combines up to 14 AIDS data files into a single file. Duplicates may optionally to use system allows even a novice TRS-80 user to create data files custom be purged, and sorted order of records is maintained. Machine code for speed configured for many applications, from lists for mailing and cataloging to makes this useful if large data files are to be created from smaller ones. financial reporting and time scheduling. Easy to customize without program· 

ming, it is complete with features for adding, deleting, sorting, updating and , MODEL I Reg. Price ............. $19.95 Sale Price .. ...... . .... $10.00 

printing. The flexibility will make it one of your most useful software purchases. 

MODEL I Reg . Price .. . ... . ...... $69.95 Sale Price .. ........ . .. $35.00 


MTC CALCS·IV 

• More Computations • Save Report Formats on Disk 


• Faster, and more! 

MTC CALCS Reg. Price . ...... . $39.95 Sale Price ........ $20.00 


MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES 
DISKETTES . 

Dout>le density, soft sectored, replacemenl guaranteed, Spindle/Hub 
protected. (5v.'' only) 
Verbatim Datalife 5%" 40 track . . . . . . $24.95 
Apparat's No Name 5v.'' 40 track . .... .. . .. $21 .95 
Verbatim Datalife 8" model II .. . ......... . . ..... . . .. .. .... . ... .. $39.95 

PAPER 
8'h"x 11 " blank white, tractor feed paper, full box . . . ...... $24.95 
8'h''x11 " blank white, tractor feed paper, half box .. ... . . . . $14.95 
14'h''x 11 " green bar, tractor feed paper, full box .. . .. $34.95 
3'h"x15/16" tractor feed mailing labels ...... . .. $19.95 

OTHER 
(NEW LOW PRICES) 

SW' plastic library case .. ... 
8" plastic library case.. . . . _.. . . . ... ... .. 
5Y<'' Flip-sort . . ... . ... .. .... .. .. . . 
8" Flip-sort. .. . ... . . . .. .. .. . ..... . 
16K memory kits. 

APPARAT SPECIAL"AIDS - Ill SYSTEM 

AIDS · 111 + CALCS - IV+ MERGE - Ill 


SAVE**Buy all three at one low price 


Model I Reg Price .... $128.85 Sale Price . . ....... $64.45 
LIMITED QUANTITIES 
AIDS Ill, CALC IV, & MERGE Ill are trademarks of Meta Technologies. 

UNPRECEDENTED 90% DISCOUNT SALE 

On MODEL II Commercial Grade Business Software 


(LIMITED Quantities Avallable) 


General Ledger 
Accounts Receivable 
Accounts Payable 
Inventory 
Order Entry Processing 
Sales Analysis 
Word Processing 

LIST PRICE SALE PRICE 

$300.00 $30.00 
$300.00 $30.00 
$300.00 $30.00 
$300.00 $30.00 
$300.00 $30.00 
$300.00 $30.00 
$400.00 $40.00 

*All systems include extensive situation oriented documentat'ion, but is 
supplied on diskette only. 

*Above software sold as is and reQuire a minimum of 64K and two 
drives: 

(Sorry, but at these rediculously low prices our usual software 
support will not apply.) 

Circle# 10 
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·:~r-ter ,The .Soft Sector Marketing 
.....··.·· ARCADE CENTER 

=1981 Soft Sector Mkt. 

Mod I or Ill Tape, 16K, 
$19.95 

Mod I or Ill Disk*, 32K 
$24.95 

SUPER 
VADERS 

=1981 Soft Sector Mkt. 
Mod Ior Ill Tape $19.95 

Mod I Disk $24.95 
Mod Ill Disk $24.95 

- 2 Player- 10 Levels 
Ask for upgrade info for 

INVADERS PLUS & 
TRS-SUPER INVADERS 

METEOR
SCARFMAN MISSION 2 =1981 Cornsoft Group by Big 5 

Mod I & 111 Tape Mod I & Ill Tape$15.95 $15.95
Mod I & Ill Disk Mod'I & Ill Disk*$19.95 $19.95 

:2? 
ROBOT ATIACK.§ ATIACK FORCE ~ 

byBig5 > by Big 5 

Mod I & Ill Tape §: Mod I & 111 Tape 
$15.95 ~ $15.95 . 

Mod I & Ill Disk .92 Mod I & Ill Disk" 
$19.95 ~ $19.95 

GALAXY ~ 
INVASION .9 

byBig5 ~ 

Mod I & Ill Tape ~ 
$15.95 ti) 

Mod I & Ill* Disk ~ 
$19.95 s 

SUPER NOVA 
byBig5 

Mod I & Ill Tape 
$15.95 

Mod I & Ill* Disk 
$19.95 

r ,il.l -t' I " I L 11 l I :·.;; " 

' ' I I I I I 

111 

I ' 

I 

' 
I I 

I I I 
STAR FIGHTER 

by Adventure 

Mod I & Ill Tape 
$24.95 

Mod I Disk 
$29.95 

"These Disk versions save high score to disk. 

SPECIAL DEAL - This Month Only 
Purchase 1 Game - List Price I Purchase 2 Games - Deduct 10% 


Purchase 3 Games - Deduct 15% I Purchase 5 Games - Deduct 20% 

- SPECIAL DEAL applies only to games purchased from this ad, at one time, and at list price 

---" 
C.O.D. - certtfted checi<. M.O. 0< costi only. Most orde!S ssmSOFT SECTOR MARKETING, 

shipped~ day. All~must ha"9 shipping Included. 

Please odd 2'I. O< 52.50, -.tile- Is higher IO< shipping. 
 IN CORPORATED 
Michigan reslden~ pleaseodd 4'1. tax. Add extra 51 .50 for . ®[ffi6250 Middlebelt •Garden City, Michigan 48135
C.0 .0 . Personal checks toke 3 weel<s to clear. Out of the 

counl!y ~odd 510.00 el<ho shipping. Order Line 800·521-6504 The Amencan f )Cpress·· Card ~ 


Don 't leave hOme without 11."' [~"!RS-BO iso product of Radio Sha~ div.of theTondyColp, Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425""020 
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For Your Color Computer 
MASTER CONTROL 

Copyright ®1981 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc. - Written by A Schwartz 

Requries 16-32K 
1. 50 preprogrammed command 
keys. Standard and Extended com
mand. 
2. Direct control of motor, trace, 
and audio from keyboard. ' 
3. Automatic line numbering. 
4. Programmable Custom Key. 
5. Direct Run Button. 

•• 6. Keyboard overlay for easy pro

COLOR BONANZA 
50 Programs for the Color Computer. 

Less than $1.00 a program! 

Some4K some 16K some extended BASIC, some for norr 
extended. 

Games  Personal Programs - Utility Programs 

List . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.95 

CONCENTRATION & CONNECT UP 
Twin Pack- 16K Extended 

$14.95 

From Other Vendors 
Space Invaders, Spectral Associates .... . . ..... . ....... $21.95 
Space War", Spectral Associates, "req. Joy Sticks ... .. . .. · $21.95 
Meteoroids*, Spectral Associates. "req. Joy Sticks ....... $21.95 
Battle Fleet, Spectral Associates . ...................... $14.95 
Space Traders, Spectral Associates .. ......... .. .. . . .. . $14.95 
Software Development System Rom Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . $89.95 
C Bug Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95 
Disassembler (Source Generator) ........ . ........... .. $49.95 
Color Computer News (Latest Issue) . . ........ . ........ . $2.50 

gram use. 
7. Easy entry of entire commands 
into computer. 

Load Master Control into your ma
chine then either type in a BASIC 
program or load one in from tape 
to edit. Cuts programming time by 
50% or more . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.95 

Non Extended BASIC 
Requires 16K 

$12.95 

Animated Ringman ~ 
He winks ... he blinks . .. he almost lives! 
An outstanding game for the whole famll!A 

Purchase 2 Programs 
Get 10% OFF 

3 Programs 15% 
5 Programs 20% 

This Page Only! 

C.0 .D. - certified check. M.0 °' cosh only. Most O<Coo 
shipped next day. All Ciders must have shipping Included 

~h':"go~e51~~;~,:n~~t~~i:e::Sm~~;
C.O.D Pel9onol checks toke 3 weeks to clear Out of the 
country 0<d9!5 odd $10.00 extra shipping. 

Ssm SOFT SECTOR MARKETING, 
INCORPORATED 

6250 Middlebelt •Garden City, Michigan 48135 
Order Line 800·521·6504 

·ms.so is a product of Radio Shock. div. of the Tandy Corp. Michigan Orders & Questions 313..25-4020 
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COMING SOON 
Alcor Pascal for : 


Zenith Z89, IBM Personal Computer, 8086 a~d 68000 based systems 


•••iii1;;;...........................~ 


Yes, I'm Interested In Pascal for: 
D TRS-80 Model I 
D TRS-80 Model Ill 
D CP/M (available March 1, 1982) 

D Send More lnformalion 
D Alcor Pascal System 
D Text Editor only 
D Advanced Development Package 
D Manuals only 

Price refundable with purchase 

free 
$199 
$ 60 
$125 
$ ' 25 

Name ------------  - --- 

Address 

City ___ State _____ Zip _ _ ___ 

Send to: ALCOR SYSTEMS 
13534 Preston Road 
Suite 365 
Dallas, Texas 75240 
For invnediate service call : 
(214) 226-4476 
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------------------------·Product evaluation 


Help for a 
dead language 
Three spelling checkers 
For Models I, II and III 

The advertisement says, "Throw 
It Away (your dictionary, that is)," 
and implies that bad spelling is a 
thing of the past- once you have a 
computer dictionary. While this is a 
great ad, it isn't quite accurate. A 
spelling checker should definitely 
improve your spelling, but you'll 
still need your trusty paperback 
version. Spelling checkers are huge, 
complex, expensive programs; even 
so, they are not masters of English. 

Spelling checkers are thorough. A 
good spelling program will find 
errors that even the pickiest English 
teacher may fail to see. Spelling 
dictionaries may not seem 
particularly exciting, but you may 
be surprised. 

Some History 
When the term "word processing" 

first came into vogue, most people 
didn't have the slightest idea what it 
meant. The concept of a "processed 
word" implies that there must also 
be "unprocessed" or "raw" words 
and did anyone really want to know 
what they were? (Some things are 
best left unknown . . . ) Then, along 
came personal computers, text 
editors, Electric Pencil and Scripsit. 
Suddenly, a "word processor" was 
revealed as something very useful 
and desirable: a magic typewriter. 
Pencils, pens, typewriters and 
correcting fluid became obsolete. 
Even the worst typist could churn 
out letter-perfect copy given a 
computer, decent software and a 
printer. Well, almost... 

When IBM introduced their 
Displaywriter word processor not 
too long ago, one feature came in for 
special attention: the Displaywriter 

had a built-in 50 ,000 word 
dictionary. After a document was 
finished, Displaywriter's dictionary 
(on diskette) would check every . 
word in the document and all 
"unknown" words were highlighted 
in reverse video. The writer could 
then go back through the document 
and see if the highlighted words 
were typographical errors , 
misspellings, or simply words or 
names the dictionary didn't 
recognize. The Displaywriter, at 
$8,000, was an instant hit and the 
dictionary was no small part of this 
success. 

After seeing the Displaywriter in 
action, many observers wondered, 
"But what if you don't have $8,000 
and are a rotten speller? Is there 
hope?" Despair not. Anything IBM 
can do, a TRS-80 can probably do, 
and cheaper, too. 

Three Different Approaches 
For this evaluation, we examined 

three spelling checkers which are 
available for the TRS-80. The least 
expensive, Proofreader, from Aspen 
Software (formerly Soft-Tools), will 
scan a disk document file of any 
length, keep track of all unique 
words and display the number of 
unique words found. These words 
are then sorted and compared to 
Proofreader's dictionary of 38,000 
words and any suspect words are 
listed to the screen, one per line. If 
desired, Proofreader will write this 
list to a disk file, which can then be 
printed by a printer. Proofreader 
does not have any provision for 
correcting the document; you must 
use your word processor, text editor, 
or Proof-edit (also from Aspen) to go 

by 

Lawrence I. Charters 


Bremerton, 

Washington 

back and manually search out and 
' correct any misspellings or 
typographical errors. Proofreader 
comes on three diskettes and 
requires 32K and one disk drive. 

Slightly more expensive arid very 
different in approach, is Hexspell, 
from Hexagon Systems. Hexspell 
will scan a disk document file ofany 
length, scrolling the document up 
the screen as it does so and 
compares the text against its 29,000 
word dictionary. When Hexspell 
comes across something it doesn't 
recognize, it shows the word in 
context and asks if it should leave 
the word as is, add the word to 
Hexspell's dictionary, or replace the 
word. If you choose to replace the 
word, Hexspell asks you to type in 
your correction. While Hexspell is 
active, it maintains its own separate 
copy of your document and when 
finished, automatically copies this 
corrected version back to your 
original file. Hexspell also provides 
a total word count for the document 
and notes the number of words 
which it did not recognize. Hexspell 
comes on two diskettes and requires 
a 48K, two-drive system. 

Perhaps the best known (and 
most expensive) system is 
Microproof, from Cornucopia 
Software. It is available in a number 
of configurations including a 
version which will handle any size 
document. The version we received 
handled documents up to about 
4,000 words, the limit imposed by 
the TR~-80's memory. In its basic 
form, Microproof first ·scans the 
document, then checks it against its 
50,000 word dictionary. Suspect 
words are listed on the screen or, 
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optionally, printed by a printer. You 
must then use your word processor 
or text editor to find and correct all 
misspellings. 

With the optional correcting ($60) 
and word processing integration 
features ($35), Microproof operation 
is greatly simplified. From Scripsit, 
Electric Pencil and other popular 
word processors, you can directly 
call Microproof, which automatical
ly scans whatever document you are 
working. Suspect words are then 
listed on the screen, one at a time, 
and you are asked if you wish to 
leave them as is, replace them, or 
add them to Microproof's 
dictionary. 

Microproof will, after initial 
corrections are made, display in 
context only those words 
specifically requested. Obvious 
misspellings, such as "sincereley" 
for "sincerely", can be handled 
quickly and puzzling terms (is "IL" 
a misspelling of "ill" or an 
abbreviation for "Illinois?") can be 
given greater attention. Once the 
document has been corrected, 
Microproof reloads the word 
processor and the corrected 
document. Microproof comes on one 
double-sided "flippy" dislrntte and 
requires 32K and one disk drive. 

Though not mentioned in 
Cornucopia's advertising, a two
drive system (or operating system 
allowing single-drive file copying) is 
required for setup. 

The Details 
All three spelling checkers were 

tested on a 48K, two-drive (35-track) 
TRS-80 Model I, with Radio Shack's 
lower case modification, memory, 
drives, etc., using TRSDOS and 
Apparat's NEWDOS/80 version 1.0. 
The only non-standard hardware 
was Percom's Doubler II, used with 
double-density NEWDOS/80 2.0. 
Sample text files for testing were 
prepared with standard Scripsit and 
Scripsit modified with Acorn 
Software's Superscript. 

Proofreader 
Aspen Software's Proofreader 

performed rapidly and consistently. 
The main program, PROOFRDR/ 
CMD, is loaded first, then the file to 
be checked. Once Proofreader has 
sorted all unique words in the 
document file, the two dictionary 
disks, DICTl/BIN and DICT2/ 
BIN, are loaded one at a time into 
any drive (a system disk is not 
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required). Both dictionaries are 
around 69,000 bytes long and 
Proofreader scans them in 
alphabetic order according to 
length. In fact, if a document 
consists of nothing but short words, 
Proofreader won't bother to prompt 
for DICT2/BIN. If desired, an 
optional dictionary AUXDICTI 
TXT, is checked. As a final step, 
Proofreader prompts for a system 
diskette to be loaded in drive 0 and 
will then save the suspect word list 
to disk ifdesired. The only apparent 
way to "crash" Proofreader is to 
ignore this' prompt-all other steps 
are carefully checked by the 
program. If you do crash the 
program, no harm is done since 
Proofreader does not modify the 
original document file. All 
necessary instructions are carefully 
presented in the eight page 
unindexed manual. 

Proofreader does not distinguish 
between upper and lower case, does 
not check anything beginning with 
something other than a letter and 
does not check single-letter words. 
When the list of suspect words is 
displayed on the screen, it is in 
upper case only and if printed on a 
printer, appears all in lower case. 
Proofreader also makes broad 
assumptions about words ending in 
"s", which occasionally .creates 
problems with plurals and words 
that Proofreader thinks might be 
plurals. When the suspect word list 
is printed on a printer, line feeds are 
inserted after every word. This 
consumes massive amounts of 
paper if you are a rotten speller. If 
your paper budget is getting low, 
these line feeds can be removed by 
first loading the list into Scripsit 
and then replacing them with 
blanks. 

Since Proofreader lacks a cor
recting feature, you must edit your 
document with your word processor, 
guided by the list of suspect words. 
AUXDICT/TXT is used to load the 
entire file into your word processor 
and make whatever changes are 
desired. This limits the size of the 
dictionary to whatever the 
maximum document size is for your 
word . processor, unless you are 
skilled enough to write a sequential 
access program specifically tailored 
to the task. There is no way to edit 
the main dictionaries; fortunately, 
they do appear to be accurate. 
Aspen's Proof-Edit package, avail
able separately, allows editing of all 
Proofreader dictionaries. 

Testing Proofreader under both 
single- and double-density 
operating systems revealed no 
obvious weaknesses. 

Hexspell 
Hexspell was written with the 

Microsoft BASIC compiler and this 
gives it a very different flavor. To 
run Hexspell, you type "BRUN SP", 
which loads the Microsoft BASIC 
run time package (BRUN/CMD) 
and Hexspell's chaining program 
(SP/CHN). Hexspell prompts for 
the dictionary disk to be mounted 

' and then for the file to be checked. 
The document file is scrolled up the 
screen while you proofread the 
document. Since the entire 
document is displayed, in proper 
upper/ lower case (you must use your 
own lower case driver), proof
reading is unbelievably simple. 
When Hexspell finds a suspect 
word, all you need to do is type "L" 
for Hexspell to learn the word, "S" to 
skip the word (leave it as is), or "R" 
to replace the word. 

Hexspell will check the spelling of 
replacement words as well as words 
in the original document. In other 
words, if Hexspell complains about 
"misstake" and yo11- replace it with 
"misteak", Hexspell will flag it 
again. Though seemingly a trivial 
item, this feature sets Hexspell 
apart from the other two spelling 
checkers-Hexspell checks 
everything. Hexspell ignores all 
characters but letters, will check 
single letters and treats upper and 
lower case identically. A nice 
feature for writers and anyone else 
interested in word counts is 
Hexspell's summary count of total 
number of words in a document, 
together with total number of 
unrecognized words. As numbers 
are ignored, "1982" would not be 
counted as a word (though editors 
would count it). On the other hand, 
"M60Al", the designation of a type 
of U.S. tank, would appear to 
Hexspell as "MA", and count as two 
words. 

Hex spell has two dictionaries, one 
which remains in memory (SPELL/ 
MEM, about 17,500 bytes or 6,000 
words long), and one which remains 
on disk (SPELL/LST, about 70,000 
bytes, or 23,000 words long). The in
m em ory dictionary contains 
commonly used words, which 
greatly speeds Hexspell's operation. 
After each proofreading session, 
Hexspell automatically adds any 
words you asked it to learn to 
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SPELL/ MEM, and bumps infre
quently used words onto SPELL/ 
LST. SPELL/ LST, in turn, 
"forgets" unused words to make 
space. After a while, this ripple 
effect tailors Hexspell to your 
personal vocabulary. With use, 
Hexspell becomes so familiar with 
your vocabulary that it seldom 
needs to consult the disk-based 
dictionary. . 

Hexspell can, at your request, 
ignore all words that begin with a 
capital letter. This option avoids 
checking of proper names and terms 
and speeds the proofreading 
process. (Hexagon also recommends 
it as a check for lower case letters in 
BASIC programs.) Another unusual 
feature is a BASIC program which 
clears the entire dictionary. If you 
wish to teach Hexspell a foreign 
language or a specialized 
vocabulary, running CLEAR/ BAS 
will "zero" the dictionary and allow 

you to start from scratch. Using this 
feature, a 140,000 byte science 
fiction book catalog (containing 
1800 titles) was fed to Hexspell. 
When finished, Hexspell recognized 
Isaac Asimov and Roger Zelazny to 
be good people and had no trouble 
with androids, quarks, wizards, 
stainless steel rats, ringworlds, 
white dragons and other essentials. 

If Hexspell has any faults, it is in 
error handling-all traceable to 
Microsoft's BASIC Compiler. 
Microsoft spared no expense on 
error trapping-they didn't spend a 
dime. As a result, Hexspell displays 
great consistency when it comes to 
errors: it crashes. Fortunately, there 
aren't that many ways to generate 
errors and none will damage your 
original document. If you try . to 
check a non-existent file, 
Microsoft's BASIC run time 
package (BR UN / CMD) will 
respond with: 

Criteria 

Full 
Hexspell Micro. 

-
Proof. 

Ease of Use excellent excellent fair 
Performance excellent excellent good 
Documentation good excellent good 
Error Handling poor fair excellent 
Accuracy excellent good excellent 
Speed* good excellent excellent 
Personal Opinion great good good 

*Speed is subjective. With a lot oferrors, Hexspell is slowest due to constant 
disk access. Microproof is' clearly the fastest and Proofreader comes in 
between the two under these conditions. With no errors and most of the 
vocabulary in memory, Hexspell equals Proofreader's speed. 

Features 

Hexspell Micro. Proof. 

Words included 
Potential total words 
Auto correcting 
Auto expansion 
Manual correct 
Manual expansion 
Define word type 
Create special dictionary 
List words to printer 
List words to screen 
Show word in context 
Ignore non-letters 
Ignore single letters 
Ignore upper case 
Call from word processor 
Counts total words 
Counts unique words 
Edit dictionary 

23,000 50,000 
29,000 unlimited 

yes ex. cost 
yes ex. cost 
no yes 
no yes 
no yes 

option no 
no yes 

yes yes 
yes ex. cost 
yes yes 
no yes 

option no 
no ex. cost 

yes no 
no no 

yes partial 

38,000 
45,000? 

no 
no 

yes 
yes 
no 
no 

yes 
yes 
no 

yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 

yes 
partial 

Error. File not found at 5C43. 
This cryptic - message can be 

easily avoided by giving Hexspell 
correct file names. 

Hexspell works well under 
TRSDOS, NEWDOS/80 and LDOS. 
Under a double-density system like 
NEWDOS/ 80 2.0, you can fit 
Scripsit, all necessary system files 
and all Hexspell files on one 35
track double-density disk. Hexspell 
comes with a well-written spiral 
bound manual containing 10 pages 
of instructions and a goqd table of 
contents. A sample text file (on 
diskette) is also included to 
illustrate Hexspell operation. 

Microproof 
Cornucopia Software's Micro

proof is the fastest spelling checker 
of the bunch. Without use of 
the optional correcting and word 
processing integration features, 
Microproof operates much the same 
as Proofreader: text files are 
scanned, the contents compared to 
Microproofs dictionary and any 
suspect words are then listed on the 
screen. If desired, these suspect 
words can be printed on a printer. 
Unlike Proofreader, no provision is 
made for saving the list to a disk file. 

Microproofs three dictionaries
DICTl, DICT2 and DICT3
contain an entire Webster's pocket 
dictionary of 50,000 words, yet take 
up just 56 grans (70,000 bytes) on 
diskette. This minor miracle is made 
possible by "coding and two 
sophisticated packing techniques." 

Words are identified as verbs, 
nouns, adverbs or adjectives. By 
coding "fast" in the dictionary as an 
adjective, Microproof will recognize 
"fast", "faster", "fastest", "fasten", 
"fasting", and "fasted". Microproof 
will recognize certain prefixes, too, 
which means that you may slip an 
occasional "irregardless" or 
"inclosed" past it without trouble. 

These inconsistencies and others 
are discussed in the 30-page 
manual: "In some instances, a 
correctly spelled word that .is 
actually in Microproofs vocabulary 
will appear on the error list. This 
can happen when the correct word is 
located alphabetically close to 
another word which appears on the 
error list and actually is incorrect." 
If this type of thing bothers you, 
Cornucopia offers a "literal" 
dictionary which avoids this 
problem at the expense of speed. 

Adding words to Microproof is 
fairly simple: just create a file 
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containing the words you wish to 
add and ADDTODIC/ CMD will 
make this part of DICT3. 
PRINTDIC/ CMD will allow you to 
edit and delete words from the 
expansion dictionary. 

Microproof treats upper and lower 
case letters the same, does not check 
single letter words and ignores all 
·non-letter characters. All words 
appear on the screen in upper case 
only and if printed on a printer, 
words appear in lower case. 

According to Cornucopia's 
advertising and documentation , 
Microproof has no trouble with 
hyphens, but this isn't exactly true. 
Microproof cannot handle 
compound words which use 
hyphens, such as "TRS-80", 
"double-sided" and "fool-proof'. 
Cornucopia stated:". . . we chose to 
reject word configurations like very
nice or not-too-greasy. Thus, a pair 
of proper words will be accepted 
with a hyphen between them only if 
they are found in Microproofs 
dictionary in hyphenated form. The 
user may, of course, add them 
himself as we did with "soft-sector" 
in the enclosed test file. End of line 
hyphenation is, of course, ignored 
and the two halves of the word are 
treated together as one word." 

The fully integrated version of 
Microproof (using the optional 
word processing conversion and 
correcting options) is exceptionally 
powerful. When ordering the 
software, you nrnst clearly state the 
model of your machine and (for the 
integration feature) the word 
processing software package you 
are going to use. 

Non-technical types will 
appreciate the integrated version's 
ease of use. While Hexspell and 
Proofreader (and standard 
Microproof) are called from DOS, 
the full-blown Microproof is 
available directly from inside the 
word processor. After writing your 
document, type "M" on the 
command line and Microproof will 
automatically load, scan your 
program, prompt for the dictionary 
diskettes, guide you through the 
correcting phase and reload your 
word processor and corrected 
document. Fromyour point of view, 
it appears that you never left your 
word processor! 

During the correction phase, 
typing a "+", "?", or "!" will, 
respectively, add the suspect word to 
the dictionary, show it in context, or 
abort the proofing process. The use 
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of single keys speeds proofing and 
the use of shift keys adds some 
measure of protection against 
errors. Pushing the Ent.er key will 
leave the word as is and corrections 
are entered by simply typing in 
replacement words. All corrections 
are global. In one test, typing 
"Orchestra" replaced all 543 
occurrences of "Adams" in the 
document. This is an unexpected 
plus because Scripsit, in 
comparison, could not have handled 
as many changes-just 255 global 
replacements are allowed-and 
would have taken much longer as 
well. 

Microproof documentation is 
outstanding. The manual is thirty 
pages long and includes a table of 
contents. Though a wide variety of 
word processors, machines and 
operating systems are mentioned in 
the manual, the writing is quite 
clear. A complete step-by-step 
programmed learning course, using 
a sample text file (included on 
diskette), is provided. Using 
NEWDOS/ 80 2.0 in double density, 
you can put Scripsit and all 
Microproof files on one double 
density diskette with room left over. 

Recommendations 
and Considerations 

There are some things that even 
the best automatic spelling 
dictionary cannot cope with. 
Consider the following two 
sentences: 

Wants ponder dime, dare worst 
aye ladle gull culled Ladle Rat 
Rotten Hut. 

Defeat other folks when other 
defense abhor detail. 

Though they contain no 
misspelled words, both sentences 
make no sense unless they are said 
aloud, in which case you get: 

Once upon a time, there was a 
little girl called Little Red Riding 
Hood. 

The feet of the fox went over the 
fence before the tail. 

This little demonstration might 
he summarized as: spelling isn't 
everything. 

In terms of recommendations, 
Cornucopia's Microproof (the full 
version) would be ideal in a business 
environment. It is the fastest of the 
bunch and the ability to call it 
directly from and return to the word 
processor is a definite plus if it will 
be used by non-technical personnel. 
Cornucopia seems firmly committed 
to product improvement and their 

customer service is quite good. 
If you have a one-drive system 

and a limited budget, Aspen's 
Proofreader is an appropriate 
investment. It is simple, fast and 
accurate. Though it lacks any 
provision for editing the document 
being scanned, Aspen has released 
two programs (currently being 
evaluated) which will overcome this 
limitation. Proof-Edit ($30 Model 
I/III) will allow interactive 
corrections, much like Microproof. 
Grammatik ($49 Model I, $59 Model 
III) will check for grammar and 
punctuation errors and produce 
word frequency counts-just the 
thing for writers! 

As far as personal preference is 
concerned, Hexspell is the local 
favorite. Though available only for 
Model I (as of this writing-mid 
October) and requiring 48K and two 
drives, it is a bargain at $69.00. 
Hexagon had problems with 
delivery for a few months (thanks to 
Canada's mail strike), yet went out 
of their way to accept telephone 
orders, questions, complaints and 
general conversation. Using 
Hexspell, there is a feeling ofcontrol 
and control is essential in 
proofreading. 

Final Comment 
All these programs will check 

spelling,.but none can act without 
human judgment. You still need a 
book-type spelling dictionary to look 
up the words flagged by the 
programs. Highly recommended is 
Webster's New World Speller! 
Divider, William Collins, publisher, 
$2.95. Unlike a regular dictionary, it 
contains nothing but words-no 
illustrations or definitions to slow 
you down. It lists 33,000 words, 
spelled and syllabified, and has a 
tough plastic cover. It works 
without a computer or even 
electricity . . . • 

Proofreader, Aspen Software, 
P.O. Box 339, Tijeras, NM 87059, 
(505) 281-1634, $54 (Model I), $64 
(Model III), $109 (Model II). 

Hexspell, Hexagon Systems, P.O. 
Box 397, Station A, Vancouver, BC 
V6C 2N2, (604) 682-7646, $69 (Model 
I). . 

Micro proof, Cornucopia Software, 
P.O. Box 5023, Walnut Creek, CA 
94.596, (415) 524-8098, $89 . .50 (Model 
I / Ill), $149.50 (Model II), $60.00 
(correction option) , $35 .00 
(integration option). 



Graphic 

LIFE 
TO 

TRS-80.' 
Model I and Model III 
Must have Level II 
Basic or Model 
III basic. 

Designing a computer that people could use in business and leisure, 
without spending alot of money was once a problem. Thanks to the 
TRS-80* there are now over 200,000 Microcomputers in homes and 
business today. 

Unfortunately in keeping the price of the TRS-80 down, the Random 
Access Memory was kept down to only 17K. Yes. 17K. (16K User Memory 
and lK Video Memory. 128 x 48 or 6,144 Independently controlled dots.) 
BUT WE'VE CHANGED ALL THAT. 

NOW HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
ARE HERE! 

MIKEEANGELO is 16 times better with the Model III 
and 12 times better for the Model I. 

FEATURES That's 512 x 192 or 98,304 dots for Model III,
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE. and 384 x 192 or 73, 728 dots for Model I. 

• Hardware total screen inverse video MIKEEANGELO connects to your TRS-80 easily."3 You can do it 
yourself with our instruction book in minutes and a handy tool kit is• Two modes of density: 
available, if you need one for $15. Please specify Model I or III384 x 192 or 192 x 192 for Model I 
TRS-80.512 x 192 or 256 x 192 for Model III 

• Every dot can be set, reset or tested. Order Now For Only $340. Complete 
• 12288 bytes Video Memory Order today complete wi th power supply, case, software and excellent manual for $340. Check or 

Money Order please . •4 Dealer Inquiries Invited • Select normal, high or very high resolution with or 
Or write for free booklet and more information.

without inverse video via output port. 
11 Disable Mikeeangelo's memory via output port. 

MIKEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
·1 MIKEEANGLEO is a trademark for Mikee Electronics Corp. 

·2 TRS-80 is a trademark for the Tandy Corp. P.O. Box 3813 Bellevue, Washington 98009 

•3 Opening your TRS-80 will void the limited warranty. Telephone 206/451-0574 , 
·4 90 day warranty , full refund or replacement. 

" Sorry no C.O.D. Stock to 60 days for delivery.Circle# 14 Washington residents must add 5.4% sales tax. 

Introductory Special for 90 days only! 
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. INTERFACES & CABLES 

IEEE $55 RS-232 $70. 
APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90. 
TRS-80 CABLE $35. NEC GREEN 12" MONITOR 

JB 1201M 

CALL OMEGA TOLL FREE! 

WEST COAST EAST COAST 

1-800-235-3581 1-800-556-7586 
OMEGA SALES CO. OMEGA SALES CO. 

3533 Old Conejo Rd. # 102 12 Meeting St. 
Newbury Park, CA 91320 Cumberland, RI 02864 

1-805-499-3678 1-401-722-1027 
CA TOLL FREE 1-800-322- 1873 r\ 

OMEGA SALES COMPANY 


~~ 

We Accept C. 0 . D. 's • Stock Shipments Same Day or Next • No Surcharge for Credit Cards • All Equipment Factory 
Fresh w/MFT Warranty• We Carry the Complete Line of Personal Software• Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges 

Rhode Island and California residents please add 6% Sales Tax 
Circle# 15 
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NEC 5510 Spinwriter(7710). .. . ..... . ... . 
NEC 5520 Spinwriter (7720) .. . ; . . . . . . . . . . 
NEC 5530 Spinwriter (7730) . ... . . .. . .. . . . 

NEC JC 1201M(A) -Color12" Monitor . . . . . 
NEC JB 1201 M 12

11

Green Monitor . . . . . . . . . 
Okidata Microline-80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
OkidataMicroline-82A .. .. ... . . . .. . . ... . 
Okidata Microline-83A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

~::i~01~:1~s· ~SK ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Apple Disk w/3.3 DOS Controller . . . . . . . . . . 
Apple Disk w/o Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· ~:~~~:t:~~~~~z~~ ·11 ·32Koo :: : :::::::: : :: 

Anadex DP-9500/9501 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Televideo910. .. ... ... . .... . ..... . . .. . 
Televideo912C . . ... . .. .... . . .. . . . . . . . . 

Televideo 920C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Televideo 950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CBM 8032 Computer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

CBM 8050 Disk Drive .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 
CBM4032Computer ... . ... .. . . ..... .. . 
CBM4040 Disk Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CBM 4022 Printer . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CBM VIC-20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Leedex/Amdek l OOG . . . . .. . .. . .... ... . · · 
Leedex/Amdek Color - l 13" Color Monitor . . . 
Microtek l 6K Ramboard for Atari 800 . . . . . . . 

Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 and 800 
Qume Sprint 9/45 (Full Panel) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Atari 400 16K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Atari 825 Printer. . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . 
Atari 850 Interface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Atari830MODEM ... . ... . ... . .. . . .. . . . 
Atari 810 Disk Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

~;:~n8:-~~K .: · : : :: : : : : : ::: : ::::::::: 

Epson MX-80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Epson MX-80 FT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Epson MX-100 FT .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

r\ 


OMEGA SALES COMPANY 
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OKIDATA MICROLINE BOA 
MATRIX PRINTER 
$379.00 

j 
; 

I 
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/ 

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE 
$449.00 

-- --~--.: 

AMDEK COLOR- I MONITOR 
$329.00 

EPSON MX-100 FT PRINTER 
$729.00 
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SAVE/ ·
on Softwarl' for TRS-80 

APPARAT~s FLEXTEXT/BO 


PLJT~s PEP IN THE ••EPSON"" 


· ::. . . . _ · j .. R'IF's_·1·. -r o EFSOI'' User··s 


~.super-~:;cr· i pts 


FLE- vTEx1-;" - o0 n prov1 res a s·c·_ _ 1" pa_th t_ ·- ', ·-" power··. wi 11 

and b . t anywhere in text.su scr··1p :s 


(including ~~e!C and~__ u b scripts). 


:+: t1:i.>: 1.0 / inch 21nd 16.Siinch cha1·-· act.:er;:; (unjust:i ·fiE~cll .. 

(Full lines of either width characters will be Justified.I 


*Mi>~ nnr-mal 1:1nd 4='1 c:Jr·1ii:;:Jc:-.1::. •1":::~cl c:h.:1r<::1ct(=.!1-::'. iri i:1ny for··mat. 

<Mixed normal and elongated char acters will be j ustified.) 


* Mi~·( ncwma] <erncl emphasized char·acters \~1 c:u--.ga.t~c:I tnol .. 

<This Q.l2.~ i.~s in emphi:l!sized, t:-?lonqr.:1tec1, unclE~r-l:ined it.~. li. c s.) 


* Dynamically activate/deactivate double strike printing. 


*Dynamically change line spacing (6/inch, 8/inch, 7.172 inch). 


* Set and exercise horizontal tab stops, such as~ 


Tab 1 Tab 2 Tab 3 Tc:1b 4 Tab n 


* Print block graphics (graphically stated) 


Print BL0CI-< graphi<os. 


* Combine the above demonstrated features in just about any manner 

they want. 


FLEXTEXT/80 and SCRIPSI~K were exercised in composing this page. 

FLEXTEXT/80 is available now frcim APPARAT. The purchase price is: 

$34- 95 

~A registered trademark of The Tandy Corporation. 

FLEXTEXT/80 (for MX·80 Printers) 
Requires Graftrax 
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Newscript 
word processor 

For Models I and III 
Jitn Klaproth, associate editor 

There is a new word processor on 
the market that will change the way 
people think about the capabilities 
of the TRS-80. Imagine a powerful 
mainframe text editor running on a 
TRS-80, with virtual compatibility 
between the two versions. Imagine 
total support for all popular TRS80 
printers, with total compatibility 
with all operating systems. Imagine 
a word processing system with 
automatic mailing list text insertion 
built right in. Imagine on-going 
support second to none, with superb 
documentation. Imagine ' a disk
based product that comes ready to 
run with a fast, efficient operating 
system. All this, and more, for only 
$99.95 for either Model I or III. What 
a fantastic bargain! 

Newscript is the creation ofChuck 
Tesler, a former programmer for 
IBM, who was bitten by the 
microbug a few years back. He 
decided he would write a TRS-80 
version of the IBM Edgar text editor 
and print formatter in order to 
max1m1ze his word processing 
efficiency. He has done a 
magnificent job with Newscript, 

which evolved from an earlier 
attempt called Subscript. Chuck 
confessed that Newscript is his full
time project now, and that as new 
printers are introduced, support will 
be forthcoming. 

Newscript supports right 
justification in the proportional 
spacing mode on the Line Printer 
IV, Centronics 737 and 739, Line 
Printer VIII and the Daisy Wheel II. 
Most word processors insert spaces 
between words, giving the text an 
uneven appearance. With New-· 
script, spaces are inserted uniformly 
between characters and words, 
giving the text a typeset look. 
Newscript also supports all of the 
features of the Epson MX-80 and 
MX-100, the Anadex 9500 series, the 
Microline 80 series, the IBM 
Selectric and all of the features of 
the current crop of Daisy Wheel 
printers, except proportional right 
justification. It will even do 
underlining on the MX-80, even 
though this is not documented in the 
printer manual, and italics with the 
Graftrax option. 

Newscript is a very powerful 

system, with features fouhd in few 
other packages in this price range. 
As one who cut his teeth on Scripsit, 
I must say that Newscript may be a 
bit more difficult to learn; however, 
once learned, it is just as easy to use 
as any other. The documentation 
consists of a nicely packaged 
looseleaf binder packed with 160 
pages of user instructions and a 
quick reference card. The entire 
manual was produced using 
Newscript and printed on a Line 
Printer IV, interspersed with some 
excellent lithographic illustrations. 
It has a professional typset look 
about it and truly shows off the 
capabilities of the Line Printer IV. It 
is not meant to be read from cover to 
cover, but as a reference manual, 
with the easier material covered 
first. Once the user becomes 
familiar with the basic commands, 
the more complex features are 
presented. Examples are given for 
each command and a sample letter 
is provided on the disk for 
experimentation. There is even a 
"how to" section for quick reference 
to a specific need. 
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The disk contains a minimum 
DOSPLUS operating system and 
can be used "as is" or the files can be 
-transferred to any current DOS in 
production. The main programs are 
called "EDIT", which is for editing, 
and "SCRIPT", the print formatter. 
The author chose to separate them 
to keep the memory overhead small 
and to allow more features to be 
included. It is a simple matter to 
transfer back and forth between 
EDIT and SCRIPT, and the current 
file name is automatically passed to 
the next program for smooth 
operation. According to the author, 
about one-third of Newscript is 
written in BASIC. Yes, BASIC! 
Before you start thinking that this is 
a slow program, let me assure you 
that it is anything but slow. In fact, 
as far as text entry is concerned, it 
beats Scripsit hands down. It will 
actually handle up to 750 keystrokes 
per second. It has never dropped one 
character for me. 

Newscript actually is a 
combination of machine code and 
BASIC, with about 4500 bytes of 
code residing in high memory. The 
Level II keyboard routines are 
completely bypassed and a machine 
language program handles the 
input. It has a 128 character 
typeahead buffer, so that you may 
continue to type while disk access or 
string compression is taking place. 
It has a repeating keyboard, a lower 
case driver, a screen print rou
tine and a detector to indicate 
when BASIC string compression is 
taking place. This is indicated by a 
large graphic "C" in the upper right 
corner of the screen. There is also 
direct keyboard input of special 
characters and graphics, and other 
utilities that automatically load 
during initialization. 

The editor is a full-screen type, 
displaying 15 lines of text and a 
command line at the top. A 
maximum of 60 characters per line 
is displayed on the screen, with 
automatic wrap-around when the 
line length exceeds 60. There is an 
option to produce lines up to 255 
characters in length by moving the 
60 character viewing window back 
and forth. This is helpful when 
~onstructing wide tables or spread 
sheets. There is also a small margin 
on the left of each line called the 
LIMA (Line Manipulation Area), 
which allows several useful 
functions. Lines can be inserted, 
deleted, ·duplicated or marked for 
block moves by issuing certain 
commands in the LIMA. 
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For example, paragraphs can be 
exchanged by simply marking them 
in the LIMA and then moving the 
blocks, similar to the block move 
routine in Scripsit. There are 
powerful global find and change 
commands that are similar to 
Scripsit, but they give the user more 
flexibility. There is scrolling by line 
or by page, with instant return to 
either the top or bottom of the 
document. One really nice feature 
automatically saves the text after a 
specified number of lines have been 
input to prevent a power failure 
from wiping out an entire day's· 
work because it was never saved. 
Other neat features are a directory 
function, a shorthand for certain 
common commands, the ability to 
kill a disk file while in EDIT, the 
ability to merge other files with the 
existing one and the ability to imbed 
ASCII printer control codes within 
the text. 

"Newscript is the 
creation of Chuck 

Tesler, a former 
programmer for IBM, 
who was bitten by the 
microb~g a few years

back. He decide"d he 
would write a TRS-80 

version of the IBM 
Edgar text editor and 

p_rint formatter in 
or"der to maximize his 

word processing
efficiency." 

The real power of Newscript is in 
its ability to do things that few other 
word processors can. Things like 
automatic t;lble of contents and 
index generation, that store data in 
a disk file and automatically print 
out the index and table of contents, 
and mailing list insertion of text 
into form letters. Imagine printing 
200 form letters with no operator 
intervention, each one personalized 
with name, address, and greeting 
plus other text inserted into the body 
of the letter. Headings, footings, 
titles, centered text and automatic 
page numbering are standard, as 
are panging indents and offsets, 
multi-strike, double-wide letters and 
chaining of files. The latter means 

that a document can have an 
unlimited length, as each segment 
can be called by the previous 
segment. The operator may even be 
presented with a message stating 
which diskette to insert next if 
several diskettes are required. 

Using Newscript is fairly easy, 
especially if the resident DOSPLUS 
is used. After making a backup 
copy, the user simply types AUTO 
NS, reboots the disk, and after a 
brief initialization, is presented 
with a customization menu. The 
next step is to choose which printer 
is in use, type of interface, and 
operating system in use. These 
parameters are stored for future 
reference and will be passed to the 
program automatically from then 
on. The user then chooses either 
EDIT or SCRIPT, or, if a new 
configuration is wanted, recustomi
zation. Let's choose EDIT first. 
EDIT loads and then asks for the 
file name the first time through. 
Thereafter, the name is automati
cally passed back and forth between 
EDIT and SCRIPT. The file will 
load, or, if a new file, will open the 
new file. Then EDIT displays the 
maximum number oflines available 
for text entry. The program keeps 
track of the actual count and will 
warn you in plenty of time to start a 
new file. 

Each line in EDIT must contain 
either a control word or normal text. 
Since most sentences normally 
never start with a period, control 
words are preceeded by a period to 
disting.uish them from the text. 
Control words inform SCRIPT how 
to process the document. Typical 
control words are CE for center next 
lines, CM for comment line, DS for 
double space, JU for right justify, 
PN for page numbering and US for 
underscore string. There are 42 
control words, giving the user a 
multitude of options. There are also 
7 escape commands that control 
double -width, underlining, 
superscripting, subscripting and 
backspacing. 

Text is entered via a standard 
typewriter keyboard, with shift-0 
acting as a shift lock. Automatic 
wrap-around occurs when the line 
length exceeds 60 characters. To 
insert, hit Clear-I and the flashing 
block cursor turns into a flashing 
"I". Characters are then inserted, 
pushing the old text to the right. To 
delete, hit Clear-D for each 
character you want deleted or Clear 
Spacebar to delete to the end oi the 
line. There are 45 edit commands 



HAPPINESS IS •••NEWSCRIPT™ 
TBE WORD PROCESSOR FOR 
BUSINESSMEN AND PROFESSIONALS 
We offer you ongoing support by answering 
your questions and providing reasonably 
priced enhancements. 

A FEW OF NEWSCRIPT'S STANDARD FEATURES: 
*Form Letters with merging of names and addresses 
*Gives superb appearance to your final documents 
*Comprehensive manual with hundreds of examples 
*Centering. top/bottom titles. indents. pagination 
*Underlining. boldface. double-width. italics t 
*Sub-scripts. super-scripts, proportional pitch t 
*Generates Table of Contents. sorted Index 
*Allows block graphics. special symbols t 

*Search and repiace globally or within a range 

*Block move. copy. delete. insert from other file 

*AUTOSAVE. WHOOPS. DIRECTORY. KILL. REPEAT 


*Based on IBM's "EDGAR" and "SCRIPT" systems 

*Supplied ready-to-run on "tiny" DOSPLUS 

*Easily transferred to NEWDOS. NEWDOS/80. LOOS. TRSDOS 

*Includes handy Quick Reference Card 


NEWSCRIPT CONTROLS THESE PRINTERS: 
*EPSON MX-80. MX-100: all 12 fonts, plus underlining 

and block graphics; italics with GRAFTRAX 


*Centronics 737. 739: Radio Shack L.P. IV. L.P. VIII. 
Daisy Wheel II, NEC PC-8023A, TEC 8500R, C.ITOH 8510: 
Right-justified true proportional printing (ledding) 

*Good support for: Diablo. Spinwriter. Starwriter. QUME. Microline, 

Anadex. modified Selectric 


TYPICAL USER AND REVIEWER COMMENTS: 
the manual: 

"It definitely rates the first '10' given to any documentation reviewed in this column." (A.A. Wicks. COMPUTRONICS. October. 1981) 

the software: "An excellent Word Processor" (D.H.J; "Absolutely fantastic" (S.E.S.J: "You have features that I cannot duplicate 

on my $14.000 system" (J.B.) 


the support: "Your phone information system and the prompt and courteous stall that you provide to help your clients...are worth 
the cost of the system." (V.H.H.J · 

REQUIRED CONFIGURATION: 48K TRS-80 with one disk drive. Specify Model I or Model III. 

t Some leatures work only JI your printer has the mechanJcal capabJlJty. NEW SCRIPT: $99.95 
MAILING LABELS OPTION: 29.95 
Special: NEWSCRIPT +LABELS: 115.00 
"PENCIL" to NEWSCRIPT Converter 14.95 

TO ORDER, CALL NOW, TOLL·FREE: Manual Only (180 pages); 30.00 
(800) 824-7888, Operator 422 Reference Card Only: 1.50 

CALIF: (800) 852-7777, Oper. 422 MICROPROOF +CORRECTION FEATURE: 149.95 
ALASKA/HAWAII: (800) 824-7919 Full DOSPLUS Operating System (3.4): 149.95FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION CALL: 

(213) 764-3131. or write to us. Order &om your Software dealer. or &om: 

Circle# 17 ·PRO~™ 
DEPT. C, BOX 839 •NO. HOLLYWOOD, Cll 91603 

TERMS: We accept VISA. Ma1tercard. checko. Money Orders. C.O.D. ·and even cmih. We pay llhlpplng via 

surface UPS Inside U.S.A. Pleaoa add $3.00 for Blue Label, 6% tax In California. and 15% outlide North America (air llhlpmonl), 
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that can be issued to make editing 
easier. Typical commands include 
"Autosave", which automatically 
saves text to disk after a preset 
number of lines has been entered, 
"DIR", which gives a directory, 
"Change", which is much like 
"replace" in Scripsit and 
"GETFILE", which merges all or 
part of another file into the existing 
file. There are scrolling commands, 
like "TOP", "BOTTOM", 
"FORWARD" and "BACKPAGE". 
There are commands to help move 
text, delete text, save text, replace 
text, join text and even a command 
called "WHOOPS", that cancels all 
changes and clears the screen. All 
commands can be abbreviated to 
one or two letters and will work in 
upper or lower case. 

After an editing session, the 
command "END" is typed, which 
saves the file to disk and ends the 
session. You are next asked if you 
want to pass the current file to 
SCRIPT for printing. If that is your 
desire, simply press <ENTER> and 
your file will be passed to the print 
formatter. Th.ere are several 
runtime options available in 
SCRIPT, such as: Number of copies, 
print darker (overstrike), video only, 

double and triple spacing, number 
lines in margin, interactive editing 
mode, print file identification in left 
margin, starting and ending pages 
to be printed, single-sheet stop, and 
print table of contents only. The 
interactive editing-·'· mode is 
interesting because it allows user 
control and editing while the file is 
being printed. Each line is displayed 
and the user is asked whether the 
line should be printed as is, replaced 
with a new line, deleted totally, or a 
new line inserted ahead of the 
current line. Any changes are 
immediately printed, but the 
changes are temporary and do not 
affect the original document. 

Does the package work? 
Extremely well! Chuck Tesler has 
given us an outstanding word 
processor which far exceeds the 
capabilities of Scripsit, at a 
comparable price. Newscript is not 
perfect, it lacks some of the features 
that make Scripsit so handy, and 
the ease of use of Lazy Writer. My 
main complaint is that when in 
insert mode, the old text is pushed 
down on a new line, with no easy 
way to re-join the lines on the screen. 
To give the ~ideo text a neat 
appearance, the text may be 

reformatted by running a program 
called "Fitline", which makes every 
line a maximum of 60 characters 
long. This is only necessary to clean 
up the video and does not affect the 
print format as all blanks are 
ignored while printing. +.,:.,,.,, 

Prosoft makes it a point to provide 
a telephone number which, while 
not toll-free, at least is accessible. 
This reviewer called Prosoft seven 
times and got through or received a 
call back every time. Chuck Tesler is 
very knowledgeable and is willing 
to answer any reasonable request 
for customer service. Each new 
revision ofNewscript is available to 
existing customers for a minimal 
charge. We would like to see more 
software vendors take such a 
positive stance towards user 
support. N ewscript certainly 
demands a serious look by those 
who are looking for an excellent 
value in a word processor. • 

Newscript Word Processor is 
available from Prosoft, Box 839, 
North Hollywood, California 91603 
(213) 764-3131. For Model I or III 
with 48K and disk, the price is 
$99.95 

TRS-80™ DISCOUNT - BUY DIRECT 

WE SELL THE FULL LINE OF TRS-BO'S AT WHOLESALE PRICES 

MODEL II 
26-4002 64K I Drive : ...... . . . $3288 
Ask About Hard Drives 

MODEL Ill 
26· 1062 16K... .... ....•. . .. . $849 
26-1066 4BK with 
2 Drives, RS232., ... , . , • .... $2069 

COLOR COMPUTER 
26-3001 4K . . . ..... , . .... . , . , S318 
26-3002 16K Ext . Basic .. . , ... . . $488 
26-3003 32K Ext. Basic .. . ,, . , , $578 

POCKET COMPUTER 
26-3501 Packet Computer . . , . . $188 

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER 

*DISK DRIVES* 


26-3022 Disk Drive #1 ....... .. $498 

26-3023 Disk Drive #2, 3, 4. , . . , $338 


LEARN TO 

"DO IT YOURSELF" 

AND SAVE MONEY 
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THOUSANDS OF 

SATISFIED 


CUSTOMERS 

Circle# 18 

WRITE FOR YOUR 

FREE CATALOG 


ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-841-0860 

•LARGE INVENTORY 
•FAST DELIVERY 

TM · TANDY CORPORATION 


FREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST 


MICRO 

MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS, INC. 


DEPT. NO. 5 
l 15C SECOND AVE. S.W. 


CAIRO, GA. 31728 

GA. 912-377-7120 




An automatic 
tape SAVE program 

For Models I/Ill, tape only Level II 4K and up 

Have you ever tried to verify a program that 
took three hours to type and save on cassette? How 
many times have you attempted to verify a 
program using the CLOAD? command, and have 
the program disappear because the ENTER key 
was depressed instead of a question mark? What 
can you do if the original tape copy proves 
defective? These are questions concerning 
everyone operating a cassette based 
microcomputer. 

AUTOSAVE might be the answer. It may be 
stored at the end of your existing program and 
help efficiently transfer programs on cassette. 
This auto save routine eases the storage process 
and helps eliminate mistakes. 

SHORT is a compressed program with most 
prompts and needless elements deleted. Simply 
.type LISTING 1 into your computer and then save 
it on cassette. Always load this program prior to a 
programming session. When the session is 
complete, type "RUN 65000" and two copies of 
your program will automatically be saved on 
cassette (be certain the recorder is set up for 
recording). SHORT uses about 220 bytes during 
run time and will fit at the end of almost any 
program. 

LONG is expanded and more elegarit. It is 
designed for use by an inexperienced operator and 
uses slightly more memory. Extra prompts and 
instructions are included to serve as a guide for 
correctly saving and checking two programs. An 
INKEY routine is included that will allow you to 
stop the program if it is accidentally entered or if 
you wish to stop execution. LONG is initiated by 
typing "RUN 65000". It uses about 1113 bytes of 
memory during run time. (See Listing 2.) 

AUTOSAVE is easy to use. First, type either 
LONG or SHORT into memory and then save it on 
tape for future use. Next, type a small 
demonstration program ahead ofAuto Load. Type 

Jon Presley, Lebanon, MO 

"RUN 65000" and follow the video prompts. 
When using these programs a few simple 

procedures will aid production of cassette files. 
Your program must have line numbers lower than 
65000 and contain an END statement. This keeps 
the computer from crashing into the save routine. 
If you already have an existing program in 
memory and want to add AUTOSAVE or, 
alternately, if AUTOSAVE is in memory and you 
want to add another program, then use a chaining 
program,. 

Be aware that when short programs (under 5000 
bytes) are saved or checked, there usually is little 
trouble if the system is working correctly. The risk 
of error in longer programs increases in 
proportion to the length. A 16,000 byte program is 
almost impossible to save without an error unless 
you are using a new certified digital tape. Who can 
afford certified tapes? 

It is essential that the cassette player is clean 
and that you use good operating habits. Clean the 
capstan and the two heads of the tape player at 
least one~ each week. Use good quality tape and 
shop around for the best price. At present, fine 
quality C-10 tapes may be purchased for about 70 
cents apiece. · 

When a CSAVE is performed, double-check that 
both the play and record buttons have been 
depressed. I have tried to record a few tapes in the 
past with only the play button pressed. It does not 
work! Keep the tape recorder turned off when not 
in use. If left in the play or record mode, a strain is 
placed on the tape and a deformity may occur 
which could cause bit information to be lost. Ifthis 
happens to your tape, throw it away! 

Stop the recorder immediately after rewinding 
or rapidly advancing a tape. Otherwise, the entire 
tape will eventually stretch. A 30 minute tape 
might be converted to one with 45 minutes of 
playing time. This is not a recommended way to 
add to your library. • 
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EDUCATIONAL 
MATH·PAK·1: MATH·PAK-2: MATH-PAK·3 

Interactive drill programs·that let the user enter the answer digit by 
digit, Just like paper and pencil. With user selected dllflculty levels, 
carryovers, slmpllflcatlon, reducing, pointing off, scoring, games 
and more. The MATH-PAK's are used throughout the U.S. and 
Canada and are recommended by the SOUS Journal, S-80 Bulletin, 
and the Computing Teacher. Order MATH-PAK-1 for Integers, MATH
PAK-2 for fractions, and MATH-PAK-3 for declmals. (L2-16K Mln)Mod 
1,3 $14.95 HICH• 

THE WORD PAK 
An Interactive language arts program for tape or disc. :You can selec
tively show definitions, synonyms, antonyms, or related, con
trasting, or any other word form that you desire, and then play one of 
three games to solve for the word. Save your own word lists and tailor 
the program to your awn textbooks. (L2-16K)Mod 1,3 $19.95/ceaa 

GAMES 
Pyramlnd 

A challenging game of logic and deductive reasoning. Can you solve 
the computer generated code? The computer wlll give you clues on 
each entry 'but It wlll take all your skill to break the code. With 3 dlf· 
flculty levels, sound, high speed graphics, and save a game on disc 
or tape. (L2·16K) Mod ,1,3 $11.95/cH• 

THE ARGUS CHRONICAL 
STARDATE 12756.3 ..........An explosion has destroyed the main 
engines aboard the deep space explorer, the ARGUS. The ship Is 
drifting with only manuverlng power. The Ille support systems are 
falllng and the main radios are dead. Ahead lies Spacestatlon 
ALPHA. A frantic call for help on the emergency transmitter brings 
only sllence. Your only chance for survival Is to reach the safety of 
spacestatlon ALPHA. 
SPACESTATION ALPHA DEAD AHEAD, THE DOCKING LAMP IS LIT ..... 
For an out of this world mystery, order this classlc machine lan
guage adventure. S11U51cHs(L2·16K) $24.95/dl•c(32K) M.od 1,3 

and up to 9200 entries. 

ing routines. (32K-1 disc minimum). 

and 1 disc minimum (2 drives recommended). 

rates, top quallty 
replacement. Write or call for rates. 

TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp. 

Tape techniques 

Listing 1 

65000 INPUT "READY RECORDER"; Z : FOR I =1 . TO 2: PRINT "NOW LOADING" : CSA 
VE 11

; I;" : OUT 255, 4 : FOR J = 1 TO 

600 : NEXT J : OUT 255, 16 : NEXT I : 


PRINT "NOW COMPLETE" : INPUT "PRESS 

1 AND ENTER TO CHECK"; R : IF R = 1 T 

HEN PRINT 

65001 CLOAD PRINT 

Listing 2 

65000 CLS PRINT "T A P E L 0 A D 
I N .G R 0 U T I N E :" PRINT 

65001 CLS INPUT "WHAT IS THE PROGRAM 
I.D. LETTER"; Z$ : PRINT "READY THE R 
ECORDER BY PRESSING PLAY AND RECORD 0 
N THE RECORDER 

RESET 	 AND NOTE COUNTER NUMBER" : GOSUB 
65011 

65002 FOR I =1 TO 2 : CLS : PRINT "NOW 
LOADING "; ZS; I : CSAVE # - 1, ZS : 
OUT 255, 4 : FOR J =1 TO 600 : NEXT 
J : OUT 255, 16 : NEXT I 

65003 PRINT ·~ PROGRAMS ARE NOW RECORDE 
D 

Circle# 19 
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TO CHECK : GOSUB 65011II 

65004 CLS : PRINT '~EWIND RECORDER TO S 
TART OF PROGRAMS 

IF AT ANY TIME 'BAD' IS DISPLAYED NEW P 
ROGRAMS MUST BE RECORDED 

AND YOU MUST TYPE 'RUN 65001' AND START 
OVER" : GOSUB 65011 

65005 X = 1 : GOTO 65007 
65006 x = 2 
65007 PRINT "NOW CHECKING "; X : IF X = 

1 THEN 65008 ELSE PRINT '7YPE 'RUN 6 
5009' WHEN 'READY' IS PRINTED" C LO 
AD PRINT 

65008 PRINT '~FTER COMPUTER STATES 'REA 
DY' TYPE 'RUN 65006'" : CLOAD PRINT 

65009 PRINT "CHECKING IS COMPLETE 
BOTH PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN LOADED CORRECTL 

y 

IF YOU DESIRE TO DELETE THIS PROGRAM TH 
EN " : GOSUB 65011 

65010 DELETE 65000 65012 
65011 PRINT "PRESS '1 ' TO CONTINUE 

'0' TO END" 
65012 A$ = INKEY$ : IF A$ = "" THEN 650 

12 ELSE IF AS = "1" THEN RETURN ELSE 
IF AS = "0" THEN END ELSE 65012 

·····•······•• ·····················,·
HOME/BUSINESS ••••••H-0-R-K-S 

Low cost, single entry accounting system for the home or office. 

With 66 user assigned account codes, auto audit trall, search with ~~ 

totals, 32 or 4SK, 1 to 4 drives, credit and debit reports with 3 options, 


$24.95/cHHlle $29.95/dlsc :· 
•••• ••INVENTORY+ 

Why settle for Just en Inventory listing? Get aging reports with 2 op
tions, reorder reports, total listings with purchase dates, amounts, 
and vendors, total costs, Items sold, profit/loss, and more. Use as a :: 
stand alone system with dally updates, delete, change, and Ille pack •• 

$24.95/CHHlle $29.95 disc •• 
CASH REGISTER 80 

Use your TRS-80 as a point of sale terminal with automatic Inventory 
lookup, pricing, updating, discounting, and more. Print sales slips 
with user adjusted formats, end of day reports with all cash, charge, 
and check sales by salesperson. CASO requires INVENTORY + , 4SK, 

$24.95/CISHll• $29.95 disc 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
Cassette duplication for the TRS-80, AN In mono or stereo. Low 

screw cassettes, all tapes guaranteed or free 

Mass. residents add 5% tax. Visa, M.C. and phone orders.accepted. 
Overseas orders add $2.00 for air shipment. Dealer Inquiries invited. 

EDU-WARE EAST 
P.O. Box 336 

Maynard, MA 01754 
617-568-8641 

MODELS I & Ill 

••••• 



Looking for a 

SPELLING CHECKER 

PRESS! (U LEARN WORD <R> REPLACE WORD <S> SKIP MORO 

WORD IN ER~'OR! Misstake 


This is an e:<a!IP le of a text being checked b~ 


HEXSPELL. The te:<t scrolls up the screen as it is checked. 

When an error is detected, ~ have three choices. 


1) REPLACE the incorrect word. The replaceMent word 

is INSTANTLY RE-CHECKED for correctness, then inserted in the 


Zl The word is correct, leave it as it is. 

3) Tell HEXSPELL to LEARN this word for future 


reference,· with just one ~-e~troke. 


Hexspell requires j•Jst ore step to checl<. and 

correct a te~:t, and learn new words. Y01.1r dom1ent is read~ to 

print as soon as Hexspell is finished. A word that is in error 

e,g, Misstake, is highlighted in the text for eas~ correction. 


Get more than just a spelling checker -

HexsPeLL 2 TM 

the EVERYTHING checker. 
HEXSPELL CHECKS: 

Product codes• zip codes• French words• engineering formulae• typesetting commands• German words• 
numbers• addresses• chemical formulae• Greek words• names• amounts• printer commands• Japanese 
words•acronyms•dimensions•mathematical formulae•values ... and of course plain old English words. 

Hexagon Systems is proud to announce another 
first in text checking - an everything checker. Hex· 
spell 2 checks not only dictionary words, but learns 
and checks codes, formulae and numbers which are 
so essential in many commercial and technical 
documents. With Hexspell 2 you define which cha· 
racters make up a "word", then teach Hexspel I the 
new "words'.' it needs to check your text. This ad
vanced system. builds on the unique features of the 
original Hexspell (the first TRS-80 spelling checker). 

When we introduced Hexspell nearly a year ago, it 
was the world's first adaptive learning spelling 
checker. Hexspell constantly adapts its wordlist to 
your usage. No complicated editing of the .wordlist. 

Hexspell remembers words as long as you use them. 
If you never use a word again Hexspell will eventual 
ly forget it to make room for new words. Extending 
this feature in Hexspell 2 gives you a text checker 
that can learn to check everything that you write. 

Hexspell 2 is the product of nearly three years 
research and experience. Unlike other microcom
puter spelling checkers Hexagon Systems didn't 
simply rewrite the multi-step batch process found _on 
large computers, we invented a simple one-step pro
cess that capitalizes on the interactive strengths of 
the personal computer. Hexspell's simple one-step 
process makes it practical for daily use on all your 
letters and documents. 

HEXSPELL VERSION 1 USERS - GET THESE HEXSPELL 2 ENHANCEMENTS: 
Programmable character set · Disk error trapping · Extendable word list, up to 50,000 words . Speed 

control - Longer words, up to 40 characters · Auto learn function · User settable system options - Control 
file editor · Built in lower case driver. 
Hexspell 2 upgrade for regis tered ow ners of Hexspell Vers . 1 Circle# 20 

- $35 from Hexagon Systems or your nearest dealer. us $99. ,·····-----
Hexspell requires a TRS-80 Mod I or Mod Il l wi th 2 drives and 48K Works with most word processors Manual $12 1 __ _ · _ I 
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp • 

P.O. Box 397, Station A.He><AGON Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2 
Telephone (604) 682· 7646 9V5TeMG Electronic Mail·Micronet 70235, 1376 
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Richard Maeso, .Vashon, WAProgramming 
efficiency with the 

Pocket Computer 


The Pocket Computer can be a versatile, cost
effective tool if used wisely. The failure to fully 
understand its functions has prevented many 
professionals and novices from purchasing it In 
reality, the Pocket Computer has no serious 
competition and its function in life is mostly 
uncharted. 

A Radio Shack Pocket Computer was purchased 
and experimented with in its four operating 
modes. No matter how we approached an 
appllcation, something prevented us from 
developing a meaningful program. Memory size 
was not the caus..e. Our problem was solved by 
adding a printer/cassette interface. 

We had observed a payroll program published in 
the Pocket Computer Newsletter. This program 
accepted gross pay, number of exemptions and 
marital status to calculate and display federal 
withholding and FICA taxes. It allowed only one 
other withholding deduction, then calculated and 
displayed the net pay. From an accounting 
standpoint, it lacked sufficient flexibility. 

The question was, could we design a program 
which incorporates greater accounting flexibility 
and use the printer effectively for the business 
environment? Our objective was to add more 
accounting features: multiple entry, other income 
and deduction queries and year-to-date figures for 
tax purposes. We wanted to subtotal the results 
and produce the required journal entries for the 
period. We also wanted to produce a document 
containing each individual's earnings. As 
accounting and d~ta processing professionals, we 
found the resulting program combined speed and 
accuracy for the experienced payroll user as well 
as guidance for the novice. Figures one and two 
show an actual sample output from a hypothetical 
payroll. 

We discovered some new tricks which helped 
achieve our original goal. These are logical 
methods which could be applied to many 
applications. · 

-Condense code into as few lines as possible. 

BISI Beaver Software, P.O. Box 70, Vashon, 
Washington 98115. 
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-Use function keys which optimize the 
program. 

-Use the INPUT statements' formula 
capability: (125*2)+ 1 instead of 251. 

-Use the printer to provide a copy of input and 
output. 

To help demonstrate the effect of using the 
above methods we have selected an article: 
"Traveling with the Pocket Computer", as found 
in the September/October 1981 issue of 80-U.S. 
Journal, pages 86-87. We derived the following 

Figure 1 
Sample printout showing data entered for an employee: 

•SEMI•: 4-2605 
•YTO* 22348.72 

REG = 932.00 

OTH = 209.70 

OTH = 139.80 

GROSS 1281.50 


FWT = 229.74 

FICA= 85.86 

OE01= 13.40 

OE02= 0.98 

OE03= 5.52 

OE03= 25.00 

DEDS 360.50 


NET 921.00 

•YTD* 23630.22 

Figure 2 
Sample printout showing the subtotals of a payroll period. 
These would be used as journal entries. 

•TOTAL* 

REG = 2432.00 

OTH = 349.50 

GROSS 2781.50 


FWT = 546.51 

FICA= 186,36 

OE01= 38.40 

OE02= 4,58 

DED3= 30.52 

DEDS 806.37 


NET 1975.13 

http:23630.22
http:22348.72


---------------

---------------

_____________Pocket computer 

version by applying function keys, relocating 

gosub routines and condensing lines. 


These methods and others are being used in our 

own software for the pocket computer. They are 

practical, cost-effective applications for use in the 

home, business and educational fields. 


Listing 1 (Reprint) 	 Listing 2 (Condensed) ' 	 . 
'10:"A"GOTO 40 	 10:PAUSE "STARTING TIME":GOTO 20 

15:PAUSE "STOPPING TIME" 
20: INPUT "HOURS=";H 20:INPUT "HOURS? ";H 
25:INPUT "MINUTES=";M :INPUT "MINUTES? ";M:P=H+M/60:RETURN 
30:P=H+M/60:RETURN 30:0=INT (V):S=(V-0)•60:RETURN 
40:X=O 
45:USING "#####.##" 
50:INPUT "1.INIT 2.START 3.STOP ";X 
55:IF X=OGOTO 5 
60:IF X=1GOTO 90 
65:1F X=2GOTO 110 
70:1F X=3GOTO 170 
90: CLEAR 
100:1NPUT "FUEL IN TANK ";D 100:"Z":CLEAR :INPUT "FUEL IN TANK? ";D 
110:1NPUT '~TARTING MILES= ";A 110:"B"INPUT "STARTING MILES? ";A 

:GOSUB 10:1NPUT "MILES TO DEST.? ";I 
:E+18-D:T=P 

120:PAUSE "STARTING TIME" 120:BEEP 2:PAUSE ' ~IMES A WASTING!":END 
125:GOSUB 20 
130: INPUT "MILES TO DEST. ";I 
155:E=18-D 
160:T=P 
165:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 
170: PAUSE "STOPPING" 
180:INPUT "STOPPING MILEAGE";B 
185:1F B=OGOTO 340 
190:K=K+B-A 
195: PAUSE "STOPPING TIME" 
200:GOSUB. 20 200:"D"INPUT "STOP MILEAGE ";B 

:USING "#####.##":IF B=OGOTO 200 
205: V=V+P-T 
210:C=(B-A)/(P-T) 	 210:K=K+B-A:GOSUB 15:V=V+P-T 

: C= (B-A) I (P-T> 
: INPUT "FUEL ADDED? "; F:N=N+B-A 
:IF F=OGOTO 280 

215: INPUT "FUEL ADDED "; F 
220:N=N+B-A 220:D=18:G=F-E:L=L+G:J=N/G 

:PRINT "MPG= ";J:N=O 
225:1F F=OGOTO 280 
230:D=18 
250:G=F-E 
255:L=L+G 
260:J =N/G 
270:PRINT "MPG=";J 
275:N=O 
280:PRINT "MPH=";C 280:PRINT "MPH= ";C:R=I-K 

:PRINT "MILES TO DEST. ";R:GOTO 400 
282:R=l-K 
283:PRINT "MILES TO DEST. ";R 
285:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 
340:GOSi.JB 410 	 340:"S"GOSUB 30:PRINT "DRIVING TIME" 

:PRINT O;" HOURS":PRINT S;" MIN" 
342:PAUSE "DRIVING TIME" 
344:PRINT O;" HRS";S;" MIN" 
345: W=K/V 
350:PRINT "TOTAL MILES=";K 350:W=K/V:PRINT "TOTAL MILES= ";K 

. :PRINT "AVERAGE TRIP MPH ";W:R=I-K 
:PRINT "MILES TO DEST. ";R 

355:PRINT "AVERAGE TRIP MPH ~;W 355:IF F=OGOTO 400 
357:R=l-K 
358:PRINT "MILES TO DEST. ";R 
360:1F F=OTHEN GOTO 400 360:PRINT "TOTAL GALLONS ";L:Q=K/L 

:PRINT "TRIP MPG=";Q 
370:PRINT "TOTAL GALLONS ";L 
380:Q=K/L 
290:PRINT "TRIP MPG=";Q 
400:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 400:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 
410:0=1NT (V) 
420:S=(V-0)•60:RETURN 

If you have 
anything to do 

with the TRS-80* 
System you 
should be 

reading the 

EIGHTY 

SYSTEM 


NEWSLETTER 


every week! 
Don't miss a single issue of the new Eighty 
System Newsletter . . . published weekly and 
mailed every Friday by First Class Mail. This 
is the only publication designed for personnel 
in the TRS-ao• industry, including manufac
turers, distributors, dealers and computer 
users. The Eighty System Newsletter is 
compi led and edited by Ken Gordon, producer 
of the National TRS-ao· Show, the Eighty/ 
Apple Show, the NJ Microcomputer Show, 
and publisher of the Amateur Radio Equip· 
ment Directory. Here is valuable information 
in professionally prepared format about TR S
ao• hardware, software, peripherals, trends in 
the industry, and latest news. In addition, 
each weekly issue contains brief digests of 
art icles related to the TRS·SO• system 
appearing in over 100 computer related and 
general interest publications. This bibliography 
will save you both tim e and money in keeping 
up witn·artic les in print on the TRS-ao· 
computer system. The Eighty System News
letter is a must for al l active TRS-so• users, 
plus anyone involved in any way with the 
manufacturing, distributing or retailing of 
TRS-ao• products. 

Subscribe today: Mail the coupon with 
your check for $39 for the next 52 weekly 
issues (sent First Class Mail that's only 
75rt per week.) If for any reason you are 
not satisfied with the Eighty System 
Newsletter - we will refund the undelivered 
portion of your subscription. 

KENGORE CORPORATION 
300·1 Route 27 

Franklin Park, NJ 08823 

(201) 297-2526 

0 Enclosed is my check for 
$39 for the next 52 issues 
of The Eighty System 
Newsletter (sent First Class 
Mail). 

Name ___________ 
Company 
Address 

City __ State _ Zip __ 

•TRS-80 is. a Registered Trademark of Tandy 
Corporation/Radio Shack Division. 
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Tic Tac Toe 
Learning the reduction of fractions 
by playing games 

For Models I and III, tape or disk 
Ralph G. White, Columbus, KS 
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C/Jy G'uck._GAcree 

A comprehensive genealogical program that lets you avoid the rigidities of paper-based family 
trees. It quickly and easily sets up a data base to hold pertinent infqrmation about each ancestor, 
including name, date and place of birth, marriage and death information, plus a comment line. 

YOUR FAMILY TREE will display and print a complete "pedigree" for any selected family 
member; or a 3-generation ancestral chart may be generated for display or printer, showing the 
number of known ancestors beyond each branch of the tree. As a novelty feature, the program will 
display a U.S. outline map showing migration across the country. Access to information in YOUR 
FAMILY TREE is virtually unlimited, with full search capabilities on any key field-using full or 
partial information. 

16K RAM has space for 45-55 ancestors with brief comments. A 32K cassette-based system will 
hold about 175 records; a 48K, about 300. In all cases, a disk-based system will hold about 75 less 
due to DOS overheard. 

Available for TRS-80* models I and Ill on tape or disk, YOUR FAMILY TREE requires a minimum of 
16K RAM. Enjoy the benefits of this powerful and flexible charting system now for just $29.95. 

ACORN PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE AT FINE COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE 

By Andrew P. Bartorillo 
A complete management tool for 
the home budget, it accurately 
keeps track of your checkbook 
and provides an easy method of 
budget allocation. 

You can store information on up to 
100 checkbook entries per month 
(250 with 48K), specify any 
automatic withdrawals, keep 
records of tax-deductibles, and 
record expenses by category. You 
can even break up charge account 
payments into the proper 
categories. 

By David Feitelberg 
It's the world's first deep space 
colony and you are the economic 
manager. A remarkable simula
tion, LOST COLONY arms you 
with maps and charts as tools for 
resource management. You 
assign human and robotic labor, 
explore new land, and set produc
tion quotas. At the same time you 
must determine equitable pay 
scales and taxes. 
Communicate through your Model 
I or Ill using full sentences or 
short commands. A challenging 

By Steven Kearns 
Huge antimatter rocks appear on 
the Tactical Display Screen of 
your spacecraft. You blast away 
but they just explode into smaller 
chunks for you to destroy. To add 
to your woes, alien ships and time 
bombs appear periodically. If the 
ships hit you or the timers reach 
zero-BOOM! Maneuver, fire 
lasers, jump to hyperspace
anything to avoid the onslaught. 
For one or two players, with nine 
skill levels. 

Requires TRS80* model I or Ill game, it might give you insight in A realtime arcade game with 
with a minimum of 32K and one to real life management as well. sound, for TRS-80* model I or Ill. 
disk drive. Order now for only Available on 16K tape or 32K disk Versions for 16K tape or 32K disk 
$39.95. for only $19.95 each. are $19.95 each. 

*Trademark of Tandy Corp. 

(202) 544·4259 ALL ACORN ENTERTAINMENT 

SOFTWARE SUPPLIED FOR 


TRS-80 11 MODELS I & Ill
Acorn 
 MAIL ORDERS: Include $2.00 shipping & handling 
Software Products, Inc. (D.C. residents add 6°/o sales tax). · 

CHARGE CARD CUSTOMERS: Call (202) 544-4259 
634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E.. Washington, D.C. 20003 for fastest service. · 

MONEY 
MANAGER 

SPACI ROCKS 
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neck of the robots are drawn in the upper two rows 
while. the arms, legs and body occupy the lower 
two. T,he strings that supply the values needed for 
head movement are in the H$ array. The arms, 
legs and hands are stored in the A$ array. The M$ 
array holds the "O" and the "X" marks. 

For those not familiar with this technique, run 
the program as is. The computer should pause and 
;respond with BREAK IN 90. At this point, if you 
list the program, you should find that all of the 
neat blank strings that were typed are now filled 
with the most hideous appearing collection of 
command words imaginable. Do not tamper with 
these lines! They are supposed to look that way. 
'After reluctantly accepting their appearance, 
delete lines 80, 90 and the entire subroutine in lines 
40000 to 43007. The information is now 
permanently part of the program and may be 
saved or loaded from tape or disk as usual. 

Program Notes 
Ea.ch input is tested for its appropriateness 

before being accepted. This is to prevent an 
invalid input from wrecking the formatted video 
display. 

The H$ arrays and M$ arrays are each seven 
blanks in length; the A$ arrays are each three 
blanks long. The 26 H$ array values are the data 
statements 41000 to 41025. The 12A$arrays arein 
lines 42000 to 42011. The eight M$ values are in 
statements 43000 to 43007. 

Major Routines 
Lines 1150 to 1170 generate the fractions to be 

reduced and the answers. 
· Lines 1200 to 1300 are the input section for the 

answer to the problem. 
Lines 1550 to 1557 check for a winner after each 

move. 
The subroutine in lines 21000 to 21310 generates 

the head and arm movements of the robots. 
· The subroutine in lines 25000 to 25160 turns all 

4eads in the appropriate direction. 
heads in the appropriate direction. • 
. ; 

Tic Tac Toe Listing 

10 DIM P$(4), H$(26), A$(12), M$(8), P( 
3, 9) 

15 FOR T = 1 TO 9 : PL(T) = 0 : NEXT 
20 FOR 0 = 1 TO 2 : FOR T = 1 TO 9 p( 

O, T) = 0 NEXT NEXT 
II40 H$(1)=" H$(2)=11 

II 

II41 H$(3)=" H$(4)=11 
II 

II42 H$(5)= 11 H$(6)="II 

11 II43 H$ (7) =" II H$ (8) =
44 H$(9)=" H$(10)=" II 

II 


45 H$(11)=11 
": H$(12)=11 II 


46 H$(13)=11 
": H$(14)=11 II 
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11 11 II47 H$ (15) = II•. H$ (16) =
=11 11. II48 H$ (17) . H$ (18) =" 

49 H$ (19) =" "·. H$(20)=" II 

IIII•.50 H$(21)=" H$ (22) =" 
II51 H$(23)=" II: H$(24)=" 
II52 H$(25)=" ".. H$ (26) =" 

II II II55 A$(1) = " A$(2) = 
II II II56 A$(3) = A$(4) = II . 

II II II II57 A$ (5) = A$(6) = 
II II II II58 A$<7) = A$(8) = 
II II II59 A$(9) = A$ (10) = " 

II :: II II II60 A$ (11) .. A$ (12) 
IIII•65 M$(1)=" . M$ (2) =" 
II66 M$ (3) =" ": M$ (4) =" 
II67 M$(5)=" "·. M$(6)=" 

11.68 M$(7)=" . M$(8)=" II 

70 L$ = "----- = -----·· 
II75 8$ : II 

80 GOSUB 40000 
90 STOP 
100 CLS .. PRINT CHR$(23) .. PRINT PRIN 

T .. PRINT 
101 A$ = "################" 
102 PRINT A$; A$ 
110 PRINT TAB(9) 11TIC TAC TOE" PRINT 

115 PRINT A$; A$ 
120 FOR TM = 1 TO 1500 : NEXT 
130 CLS 
200 PRINT TAB(20)">> INSTRUCTIONS «" : 

PRINT 
210 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING GAME IS FOR TW 

0 PLAYERS. IT IS PLAYED AS A" 
220 PRINT "NORMAL 'TIC TAC TOE' GAME EX 

CEPT TO PLACE YOUR MARK IN A" 
230 PRINT '~QUARE, YOU MUST REDUCE A FR 


ACTION TO LOWEST TERMS FIRST. IF" 

240 PRINT "YOU ANSWER CORRECTLY, YOU GE 


T TO PLACE YOUR MARK. IF YOU" 
250 PRINT "ANSWER INCORRECTLY, YOUR OPP 

ONENT'S MARK WILL BE PLACED IN THE" 
260 PRINT "SQUARE. IF YOUR ANSWER IS A 

ONE DIGIT NUMBER FOR THE NUMERATOR" 
270 PRINT "AND DENOMINATOR, PRESS THE D 

ECIMAL POINT (PERIOD) AFTER THE ONE" 
280 PRINT "DIGIT. OTHERWISE, THE COMPU . 

TER WILL AUTOMATICALLY REGISTER THE" 
290 PRINT "ANSWER. BEST OF LUCK TO BO 

TH OF YOU!" : PRINT : PRINT 
900 INPUT "WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE PLAY 

1 0 111ER FOR ; P$(1): IF LEN(P$(1)) > 
10 GOTO 900 

901 PRINT : INPUT '~HAT IS THE NAME OF 
THE PLAYER FOR 'X"'; P$(2) : IF LEN(P 
$(2)) > 10 GOTO 901 



__________Fun 'n games 

910 IS = RND(2) 
1000 CLS 
1010 FOR I = 0 TO 45 : SET(88, I) : SET 

(89, 1) : SETC108, 1) : SET (109, 1) 

NEXT 
1020 FOR I = 70 TO 127 : SETCI, 16) S 

ET(l, 31) : NEXT 
1030 PRINT@ 163, "1 "; : PRINT@ 173, "2" 

; : PRINT@ 183, "3"; : PRINT@ 483, "4 
"; : PRINT@ 493, "5"; : PRINT@ 503, II 

611 
; : PRINT@ 803, "7"; : PRINT@ 813, 

11811 
; : PRINT@ 823, "9"; 

1040 PRINT@ o, P$(1); IS 'O'.";II 

1041 PRINT@ 64, P$(2); IS 'X'.";II 

1050 FOR C = 0 TO 2 : FOR R = 0 TO 2 
1051 P = 100 + 320 * R + 10 * C : PRINT 

@ P, H$(1); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(2); : 
PRINT@ P + 128, A$(RND{3)); CHR$(191 

>; A$(RND(3) + 6); : PRINT@ P + 192, 
A$(RND(3) + 3); CHR$(128); A$(RND(3) 
+ 9); 

1052 NEXT : NEXT 
1100 PRINT@ 128, 8$; PRINT@ 128, P$(1 

S); '"S TURN"; 
1105 PRINT@ 448, BS; PRINT@ 453, 8$; 

1110 PRINT@ 320, "WHICH SQUARE DO YOU W 
!SH?"; 

11111120 S$ = INKEY$ : IF S$ <> GOTO 113 
0 

1122 GOSUB 21000 
1125 GOTO 1120 
1130 S = INT(VAL(S$)) : IF S < 1 OR S > 

9 GOTO 1120 
1135 IF PL(S) > 0 GOTO 1110 
1137 GOSUB 25000 
1140 pl( s) = 1 
1150 ON = RND(15) + 1 : NU = RND(DN - 1 

) 

1160 U1 =ON : U2 =NU 
1161 U1 = ABS(U1) U2 = ABS(U2) 
1162 R = U1 - U2 * INT(U1/U2) : IF R = 

0 GOTO 1164 
1163 U1 = U2 : U2 = R : GOTO 1161 
1164 GF = U2 
1165 IF GF <> 1 GOTO 1150 
1170 MF = RNDC9> : LN = NU * MF : LD = 

DN * MF 
1200 PRINT@ 448, "REDUCE THIS FRACTION:..., 
1210 PRINT@ 576, L$; : PRINT@ 513, LN; 

: .PRINT@ 641, LO; 
1215 PRINT@ 704, "NUMERATOR?"; 
1220 P = 523 : GOSUB 20000 
1224 N$ = INKEY$ 

Programs and 

Books For Beginners 


Everything you need to know to get started 
programming your own computer. Nine brand-new 
books, each jam-packed with easy-to-understand info 
for beginners, laymen, novices, general consumers 
who want to know how to make a computer work for 
them. Good for advanced novices and programmers 
too. These handy manuals, guides and program 
sourcebooks are crammed with hundreds of tips, 
tricks, secrets, insights, shortcuts and techniques, 
plus hundreds of tested, ready-to-run programs. 

Color & Pocket 
TRS-80 Color Computer. TRS-80 Pocket Computer. 
Sharp PC-1211 Pocket Computer. Three of the most· 
popular computers for beginners. Among our 9 freshly· 
written books are scores of programs, tips, tricks and 
learn-by-doing instructions for beginners. 

BASIC- language 
BASIC Made Easy, easiest way yet to learn the 

world's most popular computer language, 

140 pages. $8.95 

Universal BASIC Coding Form, programming 

worksheets make writing software a breeze, 

40-sheet pad. $2.95 


Pocket Computer 
50 Programs in BASIC for the Home, School & Of· 
fice-2nd Edition, useful plug-in-and-run software, 
for the Pocket .Computer, 96 pages. $9.95 
50 MORE Programs in BASIC for the Home, School & . 
Office, sourcebook of tested ready-to-run software, . 
for the Pocket Computer. 96 pages. $9.95 
101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, 
secrets, shortcuts, techniques from a master pro
grammer, 128 pages. $7.95 
Murder In The Mansion and Other Computer Adven· 
tures-2nd Edition, murder mystery, space, 
adventures, loads of fun, 24 programs, 
96 pages. $6.95 
Pocket Computer Programming Made Easy, new fast
and-easy way to make the worlds smallest computer 
work for you, 140 pages · $8.95 
Pocket-BASIC Coding Form, programming 
worksheets make writing pocket computer software 
easy and fun, 40-sheet pad. $2.95 

Color Computer 
101 Color Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, 

learn-by-doing instructions, techniques, shortcuts, 

insights, 12 8pages. $7.95 

55 Color Computer Programs for the Home, School & 

Office, practical ready-to-run software with graphics, 

12 8 pages. $9.95 

55 MORE Color Computer Programs for the Home, 

School & Office, sourcebook of useful plug-in-and· 

run software with graphics, 112 pages $9.95 


Order direct from this ad. Send check or money order. 
Include $1 shipping for each itein ordered. Or write 
for our free catalog. Mail orders to: 

Circle# 23 

ARCsoft Publishers 

Post Office Box 132 H 

Woodsboro, Maryland 21798 
telephone (301) 663-4444 
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1225 N$ = INKEY$ :, IF N$ = "" GOTO 1225 

1235 SN = VAL(N$) : IF SN < 0 OR SN > 9 
GOTO 1225 

1236 PRINT@ P + 1, SN; 
1240 N$ = INKEY$ : IF N$ = "" GOTO 1240 

1245 IF N$ = "." GOTO 1255 
1246 IF ASC(N$) < 48 OR ASC(N$) > 57 GO 

TO 1240 
1250 SN = 10 * SN + VAL(N$) 
1255 PRINT@ P, SN; 
1260 PRINT@ 704, 8$; 
1265 PRINT@ 704, "DENOMINATOR?"; 
1270 P = 651 : GOSUB 20000 
1274 N$ = INKEY$ 
1275 N$ = INKEY$ : IF N$ ,= "" GOTO 1275 

1280 SD = VAL(N$) : IF SD < 0 OR SD > 9 
GOTO 1275 

1285 PRINT@ P + 1, SD; 
1290 N$ = INKEY$ : IF N$ = "" GOTO 1290 

1292 IF N$ = GOTO 1300II. II 

1293 IF ASC(N$) < 47 OR ASC(N$) > 57 GO 
TO 1290 

1295 SD = 10 * SD + VAL(N$) 
1300 PRINT@ P, SD; 
1310 PRINT@ 704, 8$; 
1320 P = 100 + 320 * INT((S - 1)/3) + 1 

0 *(S - 3 * INT((S - 1)/3) - 1) 
1400 IF SN = NU AND SD = DN GOTO 1440 
1405 PRINT@ 768, "NOT A CHANCE."; 
1406 PRINT@ 833, NU; : PRINT@ 896, "--

--"; : PRINT@ 961, DN; 
1410 FOR I = 1 TO 5 : PRINT@ P, H$(12); 

: PRINT@ P + 64, H$C13); : FOR TM = 
1 TO 20 : NEXT : PRINT@ P, H$(14); : 
PRINT@ P + 64, H$C15); : FOR TM = 1 T 
0 30 : NEXT 

14i1 PRINT@ P, H$(12); : PRINT@ P + 64, 
H$(13); : FOR TM = 1 TO 20 : NEXT : 

PRINT@ P, H$(1); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$( 
2); : FOR TM = 1 TO 20 : NEXT 

1412 PRINT@ P, H$(4); : PRINT@ P + 64, 
H$(5); : FOR TM = 1 TO 20 : NEXT : PR 
INT@ P, H$(6); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(7) 
; : FOR TM = 1 TO 30 : NEXT : PRINT@ 
P, H$ (4); 

1413 PRINT@ P + 64, H$(5); : FOR TM= 1 
TO 20 : NEXT : PRINT@ P, H$(1); : PR 

INT@ P + 64, H$(2); : FOR TM = 1 TO 2 
0 : NEXT : NEXT 

1420 FOR TM = 1 TO 400 : NEXT 
1422 FOR LC = 832 TO 960 STEP 64 PRIN 

T@ LC, 8$; : NEXT 
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1424 IF IS = 1 THEN J = 2 
1425 IF IS = 2 THEN J = 1 
1430 GOTO 1510 
1440 J = IS 
1445 PRINT@ 768, "ABSOLUTELY RIGHT!"; 
1450 FOR I = 1 TO 5 : PRINT@ P, H$(26); 

: PRINT@ P + 64, H$(21); : FOR TM= 
1 TO 20 : NEXT : PRINT@ P, H$(1); : P 
RINT@ P + 64, H$(2); : FOR TM= 1 TO 
20 : NEXT 

1451 PRINT@ P, H$(3); : PRINT@ P + 64, 
H$(25); : FOR TM = 1 TO 20 : NEXT : P 
RINT@ P, H$(1); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(2 
>; : FOR TM = 1 TO 20 : NEXT : NEXT 

1460 FOR TM = 1 TO 200 : NEXT 
1510 FOR Z = 0 TO 3 
1520 PRINT@ P + 64 * Z, M$(1 + Z +(CJ 

1) * 4)); 
1530 NEXT 
1540 PCJ, S) = 1 
1550 IF P(J, 1) + PCJ , 2) + PCJ, 3) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1551 IF PCJ, 4) + P(J, 5) + PCJ, 6) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1552 IF P(J, 7) + PCJ, 8) + PCJ, 9) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1553 IF P(J, 1) + PCJ , 4) + PCJ, 7) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1554 IF PCJ, 3) + PCJ, 6) + PCJ, 9) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1555 IF PCJ, 2) + PCJ , 5) + PCJ, 8) ~ 3 

GOTO 2000 
1556 IF PCJ , 1) + PCJ , 5) + PCJ, 9) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1557 IF PCJ , 7) + PCJ, 5) + PCJ, 3) = 3 

GOTO 2000 
1560 PRINT@ 320, 8$; : PRINT@ 512, 8$; 

: PRINT@ 640, 8$; : PRINT@ 704, 8$; : 
PRINT@ 768, 8$; 

1561 SM= 0 : FOR I = 1 TO 9 : SM= SM 
+ PL (I) : NEXT 

1562 IF SM = 9 GOTO 1600 
1565 IF IS = 1 GOTO 1580 
1570 IS = IS - 1 : GOTO 1100 
1580 IS ' = IS+ 1 : GOTO 1100 
1600 PRINT@ 832, "NO WINNER FOR THIS GA 

ME."; : FOR TM = 1 TO 2000 : NEXT : E 
ND 

2000 PRINT@ 832, P$(J); " IS THE WINNER 
I II •. , 

2010 FOR TM = 1 TO 3000 NEXT : CLS : 
END 

· 20000 FOR I = 1 TO 5 : PRINT@ P, "###"; 
: FOR TM = 1 TO 120 : NEXT : PRINT@ 

p, II II; : FOR TM = 1 TO 80 : NEXT 
: NEXT : RETURN 



Now the fastest and most powerful 

DOS system is here with DOSPLUS 3.4 

The original DOSPLUS is awesome. Our competitors 

have spent months and thousands of dollars trying to 
duplicate it and the best they could produce, are bug ridden 
patch jobs. But, you already know that. Now DOSPLUS, 
the most important new DOS release in TRS-80 history
the most "user-friendly" DOS on the market-becomes the 
most powerful. DOSPLUS 3.4 does ital/ . 

Those of you who liked us before will love us now. You 
will be amazed by DOSPLUS 3.4. It is jampacked with 
powerful, options - you get maximum features and 
reliability at an incredibly low price. And you get a company 
with the guts to back up its product with a lifetime warranty. 

So, if you're looking for the fastest, smoothest, easiest 
to use Disk operating system for your TRS-80, look no 
further. Become a believer! Get your hands on the new 
DOSPLUS 3.4 now! 
ADD THESE POWER PACKED DOSPLUS 3.4 FEA
TURES TO OUR LIST OF EXISTING DOSPLUS 
CAPABILITIES 

1) BASIC array sort-multi key, multi array 
2) Tape/Disk-Disk/Tape utility (with relocator) 
3) Input@ (controlled screen input) 
4) Random access and ASCII modification on Diskdump 

STILL 
THE LOWEST 
PRICED DOS 51~995 

5) BASIC checks for active "DO" 

6) Backup and Format from a "DO" file 

7) Much improved Backup (More reliable) 

8) 1/0 package much faster (disk access time reduced) 

9) Repeat last DOS command with "/" ENTER 


10) Short directory (file name and extension) available 
11) Short directory of Model Ill TRSDOS disks 
12) Single file convert from Model Ill TRSDOS 
13) COMPLETE device routing supported (DOS and 

BASIC) 
14) Ability to save BASIC programs directly to another 

machines' memory (if equipped with Dosplus 3.4) 
• Plus many more improvements 
•Includes the new expanded easy read 200 +page 

user's guide 
• Also includes the new DOS PLUS Z80 disk basic VER 1.6 
Upgrade your 3.3 to 3.4 capablllty, only $49.95 

The first in the industry backed by alifetime warranty.* 

•utetime warranty to original owner on original media . 

CALL TOLL FREE 
!ll1;ro1SYSTl?lllSDOSPLUS 1-800-327-8724 ext. 195 , J'IS4~_)

SOPTl1/Cl/B·1llc -· DOSPLUS first in Quality! FOR VISAJMASTERCHARGE/C.O.D.ORDERS . ·~-]
First in the industry! • 5846 R.mston Street TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLYI 

For Applications and Technical information. call l · - · (3.05) 983-3390 Hollywood, FL 33023 
(305) 983-3390 or drop us a card . February, 1982 45

Circle# 24 Dealers inquiries invited 



Fun 'ngarnes~~~~~~~~~~_;....~~~~--'-~~~~~~~~~~ 
21000 PM = RND(9) : IF PLCPM) > 0 THEN 

RETURN 
21110 H = INT((PM - 1)/3) : G =CPM - 1) 

- H * 3 : PL = 100 + 320 * H + 10 * 
G . 

21200 M = RNDC11) : ON MGOTO 21210, 21 . 
. 220, 21230, 21240, 21250, 21260, 2127 

o, 21280, 21290, 21300, 21310 
21210 PRINT@ PL, H$(1); PRINT@ PL+ 6 

4, H$(2); : RETURN 
21220 PRINT@ PL, H$(4); : PRINT~ PL + 6 

4, H$(5); : RETURN 
21230 PRINT@ PL, H$C12); PRINT@ PL + 

64, H$C13); : RETURN 
21240 PRINT@ PL, H$(20); : PRINT@ PL + 

64, H$C21>; : RETURN 
21250 PRINT@ PL, H$(22); PRINT@ PL + 
· 64, H$ (21); : RETURN 
21260 PRINT@ PL, H$(3); : PRINT@ PL + 6 

4, H$C25); : RETURN 
21270 PRINT@ PL, H$(3); PRINT@ PL + 6 

4, H$(23); : RETURN 
21280 PRINT@ PL, H$(3); PRINT@ PL + 6 

4, H$C24); : RETURN 
21290 PRINT@ PL, H$(26); : PRINT@ PL + 

64, H$C21); : RETURN 
21300 PRINT@ PL + 128, A$(RND(3)) ; : PR 

INT@ PL + 192, A$CRNDC3) + 3); : RETU 
RN 

21310 PRINT@ PL + 132, A$(RND(3) + 6); 
: PRINT@ PL + 196, A$CRND(3) + 9); 
RETURN 

25000 D = INT((S - 1)/3) + 1 : R = S -( 
D - 1) * 3 

25005 FOR I = 1 TO 9 
25006 IF PL(I) > 0 GOTO 25150 
25010 V = INTCCI - 1)/3) + 1 H = I -( 

v - 1) * 3 
25020 P = 100 + 320 *CV - 1) + 10 *(H 

1) 

25030 IF D = V AND H = R THEN PRINT@ P, 
H$(1); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(2); : GOT 

0 25150 
25040 IF D = V AND H > R THEN PRINT@ P, 

H$(18); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(19); : G 
OTO 25150 

25050 IF D = V AND H < R THEN PRINT@ P, 
H$(10); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$C11); : G 

OTO 25150 
25060 IF D < V AND H = R THEN PRINT@ P, 

H$C26); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(21); : G 
OTO 25150 

25070 IF D > V AND H = R THEN PRINT@ P, 
H$(3); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(25); : GO 

TO 25150 
25080 IF D < V AND H < R THEN PRINT@ P~ 
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H$(22); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$C21); : G 
OTO 25150 

25090 IF D < V AND H > R THEN PRINT@ P, 
H$C20); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(21); : G 

OTO 25150 
25100 IF D > V AND H < R THEN PRINT@ P, 

H$(3); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(24); : GO 
TO 25150 

25110 IF D > V AND H > R THEN PRINT@ P, 
H$(3); : PRINT@ P + 64, H$(23); 

25150 NEXT 
25160 RETURN 
40000 RESTORE 
40010 FOR R =1 TO 26 
40020 X = PEEKCVARPTR(H$(R)) + 2) * 256 

+ PEEKCVARPTR(H$(R)) + 1) 
40030 FOR Q = 1 TO 7 : READ U : POKE X 

+ Q - 1, U : NEXT 
40040 NEXT 
40050 FOR R = 1 TO 12 
40060 X = PEEKCVARPTR(A$(R)) + 2) * 256 

+ PEEKCVARPTR(A$(R)) + 1) 
40070 FOR Q = 1 TO 3 : READ U : POKE X 

+ Q - 1, U : NEXT 
40080 NEXT 
40090 FOR R = 1 TO 8 
40100 X = PEEKCVARPTR(M$(R)) + 2) * 256 

+ PEEKCVARPTRCM$(R)) + 1) 
40110 FOR Q = 1 TO 7 : READ U : POKE X 

+ Q - 1, U : NEXT 
40120 NEXT 
40130 RETURN 
41000 DATA 128, 186, 159, 191, 175, 181 

, 128 
41001 DATA 128, 138, 143, 188, 143, 133 

, 128 
41002 DATA 128, 186, 191, 191, 191, 181 

, 128 
41003 DATA 128, 186, 191, 175, 159, 181 

, 128 
41004 DATA 128, 138, 143, 189, 142, 133 

, 128 
41005 DATA 128, 170, 191, 159, 191, 149 

, 128 
41006 DATA 128, 138, 143, 191, 140, 133 

, 128 
41007 DATA 128, 170, 191, 191, 175, 149 

, 128 
41008 DATA 128, 138, 143, 191, 141, 132 

, 128 
41009 DATA 128, 170, 191, 191, 159, 149 

, 128 
41010 DATA 128, 138, 143, 191, 143, 135 

, 128 
41011 DATA 128, 186, 175, 159, 191, 181 

, 128 



__________fun 'n games 

41012 DATA 128, 138, 141, 190, 143, 133 
, 128 

41013 DATA 128, 138, 191, 175, 191, 149 
, 128 

41014 DATA 128, 138, 140, 191, 143, 133 
, 128 

41015 DATA 128, 170, 159, 191, 191, 149 
, 128 

41016 DATA 128, 136, 142, 191, 143, 133 
, 128 

41017 DATA 128, 170, 175, 191, 191, 149 
, 128 

41018 DATA 128, 139, 143, 191, 143, 133 
, 128 

41019 DATA 128, 186, 155, 167, 191, 181 
, 128 

41020 DATA 128, 138, 143, 191, 143, 133 
, 128 

41021 DATA 128, 186, 191, 155, 167, 181 
, 128 

41022 DATA 128, 138, 166, 185, 143, 133 
, 128 

41023 DATA 128, 138, 143, 182, 153, 133 
, 128 

41024 DATA 128, 138, 173, 179, 158, 133 
, 128 

41025 DATA 128, 186, 183, 143, 187, 181 
, 128 

42000 DATA 168, 151, 171 
42001 DATA 136, 183, 171 
42002 DATA 128, 191, 171 
42003 DATA 130, 177, 186 
42004 DATA 128, 179, 186 
42005 DATA 128, 178, 187 
42006 DATA 151, 171, 148 
42007 DATA 151, 187, 132 
42008 DATA 151, 191, 128 
42009 DATA 183, 177, 128 
42010 DATA 181, 179, 128 
42011 DATA 181, 178, 129 
43000 DATA 191, 131, 131, 131, 131, 131 

, 191 
43001 DATA 191, 128, 128, 128, 128, 128 

, 191 
43002 DATA 191, 128, 128, 128, 128, 128 

, 191 
43003 DATA 191, 176, 176, 176, 176, 176 

, 191 
43004 DATA 139, 180, 128, 128, 128, 184 

, 135 
43005 DATA 128, 130, 173, 176, 158, 129 

, 128 
43006 DATA 128, 160, 158, 131, 173, 144 

, 128 
43007 DATA 184, 135, 128, 128, 128, 139 

, 180 
Circle# 25 

IJG would 
like to apologize to all 
readers, and dealers, who ordered 
The Custom TRS-80 and have been wondering where it is. 

Magazine advertisements have to be prepared 2 to 3 
months before they actually appear in print. Originally the 
book was scheduled for printing in early May, just as the 
first advertisements were to appear, but the Editor must 
have been in a time-warp when he made the original 
production estimates! · 

He completely under-estimated the time needed to 
prepare and process the dozens of photographs, circuit 
diagrams, printed circuit layouts, assembly language 
programs and reams of information that Dennis Kitsz had 
provided. 

The book has now been scheduled for printing in early 
November, and should be available before the end of the 
month. It will be worth the wait, it's one heck of a book! 

Credit card orders are not being processed until the boo1 
is back from the printers. If you prepaid by check, and 
would prefer not to wait, then you can obtain a full refund 
prior to shipment - or use your credit towards other IJG 
products. 

Sorry about this, thank you for waiting, 

• 
Jim ('What year is it?') Perry, Editor 

1260 West Foothill Blvd., 

Upland, California 91786 


(714) 946-5805 

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy 

February, 1982 47 
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NOW FOR MODELS I OR II I ! 

Unbelievable Realtl e 3·D Graphics! 

SCARFMAN 
From Cornsoft Group 
Action- filled arcade game that pits you against 
the monsters. Race your Scarfman around a 
maze , gobbling up scoring dots. You are pur 
sued by five monsters : if you eat a 11 +11 they'll 
lower their eyes and you can eat them, other
wise they'll eat you! 

With exciting graphics and sound, S·CARF 
MA N may be played using the keybozrd or 
Alpha Product's Joy stick. WARNING: MAY BE 

From Bosen Electronics 
You are in command of the s .tarship 
"Defiant. 11 The center of the screen 1s your 
11 window" to the vastness of three dimensional 
space . Above and below it are readouts of 
critical information . Your orders are simple 
enough: Patrol the area and destroy all ene!lly 
spacecraft; return to base as needed for re
pairs and supplies. Carrying out these orders 
is more difficult! 

An exciting and fast - paced game, - 80 SPACE 
RAIDERS presents a flicker - free, animated 
view of the action from the pilot's perspect 
ive. Remarkably realistic. 

16K tape •. . $24 . 95 

·~-''°' ~ • 1 • 1rr1•11 ~-''°' 
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DEFENSE ~--
By Larry Ashmun from Soft Sector 
Piloting your ship across the horizontally 
moving terrain, you must battle the various 
enemy spacecraft. You are under attack al 
most constantly from missiles and bombs, and 
to make matters worse, your ground patrol 
people are being picked up by the alien 
landers . To save them, you must shoot the 
landers and swoop down to 11 catch 11 the falling 
man . This fast action game requires s kill and 
rapid reflexes. The model 111 version makes 
excellent use of that model's special graphic 
features . 

Model I , Tape: $19.95 Disk : $24.95 
Model Ill, Tape : $19.95 Di s k : $24.95 

DEATH
MAZE 

From Med Systems 
A new breed of adventuring! Venture 
through a graphically represented 3-D maze, 
with halls that could dead end -- or recede to 
Infinity. Step through the doors or drop into 
the pits . Will you encounter monsters and 
mayhem, or will you be treated to useful ob
jects and Information? Will you ever get out 
alive? 

TRSc80 ( 16K tape), Apple ( 32K tape) $14. 95 
TRS- 80 (32K disk) $17 . 95 
H Int sheet . . .. S 1. no 

Also Available : ASYLUM for TRS- 80 : 
16K tape .. $19. 95, 32K disk .. $22. 95 
Hint sheet .... $1.00 

From Sub- Logic 
The wait is over! If 3-D graphics seem impos
sible on the low resolution TRS-80, you 
haven't seen this brilliant program. During 
FLIGHT SIMULATION , you instantly select 
instrument flight, radar, or a breathtaking 
pilot's-eye-view. But be sure to strap your
self in -- you're liable to get dizzy! 

Once you put in some air time learning to fly 
your TRS-80, head for ,enemy territory and 
try to bomb the fuel depot while fighting off 
five enemy warplanes . Good Luck! 

NOW FOR MODELS I & Ill! 
16K tape (specify I or Ill) .. . $25.00 
32K disk (specify I or II I) ... $33. 50 

VOYAGE OF THE 

VALKYRIE 

...................,.... ......... . 


:t 
,+ ! 

-+
By Leo Christopherson from AOS 
Combine the animation and music techniques 
pioneered by Christopherson with the chal 
lenge of his first fast - moving arcade game 
and you have VOYAGE TO VALKYRIE! 

You speed through a magical maze guarded by 
ferocious birds that swoop down to attack if 
you don't get them first. To list all the play 
and options of this exciting game would take 
the 16 pages of instruction included . 

Tape (TRS-80 16K) $34. 95 
Disk (TRS- 80 16K, Apple 48K) $39. 95 

BRIDGE PARTNER 
By. George Duisman from Personal Software 
Whether novice or expert at bridge, this pro
gram will help you practice and improve your 
play. You and the dummy hand play against 
the computer's skilled defensive hands . After 
a hand is played, the real learning begins: 
You can replay the hand to try different 
strategies, replay the two declarer hands 
against new defensive hands, rotate the 
hands, and more. Hands may also be saved 
for future use. Useful and fun. 
16K tape ... $19.95 

HABIT - FORMING! 

Tape ... 16 . 95 
Disk ( spedfy mod. I or 111) .. . $20. 95 

LOST COLONY 

By David Feitelberg from Acorn 
It's the world's first deep space colony and 
you are the economic manager. A remarkable 
simulation, LOST COLONY arms you with maps 
and charts as tools; for resource management. 
You assign human anc:f robotic labor, explore 
new land. and set production quotas . Com 
municate through your mode! I or 111 using 
full sentences or shoo·t commands. A challeng 
ing game, it might give you insight into real 
life management as well. 

16K protected tape or 
32K protected disk . .. $19. 95 each. 

COLOR COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS 

PACKET MAN 
By G re9 Zumwalt 
Packet Man stands alone against three Munch
kins that begin their attack from the central 
11 Munchkin house . 11 You must guide Packet 
Man with your joystick to eat all the little dots 
in the maze without being munched by the 
Munchkins. As your skill improves, so does 
that of the munchkins, so watch out! 
Tape ... $24 . 95 

COLOR METEOROIDS 
From Spectral Associates 
An exciting, high resolution skill game , based 
on the popular "Asteroids" arcade game. 
"Fly" your spacecraft with the joystick, 
avoiding and shooting the meteoroids. Shoot
ing laq:Je meteoroids breaks them up into 
smaller ones, so the screen fills in a hurry! 
Tape ... $2 1. 95 

COLOR SPACE INVADERS 
From Spectral Associates 
All the features of this classic arcade game, 
plus some exciting new ones: A mobile defense 
shield helps you fight the alien bombs, and a 
mystery invader from hyperspace that 
randomly appears and disappears . Faster and 
faster the a li ens move and drop their bombs. 
Can you save Earth from their attack? 

Tape ... $21. 95 

Visit our other stores: Seven Corners Center · Falls Church,VA & W. Bell Plaza • 6600 Security Blvd.· Baltimore, MD 

ICEJ · ·TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 caft(~~~r;~~i.?;197) 
MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase THE PROGRAM STORE price, plus $1,00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add 

4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept.801 Box 9609 6% tax. Charge card customers : include all embossed 
Washington, D.C. 20016 information on card, 



Get the most from your micro with The CALL TOLL FREE 
software and accessories from one of A-ogram 

Storethe world's largest selections. 800424-2738 

SPIC& R 
By Steven Kearns from Acorn 
Gigantic antimatter rocks appear on the Tact 
ical Display Screen of your spacecraft. You 
blast away with lasers and they just explode 
into smaller chunks. To score in this fast ar 
cade game with sound, you must destroy the 
rocks. To stay in the game at all, you must 
avoid them! 

To add to your woes, time bombs appear peri 
odically. If their timers reach zero -- BOOM! 
And if that's not enough, the aliens will be 
glad to send out some spaceships loaded with 
antimatter torpedoes. Fire thrusters to move, 
shoot laser cannon, jump to hyperspace - 
anything to avoid the onslaught. One or two 
players can compe(e, with five levels of diffi 
culty. 

16K protected tape . .. $19.95 
32K protected disk .. . $19 . 95 

By John Allen from Acorn 
MorP. features, thril!s, and sound than even 
John Allen's famous PINBALL. Once you load 
ASTROBALL into your TRS- 80 , the arrow 
keys become flipper buttons, the screen be 
comes the play board. and you become the 
11 Pinball Wizard!" 

A flying saucer, spaceships, meteors, and 
black holes add to the fun as your ball realist 
ically zings around the board . ASTROBALL 
will have all your family and friends lining up 
for the pinball action and challenge. Five 
skill levels. 

16K protected tape ... $19 . 95 
16K protected disk ... $19 . 95 

~ 
/ /- .. i ·-. . ,_~TYPING 

'.''' TUTOR 

By Ainsworth & Baker from Microsoft 
Speed up your programming and word pro 
cessing with this excellent touch -typing i:-1 
structional program . Divided into two sec 
tions, the program first teaches proper finger 
positioning. You practice keying various 
characters. the program adding new ones as 
you progress. In the practice paragraph sec 
tion, you are eval~ated for accuracy and 
rated in words per minute. The progra~ con 
tinuously adjusts to your increasing skill, 
telling you which characters you miss and 
where you are slow. One of the most practical 
programs we know of for TRS - 80. 

Model I 16K tape ... $14 . 95 

THE 

DOCUMENTER 


INPU'f " WHAT I S YOUR NAME "1As 

LETB S"' " YOUR NAME IS " 

From P80NUT Software 
If you would love to oe <>ble to document your 
programs with a flowchart but lack the time, 
talent, or inclination, this pro~ram is for 
you. THE DOCUMENTER will produce a logi 
cal flowchart directly from any suitable 
BASIC program and print it on the screen or 
most lineprinters. 

You get a flowchart and brunch map that will 
help you follow program flow and aid your 
debugging efforts . Even memory- filling pro 
grams can be broken down into segments and 
flowcharted . 

16K tape ... $19.95 32K tape .. . $19.95 
48K tape . . . $19.95 
q8K tape for disk . .. $29.95 

By ·chuck Acree from Acorn 
A comprehensive genealogical program. It 
quickly and easily sets up a data base that 
holds name, date and place of birth, marriage 
and death information, plus a comment line for 
each ancestor . 

YOUR FAMILY TREE will display / print a com
plete "pedigree" for anY family member; a 
3- generation chart may be displayed /printed 
s howinq the number of known ancestors 
beyond- each branch of the tree. The program 
will a(so display a U . S. outline map showing 
migration ac ross the country. You get full 
search capabilities on any key field. Capaci 
ties: 16K tape: 45- 55 ancestors. 32K tape: 
175 , disk' : 100 . 48K tape: 300, disk : 225. 

16K Tape or Disk ... $29.95 

MONEY MANAGER 
By Andrew P. Bartorillo from Acorn 
A complete management tool for the home bud 
get , it accurately keeps track of your check
book and provides an easy method of budget 
allocation . You can store information on up to 
100 checkbook entries per month (250 with 
48K), specify any automatic withdrawals, 
keep records of tax - deductibles , and record 
e x penses by category . You can even break up 
charge account payments into the proper 
categories . 

32K disk . . . $39. 95 
Pflces Sub1ect ro Change 

PERSONAL 
PROPERTY 

INVENTORY 
By Southern Systems from Hayden 
A special database system for your personal 
effects. This easy to use, easy to maintain 
program holds ITEM, DESCRIPTION, SERIAL 
NUMBER , and VALUE for each item . Especial 
ly useful for insurance and tax purposes . 
Capacities: 16K -100 records, 32K -·300 
records, 48K - 500 records. For more storage, 
you cari break down items into categories 
(stereo, photography, etc.) and maintain 
separate files. 

16K tape •.. $14. 95 

ACCEL2 
BASIC COMPILER 

From Allen Gelder 
Turns your BASIC program into a machine 
language / BASIC hybrid that may run many 
times faster. For those who plan to sell their 
programs, compiling by ACCEL 2 offers the 
additional advantage of protection: the source 
code and REMarks are not included in the 
compiled version. 

While all compilers may require some modifica
tion of the BASIC program (usually because 
of improper structuring), we have found that 
ACCEl. 2 requires the least, and even works 
with program 11 ~ricks 11 like string-packing, 
etc. 

ACCEL 2 works with models I or 111, requires 
a minimum amount of memory, supports either 
disk or tape (with TSAVE, optional at $9. 95). 
and does not require extensive rewriting of 
your BASIC programs . Unlike other compil 
ers, no royalty is required when selling 
ACCEL -compiled programs . 

Supplied on tape for 16- 48K ... $88. 95 

EDIT 
From Allen Gelder 

A powerful utility for editing BASIC pro

Qrams. Allows full-screen, word processor

: type editing to save you time and frustra 

tion. This machine language program loads 

i.nto upper , protected memory and is invisible 

until invoked from the keyboard. 


EDIT uses a command structure similar . to the 

popular SCRIPS IT word processor, so it is 

easy to use right away . Block and global 

commands are supported , so deletions, re

placements and other changes to the entire 

proqram are extremely easy to do . 


16- 48K relocatable tape for tape or disk 

systems . . . $39 . 95 


DISASSEMBLER 
By Roy Soltoff from Misosys & Acorn 
A two- pass disassembler for TRS- 80 that con 
verts machine code to Z- 80 assembly language 
listings. DISASSEMBLER produces symbolic 
labels with output to video , printer or tape 
(or disk in version 2 only). Radio Shack's 
Editor /Assembler will read and load the tapes 
for easy modification and reassembly. Extend 
the capabilities of Editor/Assembler with this 
utility. On tape for two different memory loca 
tions. 
Version 1. .. $14 . 95 
Version 2... $19.95 

r-~;;~;~-;;~;.;;;,;-;,;;~;;:;2;0-;,::n:;~-:;:-~-:-;;~.;;::-;,;,-;001;---1 
I I tern Pr Ice Postage $1 .00 name I 
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Posters 
Create your own posters and banners 

For Models I and III with printers 
Charles P. Knight, Arlington, TX 

Here's a program to impress your friends when 
you show them your new computer. With it you 
can make a large poster with their name in block 
letters, each of which is composed of smaller 
letters. The program requires a Level II 16K TRS
80 and an 80-column or wider line printer. I use it 
to make posters for my wife's ice hockey team and 
it's also great for pleasing the kids. Nearly 
everyone enjoys watching a line printer do its 
thing, particularly when it's drawing pictures or, 
in this case, large letters. 

The program begins by asking if you need 
instructions. A reply of"Y" will fill the screen with 
directions for creating the poster. Any other reply 
will skip the instructions and request the text for 
the poster. 

When entering text for the poster, you must be 
sure to surround it with quotation marks if there 
are commas. Failure to do this will present .you 
with the annoying "?EXTRA IGNORED" 
message. Disk BASIC users may change the 
INPUT statement in line 80 to a LINEINPUT 
statement thereby eliminating the need for quotes 
altogether. 

The input string, "A$", is tested by lines 90 
through 170 to determine whether all characters 
entered are legal. There would be few things more 
annoying than printing a 10 word poster only to 
have the program abort somewhere in the middle, 
wasting all that time and paper. If there is an 
illegal character it will be the last one printed on 
the screen before the "ILLEGAL CHARACTER" 
message. You will be given an opportunity to enter 
your text again. After all, if at first you don't 
fricassee: fry, fry a hen! The program then prints 
the poster, displaying each letter on the screen as 
it is being created by the printer. 

This is a moderately long program, taking about 
7 .5K to store, and it is also a bit tedious to key in. A 
program like "TSHORT" is a great help in this 
regard, however the program is quite simple to 
understand and follow. Lines 190 to 530 take each 
letter of A$ and place them into B$ which is then 
tested. The program then branches to the proper 
routine and begins printing the desired letter. 

What may appear as a bug to Level II users is 

the fact that if the input string contains only 
blanks, it will abort at line 530. This is not really a 
bug, but occurs because the input statement in line 
80 will ignore leading blanks. If you wish to use 
this method to advance the paper to a convenient 
tear off point, enclose the blanks in quotes. 

While printing posters is not the most important 
thing you will ever do with your computer, it is 
impressive. You will also have something to give 
your friends to take home-something which will 
remind them that the age ofthe personal computer 
has really come into its own. 

Posters Listing 

10 REM COPYRIGHT (C) 1980 BY 
CHARLES P. KNIGHT 
P. O. BOX 6072 
ARLINGTON, TX. 76011 

20 CLEAR 1000 : OEFINT X, Y, Z : CLS 
30 PRINT@ 512, "POSTER PRINTER PROGRAM 

DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS?" 
40 C$ = INKEY$ : IF CS = '"' THEN 40 
50 IF LEFT$(C$, 1) = "Y" GOSUB 2340 
60 PRINT@ 512, "ENTER THE MESSAGE YOU W 

ANT PRINTED. BE SURE TO ENCLOSE IT I 
N 

70 PRINT "QUOTATION MARKS IF IT CONTAIN 
S PUNCTUATION." 

80 INPUT A$ : CLS : PRINT@ 512, "" 
90 FOR X =1 TO LEN(A$) : 8$ = MID$(A$, 

X, 1) : PRINT 8$; : IF 8$ = CHR$(34) 
THEN NEXT X : GOTO 180 

100 IF X >= LEN(A$) THEN 180 
110 IF ASC(B$) > 64 ANO ASC(B$) < 91 TH 

EN NEXT X : GOTO 180 
120 IF 8$ = II I II THEN NEXT x GOTO 180 
130 IF B$ ="," THEN NEXT X GOTO 180 
140 IF 8$ = II! II THEN NEXT x GOTO 180 
150 IF B$ ="." THEN NEXT X GOTO 180 
160 IF 8$ = II II THEN NEXT x GOTO 180 
170 GOTO 2410 
180 NEXT X 
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190 CLS : PRINT@ 512, 1111 FOR Z =1 TO 
LEN (A$) 

200 8$ = MID$(A$, Z, 1) : PRINT 9$; 
210 IF 8$ = CHR$(34) THEN NEXT Z : GOTO 


60 

11A11
220 IF 8$ = THEN 680 

= 11811
230 IF 8$ THEN 730 
11 C11
240 IF E:l$ = THEN 790 


250 IF 8$ = 11 D11 THEN 830 

11E11
260 IF 9$ = THEN 890 
11 F11
270 IF 8$ = THEN 930 

280 IF 8$ 11 THEN 97011G
11 H11
290 IF 8$ = THEN 1030 


300 IF 9$ = 11 I II THEN 1080 

11 J 11
310 IF 8$ = THEN 1130 
11K11
320 IF 8$ = THEN 1180 

= 11L11
330 IF 8$ THEN 1270 
11M11
340 IF 8$ = THEN 1310 

350 IF 9$ = 11 N11 THEN 1470 

110 11
360 IF 8$ = THEN 1520 

= 11 P11
370 IF 8$ THEN 1570 
Q11
380 IF 8$ = 11 THEN 1620 


390 IF 8$ = 11 R11 THEN 1680 

11S11
400 IF 8$ = THEN 1740 
11T11
410 IF 8$ = THEN . 1790 
11U11
420 IF 8$ = THEN 1840 


430 IF 8$ = 11 V11 THEN 1890 

440 IF 8$ 11 THEN 1980
11W

450 IF 8$ = 11X11 THEN 2040 


11 Y11
460 IF 9$ = THEN 2090 
11 Z11
470 IF 8$ THEN 2290 


480 IF 8$ = II THEN FOR x = 1 TO 18II : 

LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X : NEXT Z : GOTO 60 


II I II
490 IF 8$ = THEN 540 
II 111500 IF 8$ = THEN 630 

II .II
510 IF 8$ = THEN 570 
II II520 IF 8$ = , THEN 590 


530 STOP 

540 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 


550 FOR X = 1 TO 10 : LPRINT STRING$(12 
11 ! 11 

, ); STRING$(12, 32); STRING$(40, 
11 ! 11
 

) : NEXT X 

560 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 

570 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 

: FOR X = 1 TO 10 : LPRINT STRING$(1 

11 112, • ) : NEXT X 

580 NEXT Z : GOTO 6-0 

590 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 


OW-A MODEM 

AND MUCH, 

MUCH MORE! 
AUTOTERM-The ultimate TRS-80* terminal package that 
exploits the full capabilities of your computer and the 
MICROCONNECTION @l with Autodial/Autoanswer. It has ALL 
the features of the "other" smart terminal programs, plus: 

• Dials MICROCONNECTION '@ from terminal 
• Allows full 1/0 translation 
• Complete modem control and handshaking 
• Paged screen scroll ing 
• Spooled printer output 
• Parity, overrun and framing errors stat 
• Fully user-configurable 
• Includes 77-page manual 
• Text editor and hex conversion u · 
• Requires TRS-80 Model I or II 
• Price-$99.50. Documentatio 

All terminal programs 
upload/download, two us 
message entry, transfer 
mats screen line le 
upper/lower case driver 
keystroke entry, buff 
and PENCIL. C . 

ma tic 
prompt 

files, for
selection, 

' function for 
with SCRIPSIT 

hose who do not 

lone or FREE * 
drive. Available for both 

MICROCONNECTION,!B: 

5 purchased alone or FREE* 
stem. Available for both RS232 

CONNECTION.@ 

fer)--$29.95 purchased alone or FREE* 
nly smart terminal program for the EXATRON 
."Requires Level II 16K plus one ESF drive. 

$49.95 purchased alone or $20.00 with 
purchase of ICROCONNECTION. 
The FIRST smart terminal program for the Model Ill. Offers 
popular features of SMART 800 plus several new features 
associated with the Model Ill. Requires Model Ill 32K plus 
one disk drive and RS232 board. 

SMART lllC (cassette)-$29.95 purchased alone or FREE* 
The FIRST cassette-based smart terminal program for the 
Model Ill. All the power of SMART BOC plus numerous other 
features . Requires Model Ill Level II 16K plus RS232 board. 

*One software package included with the purchase of each 
M ICROCON N ECTION .I'11 

*Trademark of the Tandy Corp. 

600 FOR X = 1 TO 5 LPRINT STRING$C2, 
11 11 11 11 


, ); STRING$(3, 32); STRING$(15, , 
2643 151 st Pl. NE 
Redmond . WA 98052

) : NEXT X 

610 FOR X = 1 TO 2 : LPRINT STRING$C20, 

II,") 
! 206/881-7544 -

: NEXT x VISA 
Circle# 27 
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620 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 
630 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 

640 FOR X =1 TO 5 LPRINT STRING$(43, 
32) STRING$(2, "'"); STRING$(3, 32); 
STRING$(12, "'") : NEXT X 

650 FOR X = 1 TO 2 : LPRINT STRING$(43, 
32); STRING$ (17, II I") : NEXT x 

660 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 
670 REM ROUTINES TO PRINT OUT LETTERS 

FOLLOWS 
680 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 

690 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(66, 
"A") : NEXT X 

700 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(23, 
32); STRING$(16, "A"); STRING$(11, 3 

2); STRING$(16, "A") :. NEXT X 
710 FOR X =1 TO 8 : LPRINT STRING$(66, 

"A") : NEXT X 
720 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 

BBBBBBBBBBBBB 
730 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT "" : NEXT X 

740 FOR X = 1 TO 3 LPRINT STRING$(16, 
II"B"); STRING$(34, 32); STRING$(16, 

B") : NEXT X 
750 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66, 

"B") : NEXT X 
760 FOR X =1 TO 13 : LPRINT STRING$(16 

, "B"); STRING$ (11, 32); STRING$ (14, 
"B"); STRING$(10, 32); STRING$(15, "B 
") : NEXT X 

770 FOR X =1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66, 
11811 

) : NEXT X 

780 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 


cccccccccccccc 

790 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 

.800 FOR X =1 TO 10 LPRINT STRING$(66 
, "C") : NEXT X 

810 FOR X =1 TO 14 LPRINT STRING$(15 
, "C"); STRING$(35, 32); STRING$(16, 
"C") : NEXT X 

820 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

830 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT "" : NEXT X 

840 FOR X =1 TO 3 : LPRINT STRING$(16, 
"D"); STRING$(34, 32); STRING$(16, II 

D") , : NEXT X 
850 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66, 

"[)") : NEXT X 
860 FOR X = 1 TO 13 : LPRINT STRING$(16 

, "D"); STRING$(35, 32); STRING$(15, 
"D") : NEXT X 
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870 FOR X =1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66, 
"D") : NEXT X 

880 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
EEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

890 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT "" : NEXT X 

900 FOR X =1 TO 9 LPRINT STRING$(66, 
"E") : NEXT X 

910 FOR X = 1 TO 13 : LPRINT STRING$(16 
, "E"); STRING$(9, 32); STRING$(16, " 
E"); STRING$(9, 32); STRING$(16, "E") 

: NEXT X 
920 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 REM 

FFFFFFFFFFFFFF 
930 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT X 

940 FOR X =1 TO 9 LPRINT STRING$(66, 
"F") : NEXT X 

950 FOR X = 1 TO 13 : LPRINT STRING$(25 
, 32); STRING$(16, "F"); STRING$(9, 3 
2); STRING$(16, "F") : NEXT X 

960 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM GGG 
GGGGGGGGGG 

970 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT "" : NEXT X 

980 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(66, 
"G") : NEXT X 

990 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$C15, 
"G"); STRING$(38, 32); STRING$(13, " 

G") : NEXT X 
1000 FOR X =1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(15 

. , "G"); STRING$(9, 32); STRING$(9, "G 
"'); STRING$(20, 32); STRING$(13, "G") 

: NEXT X 
1010 FOR X =1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(33 

, "G"); STRING$(20, 32); STRING$C13, 
"G") : NEXT X 

1020 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 

1030 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 
: NEXT 

x 
1040 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(66 

, "H") : NEXT X 
1050 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(21 

, 32); STRING$(24, "H") : NEXT X 
1060 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT STRING$(66 

, "H") : NEXT X 
1070 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM II 

IIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1080 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT "" ~ NEXT 

x 
1090 FOR X = 1 TO 5 : LPRINT STRING$C15 

, "!"); STRING$(36, 32); STRING$(15, 
"I") : NEXT X 

1100 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT STRING$(66 
, "I") : NEXT X 



VISACCOUNT is a fully integrated business and accounting 
system designed for use in small businesses. VisAccount is 
extremely comprehensive and professional. yet it is very easy to 
use. The system is controlled from a series of interconnected 
menus permitting user-friendly operation. Everything you need to 
set-up and operate the system is provided with the VisAccount 
package. 

ALL SYSTEMS is able to provide you VisAccount at this incredible 
low price because it runs on so many different machines. Through 
volume sales we are able to substantially reduce our prices. 

OUR GUARANTEE - Buy both our software and that of our 
competitors (who will no doubt charge several times our price 
because they need to recapture their development cost). Compare 
the two systems and we know you'll return theirs (make sure 
they'll let you return their software). If you decide not to keep our 
system, then return it within 45 days for a full refund. Once you've 
used our system we're confident you'll be delighted. 

f M1(focornputers for Bu51ness Applications. 1979 

VISACCOUNT™ 

What You Receive ACCOUNTS PAYABLEGENERAL LEDGER 

• 	 Nine 5V4 " double densitv disks (or six 8" single 

density disks) 


• Easy-to-use operator's manual (over 200 pages) 
• 	 Self-study guide on bookkeeping and accounting (over 


180 pages) 
 Mo..,ter F1!e 

Receipts and f)1sbursement<; 


Cosh Requirements Report• Cassette based instruction program on set-up and Balance sheet 
Generates Purcho<;e Orde1<; Income Statementoperation 	 Aurnmot1< Po.:;t1n9 Comprehensive Budget Anof1,1<.1s 

Tnol Balance ond more Prints (he<ksAvailable for Apple* , TAS-80 I. II & ill , Osborne, 

Heath/Zenith, North Star, Vector, and most other 

CP/M computers. 

* The Apple version requires the Microsoft Z80 softcard. 

CSCA has CBASIC2, CP/M and Microsoft Z80 softcard in stock. 


INVENTORY MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE PAYROLL 	 FIXED ASSETS 

ACCOUNTING 


Complete Order Entrv 
Comr)rehens1ve Status Report<; Rutomot1< Posting 	 ~omprehens1ve Payroll Req1<,ter 
lnventorv Rlert Report<; File Aging (30160190 dovsl Prints Pavroll (hecks 	 Complete CC.p1tol Good'> fl.ernrcJ 
Row ond F.nishecJ Good.-. Prints lrwoKes !1ut\'.Jmat1c Posting 	 Option of 5' Dep•ec1ot1on Methods 
and more Audit Trails form SOl. W2. 941 	 lfl.S Deprec1ot1on Report 

Send $159 for the VISACCOUNT system 
FREE: MRlllNG UST PROGRAM ALL SYSTEMS a division of Computer Services Corporation of America 

Requirements: 48K CBASIC 2 332 East 30th Street New York. New York 10016 
2 DISK DRIVES CP/M Order Toll Free 1-800-221-2486~ ~For New York and Technical Number 1-212-685-0090 ~~~ 

ALSO 

WORD STAR $290 
SUPERCALC $249 
DATA BASE SYSTEM $190 
CP/M for TRS80 MODEL II $99 
TERMINAL PROGRAM for 

MODEL II CP/M $39 

Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip____________________ 

0 Moster Charge 0 Visa 0 American Express 

No. 	 Expires 

Your System 

© 1981 Computer Services Corporation of America Disk Size 0 5Y4'' 	 0 8" 

Circle# 28 

, 	February, 1982 53 
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1110 FOR X = 1 TO 5 : LPRINT STRING$(15 
11 I 11
 

, ); STRING$(36, 32); STRING$(15, 
11 I 11
 

) : NEXT X 

1120 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 


JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 

1130 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT : NEXT X 

1140 FOR X = 1 TO 4 : LPRINT STRING$(24 


11J 11 
, ) : NEXT X 


1150 FOR X = 1 TO 11 : LPRINT STRING$(1 

5, "J") : NEXT X 


1160 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66 

, "J") : NEXT X 


1170 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK 


1180 y = 0 
1190 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT 
x 


1200 FOR X = 1 TO 5 LPRINT STRING$(66 
11K11 

, ) : NEXT X 

1210 FOR X = 1 TO 2 LPRINT STRING$(22 


, 32) STRING$ (25, "K") : NEXT X 

1220 FOR X = 22 TO 1 STEP - 2 
1230 y = y + 2 

1240 LPRINT STRING$(X, 32); STRING$(11, 

11K11 
); STRING$(2 * Y, 32); STRING$(10 

, 11K11) 

1250 NEXT X 

1260 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 


LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 

1270 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT 

x 


1280 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT STRING$(66 
11L11 

, ) : NEXT X 

1290 FOR X =1 TO 14 : LPRINT STRING$(1 

11L115, ) : NEXT X 

1300 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 


MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 

1310 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT 

x 


1320 FOR X = 1 TO 6 LPRINT STRING$(66 
11 11
 

,. M ) : NEXT X 

1330 LPRINT STRING$(43, 32); STRING$(21 

, 11M11) 

1340 LPRINT STRING$(41, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1350 LPRINT STRING$(39, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1360 LPRINT STRING$(37, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1370 LPRINT STRING$(35, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1380 LPRINT STRING$(33, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1390 LPRINT STRING$(33, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1400 LPRINT STRING$(35, 32>; STRING$(21 
, "M11) 
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1410 LPRINT STRING$(37, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1420 LPRINT STRING$(39, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1430 LPRINT STRING$(41, 32); STRING$(21 
, 11M11) 

1440 LPRINT STRING$(43, 32); STRING$(21 
, llM") 

1450 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66 
11 11
 

, M ) : NEXT X 

1460 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 
1470 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT 
x 


1480 FOR X =1 TO 6 LPRINT STRING$(66 
11N11 

, ) : NEXT X 

1490 FOR X = 53 TO 0 STEP - 3 : LPRINT 

11 N11STRING$ (X, 32) STRING$ (13, ) : NEX 

T X 


1500 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66 

11 X
, 

11N ) : NEXT 
1510 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 

000000000000000000 
1520 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 

: NEXT 
x 


1530 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(66 
11 011
 

, ) : NEXT X 

1540 FOR X = 1 TO 14 : LPRINT STRING$(1 

110 11
5, ); STRING$ (35, 32); STRING$ (16, 
110 11
 

) : NEXT X 

1550 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT STRING$(66 


11011
 
, ) : NEXT X 


1560 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 

PPPPPPPPPPP 


1570 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 1111 
: NEXT 


x 

1580 FOR X = 1 TO 9 LPRINT STRING$(66 

11 P11 
, ) : NEXT X 


1590 FOR X = 1 TO 10 : LPRINT STRING$(2 
11 P115, 32); STRING$ (16, ); STRING$ (9, 

11P1132); STRING$(16, ): NEXT X 

1600 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT STRING$(25 


11P11 , 32); STRING$ (41, ) : NEXT X 

1610 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 


QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ 

1111
1620 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT : NEXT 


x 

1630 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(66 

11 Q11 
, ) : NEXT X 


1640 FOR X = 1 TO tO : LPRINT STRING$(1 
11 11
5, Q ); STRING$(35, 32); STR'ING$(16, 

11 Q11 
) : NEXT X 


1650 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT STRING$(66 

11 Q11 

, ) : NEXT X 

1660 FOR X = 1 TO 5 LPRINT STRING$(15 

11 Q11 
, ) : NEXT X 




1670 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 


1680 
x 

1690 
, 

1700 

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 
FOR X = 1 TO 8 

FOR X =1 TO 6 
"R") : NEXT X 

FOR X =1 TO 6 : 

: REM 

LPRINT 1111 NEXT 

LPRINT STRING$(66 

LPRINT STRING$(23 
, 32); STRING$(16, "R"); STRI,NG$(12, 
32); STRING$(15, "R") : NEXT X 

1710 FOR X =1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(39 
, "R"); STRING$(12, 32>; STRING$(15, 
"R") : NEXT X 

1720 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(23 
; 32); STRING$(43, "R") NEXT X 

1730 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
ssssssssssssssssss 

1740 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT "" : NEXT 
x 

1750 FOR X =1 TO 6 LPRINT STRING$(15 
, "S"); STRING$ (12, 32); STRING$(39, 
"S") : NEXT X 

1760 FOR X =1 TO 10 : LPRINT STRING$(1 
5, "S"); STRING$(12, 32); STRING$(14, 
"S"); STRING$(12, 32); STRING$(13, " 

S") : NEXT X 
1770 FOR X =1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(41 

, "S"); STRING$ (12, 32); STRING$(13, 
"S") : NEXT X 

1780 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 REM 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 

1790 FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT 
x 

1800 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT 
, 32); STRING$(16, "T") : 

1810 FOR X =1 TO 8 LPRINT 
, "T") : NEXT X 

1820 FOR X ,= 1 TO 8 : LPRINT 
, 32); STRING$(16, "T") 

1830 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 

1840 FOR 
x 

1850 FOR 
, "U") 

1860 FOR 
5, "U") 

1870 FOR 
, "U") 

1880 NEXT 

X = 1 TO 8 

X =1 TO 8 : 
NEXT X 

X =1 TO 12 

: NEXT X 


X = 1 TO 8 : 

: NEXT X 

Z : GOTO 60 

LPRINT 


LPRINT 


'"' : NEXT 

STRING$(50 
NEXT x 

STRING$(66 

STRING$(50 
NEXT X 

"" : NEXT 

STRING$(66 

: LPRINT STRING$(1 

LPRINT STRING$(66 

: REM 
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 

11111890 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT NEXT 
x 

1900 FOR X =49 TO 0 STEP - 4 
1910 LPRINT STRING$(X, 32); STRING$(17, 

"V") 

PROGRAMMING TOOLS 

FOR YOUR TRS-80Ci0 


INSTANT ASSEMBLER 

The INSTANT ASSEMBLER is a new. powerful tape · based assembler and debugger for 
the TRS-80. Now you can assemble directly to memory and immediately debug your 
program with the bui lt in si ngle stepping debugger. Quickly switch from assembler to 
debugger and back again without losing the sou rce code. This feature makes INSTANT 
ASSEMBLER an excellent learn ing tool for assembly language programming . 
INSTANT ASSEMBLER is absolutely unique among tape based assemblers in that ii 
produces relocatable code modules that can be linked with the separate LINKING 
LOADER, which is supplied in two versions for loading programs into either high or low 
RAM This lets you build long programs with small modules . INSTANT ASSEMBLER also 
features immediate detection of errors as the source code is entered , a compactly coded 
source format that uses 1/3 as much memory as standard source, and many operational 
features including single stroke entry of DEFB and DEFW, pinpoint control of listings . 
alphabetic listing of symbol table, separate commands for listing error lines or the symbol 
table, block move function , and verification of source tapes. 
INSTANT ASSEMBLER's debugger provides single stepping with full regis ter displays, 
decimal or hex entry of addresses, forward or bqckward memory displays , disassembly 
ot object code in memory, memory displciy in ASCII format, and hex-to-decimal or 
decimal- to-hex conversion. The single-stepper will step one instruction at a time or at a 
fast rate to any defined address. 
INSTANT ASSEMBLER occupies less than 8400 bytes of memory. In a 16K machine th is 
will leave you enough memory to write assembly language programs of around 2000 
bytes. This and its module-linking feature make INSTANT ASSEMBLE R ideal for users 
with only 16K machines . The instruction manual may be purchased separately for $3 , 
which will apply towards the purchase of the INSTANT ASSEMBLER 
Specify Model I or Model Ill. INTASM.....$29.95 

SINGLE STEP THROUGH RAM OR ROM 
STEPBO allows you to step through any machine language program one instruction at a 
time, and see the address . hexadecimal value, i:i log mnemonic. register contents, and 
step count tor each instruction . The top 14 lines of the video screen are left unaltered so 
that the target program· may perform its display functions unobstructed. STEP80 will 
follow program flow right into the ROMs. and is an invaluable aid in learning how the ROM 
routines function . Com mands include step (trace) , disassemble, run in step mode at 
variable step rate . display or alter memory or CPU registers , jump to memory location . 
execute a CALL. set breakpoints in RAM or ROM, write SYSTEM tapes. and relocate to 
any page in RAM The display may also be routed to your line printer through the device 
control block so custom print drivers are automatically supported 
Specify Model I or Model 111. STEPS0 ..... $16.95 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM 
This machine language program may be used as a smart terminal with ti me share 
systems or for high speed file transfers between two disk -based micros over modems or 
direct wire It is menu driven and extremely simple to use . Functions include real - time 
terminal mode, save RAM butter on disk. transmi t disk file, receive binary fi les. examin0 
and modi fy UART parameters, program 8 custom log-on messages, automatic 16-bil 
checksum verification of accurate transmission and reception. and many more user 
conveniences Supports line printers and lowercase characters . With this program you 
will no longer need to convert machine language prog rams to ASCI I for transmission. and 
you will know immediately if the transmission was accurate. Th is program comes on a 
forma tted disk. 
Specify Model I or Model Ill. TELCOM.....$39.95 

PROGRAM INDEX VERSION 2.0 
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program li brary from disk directories . 
Program names and free space are read automatically (need not be typed in) and may be 
alphabetized by disk or program. The list may also be searched for any disk. program. or 
extension; disks or programs added or deleted; and the whole list or any part sent to the 
pr inter: Printer output may be requested in three different formats including labels. The 
list itself may also be stored on disk for futu re access and update. It also includes a 
PURGE mode for quick ly killing unwanted fil es. Directory reads and alphabetizing is 
done in machine code for speed. 1.000 programs may be sorted in less than 10 seconds. 
Works with TRSDOS, NE WDOS. and NEWDOS/80 s ingle or double density. One drive 
and 32K required. 
Specify Model I or Model Ill . INDEX.....$24.95 

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITM CLONE 
Make duplicate copies of any tape written for Level II . They may be SYSTEM tapes or 
data lists. The li le name. load address , entry point, and every byte (in ASCII format) are 
displayed on the video screen . Model I ll version allows changing tape speed. 
Specify Model I or Model 111. CLONE..... $16.95 

Circle# 29 

ORDERING ; Complete satisfaction is guaranteed or a full refund will 
he made All programs (except TELCOM) are shipped on cassette 
unless $5 1s included for a formatted (no system) disk. Include $1.50 
for postage and handling California residents add 6% sa les tax Visa. 
Mastercharge ilnd COD orders accepted. SPECIFY MODEL I OR 
MODEL Ill. Dealer inquiries invited 

MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS 
Box 400-D Summerland. California 93067 (805) 969-4557 
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1920 	NEXT X 
1930 	LPRINT STRING$(17, "V") 
1940 FOR X = 1 TO 49 STEP 3 
1950 LPRINT STRING$(X, 32); STRING$(17, 

"V") 
1960 	NEXT X 
1970 	NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
1980 	FOR X = 1 TO 8 LPRINT "" : NEXT 

x 
1990 	FOR X = 1 TO 6 LPRINT STRING$(66 

, "W") : NEXT X 
2000 	 FOR X =1 TO 11 STEP 2 : LPRINT ST 

RING$(X, 32); STRING$(21, "W") : NEXT 
x 

2010 FOR X = 11 TO 1 STEP - 2 : LPRINT 
STRING$CX, 32); STRING$(21, "W") : NE 
XT X 

2020 FOR X = 1 TO 6 : LPRINT STRING$(66 
, "W") : NEXT X 

2030 	NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

2040 	 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT "" : NEXT 
x 

2050 	 FOR X =0 TO 22 STEP 2 : LPRINT ST 
RING$(X, 32); STRING$(13, "X"); STRIN 
G$(44 ·-(2 * X), 32); STRING$(13, "X") 

: NEXT X " 
2060 LPRINT STRING$(23, 32); STRING$(23 

, "X") 
2070 FOR X =22 TO 0 STEP - 2 : LPRINT 

STRING$CX, 32); STRING$(13, "X"); STR 
ING$(44 -(2 * X), 32); STRING$(13, "X 
") : NEXT X 

2080 	NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

2090 FOR X =1 TO 8 : LPRINT "" : NEXT 
x 

2100 LPRINT STRING$(56, 32); STRING$(10 
, "Y") 

2110 LPRINT STRING$(52, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2120 LPRINT STRING$(48, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2130 LPRINT STRING$(44, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2140 LPRINT STRING$(40, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2150 LPRINT STRING$(36, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2160 LPRINT STRING$(32, 32); STRING$C11 
; "Y") 

2170 LPRINT STRING$(28, 32>; STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2180 FOR X ::: 1 TO 4 : LPRINT STRING$(38 
- X, "Y") : NEXT X 
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2190 	 FOR X = 4 TO 1 STEP - 1 : LPRINT S 
TR ING$ (38 - X, "Y") : NEXT x 

2200 LPRINT STRING$(28, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2210 LPRINT STRING$(32, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2220 LPRINT STRING$(36, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2230 LPRINT STRING$(40, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2240 LPRINT STRING$C44, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2250 LPRINT STRING$C48, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2260 LPRINT STRING$C52, 32); STRING$(11 
, "Y") 

2270 LPRINT STRING$(56, 32); STRING$(10 
, "Y") 

2280 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 : REM 
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

2290 	 FOR X = 1 TO 8 : LPRINT "'' : NEXT 
x 

2300 	 FOR X = 1 TO 2 : LPRINT STRING$(20 
, . "Z"); STRING$(36, 32); STRING$(10, 
"Z") 	 : NEXT X 

2310 FOR X = 0 TO 36 STEP 2 : LPRINT ST 
RING$(10, "Z"); STRING$CX, 32); STRIN 
G$(10, "Z"); STRING$(36 - X, 32); STR 
ING$ (1 O, "Z") : NEXT X 

2320 . FOR X = 1 TO 2 : LPRINT STRING$(10 
, "Z"); STRING$(36, 32); STRING$(20, 
"Z") 	 : NEXT X 

2330 	 NEXT Z : GOTO 60 
2340 CLS : PRINT : PRINT '~HIS PROGRAM 

ALLOWS YOU TO PRINT A MESSAGE OF UP T 
0 255 

2350 PRINT "CHARACTERS IN LARGE BLOCK L 
ETTERS ON YOUR LINE PRINTER. 

2360 PRINT ~ONLY UPPER CASE LETTERS AND 

PERIOD 
, COMMA 
I EXCLAMATION POINT 

APOSTROPHE 
ARE ALLOWED. 
2370 PRINT : PRINT "IF YOU USE THE COMM 

A, THEN THE ENTIRE 
2380 PRINT "MESSAGE MUST BE ENCLOSED IN 

QUOTES. 
2390 PRINT : PRINT : INPUT "PRESS <ENTE 

R> TO CONTINUE ••••••••••••••••••• "; A 
$ 

2400 	 CLS : RETURN 
2410 PRINT : PRINT "ILLEGAL CHARACTER. 

TRY AGAIN" : FOR X = 1 TO 1000 : NEX 
T X : GOTO 60 • 





A Radio Shack TRS-80® Model III is a versatile, power
ful and expandable microcomputer for the beginner 
and experienced alike. You can use our ready-to-run 
software or program it yourself in easy-to-learn BASIC 
language for a wide variety of personal and profes
sional uses. Best of all, there's a Model III that fits 
your budget and intended application . 

Affordable Starter System. Many features that you'd 
expect to pay "extra" for are standard on the TRS-80 
Model III. You get 16,000 characters of memory, our 
powerful Model III BASIC programming language, a 
high- resolution 12" monitor, 16 lines of 64 or 32 upper 
and lower case characters, and a parallel printer port. 
Uses inexpensive audio cassettes for program and 
data storage. All this-and more-just $999. Cat. 
No. 26-1062. 

New! 1-Disk Model III Desktop Computer. This com
pletely self-contained disk system is ideal for helping 
the manager with a variety of daily tasks. Use it for 

.--------------------------~ 
I See all the possibilities of the TRS-80. I 
: Send for your free Catalog today. : 
J Mall To: Radio Shack, Dept. 82-A-359 J 

1300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102 I1 
I I 
I NAME I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE IP :

L--------------------------

planning and forecasting, "electronic" filing, word 
processing, and more. You get 48,000 characters of 
memory with 131,000 characters of disk storage. And 
you can add an RS-232 serial interface for communica
tions if needed. Cat. No. 26-1065 , $1995. 

Or Choose Our Deluxe Desktop Business Computer. 
This 48K 2-disk Model III is perfect for those applica
tions where more data storage capability is needed
up to 306,000 characters. And the RS-232 interface is 
included to allow you to access the latest "electronic" 
news and information by phone using an optional 
modem. Cat. No. 26-1066, $2495. 

Expands Easily. You can upgrade any TRS-80 Model 
III to our largest disk-based Model III business sys
tems. Add up to 48,000 characters of memory, four disk 
drives-two internal , two external-and a printer. 

Don't Limit Yourself. Get a demonstration of the 
TRS-80 Model III that meets your needs at the Radio 
Shack store, dealer, or Computer Center near you. 

I 
The biggest name in little computers™ 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

Retai l prices may vary at individua l stores and dealers . 


Optional extra-cost equipment may be requ ired for some applications. 




Systems From 

999°0 


TRS-80 Model m "Starter'' System Model III Desktop Business System 

~ 

Perfect for hundreds of uses-from entertainment 
to programming to education. You get the 16K Model 
m and our lowest-priced, dot-addressable graphics 
printer-the Line Printer VII. And it's a sys- t-1437 
tern that easily expands as your needs growl ... I 

Ideal for use with many of our popular management 
pro~rams that help you save time and money. The 48K 
1-Disk Model III and Line Printer VIII with near letter
quality printing is the low-cost personal $2833 
computer system for every ~rofessional! 





Color computer game 

Criss-cross 

A checkers type game 


Here's a fast, fun, text-based game for one or two 
players. Letters play against numbers in a lively 
grid-type competition. There are no special 
graphics, but they will not be missed as you race 
your competitor across the board for a win. Ifyou 
want to go solo, your computer will play against 
you with fierce determination. 

Criss-Cross can be as simple as the youngest 
child playing, but there is room to develop some 
serious strategy. At the start, the players 
determine the size of the grid and which pieces 
each will move. Enter the piece to move with a 
keyboard input and the direction to move with one 
of the four arrow keys . Game rules will not allow 
diagonal moves or jumps. Don't block your 
opponent so he cannot move at all or you will lose 
by default! 

If a player is blocked out, or thinks he has been, 
he should just strike the spacebar. The program 
will scan the current player's pieces and if there is 
no legal move left to the playe-r, the game goes to 
him. However, ifthere are moves left, the piece will 
be highlighted and play may continue by again 
striking the spacebar. 

Since the game loads in more than the memory 
available at power up, you will need to do a 
"PCLEAR 1" then a "CLOAD" and "RUN". 
Otherwise, the out-of-memory error will pop up. 

The range of five to seven pieces in play is a 
better game when opposing the computer. Three to 
five pieces are quick and challenging. The bit 
grids are slow for the computer to play since it has 
to sift all its pieces to find priority moves. Human 

For Color Computer 

John Sinclair, Salt Lal<e City, UT 

players will enjoy competing on any size game 
board. 

Behind the Program 
First in the program, we jump to the title page 

and instructions in lines 3100 on. Then we go back 
to the start of the main program loop (line 750) to 
gather three inputs. The computer finds out if it 
will be a competitor when the number of players 
are entered. Next, you tell it how many pieces 
each side will be using. Finally, you tell it who will 
move first . When going against the computer, the 
human player will always have the first move and 
his choice of letters or numbers for game pieces. 
· The program builds a three-dimensional array 
in lines 920-1220. The first level holds the pieces in 
play and the second level holds the screen's 
"PRINT @" positions . Each time a move is 
entered, the piece is sifted out of the array by the 
subroutine at line 180. After each completed move, 
both home areas are checked. Ifeither is full then a 
winner is announced and a new game is offered. 

Subroutines are placed at the beginning of the 
program to cut down program time used to search 
for them. Instructions used only once or seldom 
are toward the end of the program. • 

I can provide copies for readers who do not want 
to type the program in (Color computer only). 
Please do not send a cassette as I use Microsette 
Data Tapes for reliability. I mail first class 
promptly for a $4.00 fee. John Sinclair, 1234 
Alameda Ave. #1, Salt Lake City, UT 84102. 
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1340 IF NM$=N$ THEN 1370 

135U IF P<65 OR P>64+PP THEN SOU 

ND 69,3:GOTO 1310 

1360 GOTO 1380 

1370 IF P<49 OR P>48+PP THEN 131 

0 

138U PRINT@ 52,PS 

1390 SOUND 240,1 

1400 GOSUB 180 

1410 IF Z=P THEN 1430 

1420 SOUtlD 69,3:PRINT@ 52," ";:G 

OTO 1310 

1430 PRINT@ 72, "DIRECTION ?" 

1440 SOUND 150,2 

1450 D$=INKEY$:IF D$=""THEN 1450 

1460 D=ASCCD$) 

1470 IF D=32 THEN 2700 

1480 IF NM$=N$ THEN 1510 

1490 IF D=10 THEN SOUND 69,3:GOT 

01450 

1500 GOTO 1520 

1510 IF D=8 THEN SOUND 69,3:GOTO 

1450 


1520 IF D=8 AND YY>O THEN 1570 

1530 IF D=9 THEN 1580 

1540 IF D=10 AND XX>O THEN 1590 

1550 IF D=94 THEN 1600 

1560 SOUND 69,3:GOT01430 

1570 Y=YY-1: Z$="LEFT": X=XX: GOTO 


1610 

1580 Y=YY+1:ZS="RIGHT":X=XX:GOTO 

1610 


1590 X=XX-1:ZS="DOWN":Y=YY: GOTO 

1610 


1600 X=XX+1:Z$="UP":Y=YY 

1610 IF NM$=N$ THEN 1640 

1620 IF AACX,Y,0)=175 THEN 1660 

1630 GOTO 1650 

1640 IF AACX,Y,0>=159 THEN 1660 

1650 IF AACX,Y,0)<>0 THEN SOUND 

69,3:FOR T=96 TO 32 STEP -1:PRIN 

BT," ";:NEXT T:GOTO 1290 

1660 :iOSUB 280 

1670 GOSUB 420 

1680 IF NMS=NS THEN NMS=LS ELSE 

NMS=NS 

1690 FOR T=O T096 

1700 PRINTil T," "; 

1710 NEXT T 

1720 IF NP=2 THEN 1280 

1730 PRINTi 2,"COMPUTER MOVES "; 

N•;"••• " 
1740 PRINTi 43,LEFTSCNMS,6>;" -" 

1750 SOUND 150,2 

1760 IF NMS=NS THEN 2170 

1770 
 I 


1780 
 I 


1790 '>> COMPUTER MOVES LETTERS 

1800 
 I 


1810 P=P+17:IF P>64+PP THEN P=65 

1820 CT=O 

1830 GOSUB 180 

1840 IF XX+1<=CPP+1) THEN UP=AAC 

XX+1,YY,0) ELSE 1860 

1850 IF UP=175 OR UP=O THEN X=XX 

+1:Y=YY:ZS="UP":GOTO 2540 

1860 P=P+1:IF P>64+PP THEN P=65 

1870 CT=CT+1:IF CT=PP+1 THEN CT= 

O:GOTO 1890 

1880 GOTO 1830 
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1890 GOSUB 180 

1900 FOR YR=YY TO PP+1 

1910 IF XX<=PP THEN LR=AACXX+1,Y 

R,O> 

1920 IF LR=O THEN LR=175 

1930 NEXT YR 

1940 IF YY+1<PP+1 THEN RT=AACXX, 

YY+1,0) ELSE 1960 

1950 IF LR=175 AND RT=O THEN Y=Y 

Y+1:X=XX:ZS="RIGHT":GOTO 2540 

1960 FOR YL=YY TO 1 STEP-1 

1970 IF XX+1<=PP+1 THEN LL=AACXX 

+1,YL,0) 

1980 IF LL=O THEN LL=175 

1990 NEXT YL 

2000 IF YY-1>=1 THEN LF=AACXX,YY 

-1,0) ELSE 2020 

2010 IF LL=175 AND LF=O THEN Y=Y 

Y-1: X=XX: ZS='\.EFT":GOTO 2540 

2020 P=P+1:IF P>64+PP THEN P=65 

2030 CT=CT+1:IF CT=PP+1 THEN 205 

0 

2040 GOTO 1890 

2050 FOR P=65 TO 64+PP 

2060 GOSUB 180 

2070 IF YY<=PP THEN RT=AACXX,YY+ 

1,0> ELSE 2090 

2080 IF RT=O THEN Y=YY+1:X=XX:ZS 

="RIGHT":GOTO 2540 

2090 IF YY-1>=1 THEN LF=AACXX,YY 

-1,0) ELSE 2110 

2100 IF LF=O THEN Y=YY-1:X=XX:ZS 

="LEFT":GOTO 2540 

2110 NEXT P 

2120 GOTO 2480 

2130 
 I 


2140 
 I 


2150 '>> COMPUTER MOVES NUMBERS 

2160 
 I 


2170 P=P-15:IF P>48+PP THEN P=49 

2180 CT=O 

2190 GOSUB 180 

2200 IF YY+1<=PP+1 THEN RT=AACXX 

,YY+1,0) ELSE 2220 

2210 IF RT=159 OR RT=O THEN Y=YY 

+1:X=XX:ZS="RIGHT":GOTO 2540 

2220 P=P+1:IF P>48+PP THEN P=49 

2230 CT=CT+1:IF CT=PP+1 THEN CT= 

O:GOTO 2250 

2240 GOTO 2190 

2250 GOSUB 180 

2260 FOR XU=XX TO PP+1 

2270 IF YY<=PP AND XX<=PP THEN L 

U=AA (XU, YY+1,0) 

2280 IF LU=O THEN LU=159 

2290 NEXT XU 

2300 IF XX+1<PP+1 THEN UP=AACXX+ 

1,YY,0) ELSE 2320 

2310 IF LU=159 AND UP=O THEN X=X 

X+1:Y=YY:ZS="UP":GOTO 2540 

2320 FOR XD=XX TO 1 STEP-1 

2330 IF YY+1<=PP+1 AND XX>=1 THE 

N LD=AACXD,YY+1,0> 

2340 IF LD=O THEN LD=159 

2350 NEXT XD 

2360 IF XX-1>=1 THEN DN=AACXX-1, 

YY ,O> ELSE 2380 

2370 IF LD=159 AND DN=O THEN X=X 

X-1: Y=YY: ZS="DOWN":GOTO 2540 

2380 P=P+1:IF P>48+PP THEN P=49 


2390 CT=CT+1:IF CT=PP+1 THEN 241 

0 

2400 GOTO 2250 

2410 FOR P=49 TO 48+PP 

2420 GOSUB 180 

2430 IF XX<=PP THEN UP=AA(XX+1,Y 

Y,O> ELSE 2450 

2440 IF UP=O THEN X=XX+1:Y=YY:ZS 

="UP":GOTO 2540 

2450 IF XX-1=>1 THEN DN=AACXX-1, 

YY,0) ELSE 2470 

2460 IF DN=O THEN X=XX-1:Y=YY:ZS 

="DOWN":GOTO 2540 

2470 NEXT P 

2480 FOR T=O TO 95:PRINTi T," "; 

:NEXT T 

2490 PRINTiil 3,"NO LEGAL MOVES FO 

R ";NMS 

2500 FOR T=1 TO 5 

2510 SOUND 69,3:SOUND 50,3 

2520 NEXT T 

2530 WS=NMS:GOTO 610 

2540 PRINTi 52,CHRSCAACXX,YY,0)) 

2550 SOUND 240,1 

2560 PRINTi 72,"DIRECTION -" 

2570 SOUND 150,2 

2580 GOSUB 280 

2590 GOSUB 420 

2600 IF NMS=NS THEN NMS=LS ELSE 

NMS=NS 

2610 FOR T=O TO 95 

2620 PRINTi T," "; 

2630 NEXT T 

2640 GOTO 1280 

2650 
 I 


2660 1 >> CLOSE MAIN LOOP << 

2670 
 I 


2680 ' >> LOOK FOR BLOCK << 
2690 
 I 


2700 IF NMS=NS THEN 2810 

2710 FOR P=65 TO 64+PP 

2720 GOSUB 180 

2730 IF XX+1<=PP+1 THEN UP=AACXX 

+1,YY,0) ELSE 2750 

2740 IF UP=175 OR UP=O THEN 2910 

2750 IF YY+1<PP+1 THEN RT=AACXX, 

YY+1,0> ELSE 2770 

2760 IF RT=O THEN 2910 

2770 IF YY-1>=0 THEN LF2 AACXX,YY 

-1,0) ELSE 2790 

2780 IF LF=O THEN 2910 

2790 NEXT P 

2800 GOTO 3000 

2810 FOR P=49 TO 48+PP 

2820 GOSUB 180 

2830 IF YY+1<=PP+1 THEN RT=AA(XX 

,YY+1,0) ELSE 2850 

2840 IF RT=159 OR RT=O THEN 2910 

2850 IF XX+1<PP+1 THEN UP=AACXX+ 

1,YY,0) ELSE 2870 

2860 IF UP=O THEN 2910 

2870 IF XX-1>=0 THEN DN=AACXX-1, 

YY,0) ELSE 2890 

2880 IF DN=O THEN 2910 

2890 NEXT P 

2900 GOTO 3000 

2910 PRINT@ AACXX,YY,1>, CHRSC12 

8); 

2920 FOR T=1 TO 50:NEXT T 

2930 PRINT@ AACXX,YY,1>, CHRSCAA 




Does your CP/M** orTRS-80* Word Processor need help? 
A 'ipcn Software has the fin est document proofreading tools available. 

Beyond Spelling Checking 

Spe lling checke rs are useful. but they are not enough! 
Gra mmat ikea n find many errors that a spelling checker can't. 
It detects many errors commonly found in tex t entered on 
comput e rs . su~h as doubled words ("the the" ), inconsistent 
capita li za tion ("STicky shift key"). incorrect punctuation, and 
others . That ' s not all! Grammatik a lso checks your document 
for good writing style using a dictionary of over 500 misused 
phrases as defined in many writer's style manuals . It marks 
and classifies the problems it find s in the document fil e for 
ca.,_,. cor rec tion with your word processor . and provides sug
1,!C\t ions for correcting the problems. The phrase dictionary 
L"<tn be casi lv extended to include checking for esoteric jargon 
or ,·our own pe t peeves . Grammatik also collects other stylistic 
information that can be used to rev ise the document to im
prove its readability such as average sentence and word 
le ngth . It can produce a profile with the number of times each 
unique word in the document was used, helpful for identifying 
overworked vocabula ry. Grammatik is not only a valuable 
prool"reading too l. it is also a useful learning tool. You will 
not ice sign ifica nt improveme nt s in your own writing style after 
using Grammatik for only a short time. Grammatik is fast, 
easv to use. and works with a ll popular TRS-80 and C'P/ M 
word processors. Model I/Ill version requires a minimum 
32 K . I drive svstem. Model II TRSDOS* version requires 
MK and I drive. C'P/ M version requires C'P/ M release 
1.1and48K. 

A'pe n Snfl\-a rc programs a rc professional quality. re liabl e software 
1001, dn elnped for 1he TRS-80 and CPI M by a Ph.D. in Computer 
Scie nce All software is protected by Aspen Software's low cost 
upgrade pri\'i lcgc for new ve rsions . Other tools include: 

- SO Fl -SCREEN' M . a powerful. sta te of the art full screen text 
editor Over a \"Car in development. Soft .Screen is compatible with 
all I RS -KO programming languages . incl udin g BASIC. FORTRAN . 
MACRO . Hatfur . and CO BO L. Commands are easy to learn . ye t 
vcr"iatilc and complc1c to sa lisfy the most expe rie nced user . Soft
5crL·c n i., also ava ilable for P&T Model II CPI M . 

- SOFT - rEXl ™. Aspen Softwarc "s text formatte r . Whe n used 
"i1h Snfl -Screen . provides a powerful word processing system . Full 
k<t1urcd . including a ur omatir pagination. even and odd page 
headings . underlinin g. index generation . footnotes, s upport for 

Model I Model II 
(64k,ld) 

Proofreader SS4.00(32kld) $119.00 
Proof-Edit $30.00 incl. 
Grammatik \ SS9.00(32kld) $99.00 

Soft -Screen S69.00(48kld) $99.00 

Soft -Text S69.00(48kld) $99.00 

both $129.00 $179.00 

Ratfor S49.00(48k2d) $99.00 
PP-Ratfor S30.00(48k2d) S49.00 

both S74.00(48k2d) $139.00 

W>~~WlllEl-\~IEWf 
The Aspen Software Company Spelling Checker. 

Don"t buy a spe lling checker until you 've considered Proof
reader. Recently. several ads for other spelling checkers have 
compared the mselves to "others". They weren't comparing 
themselves to Proofreade r! Proofreader has all the features 
you need for checking your documents for spelling errors and 
t:;pos. Proofreade r looks up every word in its 38,000 woro 
dictionary. and does not increase its "vocabulary" by us ing 
less accu rate root word analysis like some others do. You 
won"t need to spend as much time adding new words as you 
would with a sma lle r dictionary. Proofreader is easy to use -
you ca n sta rt checking your documents immediately . Proof
reader is fast .. it can check even your largest document (20 
pages or more ) in less than 5 minutes! Unknown words are 
li sted on the screen. and can be saved in a fil e for later 
manipulation. The Proof-Edit feature (optional on the Model 
I / Ill vers ion. included with Model II and C'P/ M) allows you to 
interactivelv correct the unknown words in context. New 
words ca n cas ilv be added to the dictionary. and expansion is 
limit ed only b~ disk ca pacity. Proofreader works with ·all 
TRS -80 operating systems and word processors. so if you 
change sys te ms . you won 't need a new spelling checker. On 
the TRS-80 Model 11111. only 32K RAM and I disk drive are 
needed . Proofreader also works with all popular C'P/M word 
processors. Add up the facts and the low price, and you will 
concl ude that Proofreader is the best value available in 
spelling checkers. 

adva nced printer capabilities . and much more . Model I/ Ill version 
support s seria l printers at full speed . Soft-Tei« offers a real alter
na ti ve for Model II TRSDOS users. Please write or call for 
more details . 

- RATFO R. a s tru ctured language preprocessor for Fortran de · 
vclnpcd at Be ll Labs . Aspen Software .Rarfor is one of the best 
vc"inns available. a nd the onl y one with a pretty printer option . 
1 ntallv compatib le with Microsoft F80. Includes severa l extensions. 
includi ng "case " . "string " . and conditional compilation . User"s 
m•in ual conl ai ns a ll informalion needed to lea rn and write Ratfor 
programs. Req uires FORTRAN. 

- PP-RATFOR . a pretty printer. Automatically formats and 
indents• Aspen Software Ra tfor sou rce programs. An essential 
program dcvelopme nl tool. 

Model Ill 

S64.00(32kld) 
$30.00 
S59.00(32kld) 

S75.00(48kld) 
S75.00(48kld) 

$139.00 

S59.00(48kld) 
$34.00 
$84.00 

CP/ M 
(2.2,48k) 

$129.00 
incl. 

$149.00 

599.00(P&T) 
$99.00 

$179.00 

$99.00 
S49.00 

$139.00 

Manual only 

$8.00 
Incl. 

$8.00 

SIS.00 
SIS.00 
$25.00 

SIS.00 

IMPORTANT: Specify computer model, operating system, memory size, and number of drives when ordering! For CP/ M, 
currently only 8" single denslly CP/ M versions available. Please Inquire about other CP/M disk formats. All TRS-80 ver
sions a\"ailable. Manual only orders can be applied to Onal purchase. CP/ M prices are Introductory. 

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail. Terms: Cash, check, money order, VISA, or Muter Card. NM residents add 4% tax. 

Proofreader, Grammatik, Soft-Screen, and Soft-Text are trademuks of Aspen Software. 

** trademark of Digital Research *trademark of Tandy C'orp . 

~ G,'.\&~0).1\ Q}\~~~~~-~ ~~~~&~~T. M . 
~~r~~ ~~t1f \1iJ ~~-~ ~~~reu~ tJ 

P.O. Box 339-E Tijeras, NM 87059 (5051281-1634 
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Color computer game___________________________ 

Listing 


for 


Criss-Cross 


16K 


Extended 


Color BASIC 


Only 


0 ' FILE NAME "CROSS-UP" 
1 I 

2 ***************************I 

3 * CRISS-CROSS *I 

4 ' * FOR TRS-80 COLOR * 
5 ***************************I 

6 1 BY JOHN SINCLAIR 
7 1234 ALAMEDA AVE.I 

8 ' SALT LAKE CITY 
9 UTAH 84102I 

10 I 

11 ' >>VARIABLES & ARRAYS << 
12 I 

13 ' AS - DUMMY (TEMPORARY USE) 
14 ' ANS- ANSWER (USER INPUT) 
15 ' NM$- NAME OF CURRENT PLAYER 
16 NS - "NUMBERS"I 

17 LS - "LETTERS"I 

18 ' NP - NO. OF PLAYERS (INPUT) 
19 ' PP - NO. OF PIECES (INPUT) 
20 (GRID SIZE)I 

21 ' AA - MAIN MAT. ARRAY (3-D) 
22 (X,Y,0)-DISPLAYED PIECEI 

23 , . CX,Y,1)-'PRINT@' LOCATION 
24 ' P - PIECE IN MOTION 
25 ' D - DIRECTION OF MOVE 
26 x,xx,Y,YY - COORDINATESI 

27 ' R,S,T,Z,CT- LOOP COUNTERS 
28 I 

29 ' 16K I EXTENDED COLOR BASIC 
30 I 

100 CLS 
110 CLEAR 
120 PCLEAR 1 
130 GOTO 3100 
140 I 

15LJ I 

160 ' >> SUB TO SIFT ARRAY << 

170 
 I 

180 FOR XX=O TO PP 
190 FOR YY=O TO PP 
200 Z=AA(XX,YY,0) 
210 IF Z=P THEN GOTO 230 
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220 NEXT YY:NEXT XX 
230 RETURN 
240 I 

25iJ I 

260 ' >> SUB TO PRINT MOVES << 
270 I 

280 PRINT@ 84,ZS 
290 SOUND 240,1 
300 IF AA(X,Y,0)=159 THEN SOUND 
200,3 
310 IF AA(X,Y,0)=175 THEN SOUND 
200,3 
320 AA(X,Y,O>=AACXX,YY,0) 
330 PRINT@ AACX,Y,1),CHRSCAA(XX, 
yy ,0)); 
340 SOUND 190,2 
350 AACXX,YY,0)=0 
360 PRINT@ AA(XX,YY,1),CHR$(43>; 
370 SOUND 210,1:RETURN 
380 I 

39U I 

400 ' >> SUB TO LOOK FOR WIN << 
41 L) I 

420 SN=O:SL=O 
430 FOR R=1 TO PP 
440 IF AA(PP+1,R,0)=175 THEN SL= 
1 
450 IF AACR,PP+1,0)=159 THEN SN= 
1 
460 NEXT R 
470 IF SN=O THEN W$=N$:GOSUB 54Ll 
48Ll IF SL=O THEN W$=L$:GOSUB 540 
490 RETURN 
500 I 

510 I 

520 '>> SUB SHOW WIN & GO AGAIN 
530 I 

540 FOR T=O TO 96 
550 PRINT@ T, 11 11 

; 

560 NEXT T 
570 FOR T=1 TO 10 
580 SOUND 200,1 
590 SOUl~D 190,1 
600 NEXT T 
610 PRINT@ 40,WS; 11 WINS ! ! II 

620 SOUND 200,2:SOUND 230,2:SOUN 
D 185,3 
630 ·FOR T=1 TO 300:NEXT T 
640 PRINT@ 70, 11GO AGAIN CY OR N) 

'??" 
650 SOUND 150,2 
660 AS=INKEYS 
670 ANS=INKEYS:IF AN$= 1111THEN 670 
680 IF ANS="Y" THEN 326U 
690 PRINTQl 96,"end";:END 
700 I 

"f10 I 

720 ' » MAIN PROGRAi1 LOOP « 
1730 >> INPUTS &BUILD ARRAY << 

740 I 

75U PRINTQl 64,;:INPUT FIRST, HII 

OW MANY PLAYERS ••• (1 OR 2) 
";NP$ 

760 NP=VAL(NP$) 
770 IF NP<1 OR NP>2 THEN SOUND 6 
9,3:GOTO 750 
780 SOUND 240,1 
790 PRINT@ 192,;:INPUT II NEXT, s 
ELECT THE NUMBER OF PIECES 
YOU WANT IN PLAY ••• (ANY NU 

MBER FROM 3 TO 9) ";PPS 
800 PP=VAL(PPS):PP=INT(PP) 
810 IF PP<3 OR PP>9 THEN SOUND 6 
9,3:GOTO 790 
820 SOUt~D 240, 1 
830 IF NP=2 THEN 860 
840 PRINT@ 352,;:INPUT FINALLYII 

, DO YOU WANT 'LETTERS' OR 'NUM 
BERS' (L OR N) ";ANS 
850 GOTO 870 
860 PRINT@ 352,;:INPUT FINALLYII 

, WHO WILL MOVE FIRST - 'LETTER 
S' OR 'NUMBERS' ••• (L OR N 
) ";AN$ 
87U IF ANS<>"N" AND ANS<>"L" THE 
N SOUND 69,3:GOTO 830 
880 SOUND 240, 1 
890 N$="NUMBERS'~: LS="LETTERS" 
900 IF ANS= "L II THEN Nr1$=L$ 
910 IF At~$="N" THEN NMS=NS 
920 DIM AA(PP+1,PP+1,1> 
930 AAC0,0,0)=32:AA(0,PP+1,0)=32 
:AA(PP+1,0,0)=32:AACPP+1,PP+1,0) 
=32 
940 XY=176+31•(PP+1) 
950 AAC0,0,1>=XY 
960 XY=XY+32 
970 FOR R=O TO PP+1 
980 XY=XY-32 
990 FOR s=O TO PP+1 
1000 AACR,S,1)=XY+S*2 
1010 NEXT S:NEXT R 
1020 FOR T=1 TO PP 
1030 AACO,T,0)=T+64 
1040 AACT,O,U>=T+48 
1050 AA(T,PP+1,0)=159 
1060 AACPP+1,T,0)=175 
1lJ70 NEXT T 
1UUO CLS 
1J90 FOR X=O TO PP 
1100 FOR Y=O TO PP+1 
1110 PRINT@ AA(X,Y,1),CHRS(AA(X, 
Y,O>>; 
1120 IF AA(X,Y,O>=O THEN PRINT@ 
AACX,Y,1>,CHRSC43); 
1130 NEXT Y 
1140 SOUND X•9+100,1 
1150 NEXT X 
1160 FOR Z=1 TO PP 
1170 PRINT~ AA(PP+1,Z,1>,CHRSC17 
5>;CHRS(175); 
1180 tlEXT Z 
1190 FOR S=1 TO PP 
12UO SOUND Z*10+100,1 
1210 NEXT S 
1220 PRINT~ AA(PP+1,PP+1,1), CHk 
i(AA(PP+1,PP+1,0)); 
1230 I 

124U I 

1250 ' >> GET MOVE - HUMANS << 
1260 ' >> CHECK FOR ILLEGAL << 
1270 I 

1280 PRINTQl 2,NMS; 11 
, YOUR MOVE •• 

II 

1290 PRINT@ 37,"WHICH 11;LEFTS(NM 
S,6>;" ?" 
1300 soum) 150,2 
1310 PS=INKEYS:IF PS=""THEN 1310 
1320 P=AS C (P$) 
1330 IF P=32 THEN 2700 



CXX, YY ,0)); 
2940 FOR T=1 TO 50 
2950 AS=INKEYS:IF AS=""THEN 2970 
2960 IF ASC(A$)=32 THEN 2990 
2970 NEXT T 
2980 GOTO 2910 
2990 GOTO 1280 
3000 FOR T=O TO 95:PRINT@ T," "; 
:NEXT T 
3010 PRINT@ 3,"NO LEGAL MOVES FO 
R ";NM$ 
3020 FOR T=1 TO 5 
3030 SOUND 69,3:SOUND 50,3 
3040 NEXT T 
3050 WS=NMS:GOTO 570 
3060 I 

3Q7Q I 

3080 ' >> OPENING & INSTRUCTIONS 
3Q9Q I 

3100 AS="C R I S S * C R 0 S S" 
3110 CLS:FOR T=1 TO 300:NEXT T 
3120 FOR S=1 TO 21 STEP 2 
3130 PRINT@ 228+S,MIDSCAS,S,1); 
3140 SOUND 50+(9•S),1 
3150 NEXT S 
3160 FOR T=1 TO 300:NEXT T 
3170 FOR S=1 TO 32 
3180 A=RND(70)•2+30 
3190 B=RND(70)•2+290 
3200 PRINT@A,CHR$(43); 

3210 SOUND A,1 
3220 PRINT@B,CHRS(43); 
3230 SOUND B-290,1 
3240 NEXT S 
3250 FOR T=1 TO 700:NEXT T 
3260 CLS 
3270 PRINT@ 32•5, " NEED INSTRUC 
TIONS CY OR N) ••• ?" 
3280 SOUND 150,2 
3290 AS=INKEYS 
3300 ANS=INKEYS:IF ANS=""THEN 33 
00 
3310 PRINT@ 32•6+15, ANS 
3320 SOUND 2.S•ASC(ANS),1 
3330 FOR T=1 TO 300:NEXT T 
3340 IF ANS="N" THEN 3510 
3350 CLS 
3360 PRINT:PRINT IN THIS GAME,II 

YOU TRY TO GET ALL YOUR PIEC 
ES ACROSS THE BOARD AND INT 
0 THE 'HOME' AREA FIRST. YOU MA 
Y MOVE IN ANY DIRECTION EXC 
EPT TOWARD YOUR STARTING PLAC 
E." 

II3370 PRINT:PRINT ONE PLAYER GE 
TS 'LETTERS' AND THE OTHER GET 
S 'NUMBERS'. YOU MAY CHOOSE WH 
ICH YOU WANT. TWO PERSONS MAY P 
LAY, OR ONE CAN OPPOSE THE CO 
MPUTER." 

Color computer game 

3380 PRINT:PRINT " PRESS ent 
er TO CONTINUE" 
3390 AS=INKEYS 
3400 ANS=INKEYS:IF ANS=""THEN 34 
OD 
3410 IF ASC(ANS)<>13 THEN 3400 
3420 SOUND 242,1:CLS 
3430 PRINT:PRINT TAB(1Q) "LEGAL 
MOVES" 
3440 PRINT 
3450 PRINT " * ANY DIRECTION EXC 
EPT TOWARD YOUR STARTING LIN 
E * NO DIAGONAL MOVES 

* NO JUMPS" 
3460 PRINT " * IF YOU BLOCK YOUR 

OPPONENT SO HE HAS NO LEGA 
L MOVES, YOU LOSE ! 

* PRESS THE SPACE B 
AR IF YOU ARE BLOCKED 

* YOU MUST EXIT THE 
'HOME' OPPOSITE YOUR STA 

RTING LINE" 
3470 PRINT : PRINT TAB(7) "PRESS e 
nter TO PLAY"; 
3480 AS=INKEYS 
3490 ANS=INKEYS: IF ANS='"'THEN 34 
90 
3500 IF ASCCAN$)<>13 THEN 3490 
3510 SOUND 242,1:CLS:CLEAR 
3520 GOTO 750 • 

Untangle with the Organizer! 

Now you can place your TRS-80 Model 1 compo 
nents into one convenient desk top package. The 
ORGANIZER puts everything within reach , with 
room for Monitor, Expansion Interface, four Disk 
Drives, Diskettes, Cassettes and tape recorder. 
The ORGANIZER eliminates messy wires , re
duces eye and body strain , provides room for ven
tilation , and works as a dust shield . 

The ORGANIZER consists of two cabinets : 

CABINET ONE holds Monitor, Expansion Inter
face , Power Supplies, Line filters , Cables , Power 
strip, Fan and has an easily removable front panel 
for re-booting . 

CABINET TWO can hold up to four Disk Drives, 
Tape Recorder, Fan , Diskettes and cassettes . This 
cabinet is usable with any manufacturer's 5%" 
disk drives. 

$57.50 

Cabinet One 
Cabinet Two 

CALL NOW TOLL FREE 
Continental U.S .. .. 800-824-7888 ask for operator 617 


Cal ifornia . .. 800-852-7777 ask for operator 617 

Alaska and Hawaii . . . 800-824-7919 ask for operator 617 


fully assembled 34 

circieE#8IGNA°fRendochefif:::::::::' : alib" , Californ ia 90265 
For VISA, MASTERCARD, or C.O.D. D For information call (213) 456-9023 
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Beginning BASIC_______________________ 

Basically BASIC 

All about arrays 


It's not just that arrays are unfamiliar
somehow my students feel that arrays are 
inherently difficult to learn to use. In teaching 
programming at several levels and in several 
languages, almost invariably I find that students 
are reluctant to work with arrays until I can show 
how really useful they are. 

In fact, arrays are just another form of variable 
that's available on the computer. They allow us to 
perform certain functions very efficiently. There is 
so much to be done with arrays that they become a 
major part ofmost programs. Before talking about 
how to use arrays, let's look at just what they are 
in the computer. 

How arrays work 
Let's start with variables in general. When we 

create a variable in memory, what we are really 
doing is setting aside a cubbyhole in memory into 
which we will put something. We're telling the 
computer to call that cubbyhole by a name, the 
variable name. 

Purists and computer experts will insist on 
n'oting that an integer variable creates a two byte 
number, a real variable 4 bytes, a double precision 
eight bytes, and a string one byte per character. 
For this example, just imagine that all the 
cubbyholes are the same and that there is 
something which allows you to tell one from 
another. 

Once we've created a variable in memory, we 
store numbers in that place by setting the 
variable name equal to some number: 

A=5, stores 5 in cubbyhole "A" 
B=5* A, stores 5*5 in cubbyhole "B" 

By this very simple technique, programs may be 
written in terms of variable names. Let the 
computer worry about where it's going to put the 
numbers. 

This situation is fine for simple programs when 

For all models 
T. R. Dettmann, associate editor 

using very simple variables. How can we h a ndle 
situations where we have more than one of the 
same thing? Say, for instance, we want to be able 
to get out the number of days in a month given the 
month number. We could do it like this: 

10 INPUT "MONTH NUMBER";M 
20 IF M= l THEN D=3 1 
30 IF M=2 THEN D=28 
40 IF M=3 THEN D=30 

That kind of program is time consuming to write 
and not very efficient. There's a better way. 

Let's go back to our picture ofmemory as a series 
of cubbyholes for variables. Take the variable D 
and instead of storing just one number there, store 
all 12 numbers. In other words, cubbyhole D will 
have 31 for the number of days in January, 
cubbyhole D+ 1 will have 28 days in February, 
D+2 will have 31 for March , D+3 will have 30 for 
April. 

Now that these numbers are in memory, a ll 
starting at memory cubbyhole "D", we want a 
simple way to find them. This simple way is the 
array. 

An array starts at the named cubbyhole (in this 
case "D") and uses an index to find the number 
requested. By convention, in BASIC the first 
cubbyhole in any array has an index of zero. The 
number of days in January is the number stored in 
array D index zero. We write this as D(O). 

The parentheses are used to tell an array from a 
regular variable of the same name and to set off 
the index. The index may be any number. It may 
even be a variable or a computed expression. 

In our present scheme, if requesting the number 
of days in December, ask for D(l 1); October is D(9), 
and so on . Now we can rewrite our program to give 
the number of days in a month like this: 
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10 INPUT "MONTH NUMBER";M 
20 PRINT D(M-1) 

Before this could run in a computer though, we 
must create the array and stuff the numbers into 
it. 

Creating arrays 
As with other variables in BASIC, arrays are 

created automatically by the interpreter while a 
program is running. There is a definite limit to 
how smart the interpreter may be. 

BASIC creates space for 11 numbers (indexes 
. zero through 10) for the array. This is fine for 

small arrays, but many problems need more than 
10 spaces like our days in a month example. To 
satisfy this requirement, there is a statement 
called DIMension. 

If we wish to create array "D" with indexes zero 
through 11, place a dimension statement at the 
beginning of the program like this: 

1 DIM D(ll) 

This tells BASIC to set aside room for indexes zero 
through 11 instead of zero through 10. If we wish 

not to waste space, we may even dimension for less 
than index 10 and only those spaces requested will 
be created. 

Filling the array 
Before we may set the number of days in a 

month from the array, we must place the numbers 
there. We could do it like this: 

5 D(0)=3l:D(1)=28:D(2)=31 
6 D(3)= 30:etc., etc., etc. 

This is almost (but not quite) as bad as the bank of 
IF-THEN's used at the very beginning of the 
article. It doesn 't take advantage of the most 
powerful property of an array-we can compute its 
index! 

To make good use of the array's index ing 
ability, we'll use a FOR . .. NEXT loop to move the 
index one step at a time from zero through 11 and 
then READ the numbers in from DATA 
statements. Do it like this: 

5 FOR l=O TO ll:READ D(l):NEXT I 
6 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31 

Now we have a program that can give us 8ome 

+-Or---+ 
It's your choice: 
do it the hard way, or 

get the information you need from 

Comprehensive Guide to TRS-80* Assembly Language Routines 
Each Volume Priced At $14.95 Plus $1.50 Shipping/Handling 


VA residents add 4% tax • Foreign: send U.S. funds, add $4 ea. for overseas delivery 

"Trademark of Tandy Corp 

VOLUME I -------------------------, VOLUME II 
The most complete book yet INSIDERS SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS, INC. Packed full of useful informa
on the math routines of the P.O. Box 7086, Dept. U1 3 • Alexandria, VA 22307 tion on the model I input/ 
BASIC ROM , Models I & Ill. output rout ines, with de

Please send THE B00K: 0 Volume I 0 Volume IIContains a wealth of detail tailed listings to illustrate the 
Name_________,______about integer, single and dou commented sou rce code. 

ble precision formats, advanc Learn to control and · Address. ,
ed math, data manipulation, manipulate the keyboard,Oily ________ State _ __ Zip ____
and assembly language inter video, printer port , and 
facing, with examples. In Enclosed is D check D M.O. for$ ______ cassette port. Essential for 
cludes commented listing assembly language programCharge to my D VISA D MasterCard Bank Code __
(0708H-1607H), plus a highly mers, you can write your own 

Exp. date: __Card No.detailed map of the ROM and routines or use fhe many pro
reserved RAM. Signature------------·--·- gramming examples included. 
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Beginning BASIC ______________________ 

answers. Look at the program listing to see a 
simple running program example. 

Some rules for arrays 
Everything has rules and arrays are no 

different. First, we must dimension arrays when 
we deal with indices greaterthan 10. An index less 
than zero isn't allowed, but zero itself is. 

If you compute an index and come up with a 
number like 10.36 for the index, BASIC will drop 
the decimal places and use only the 10. It's not 
rounding off, just dropping any decimal places. 
Even if the computed index were 10.999999, we 
would still get element 10! 

Look in your BASIC reference manual for more 
material about arrays. • 

10 REM••******************************************************************** 
20 REH 
30 REH DEMONSTRATION OF ARRAYS 
'tO REH 
50 REM TERRY R. DETTMANN 
60 REM VERSION 1. 0 10/20/81 
70 REM 
80 REM FILENAME : ARRAY/E:AS 
85 REH THIS IS A BIMPLE EXAMPLE OF HOW ARRAYS CAN E:E USED 
86 REM FOR TAE:LE L.Om(LJP IN A l. o:rMENSIONAL TAE:LE 
87 REH LINE NUMElERS THAT ARE MULTIPLES OF 10 ARE NECESSARY 
88 REM TO THE PROGRAM, OTHERS MAY BE DELETED 
90 REM••******************************************************************** 
100 RANDOM 
105 REM HERE WE'LL USE INDICES 1 THROUGH 12 TO REPRESENT MONTHS 
106 REH 1 THROUGH 12. WHILE THIS WASTES ARRAY LOCATH>N O, IT IS 
107 REM SIMPLER TO UNDERSTAND AND LESS LIKELY TO CAUSE PROGRAMMING 
108 REM ERRORS 
110 DIM H$C12>,DC12> 
115 REH WE' LL TM(E THE HONTH NAHE AND NUME:ER OF DAYS TOGETHER 
116 REM TO HELF' PREVENT MISTA~(ES IN ENTRY INTO THE DATA 
117 REM STATEMENTS 
118 REM NOTICE HOW EASY IT IS TO FILL THE ARRAY, WE SIMPLY PUT 
119 REM IT :J:NTO A LOOP ANO READ THE DATA INTO IT 
120 FORI=1T012 : READM$CI>,D<I>:NEXTI 
130 DATA .JANUARY, 31. FEE:RUARY, ~!8, MARCH, 31. Af'RIL. 30 
l'tO DATA MAY, 31. JUNE, 30, JULY, :u, AUGUST, 31. SEf'TEME:ER, 30 
150 DATA OCTOE:ER,31,NOVEHE:ER,30,[)ECEHE:ER,31 
160 REM - - - - - - - - - MAIN PROGRAM - - 
170 CLS : PRINP THE MONTH GAME ": PRINT 
175 REH GET A RANDOM MONTH FROM 1 TO 12 
176 REH THEN DISPLAY THE QUESTION 
180 M = RNDC12> 
185 REM NOTICE HOW SIMPLE IT IS TO DISf'LAY THE MONTH NAHE 
186 REM THE DESIRED MONTH NUMBER IS SIMPLY THE INDEX IN THE 
187 REM MONTH ARRAY . . . NO HUSS, NO FUSS 
190 PRINTTAE:C5> "HOW MANY DAYS ARE THERE IN ";M$(M); 
200 INPUT D 
205 REH HERE AGAIN, SEE HOW SIMPLE IT IS TO GET THE NUME:ER OF 
206 REM DAYS IN THE MONTH. AGAIN THE INDEX :rs A NATURAL WAY 
207 REM TO GET THE DATA FROM THE ARRAY 
210 IF D=D<M> THEN 260 
215 REM WRONG ANSWER 
220 f'RINT 
230 F'RINTTAEH5) • you GOOFED --- TRY AGAIN" 
2.lfO PRINT: PR:rNT 
250 GOT0180 
255 REM RIGHT ANSWER 
260 PRINT 
270 PRINTTABC5>"YOU'RE ABSOLUTELY CORRECT" 
280 PRINT: PR:rNT 
290 GOT0180 
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MJCRQPRQQFT.M.standsout! 


SELECT APPROPRIATE RESPONSE: 

CORRECT MISSPELLED WORD: 
LEAVE WORD "AS IS": 
DISPLAY WORD IN CONTEXT: 
ADO WORD TO DICTIONARY: 
EXIT: 

WORD: (Your error) 
RESPONSE: 

ENTER CORRECT WORD 
HIT <ENTER> KEY 
? 
+ 

EXTREMELY 
LIMITED 
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How to Buy or Sell 

Computer Equipment


and Software 

Begin your search in theSTART HERE index of Computer Shop
per's bargain filled pages. 
Locate the category and 
page number of items 
that interest you from 
TRS-80 and Apple to soft

WITH ... 

ware and peripherals. 11111111111~111111111111~ 

Start or add to your com
puter system by finding 
money saving bargains in 
each month's issue from 
individuals who no longer 
need their personal equip
ment. 

~\ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111111111111111111111111111 \~
-...:: 

you want. 

You 've got your computer 
hardware. but what about 
the software? Use a Com
puter Shopper ad to find 
what you need. Someone 
advertising in Computer 
Shopper probably has what 

If you need help with any 
computer related problem 
whether it's an in ter face 
problem or advice on the 
right peripheral for a home
brew system. use the free 
HE LP column especially 
designed for that purpose111111111111~ 11111111111~ 


As you outgrow your 
sys tem or want to trade up 
(most dealers won' t take 
trade-ins). use Compute r 
Shopper ads to sell your 
items to 20,000 readers na 
tionwide for the low cost of 
12 cents per word . 

Computer Shopper is THE nationwide magazine for buy
ing, selling and trading Micro and Mini-computer equip
ment and software. Each issue has over 60 pages full of 
bargains of new and used equipment. 

You can save hundreds of dollars by getting the equip
ment you need from the hundreds of classified ads in
dividuals place in Computer Shopper every month. 

Now is the time for you to join over 20,000 other com
puter users who save time and money with a subscription 
to Computer Shopper. 

Subscribe today and get your first issue and a classified 
ad absolutely FREE. Type or print your ad on a plain piece 
of paper and send it along with your subscription. 

Just fill in the coupon or MasterCard or VISA holders 
can phone TOLL FREE 1·800·327·9920 and start making 
your computer dollar go further today. 

................................................... 

cut out and mail to: COMPUTER SHOPPER 

P.O. Box F115 • Titusville, FL 32780 

Yes. I'll try Computer Shopper , I understand that if I'm 

not satisfied with my first issue I can receive a fu ll re

fund and keep the first issue free . 


0 1 year $10.00 ($30 00 in Canada) 


D I have enclosed my free classified ad. 


0 I want to use my free ad later. send me a coupon . 


NAME: 

ADDRESS: ----------- --- 

CITY:---------------- 

STATE: ZIP 

..............................~~ ---················' 


~comPUTeR Sl-IOPPeR 
P.O. Box F115 •Titusville, FL 32780 

• Telephone: 305-269-3211 
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______________________Hard disk software 

Hard disk 
operating systems 
Checking out software 
on the CORVUS hard drive 

For Models I, II and III 
T. R. Dettmann, associate editor 

I previously related some of my 
experiences with the CORVUS hard 
disk system I've been trying out. As 
a piece of hardware, it's as pretty as 
anything I've seen in a long time. 

Despite its beauty, the real 
purpose of a hard disk drive is to 
make it possible to do something 
you couldn't do without it. In that 
case, beauty is really only skin deep. 
Software becomes the heart of the 
matter. 

Without really good software, it's 
impossible to use the hard disk 
system with any kind of efficiency. 
Because of that, I looked at several 
operating systems that support the 
CORVUS drive. What I really wish 
to accomplish is to give some idea of 
how well each of these supports the 
CORVUS system.Ifyou really want 
to get something done, which should 
you choose? 

The operating systems 
I looked at five operating systems 

which support the CORVUS 
system: 
• CORDOS by Andy Frederickson 
• 	 HSDS by T. S . Johnston and D. L. 

Smith 
e 	CP! M modification by CORVUS 

Systems 
• NEWDOS-80 modifications by 

CORVUS Systems 
e OASIS by Timothy Williams 

Getting the systems 
ready for use 

The simplest system to set up and 

run was the OASIS system. Once I 
had looked over the manual and 
played with the system without the 
CORVUS, I was ready to go. 

All I had to do to set up the hard 
disk and start using it was to 
"ATTACH" the disk which loaded 
the proper disk driver to talk to the 
system and then "INITDISK" the 
system which formats it for use. 
Once these two commands were 
given (I set it up as one 20-megabyte 
disk instead of two 10-megabyte 
disks), I had 16384K of available 
space to pla y with! 

The whole setup process only took 
a few minutes. The documentation 
was very clear about what to do. 
Five minutes after I started, I was 
saving programs and data files onto 
the CORVUS and really enjoying it. 

To be honest, I really only put a 
dent in that space with disk files . 
Despite the fact that OASIS was a 
new operating system to me (I'd 
never seen it before in my life!), I 
found it extremely simple to use 
once I became familiar with its on
line HELP command. 

Model II/ III users ~re familiar 
with HELP. It tells them how to use 
various commands. OASIS HELP 
makes TRSDOS HELP look pale by 
comparison. After a quick brush 
through the manual , I found I could 
handle most of the commands by 
looking at HELP first. 

The next easiest system to 
initialize was CORDOS. After 
backing up a DOS 2.0 disk on the 
Model II , I put in the CORDOS 
distribution disk, pressed a button, 
then reloaded the DOS disk. Soon I 
had a modified DOS disk with 
several new programs on it. 

To run CORDOS, the new 
program, "CORDOS", is executed. 
This ·patches the TRSDOS 
operating system to accept the 
CORVUS drive . Executing 
"CORSET" (with various options) 
handles all the disks on the system. 

Under CORDOS, there are always 
four disk drives available. Zero 
drive is always the Model !I's 
installed drive. The other three may 
be assigned to either the normal 
disk drives or to "logical disk 
drives" on the hard disk. 

By logical disk drive, I mean that 
parts of the hard disk may appear as 
if they were separate disks, each 
with its own directory and file 
structure. Using this technique, you 
may make drives of varying sizes 
for different purposes and make 
only those ~hich you need available 
for use. 

Using the !NIT option on 
CORSET allows you to set up the 
disk for use. You decide which 
logical drives or "volumes" you 
want on the CORVUS. You may 
specify the size and name of each 
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volume as well as password and 
write protect status. (Write protect 
wasn't functional in the version I 
used for testing.) 

CP/ M turned out to be fairly 
simple to set up. It looked more 
difficult than it actually was in the 
instructions. 

There are two ways to bring up 
CP! M. I chose the easy way. The 
first way (the hard one) involves 
actually changing the disk 
operating system BIOS (Basic Input 
Output System) using code provi~ed 
on the CORVUS CPI M disk to make 
a permanent CP/ M system that has 
CORVUS capability. In order to do 
this effectively, you must have the 
source code for the BIOS on your 
system. Not all CP/ M vendors 
supply this . I understand that you 
may buy a system from Lifeboat 
which is already modified for the 
CORVUS drive. 

The method I chose was to 
reconfigure my CP! M system to 
leave lK of free space above it for 
CORVUS drivers . Once this was 
done, I had to edit the assembly 
language file for the CORVUS 
drivers to indicate where the free 
space actually was and then 
assemble the ·drivers for use. 

Once assembled, I simply booted 
up my reconfigured CP/ M system 
and executed the program I had just 
assembled. Immediately, it told me 
that the CORVUS was now on line! 

The instructions had me use a 
special utility to initialize the disk 
space for use. This made the 
CORVUS appear as three 6
megabyte drives (C, D and E) to my 
system. From that point on, 
everything worked just as in normal 
CPI M. All the normal CP/ M 
commands worked and didn't care 
that this was a hard disk. 

The only real difference in 
operation was that I had more space 
on my drives . Since I had two 
expansion drives on the Model II, 
one of the two was essentially 
forgotten by tlie system as 
configured. However, it's only a 
matter of modifying the CORVUS 
driver to make another configura
tion useable. It requires a little skill 
with assembly language, but it isn't 
hard . 

HSDS caused some real problems 
at first in getting set up. Preparing a 
disk for use as a system disk was as 
simple as with CORDOS. The 
distribution diskette handled 
everything. All I had to do was sit 
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and watch. When that was done, I 
pulled out the paper that came with 
the system and tried to follow the 
instructions for formatting the 
CORVUS disk. No luck! 

I spent the better part of a day 
fiddling with the system, 
regenerating it, trying the manual 
formatting instructions, and so 
forth . After rereading the manual 
several times and noting an 
inconsistency between manual and 
CORVUS instruction sheet, I found 
my problem. 

I'm almost ashamed to admit it, 
but I wasted all that time over a 
typographical error that I should 
have picked up in the first five 
minutes. The sheet I had relied on 
had put parentheses instead of 
braces in the instructions. 
Consequently, my commands 
weren't accepted. 

Once I corrected my error, it only 
took a few minutes to get on line 
with the CORVUS and start 
working. I set up the disk using their 
standard layout parameters and 
soon found that once again I had 
loads of disk space for use. 

The last system I tried was for the 
Model I computer and consisted of a 
modification to NEWDOS80 to add 
CORVUS drivers to the system. 

Once again, the manual proved 
my undoing. I fiddled with the 
original manual and changes, 
trying to follow them and getting 
myself messed up in the process. 
The manual didn't really reflect 
where the programs I had were, nor 
the exact condition of the disks I 
had. 

After experimenting, I was able to 
set up the CORVUS for use. It took a 
few hours to get the hang of the 
procedure. In the process, I ruined 
several disks and had to go back to 
try again. Once the procedure was 
clear, I found it easy to initialize the 
disk system and start transferring 
files there. 

Documentation 
Much of the problem setting up 

the CORVUS with different 
systems came about because of my 
own difficulty reading the 
documentation . OASIS was 
completely new, but the manual was 
clear and I experienced no problems. 

CORDOS and HSDS were 
reasonably automatic, but HSDS's 
manual was not a model of clarity. 
NEWDOS80's manual was 
comprehensive, but lacks step-by

step examples to carry a new user 
through operation. 

For all practical purposes, the 
CP/ M modification didn't have a 
real manual. There was documenta
tion on the disk (a single sheet about 
how to put things together) and 
comments in the machine language 
programs (for which source code 
was provided). Since everything 
worked exactly as before after the 
patch was in , this wasn't much of a 
handicap. 

Using the systems 
Once each system was set up on 

the disk, I put them into use. I 
created files with programs, moved 
files, killed files, did directory 
listings and statistics on disk use. 
Each of the CORVUS systems had 
its own way of doing things. 

The best integrated systems were 
CP I M and OASIS. Nothing 
changed in either system in terms of 
how the disk commands worked. 

All of the CP/ M utilities tested 
worked without any requirement to 
change the style or learning new 
commands. The OASIS commands 
were designed with the same thing 
in mind. Again, all commands that 
had worked on the floppy system 
were instantly available when the 
hard disk was in use. 

The pr"oblem with CP/ M and 
OASIS was that they were not 
TRSDOS compatible. Some people 
would cheer at that. But what they 
don't see is that there is a lot of 
material available for TRSDOS and 
more coming. The TRSDOS (Model 
II) compatible software (HSDS and 
CORDOS) was not as well 
integrated. 

CORDOS had fewer new 
commands than HSDS, but was 
also less flexible-less able to 
handle the problems you need a 
hard disk for . CORDOS was simple 
to use, but was only able to change 
volumes on the disk. It did not 
provide any really new capabilities. 
Once a volume was on line, you used 
the normal TRSDOS utilities. This 
was nice since it didn't require 
learning a whole new language just 
to use the disk. 

I put PROFILE and VISICALC 
files on the hard disk. I used several 
large and small programs, 
including some of my own 
accounting programs, without a 
hitch. CORDOS didn 't slip in 
handling them. 

I wasn't able to get SCRIPSIT 



DISKlll 

100%Compatible 


Model Ill Disks 

Complete Business DISK Ill Single-~.;:;::..-:--··. 

drive assy• $599.00 
48K TRS-aon• Model 
System includes: 

DISK Ill Two 

Ill, Disk Ill™ 2 Drive 
 drive assy 864.00 
System, TRSDOS DISK Ill Assy 

and Manual. 
 w/out drives 435.00 

TRSDOS™ & 
Manual 21.90 

External drives 
(3 & 4) 299.00$1882 

DISK 111 single drive assembly includes : one 40 track 
s v," double density drive, power supply, controller, 
mounting t1ardware. and applicable cables. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY - COMPARE AND SAVE 
WINCHESTER HARD DISK MODEL Ill 

Integral Winchester 
Business system includes: $289548K Model 111 , LOOS 
Disk 1111'", 6.3 MEG 6.3 MEGABYTE WINCHESTER 
HARD DISK SYSTEM. HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM 

With chassis, PS, LOOS™. 
9.5 MEG $3395.00$4995 

MOD Ill Options: Winchester Subsystem Options: 
9.5 MEG HD (internal) add $500.00 2 x 6.3 Meg drives 4495.00 
80 tk 1 side floppy add $120.00 2 x 9.5 Meg drives 5495.00 
80 tk 2 side floppy add $240.00 

Peripherals 
Epson MX-80 
Epson MX-80 FT 
Epson MX-100 
Centronics 739 
Starwriter 25 (P) 
RS-232 
Lexicon modem 

500.00 
615.00 
800.00 
700.00 

1395.00 
95.00 

105.00 

MODEL 1/111 
EXTERNAL DRIVE $27 5 
WI PS & ENC 
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120 day warranty 
Easy installation 
80 tk or 2 sided $419.00 
80 tk & 2 sided 549.00 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
SUPERBRAIN 64K 
PARALLEL PORT 

SUPERBRAIN 
DISK & MYSTERIES 
BASIC & MYSTERIES 
NEC Ribbons (min . 6) 
Epson Ribbons 
NEW

2990.00 

99.95 
22.50 
29.95 

5.95 
12.50 

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT ADVERTISED CALL US ANO ASK FOR IT. LDOS Operating 
PUBLISHED PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT. System 149.00 ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. COMING SOON!! 

DISK Il l is a trademark of VA Data Corp Dealership available 
 Internal MODEM for MOD Ill 

Phone toll free 800-345-8102 
• in PA 215-461-5300 Cable address " VRDATA" •TELEX 

VR Data Corporation i•·•J -
777 Henderson Boulevard• Folcroft, PA 19032 · · '.:=;.. 
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working on the disk because of the 
way it functions . CORDOS warns 
you n ot to FORMAT or BACKUP to 
the disk volumes since that will 
scramble the disk. If you use 
SCRIPSIT and wa nt to start a new 
disk, you must FORMAT a special 
SCRIPSIT file. I thought about 
preparing one on a fl oppy, copying 
it to the CORVUS and then working 
with it, but I still had to have the 
CORDOS modification in drive 
zero. I finally ran out of time for this 
experiment, but I'm sure it could be 
done. 

On HSDS, I didn 't h ave time for 
the Scripsit experiment, but I did use 
all the other programs with the 
system, storing and recla iming data 
without trouble . HSDS comes with a 
number of special utilities for h ard 
disk systems (CORVUS or others) 
which are in themselves worth the 
price of the HSDS system . 

The utility I most want to mention 
is the HDCS directory catalog 
system. It is a versatile , fast catalog 
system for disks, either floppy or 
hard. You can read directories, sort 
them in various ways, save the list, 
print it and more. This one I really 

liked. 
The NEWDOS 80 system made all 

of the storage available to me on my 
old Model I computer. Despite the 
problems I had in initialization , this 
became the most powerful of the 
CORVUS operating systems. In 
addition to the normal NEWDOS 
features, which worked satisfactori
ly, new features were a dded which 
a llowed almost unlimited use of the 
CORVUS. 

You can set up virtual files which 
are opened and closed with special 
USR calls. These may be as small as 
one sector (256 bytes) or as large as 
65536 sectors (16.8 megabytes). 

The entire system is protected by 
having a system manager account 
that can change the disk a nd set 
aside volumes for other users . 
Everyone else's use is controlled by 
the system ma nager. 

The ma nager can a llocate public 
volumes (for compilers, etc.), private 
volumes (one user a lone) and even 
limit a particular volume depending 
on the skill of the user. 

Summary 
After all I've done with the 

CORVUS system and the five 
operating systems, I find there is 
still so much material left that I 
could easily fill the next year of 80
U.S.. I found that the CORVUS 
system with its different operating 
systems is a remarkably versatile 
system th a t can extend the 
capability of even your old Model I 
to nearly mini -computer level. You 
can avoid buying a lot of very 
expensive computer equipment in 
order to get big system capability by 
adding one or more hard disk drives. 

One local company runs nothing 
but Model I computers, all attached 
to a CORVUS 20 megabyte hard 
disk system a nd using NEWDOS 80. 
They have been rur.ning that way 
for quite some time now and are 
expanding by adding more Model 
I's! When asked why they didn't get 
a Model II , they replied, "What for?" 

You can do this same kind of 
networking in your business, even 
h ave people calling in over the 
phone and accessing your system. If 
you've been wondering where to go 
because you're getting too big for 
your Model I , then look here. I think 
you'll like what you see. • 

ADVENTURES !!! ARCADE AND THINKING GAMES 
For TRS·BO and COLOR·BO. These Ad · QUEST 

16K and ex tended or level II BASIC 
ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea· TIME TREK, REAL TIME REALtured, fast action, full plotted adventures QUEST · A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN

GRAPHICS TREK . See the torpedoes flythat take 30-50 hours to pl ay. (Adventures TURE GAMES! D if ferent from all the 
and Klingons ex plode . No more scoll are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a others. Ques t is played on a computer 
ing displ ays, no more turn taking. - Thi sbook except that y ou are the m ai n cha r· generated map of Al es ia. Your job is to 
one has real time and real displays. Inacter as you give the computer commands gather men and supplies by combat, bargain
BASIC - for 16K level 11 or exte nded co lorli ke "Look in :he Coffin" and "Light the ing, exp loration of ruins and temples and 
BASIC. $14.95 .torch ." ) ou tright banditry . When your force is strong 

Adventures require 16K. Th ey se ll for enough , you attack the Citadel of Moorlock STAR FIGHTER - Th is one man space 
$l 4 .9 5 each . in a life or death battle to the f inish. Play - war game pits you agai nst spacecruisers, 
ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen) able in 2 to 5 hours, thi s one is different batt lewagons, and one man fighters. You 

Th is ADVENTURE t akes place on the eve ry time . have the view from your cockpit window, a 
RED PLANET. You'll h ave to explore a 16K COLOR -80 OR TRS-80 ONLY . $14 .95 working instrument panel, and you r wits. 
Martian city and deal with possibly hostile An other real time goody . $9 .95. 
aliens to survive this one . A good first BATTLEFLEET - Th is grown -up ver 
adventure. sion of Battleship is the toughest thinking 

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen) game available on 80 computers . Th ere is 
This is our most challenging ADVEN - no luck involved as you seek out the 80's 

TURE . I t is a treasure hunt in a pyramid hidden fleet. Th is is a topographical toughie . 
full of problems . Exciting and tough! $9 .95. 

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob Retelle) SLASHBALL - A two player game of 
This one takes place aboard a familiar strategy and sk ill , this is like nothing you 

starship . The crew has left for good reasons· have ever seen before. This takes fast 
but they forgot to take you, and now you fingers, qu ick wits and concent ration . Play -
are in deep trouble. able from age 6 to 65 , it is a good family 

DEATH SHIP (by Rodger O lsen) gam e. $9 .95 . 
Our first and original ADVENTURE, MINOS · BK - Fea tures amazing 3D 

this one takes place aboard a c rui se sh ip · graphics. You see a maze from the top , the 
but it ain't the Love Boat . screen blanks, and when i t clears , you are in 

VAMPIRE CASTLE (by M ike Sassman) the maze at ground level finding your way 
This is a contest between you and old through on foot. Realistic enbugh to cause 

Drac. and it's getting a little dark outside. claustrophobia. $12 .95 . (C OLOR ·800NLY) 
S>14 .95each ._ Please specify system on all orders ~ 

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. Send for free catalog to: ~ 
• AARDVARK-SO ~' 

TRS-80 2352 S. Commerce. Walled Lake, Ml 48088 COLOR-80 
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IMAGINE a computer printer/electronic 
typewriter with a 100 character daisy wheel. 
controlled by 6 microprocessors (including 
2 Z·80's) with an all-electronic keyboard all 
in one machine' 
THAT'S INCREDIBLE' 
THAT'S THE TYPRINTER 221 1 

AUTOMATICALLY. IT Will: 
Center copy 

Line up decimal points 

Print vertical lines (to separate columns) 

Layout columns. 

Center titles (over a column) 

Print flush right 

Return carriage (at end of line) 

Paper feed to pre-set starting point 

Indicate end of page 

Set tabs from one to many 

Crear tabs from one to all. 

Set temporary margins (wherever you like) 


as often as needed 
Repeat all typing keys as needed 
Underline copy 
Print bold face and underline 
Do reverse print (white on black). 

sort of "reverse Video" 
Allow alphabetic and decimal tabulation. 
Indent paragraphs 
Store in non-volatile resident memory 

Often used line formats (margins & 
tab stops) 

Often used phrases (up to 835 characters) 
in 10 "bins" 

Up to 10 complete forms (tax. 
medical. insurance.etc.). 

Up to 14.000 characters in an 
additional 26 "bins· " 

Print perlectly spaced proportional letters 
Return to typing position after correction 
with relocation key 

Allow one character to overlap another (0) 
Right margin justification. 
Print two columns with both right and left 

margins justified and the center ragged. 
Lift off errors (from single character to 

entire line) 

IT WILL EVEN: 
Allow a carriage return without a linefeed or 
a linefeed without acarriage return. 

Allow you to pre-set an impression 
control for high-quality carbon copies 

Allow both vertical and horizontal 
half-spacing 

Allow cancellation of copy before printing 
Allow express and normal backspacing 
Print in four different sizes 10 pitch pica. 

12 pitch elite. 15 pitch micron. 
Allow insertion of a missing character 

in an already printed line. 
Accept paper up to 17" wide 

Backspace 1/10. 1/ 12. 1/15 or even 1/60 
of an inch 

Buffer and print out one word at a time. or 
one line or as many as 10 pages-. 

Print up to 198 columns. 
Do 1/2 line spacing for footnotes and 
scientific notation. 

Accepts carbon film or reusable nylon 
ribbons 

IT HAS: 
A lighted key to inform you that it's set to 

temporary margin 
A factory installed noise reduction shield 
A 16K buffer/automatic spooler· 
A lighted key to indicate upper case only. 
A Centronics standard parallel interlace 

and can be ordered with. 

RS-232 Serial interlace· or 
IEEE !PEn interlace· 

Circle# 40 

A print speed of 20 cps and (because of 

logic seeking circuit ry) a through-put of 

approx 32 cps 


A built -in anti-glare shield 

IT EVEN HAS: 
Carbon film ribbons in various colors 
20 character plasma readout that informs 

you as to 
Number of characters to end of line 
Number of lines left to end of page 
The existence of an error condition 
The contents of a memory "bin" 
Number of characters left in buffer. 

An automatic "feature in use" indicator 

(centering, storage. etc) 


With scrolling. both FORWARD and 

BACKWARDS 


INCREDIBLE? 

THE 221 OFFERS EVEN MORE! 

It's totally compatible with all computer s 

and software 
It wi ll print in English. French. Spanish. 

Italian and German. It will automatically 
switch between English and foreign 
keyboards· (Under computer control) 

Scientific. mathematic. financial and legal 
daisy wheels available· .· 

Tractor feed available· 
Can be used as a stand-alone terminar· · 
Can be used to access both TWX and 

TELEX networks· 

TRY WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING 
TRY THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE 
TRY THE TYPRINTER 221 

Suggested price $2850 00 
Dealer inquiries invited 
(Call for store nearest you) 
Service available through the world-wide 
facilities of the Olivetti Corporation 

~~HOWARD 
I' ' INDUSTRUES 

205 1 E. CERRITOS AVE .. 8-C 
ANAHEIM. CA 92806 

714/778-3443 
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Hand me that 
memory 

and don't spill the mercury! 
©1981 William Barden, Jr., Mission Viejo, CA 

All of us have read some dry 
articles about early computers. 
Usually there's a picture of a white
smocked lab technician (preferably 
of the female gender) holding a tiny 
integrated circuit. In the 
background, there's an early 
behemoth called KIDNEYVAC, or 
some other acronym. Ho hum. We 
all know about how computer size 
has been reduced, along with speed 
and sophistication... 

Recently, however, I ordered two 
books that turned the dry facts into 
several fascinating evenings of 
reading. The first, "Early British 
Computers'', by Digital Press 
(Digital Equipment Company), 
covers early British developments. 
The other, "From Dits to Bits", by 
Robotics Press, is an autobiography 
of an early computer engineer. Since 
they both cover the same era, from 
pre-war (Doubleyou -Doubleyou
Two, that is) to the mid fifties, they 
turned out to complement each other 
in interesting ways. 

"Early British Computers" is a 
140-page book by Simon Lavington 
which covers developments by our 
friends across the sea. Surprisingly, 
British developments were quite 
comparable, or even ahead of 
American developments in the field. 
I say "surprisingly" not to belittle 
the British, but because we 
normally are told only about early 
U.S. computers. In fact, the British 
were quite active. 

Babbage, of course, was British. 
His 1830's mechanical computer 
utilized a stored program. It never 
worked at the time, because of 
machining tolerance limitations in 
the 1800s. 

During the Second World War, the 
Germans used code machines called 
Enigmas. These operated on a "code 
wheel" concept of three, four, or ten 
rotors. Since the number of 
combinations for three rotors was 10 
to the 21st power, the resulting codes 
could not be cracked by hand
automatic devices had to be used. 
The British originally tried 
cracking the codes with relay-based 
computational devices, but these 
proved far too slow, although some 
decoding was possible . Code
cracking machine effort produced 
an all-electronic machine called 
COLOSSUS in 1943, containing 
1500 vacuum tubes, a precursor of 
more versatile computers of the '40s. 

After the war, computer 
development continued, based upon 
much of the war research. Relay
type machines were discarded in 
favor of processors with vacuum 
tubes. Visualize a processor 
containing 2000 vacuum tubes, each 
the size of a small flashlight. A 
typical register, similar to a 
microprocessor accumulator, might 
typically occupy a section of a 
"door" measured in square feet. The 
entire computer assembly occupied 
bay after bay of electronic rack 
enclosures. Since these were 
experimental devices, wiring was 
often "haywire" and strung around 
near the ceiling. 

Memory was interesting. Semi
conductor devices, other than ru
dimentary diodes, did not exist. 
Core memory was also a few years 
in the future. Early memory 
consisted of such devices as 
magnetic drums, mercury delay 
lines, cathode ray tubes, and 

magnetostrictive delay lines. 
Magnetic drums were similar to 

today's disk storage, but based 
upon a drum configuration. They 
were not used for storage of files 
(memory was measured in hundreds 
of words), but the actual 
instructions themselves. Program 
execution speed could be optimized 
by the proper physical placement of 
instructions on the drum, (so-called 
"minimum latency" programming). 

The mercury delay line was a four 
to five foot long rod filled with 
mercury. Pulses were converted to 
sound waves for propagation 
through the mercury to get the 
speeds down to manageable rates. A 
string of pulses made up the 
contents of the memory. 

Cathode ray tube storage utilized 
storage of bits as phosphorescent 
areas on the face of the tube. 
Readout was not visual, although 
visual means could check the 
results. The British Williams tube 
set the standard for this type of 
device. 

Magnetostrictive delay lines used 
the fact that electrical currents 
stress thin (typically nickel) wires. 
The signals here were also 
acoustical. 

One of the earliest computer 
projects was designed by Dr. Alan 
Turing. Turing (of "Turing 
Machine" fame) was a brilliant 
mathematician who had been 
involved with COLOSSUS. His 
design for the Automatic 
Computing Engine (ACE) was 
largely self-conceived. Turing was a 
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Yes, that 's right - for as little as 
$298.00 you can add 32K of dynamic 
RAM, and a disk interface, to your 
TRS-80 Color Computer! If you just 
want the extra memory it's only 
$199.00, and you can add the disk 
interface later for $99.00. 

Just plug the Color Computer In
terface (CCI) , from Exatron, into 
your expansion socket and " Hey 
Presto!" - an extra 32K of memory. No 
modifications are needed to your 
computer, so you don 't void your Ra
dio Shack warranty, and Exatron give 
both a 30 day money-back guarantee 
and full 1 year repair warranty on 
their interface. 

The CCI also contain s a 2K 
machine-language monitor, with 
which you can examine (and change) 
memory, set break-points, set memo
ry to a constant and block-move 
memory. 

So what about the CCI Disk Card? 
Well as we said it's only an extra 
$99.00, but you ' ll probably want 
Exatron's CCDOS which is only 
$29.95 - unless you want to write your 
own operating system. The CCI Disk 

Color computer owners, 

00 

C,ard uses normal TRS-80 Model I 
type disk drives, and CCDOS will 
even load Model I TRSDOS disks into 
your color computer - so you can 
adapt existing TRS-80 BASIC pro· 
grams. 

As a further plus, with the optional 
ROM Backup adaptor, you can dump 
game cartridges to cassette or disk. 
Once the ROM cartridge is on cas
sette, or disk, you can reload, examine 
and modify the software. The ROM 
Backup adaptor is only $19.95. 

For more information, or to place an 
order, phone Exatron on their Hot 
Line 800-538 8559 (inside California 
408-737 7111), or clip the coupon. 

excellence in electronics 

exatron 


DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED 

Exatron, 
181 Commercial Street, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 e 
D 	 Please send a 32K Color Computer 

Interface for $199.00 

D 	 Please send a CCI Disk Card for $99.00 

D Please Include CCDOS and manual 
for $29.95 

D Also include a ROM Backup adaptor 
for $19.95 

Please add $5.00 for shipping to all orders, 
and 6 percent sales tax in California. 

Name ..... .. ............ ......... ........ ..... .... . 


Address ..... ...... .. .. ........... ...... .. ....... .. . 


City ... ... ............. .... ......... .... ..... .. .. .. . 


State ....... . Zip ...... ... .. ..... .................. . 

Charge my: 


D MasterCard Interbank Code ........... . 


D Visa Expiration Date ... .. ... .... ... . . 


Card .. ...... ..... ... .... ... .......... ... ...... .. ... . 


D Check enclosed for ..... . . .. .... ·- ......... . . 


D Ship COD ($2.00 extra) 


Signature .... ... ....... .. .......... .. ... .... .. .. . . 


' :J2 K RAM plus Disk Interface TRS-RO is a tradema rk of Tandy 
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somewhat controversial figure (he 
occasionally arrived at meetings 
with track apparel and a large alarm 
clock for recording his running 
pace). 

The ACE ran a simple program in 
the spring of 1950. The ACE 
consisted of 800 vacuum tubes and 
used a clock frequency of one 
megahertz. Main storage was 128 
words of 32 bits each in mercury 
delay lines. Instruction times were 
dependent upon the position of data 
in the delay lines. Additions took 
from 64 microseconds to one 
millisecond. Input and output was 
accomplished by punched card. 

Microsoft BASIC was decidely 
not around in those days. 
Programming was strictly in 
machine language, utilizing binary 
punched-card input. Each 32-bit 
instruction specified the address of 
the next instruction(!), the operand 
locations and timing parameters. 

The first generation British 
computers were the EDSAC and 
Manchester Mark I. The EDSAC (in 
a time of acronyms, EDSAC stood 
for Electronic Delay Storage 
Automatic Calculator) was 
designed and built at Cambridge 
University. It ran its first program 
in spring of 1949. EDSAC was one 
of the first computers to use an 
elementary type of symbolic 
assembly language-the program
mer wrote out his instructions in 
alphabetic characters such as A24 S 
(add into accumulator the contents 
of line 24) . The Manchester 
University Mark I machine ran a 
factoring program in the summer of 
1948, one of the first computers to 
successfully run a stored (as 
opposed to hard-wired) program. 
Both the EDSAC and Mark I used 
vacuum tube technology. 

"Early British Computers" goes 
on to describe further computer 
developmeilts that used the new 
diode technology and other 
advancements in computer 
hardware, including a computer 
financed by the J . Lyons Catering 
Company(!) called LEO. 

It's interesting to note that many 
concepts that we take for granted, 
such as a stored program, 
intermixing of instructions and 
data, stack operation and others, 
were not at all obvious. They came 
about by the original thinking of 
some of the giants of computer tech
nology. It is also fascinating to see 
that some sophisticated concepts 
were present in these early compu
ters such things as hardware 
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floating point, high speed paper 
tape and rudimentary assembler 
language. 

A chapter at the end of the book 
talks about United States computer 
development in the same period. 
One detects some nationalistic 
feelings about British developments 
that probably underscore the lack of 
recognition we have for British 
computer research. 

"From Dits to Bits" is a 226-page 
autobiography of an early computer 
engineer that dates from the time 
when there were no computer 
engineers. Herman Lukoff played 
an active part in computer 
engineering for the ENIAC 
(Electronic Numerical Integrator 
and Computer), EDVAC (Electronic 
Discrete Variable Automatic 
Computer), UNIVAC (Universal 
Automatic Computer), LARK 
(Livermore Automatic Research 
Computer) and UNIVAC II. 

The book is very much an 
autobiography. We are told about 
Lukoffs interest in amateur radio at 
an early age (hence, the "dits" from 
Morse code), his decision to go into 
electrical engineering, and his 
induction into the Navy in the War 
(Doubleyou-Doubleyou-Two, again). 
At first, one is tempted to put down 
the book because of this mundane 
prologue, but you would be advised 
to stick with it. Everything ties in to 
the story, and it turns out to be 
rather poignant. 

The meat of the book concerns 
Lukoffs experiences in computer 
design . Although Lukoff never had 
responsibility for overall design of 
any of the computers, he soon 
became one of the foremost 
computer engineers in a time when 
there were only dozens. 

Lukoff was an engineering 
student at the Moore School of 
Engineering of the University of 
Pennsylvania during the early 
years of the war. As a bright 
graduate student, he got involved 
with a small segment of the ENIAC 
design. ENIAC was developed for 
the Aberdeen Proving Grounds as a 
general purpose computer by Eckert 
and Mauchley of the Moore School. 
Here again, requirements for high 
speed computing for the war effort 
led to funding. 

ENIAC was not a stored program. 
Computer cables had to be 
unplugged and the machine 
reprogrammed by new connections. 
The ENIAC design led to the 
EDVAC design in which instruc
tions would be stored in memory 

and "rewiring" would be done at 
electronic speeds. Memory consisted 
of mercury delay lines. 

Mauchley and Eckert made the 
decision to leave the Moore school in 
the fall of 194 7 during the middle of 
EDVAC development. The result 
was the Electronic Control 
Company, which was to become 
part of Sperry-Rand. Lukoff went 
with them. 

Lukoff played significant roles in 
the development of Sperry-Rand 
computers. His descriptions of the 
computers are fascinating because 
he describes the designs down to a 
nuts and bolts level-what pattern 
was best for CRT storage?-what 
was the best design for the delay line 
memory?- what was the cause of 
mishappen pulses in the circuitry? 
The whole book is a chronological 
account of the development of early 
computers from an engineer's level. 
Then, as now, they were pushing 
technology to the limit to get faster 
speeds, reliable operation and 
competitive products. 

Lukoff also provides plenty of 
insight into the politics of the 
company. One of the questions 
answered in the book is this: Given 
such an enormous lead in computer 
development, why did Sperry-Rand 
drop the ball - why didn't they 
become IBM? 

Another aspect of the book is the 
descriptions of working conditions 
for the engineers. There's nothing 
new under the sun. Company 
policies came down forcing the 
engineers to work Saturdays (for no 
pay or compensatory time off of 
course), Lukoff was told he had to 
move to St. Paul. (If this sounds like 
a typical pattern for a struggling 
new technology company, it is.) 
Lukoff, however, obviously ate it up 
-he loved engineering in general 
and the design and development of 
computers in particular. 

Both "Early British Computers" 
and "From Dits to Bits" are must 
reading for anyone involved in 
personal computers. Computing has 
changed, and yet it has not 
changed. Then as now, program
ming was tedious. Then , as now, 
computer development was pushing 
the state of the art. Then, as now, 
companies were continually looking 
for new, innovative ways of 
implementing hardware and 
software. Reading either or both of 
these books will do a lot in dispelling 
some of the mystery of computer 
technology as things are put into 
historical perspective. • 



_______________________. ile handling technique 

Files & foibles 

Hash codes simplified 

A hash code is a general form of table lookup 
procedure known as key transformation. The key 
variable contains the information used to recover 
the data record. 

Why hash coding? There are several good 
reasons: 

1. It can cut searching time to as little as a single 
look if we're lucky. 

2. It can provide a simple access technique for 
complicated record keys. 

3. It can reduce the size of a file required to store 
information. 

In the September issue, a "To Do List" program 
was used as an example of a keyed file. The key 
used was the date due for a project. By putting this 
key into an array, the file could be searched 
quickly without having to look at each record. 

To make the index reliable and efficient, it must 
be kept on disk. To do this without having to sort 
the index, it is necessary to change the key to 
another form . This process is called "key 
transformation". Come up with a routine which 
transforms a key to a number and use that number 
for the record that stores the data.; 

If a key, such as "02/ 10/ 81", is entered and the 
output is the nu!'Ilber five , then the data for the 
date "02110/ 81" goes into record number five. 
This creates an immediate problem: What can be 
done with more than one record which has the 
same key? In that case, the basic h ash technique 
breaks down and something else has to be done. 

Another problem occurs when the routine 
generates the same record number for more than 
one key. This situation is quite possible and 
something which computer scientists have 
worked on for years. The problem may be more or 
less frequent, depending on how the routine 
works. 

When two records have the same hash code, 
they collide.. What you do in this case depends on 
the file. If less than ha lf of the index is used and 
the items are pretty well spread out, a simple 
solution is to start with the h ashed record number 

For all models 
T. R. Dettmann, associate editor 

and keep adding one until an empty record is 
located. This procedure could result in a serious 
problem. 

Suppose the routine always produces a one, in 
which case, the first entry will go into position one, 
the second in position two and so on. When a 
particular record is wanted , you must start with 
record one and sea rch sequentially through the 
file until it is found. This is known as a linear 
search. The "To Do List" program uses this 
method; each disk entry is examined instead of the 
index array, resulting in a real slowdown . 
However, if the same hash code for different keys 
is never generated, then a collision never takes 
place and the first record will be the one wanted. 

With a reasonable amount of care in the design 
of a hash code, performance will be somewhere 
between the two extremes. To keep collisions to a 
minimum, the index table has to be kept larger 
than the number of items in it: too little space and 
there will be a large number of collisions; too 
much, and disk space is wasted . Therefore, the 
table should be approximately twice as large as 
you think will be needed. 

To detect a collision, it is necessary that the full 
key be kept somewhere. It could be kept as part of 
the allocation table which may save some time in 
finding the record later. Another method is to keep 
the key in the disk record where it could be checked 
for correctness. You should choose the method 
which seems most effective for a particular 
application. 

The hash code generator 
The success of a hash coding system depends on 

the hash code generator. If the keys are "hashed" 
in such a way that they distribute themselves 
evenly through the table with a low probability of 
collision, you'll have a very efficient system. 
Ideally, the hash code should be unique for a given 
key. 

Consider an inventory system, for example. 
While part numbers may run from one to 100,000 
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MICRO-FAJ'ITASY (tm) MAGAZINE is a bi-monthly TAPEZINE which publishes magnetically 
the works of both famous and unknown authors . Such· published authors as Teri Li, Charles 

Forsythe, Don Boner, Jake Commander, Jamie Teitjen and James V . Nangano are just a few 

of those scheduled for the early issues . 

MICRO FANTASY (tm) features the classic COMPU-NOVEL style of Adventure program as 
well as the recently~ emerged TRAPMAZE(tm) genre which has taken off like a shot. Old 
friends are back, Startreks and Starwars and invaders galore plus DUNGEONS AND 
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_____________________...., ile handling technique 

there are only 250 different part types on hand at 
any one time. This is a perfect job for a hash coded 
system. 

First, set up a table with 500 records. Next, look 
for a way to generate a unique number between 
one and 500. One method is to take the part 
number, divide it by 500, obtain the remainder and 
add one. The result will be a number between one 
and 500 and is called the modulus. The hash code 
generator formula is: 

HC=IV-INT(IV/ 500)*500+1 
where HC is the hash code and IV is the inventory 
number. Using the hash code formula, the 
following table of sample hash codes can be 
derived. 

Hash Codes 
Inventory# Hash Code 

1 2 
237 238 

1567 68 
10737 238 

Some collisions will occur with this method. To 
handle them, take the simplest approach and 
search until an open spot is found . If the end ofour 
table (record 500) is reached without finding an 
open spot, start over from record one. If the table 
has been completely searched without finding an 
open spot, the file is full. This could be more 
complex, but for now, simple is best. 

If the key isn't a series ofnumbers, but instead is 
a collection of names, a similar technique may be 
used to generate a hash code. One simple method 
is to assign each character a number and then add 
them together: let A equal one, B equal two and so 
on. For my name we have: 

DETTMANN 
4+5+19+19+13+1+14+14=89 

If the first 10 characters of the last name are used, 
then the smallest hash code is one (if someone's 
last name is "A") and the largest is 260 (if 
someone's name is "ZZZZZZZZZZ"). For less 
than 100 names in the table, it should be sized for 
260 records and the generated hash code is used as 
the record number. As an alternative, the table 
could be limited to 200 by use of the modulus 
method described earlier. 

If there are 500 names to enter, there is a 
problem: the hash code only goes up to 260. The 
range is expanded by multiplication and the extra 
space is used for collisions. 

Other alternative methods may produce the 
range of numbers wanted with fewer collisions. 
There is no such thing as an "illegal" hash code 
generator. If it comes up with numbers we want, in 
the range we want, use it! 

In the last two articles of this series, we've put 
together some techniques for keeping a random 
access file on disk. You may now have an 
allocation table on disk and with hash coding we 

don't need an index table. The following sample 
program is a simplified example of what can be 
done with hash coding. • 

Listing for all models 

10 REM********************************* 

20 REM 

30 REM DEMONSTRATION OF A HASH CODING 

35 REM SYSTEM 

40 REM BY TERRY R. DETTMANN 

50 REM 

60 REM VERSION 1.0 10/20/81 

70 REM FILENAME: HASH/BAS 

80 REM 

90 REM********************************* 

100 CLEAR 10000 : DEFINT A - Z 

110 OPEN "~", 1, "HASH/DAT" : FIELD 1, 

255 AS NM$ 

120 NUM = 20 

130 LSET NM$ = "ZZZZZ" : FOR I = 1 TO N 
UM : PUT 1, I : NEXT I 
140 DIM H1(10), H2(10), A$(10) 
150 REM - - MAIN PROGRAM - - - 
160 CLS : PRINT "HASH CODE DEMONSTRATIO 
N" 
170 PRINT "TYPE IN 10 NAMES" 
180 FOR I =1 TO 10 
190 PRINT TAB(5)I; ": "; 

200 LINE INPUT A$ 

21 0 A$ (I) = A$ 

220 GOSUB 400 

230 H1 (I) = HC 
240 GOSUB 500 
250 NEXT I 
260 CLS : PRINT "HASH CODE DEMONSTRATIO 
N" 
270 PRINT TAB(5)"NAME"; TABC22)"HASH CO 
DE"; TAB(35) "LOCATION" 
280 FOR I = 1 TO 10 : PRINT TAB(5)A$(I) 
; TAB(25)H1(I); TAB(35)H2(I) : NEXT I 
290 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
300 PRil'H "TYPE IN A NAME: II; 
310 LINE INPUT A$ 
320 GOSUB 400 
330 GET 1, HC 
340 IF LEFT$(NM$, 5) = "ZZZZZ" THEN PR! 
NT "NOT FOUND" : GOTO 370 
350 GOSUB 720 
360 IF FLG = 1 THEN PRINT "FOUND "; NM$ 

ELSE GOSUB 610 
370 PRINT "PRESS ENTER TO LOOK FOR ANOT 
HER NAME" 
380 C$ = INKEY$ : IF C$ = "" THEN 380 E 
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BASIC is not nearly as slow 
as most programmers think. 

BASIC Faster and Better shows you how to 
supercharge your BASIC with 300 pages of 
fast. functions and 
subroutines . 

You won't find any trivial poorly designed 
'check-book balancing' programs in this 
book- it's packed with useful programs. 

Tutorial for the beginner, instructive for 
the advanced.and invaluable for the pro
fessional, this book doesn't just talk . . . it 
shows how! All routines are also available on 
disk, so that you can save hours of 
keyboarding and debugging. 

The # 1 disk BFBDEM contains all the 
demonstration programs. and # 2 BFBLIB has 
all the library functions. 

BASIC Faster& Better is $29.95, and the two 
program disks are $19.95 each. 
Get the book and/ or disks from your local 
IJG dealer and B. Dalton bookstores. 

File handling technique _____ 

LSE IF ASC(C$) <> 13 THEN 380 
390 GOTO 260 
400 REM - - - HASH CODE GENERATOR 
410 IF LEN(A$) >= 10 THEN MX = 10 ELSE 
MX = LEN(A$) 
420 HC = 0 
430 FOR I1 = 1 TO MX 
440 C$ = MID$(A$, I1, 1) 
450 HC = HC + ASC(C$) - ASC("A") + 1 
460 NEXT I1 
470 HC = HC - INT(HC/NUM) * NUM + 1 
480 PRINT "HASH CODE: "; HC 
490 RETURN 
500 REM - - - ENTER ITEM IN TABLE 
510 H2(1) = HC 
520 GET 1, HC : IF LEFT$(NM$, 5) = "ZZZ 
ZZ" THEN LSET NM$ = A$ : PUT 1, HC : RE 
TURN 
530 PRINT "COLLISION SEARCHING" 
540 NR = HC 
550 NR = NR + 1 : IF NR > NUM THEN NR = 
1 

560 IF NR = HC THEN PRINT "TABLE FULL" 
: RETURN 

570 PRINT "DISK ACCESS" 

580 H2 (I) = NR 
590 GET 1, NR IF LEFT$(NM$, 5) = "ZZZ 
ZZ" THEN LSET NM$ = A$ : PUT 1, NR : RE 
TURN 
600 GOTO 550 
610 REM - - - - SEARCH FOR NAME - - - 
620 NR = HC 
630 PRINT "COLLISION" 
640 NR = NR + 1 : IF NR > NUM THEN NR = 

1 
650 IF NR = HC THEN PRINT "NOT FOUND" : 

RETURN 
660 GET 1, NR 
670 PRINT "DISK ACCESS" 
680 IF LEFT$(NM$, 5) = "ZZZZZ" THEN PRI 
NT "NOT FOUND" : RETURN 
690 GOSUB 720 
700 IF FLG = 1 THEN PRINT "FOUND: "; NM 
$ : RETURN 
710 GOTO 640 
720 REM COMPARE FOR EQUALITY - 
730 FLG = 1 
740 FOR I1 = 1 TO LEN(A$) 
750 C1$ = MID$(AS, I1, 1) : C2$ =MID$( 
NM$, I1, 1) 
760 IF C1$ <> C2$ THEN FLG =0 : RETURN 

770 NEXT I1 
780 RETURN 

1260 W. Foothill Blvd. 60000 SAVE "HASH/BAS" 
Upland, California 9 I 786 • 

Circle# 43(714) 946-5805 
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' .. this is not only a worthwhile book 
but a great book. My advice is to get it 
and USE it! ' - William Barden Jr. 
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TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries is the 
definitive fixit book for disk users. Writen 
by Harvard Pennington it has more than 
130 pages of easy to read, entertaining and 
immensely useful information - find out 
how to recover disk files , the layout of 
information on the disk, memory maps, 
problem solutions ... the list goes on! 

Many readers have saved days of work 
by recovering files that had been unread
able. Now in its fourth updated printing, 
TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries has 
been getting rave reviews· in several mag
azines. Yours for only $22.50 (plus $3.00 
shipping, CA residents please add $1.35 
sales tax) . 

Microsoft BASIC Decoded and Other 
Mysteries is the complete guide to your 
Level II ROMs. With over seven thousand 
lines of comments and 6 additional chap
ters packed with information, this is_easily 
the biggest, and best, book about the Level 
II ROMs avai lable. 

Exploit the fu ll power of Microsoft 
BASIC, with the aid of more than 300 
pages of tested examples, understandable 
explanations and detailed comments. Now 
available in a revised second printing, only 
$29.95 (plus $3.00 shipping, CA residents 
add $1.80 sales tax). 

IJG Computer Services, 
1260 West Foothill Blvd., 
Upland, CA 91786 

Please send me the fo llowing 
Other Mysteries: 

o TRS-80 Disk for $22.50 
O Microsoft BASIC Decoded for $29.95 
O The Custom TRS-80 for $29.95 
O BASIC Faster and Better for $29.95 
o The BFBLIB Disk for $19.95 

D The BFBDEM Disk for $19.95 

Please add $3.00 per book, or disk, 

for shipping. 

Overseas airmail $8.00 per book. 

California residents add 63 sales tax. 

Name ... .................. ... ... ... ..... ..... ... .. . 


Address ...... . .. ....... . . ...... . ... .. ...... . ..... . . 


City ..... .. .... ... . . ... ... . . . .. . ....... . .. . .. .... .. .. 


Statt ..... ... Zip .... .. . .... .. .. ............. ... ... .. 

Charge my: 

0 MasterCard Interbank Code ........ .. .. . 


0 Visa Expiration Date ................. . 

Card No. .. .. . .. . .. ........ . ... .......... . .. .. ... .. . 


0 Check enclosed for .... .... ... .. ............ .. 


0 Ship COD ($3.00 extra) 

Signature . .. .... .... ......... . .. . .. . . . .. ... .... .. . .. 
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Captain 80 


Here's Captain 80 - on the 
road to adventure, poised above the 
keyboard in preparation for a 
journey into the far reaches of deep 
space. 

Forbidden Planet is the first 
major offering from Las Vegas
based Fantastic Software. It is not a 
maiden adventure for William 
Demas, the author, whose credits 
include Timequest from The 
Programmer's Guild and Golden 
Voyage from Adventure Interna
tional. 

Forbidden Planet is a convention
al adventure in the split screen, 
high-speed machine language sense 
of the word. It starts slowly, with 
simple puzzles to solve within the 
confines of a spacecraft hurtling 
toward certain destruction . If the 
right combinations are initialized, 
the ship is saved and planetfall is 
achieved. 

If there were only the adventure 
alone, there would be ample reason 
to buy and enjoy Forbidden Planet. 
The plotline is strong, the puzzles 
tempered with an understanding of 
an adventurer's need to be 
challenged, but not overwhelmed, 
with unsolvable second guesses to 
the author's mind. The descriptions 
are crisp and colorful without 
verbosity. Beyond the factors which 
make this offering a winner among 
peers in its genre is the unique 
addition of speech. 

"Speech?," you say. 'Tis true. The 
power of speech is bestowed, using 
the cassette port as the vehicle . It is 
done as a complement to the overall 
program. "What?," the voice 
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demands when the player inputs 
something that does not compute. 
You may catch a hint of impatience 
if you listen carefully. "Okay," it 
agrees, given the correct response. 
"I see something," comes as a 
declaration of discovery-the 
enthusiasm is detectable. 

The voice is human , not 
mechanical, digitized by a special 
process that Al Loose of Fantastic 
Software is keeping close to his vest, 
much to the chagrin of adventure 
publishers and other technologists 
anxious to add the glitter of speech 
to all manner of micro-programs. 

Forbidden Planet is not for 
everyone. It requires a minimum of 
48K and a disk systetn. This, 
partially due to the fact that speech 
requires 600 bytes per word in this 
configuration . Heft , considering 
that the scenario modules pull 
considerable memory also. 
However , if the hardware 
requirements are met, the 
adventurer is in for a treat. I'm not 
looking forward to solving 
Forbidden Planet. I'm having too 
much fun playing it. 

Does the advent of speech and 
graphics mean that the convention
al adventure is dead? I think not. It 
is true that Forbidden Planet has 
been an early runaway best seller 
and Interpro 's Illustrated 
Atlantean Odyssey, which features 
on-screen pictorial descriptions, has 
been a comparative success. At the 
same time, Savage Island , parts one 
and two, which sports no gimmickry 
other than the fine creative hand of 
adventure godfather Scott Adams, 
has also been building impressive 
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sales . MED Systems graphic 
?dventures, Assylum and Death 
Maze 5000, which are excruciating
ly tough to solve, enjoy a unique and 
unchallenged place in the market, 
since no one else has offered any 
form of three-dimensional mazing. 
Even BASIC adventures have a 
following. Insta nt Software's 
distribution of Temple of the Sun 
has spira led upward since its 
release. 

What is the appeal of adventure? 
The simple answer is imagination . 
It is easy to picture the plight of the 
poor puppet in the Adams classic 
Pirate's Cove. The ghost of 
Backpack Sam in T eri Li's 
Dutchman's Gold is a colorful 
moderator to the search for Old West 
treasure. While there is no specific 
entity to relate to in Forbidden 
Planet, the voice makes the player 
feel like the author is looking over 
his shoulder. How can yo·u help but 
admire the craftsmanship of the 
authors of Atlantean Odyssey or 
Assylum as their particular words 
visually come alive beneath your 
fingers? 

One needs only to look at the titles 
of these adventures to visualize the 
imagination of the authors: Strange 
Odyssey, Mystery Funhouse, Zork, 
Deadly Dungeon, Mystery 
Mansion , Gauntlet of Death, 
Dragonquest-the list goes on a nd 
on . Each title reflects a deep recess 
in the imaginary world of the author 
and each adventure is a pocket 
universe waiting to be explored a nd 
conquered. 

Welcome to adventuring , 
Fantastic Software. Your attractive 
packaging and h a rd-charging 
approach to the marketplace should 
wake up and serve notice to a ll 
software manufacturers who've 
been taking the consumer for 
granted. There are still lean, hungry 
new producers out there willing to 
go an extra mile for the customer. As 
for Bill Demas, whose talent shines 
in Forbidden Planet, we extend an 
old, but still powerful , fantasy world 
curse: "May all your dungeons be 
deep, well stocked and interesting," 
or at least as interesting as 
Forbidden Planet. • 
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The Adventure G Part 11 
enerator, by David H 

Ch.tp1,, J Advf. untress 
Ch.pr,, 2 A~nlurr Gtn.rator 
Ch.tp1,, J Ad~ n:ur11 Gtnt1aror , ~umenr11tioq And C 

n Utt G«'~rafor ' p,~~ ~un ..... . .. ~.~~'111 .•••..• Zl 
....... 2J 

.... 27 

Have an 
• The first book of its kind! 

• Just $19.95 (+ 2.05 s/h) 

• Contains a unique 
adventure generator! 

• Famous adventures by 
famous authors (see table of 
contents, above). 

• See it at your local dealer, 
or order direct from: 

80-Northwest Publishing Inc 
3838 South Warner Street 

Tacoma, Washington 98409 
(206) 475-2219 

adventure! 

Dealer inquiries invited 

~ ...........~...................................................., 
Please send __ copy(s) of the ADVENTURE BOOK for 
only $19.95 each, plus $2.05 shipping and handling . 
Check, M .O., VISA/ MC# enclosed. COD orders accepted. 

City___________ State__ Zip._____ 

VISA / MASTERCARD# ---------- 

Exp Date Signature_________ 

Send to: SO-Northwest Publishing Inc. 3838 South 

Warner Street, Tacoma, Washington 98409 
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Machine language application ___________________ 

System/command 

A no-hardware sound activated control system 


For Models I and III, tape or disk 
James F. Williams, Rocky Mount, NC 

Did you know that there is a use 
for that crummy condenser 
microphone on the top of your 
cassette player? It is possible to 
control your TRS-80 from across the 
room by using that tiny microphone 
and a machine language program 
which I call Sound Counter. 

This routine could be used to add 
realism to some games by having 
the computer respond to a shout, 
whistle or hand clap. (Imagine a 
submarine game in which you 
would yell "fire" to send a torpedo 
toward its target.) Do you need some 
means to keep up with the count of 
exercises you're doing on the den 
floor? (Just give a hearty grunt after 
each one and the computer could 

respond to it.) I have included a 
BASIC program that scores games 
which need cumulative totals 
(Scrabble, Hearts, etc.). 

I have designed the routine to be 
called from BASIC via the USR 
command. This routine works very 
much like the BASIC's JNKEY$. 
However, instead of strobing the 
keyboard, it queries the cassette's 
microphone to see if any sounds are 
present. If not, the routine 
immediately returns a zero in the 
USR variable much like the way 
JNKEY$ returns a null character if 
no key is pressed. If there is a sound, 
the machine routine takes control 
for a couple of seconds. It waits to 

~ -,, ... -.......-::.:
'~"-

SOUND 

SOUND 


SOUND 

SOUND 

see if an additional sound will be 
issued . (the microphone is 
"debounced" so that the same 
sustained tone will not count as a 
multiple entry). Ifno sound is issued 
after the maximum delay time, the 
number of distinct sounds is 
returned to the USR variable and 
BASIC regains control. 

The routine is quite flexible, is 
capable of registering counts at 
varied intervals and can easily 
register as fast as you can clap. It 
can count from zero to 65535, 
although your arms may get a bit 
tired before the maximum count is 
reached. 

To write your own routine using 

I 

SOUND 

SOUND 

SOUND 


l 
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------------------ Machine language application 

Sound Counter, copy the first three 
lines of the BASIC program. You 
may change the amount of string 
space CLEARed and the variables 
which are defined as integers. The 
variable Z must be an integer for 
disk users (see disk modifications at 
the end of the program). Remember 
not to reuse A$ in your program.The 
first three lines pack the machine 
language routine into a string and 
make the USR definition. 

If you want the program to wait 
for sound input, put the USR 
statement in a loop like this: 

100 X= USR(X): IF X= OTHEN 100 

When the loop falls through, X will 
contain the number of distinct 
sounds. 

The cassette player will take a 
little preparation for sounds to be 
registered through the microphone. 
If you have the early model cassette 
players (CTR-41), simply unplug the 
dummy plug in the microphone 
jack. For newer models, unplug the 
auxiliary cable. For both models , 
take the cassette tape out of the 
player, hold down the write protect 
sensor lever (the lever on the left 
inside of the cassette cartridge 
area), and press the record and play 
buttons. If the motor control plug is 
still in, nothing will happen. The 
program will turn the cassette 
player on when it needs to hear 
something. It is wise to unplug the 
smaller grey plug to keep the 
capstan roller from getting a 
dimple. 

Let's look at how to use the BASIC 
program that I gave you. Imagine 
that you invited friends over for a 
game of Scrabble. There are four of 
you and you are going to play in the 
room with your computer . 
Obviously, moving the computer to 
the card table would be trouble 
enough, but there would also be little 
room left for the four of you. 
Therefore, instead of nasty pencil 
and paper, you will impress your 
friends with the remote control 
sound scoring program . After 
deciding the order of play, you 
casually walk over to the computer 
and type RUN. (Always have your 
program loaded before your guests 
arrive . No one is favorably 
impressed by program loading 
problems.) The program asks for the 
number of players. You answer four 
(the program will handle 10 without 
modification). Next , enter the 

names of the players in the order 
they will play. (Be sure to use cutesy 
nicknames-that always gives a 
more personal touch.) The program 
will display the screen which gives 
the codes used to clap in the scores, 
one digit at a time. (0 is 10 claps and 
a negative sign is 11 claps. The 
negative sign may occur before, 
after or between digits .) You should 
quickly pass over this screen . Make 
them think you know what you are 
doing. Prepare your cassette player 
to receive sounds (see above). 

Take your seat now and play the 
game. After the first person scores, 
clap your hands three times to get 
the computer's attention. It should 
respond with the player's name (in 
double width characters, so you can 
read it from across the room). Clap 
in the first digit of his score. After a 
slight delay , the computer will 
respond with the correct digit. Clap 
in the second digit if his score is 
more than one digit long. After his 
score is in , wait for a bit and the 
computer will respond, "CLAP 3 
TIMES TO CONFIRM." If the score 
is correct, clap three times and the 
cumulative scores of all the players 
will be shown. If the score is not 
correct, don 't clap at all. A "NOT 
CONFIRMED" message will be 
shown and the program will loop 
back and wait for the score to be 
reentered (after three claps). Play 
may be continued indefinitely and 
each player's score will be updated 
and displayed. 

If your Scrabble games are like 
ours, the extraneous noise level can 
get pretty high at times-high 
enough to make the computer think 
that you may be talking to it. This is 
the reason three claps are used to get 
into the scoring routine and three 
claps to confirm the score. Ofcourse, 
a carefully disguised, "Ha ha ha, ha 
ha, ha ha, ha ha ha" could be used to 
better your score by 22. (Use only if 
necessary.) 

For those who are interested, let 
me give some more details about the 
BASIC program. 

The first POKE in line 10 is the 
famous READ error fix. Without it, 
some Model I computers will READ 
in the first DATA statement value 
repeatedly if the computer has not 
performed an INPUT statement 
since power up. 

The machine language program 
is stored in string space. Because of 
the way I built the string, you must 
CLEAR at least twice as many bytes 

as the machine language routine 
contains . The "X= FRE(A$)" 
statement is a very important one 
that is often left out ofdiscussions of 
string packing. If you wish to set the 
USR branch address only once, it is 
imperative that your machine 
language string not move around 
after the definition has been made. 
It must be packed into the very top of 
string space. Building the string 
fills the string space with garbage 
(each reassignment of A$ in the 
READ loop becomes garbage). The 
"X= FRE(A$)" statement forces 
garbage collecting and puts A$ at 
the very top of the string space. If 
this statement was left out and 
string packing was forced after the 
USR assignment in line 15, the 
machine language string would 
move and the USR definition would 
no longer be valid. 

To understand the POKE 
statements in line 15, you must 
understand the VARPTR format of 
strings. The first byte is the length 
and the last two bytes define the 
address in the string space area. The 
POKE statements simply assign 
that address to the USR branch. 
Because the disk USR branches are 
located elsewhere in memory (in the 
disk version) , I first assign the 
address to a variable, then use disk 
BASIC's DEFUSR command with 
that variable (see lines 180 to 220). 

Line 30 prints the title and 
requests the number of players. 

Line 40 reads in each player's 
name and assigns it to the array 
N$(). 

Line 50 prints directions for data 
entry. 

Line 60 sets up the master FOR ... 
NEXT loop for the number of 
players. 

Line 70 clears the screen, sets 
double width mode and prints each 
player's name and score (the scores 
are in array SO, an array parallel to 
the name array). 

Line 80 prints the "CLAP 3 
TIMES" prompt with the player's 
name. 

The first part of line 90 loops until 
three claps are registered. It sets this 
score (T!) to zero and sets the sign 
flag (S) positive. 

Line 100 sets the timer variable 
(U) to zero. 

Line 110 loops until a sound is 
registered or the timer variable U 
reaches 150. If U reaches 150, it is 
assumed that the score is zero and a 
branch is made to the "confirm 
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Machine language application ___________________ 

routine" in 140. registered in a certain amount of the program). HL is used for the 
Line 120 checks for validity of the time, the datum is considered count and it is set to zero in line 170. 

digit (less than 12). If it is not valid, invalid and the program loops back The check for sound is quite 
it branches back to the score display to try again. simple: after an IN A, (255), check 
routine (line 70). If the digit is valid, If the datum is confirmed, the bit seven of A. If there is sound, it 
it checks to see if it is the sign (code player's score is updated and the will be on; otherwise it will be off. At 
11). Ifso, the sign flag is set negative next player is set. (If the master the same time, bit six indicates if 
and the minus sign is displayed; FOR ... NEXT loop runs out, it is you are in double width mode. Ifyou 
otherwise it checks for the zero (code reset to player 1.) wish to stay in double width mode, 
10), and sets the variable to zero if If you've hung in there this long, be sure to OUT a byte with bit three 
true. then you must be ready for the on. Also, if you want the cassette 

Line 130 accumulates the digits discussion of the machine language motor to stay on, you must OUT a 
and stores them in real value in T! It routine. byte with bit two on. Therefore, I 
prints the digit itself (ignoring The code is completely used the D register to hold both 
leading and trailing spaces). relocatable. This is necessary for conditions (12 for both bits on, or 
Finally, it loops back for another any routine that is to be packed. The four for only one bit on). 
digit (line 100). routine does not take any To check for sound, I use the one 

Lines 140-160 are the confirm parameters from BASIC (hence no byte instruction RLA. If bit seven is 
routine. If three claps are not CALL OA7FH at the beginning of on, the carry flag will be set. Line 

240 determined tr.at there was no 
sound, so the exit to BASIC is 

Machine Language Listing immediate. 
If there is sound, we do not want it 

00100 ;SOUND COUNTER to register more than once. · 00110 ;CC> 1981 BY JAMES F. WILLIAMS 
Therefore, the debounce routine is00120 ;BYTE ~ISER SOFTWARE 

00130 ;720 WEST HAVEN BOULEVARD entered at 290. On the Model I and 
00140 ;ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801 on the Model III at low speed, it is 
00150 ; necessary to reset the IN latch with 

9000 00160 ORG 9000H ;CODE IS RELOCATABLE an OUT instruction before another 
9000 210000 00170 ENTRY LD HL,O ;SET COUNT TO ZERO valid IN instruction can be read. 
9003 OBFF 00180 IN A,(255) ;CHECK FOR SOUND Therefore, we delay a bit in 290 and9005 CB77 00190 BIT 6,A ;DOUBLE WIDTH? 

300, then OUT the saved value in D.9007 160C 00200 LD D,12 ;ASSUME YES, SET BITS 2,3 
9009 2802 00210 JR Z,DOUBLE ;YES After another delay, we can check to 
900B 1604 00220 LD D,4 ;NO, BIT 2 ONLY see if the sound continues. If so, we 
9000 17 00230 DOUBLE RLA ;SOUND? loop back into the debounce routine 
900E 3023 00240 JR NC,RETURN ;NO SOUND: RETURN TO BASIC until all is quiet. 
9010 1805 00250 JR DEON CE ;YES, TO DEBOUNCE ROUTINE When the debounce routine is9012 DOFF 00260 LOOP IN A,(255) ;SOUND? exited, increment the counter (line9014 17 00270 RLA 
9015 3017 00280 JR NC,NOSND ;NO 380) and jump back to test for 
9017 010005 00290 DEBNCE LD BC,500H ;YES, DELAY SLIGHTLY another sound. If no sound is 
901 A C06000 00300 CALL 60H present, delay a while to see if it is 
9010 7A 00310 LD A,D forthcoming. When NOSND <line 
901E D3FF 00320 OUT (255),A ;RESET FOR NEXT SOUND 400) is first entered, BC equals zero
9020 010005 00330 LO BC,500H ;DELAY AGAIN (from the previous CALL 60H). If it9023 C06000 00340 CALL 60H 
9026 DBF F 00350 IN A,(255) ;STILL SOUNDING? loops 65536 times, the maximum 
9028 17 00360 RLA two byte delay has occurred and the 
9029 38EC 00370 JR C,DEONCE ;YES, LOOP 'TIL QUIET routine goes back to BASIC with the 
902B 23 00380 INC HL ;NO, INC. COUNTER number of distinct sounds in HL. 
902C 18E4 00390 JR LOOP ;LOOP BACK FOR NEXT SOUND The routine at OA9AH passes this
902E OB 00400 NOSND DEC BC ;TIME DELAY FOR NEXT SOUND value to the BASIC variable. 902F 78 00410 LD A,B If the delay is too long for your9030 B1 00420 OR c ;MAX TIME? 
9031 20DF 00430 JR UZ,LOOP ;NO, LISTEN SOME MORE uses, simply load BC with an 
903.S 7A 00440 RETURN LD A,D appropriate value in line 385. 
9034 D3FF 00450 OUT C255),A ;MAKE SURE MOTOR IS ON 
9036 C39AOA 00460 JP 0A9AH ;RETURN TO BASIC 

00470 AND PUT COUNT IN USR Sound Counter BASIC Listing
00480 VARIABLE 

9000 00490 END ENTRY 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 10 POKE 16553, 255 CLEAR 500 : DEFINT 

A - Z : FOR X = 1 TO 57 : READ Z : A 
$ = AS + CHRS(Z) NEXT : X =FRE(A$) 

: X = VARPTR(A$)
OEBNCE 9017 00290 00250 00370 
DOUBLE 900D 00230 00210 15 POKE 16526, PEEK(X + 1) : POKE 16527 
ENTRY 9000 00170 00490 , PEEKCX + 2)
LOOP 9012 00260 OO.S90 00430 20 DATA 33, O, O, 219, 255, 203, 119, 2 NOSND 902E 00400 00280 

RETURN 9033 00440 00240 2, 12, 40, 2, 22, 4, 23, 48, 35, 24, 
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___ Machine language application 

5, 219, 255, 23, 48, 23, 1, o, 5, 205 
, 96 

25 DATA O, 122, 211, 255, 1, 0, 5, 205, 
96, o, 219, 255, 23, 56, 236, 35, 24 

, 228, 11, 120, 177, 32, 223, 122, 21 
1, 255, 195, 154, 10 

30 CLS : PRINT "SOUND DRIVEN GAME SCORE 
R" : PRINT "BY JAMES F. WILLIAMS" : P 
RINT : INPUT "NUMBER OF PLAYERS"; N 

40 FOR X = 1 TO N : PRINT "NAME OF PLAY 
ER"; X; : INPUT N$ (X) : NEXT 

50 CLS : PRrnT "DIGIT ENTRY" : PRINT : 
PRINT "1 = ONE CLAP" : PRINT "2 = TWO 

CLAPS" : PRINT "." : PRINT "." : PR! 
NT "." : PRINT "9 = NINE CLAPS" 

55 PRINT "O = TEN CLAPS" : PRINT "NEGAT 
IVE SIGN = ELEVEN CLAPS" : PRINT : IN 
PUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE"; X 

60 FOR Z = 1 TO N 
70 CLS : PRINT CHR$(23) FOR X = 1 TO 

N : PRINT N$(X), S(X) NEXT : PRINT 

80 PRINT "CLAP 3 TIMES FOR "; N$(Z) : P 
RINT 

90 X = USR(X) : IF X <> 3 THEN 90 ELSE 
T! = u : s = 1 PRINT N$(Z); ";II 

100 u = 0 
110 X = USR(X) U = U + 1 : IF X = 0 A 

ND U < 150 THEN 110 ELSE IF X = 0 THE 
N 140 

120 IF X > 11 THEN 70 ELSE IF X = 11 TH 
EN S = - 1 : PRINT "-"; : GOTO 100 EL 
SE IF X = 10 THEN X = 0 

130 T! = T! * 10 + X : PRINT MID$(STR$( 
X), 2, 1); : GOTO 100 

140 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "CLAP 3 TIMES 
TO CONFIRM" : U = 0 

150 X = USR(X) : U = U + 1 : IF X = 0 A 
ND U < 150 THEN 150 

160, PRINT : IF X <> 3 THEN PRINT "NOT C 
ONFIRMED" : FOR X = 1 TO 1000 NEXT 
: GOTO 70 

170 PRINT "CONFIRMED" FOR X = 1 TO 10 
00 : NEXT : S(Z) = S(Z) + T! * S : NE 
XT : GOTO 60 

175 '********************************** 
********************* 

180 'MAKE THESE MODIFICATIONS FOR DISK 
BASIC: 

190 1 1. CHANGE LINE 15 TO: 
200 ' POKE VARPTR(Z),PEEK(X+1 

):POKE VARPTR(Z)+1,PEEK(X+2):DEFUSR0= 
z 

210 ' 2. CHANGE THE "X=USR(X)" IN LIN 
ES 90, 110, 150 TO: 

220 X=USRO(X)I 

• 

TRS 80 OWNER: 

What are you doing 


without a 


l{G.Y~~~~A~~N? 


TRS-80 Model II , with 

20" Keyboard 


Companion 


TRS-80 Model I, with 
16" Keyboard Companion 

Use one of these new computer copy stands and you'll 
realize the efficiency and operator comfort a P-KA Y stand 
provides. Keeps the work directly in front of the operator (not to 
the neck-craning left or right!) . Models to fit virtually all 
computer term inals with detachable keyboards including 
micros, minis, main/ frame terminals, dedicated word pro
cessors, the APPLE . .. AND INCLUDING THE TRS 80 
MODELS SHOWN ABOVE. 

The P-KAY installs in minutes without tools. The all steel 
pedestal or "riser" provides sturdy lift. The guideline is non
magnetic: place floppy diskettes or mag tapes on it without 
worry of erasure or damage. 

FSI is a major distributor for P-KAY Products, with stock on 
hand. Contact our Reseda office for details. 

TRS-80 Model 11 , 
version tor Terminals 
w/slanted screens 

TRS-80 Model I with 
P-KAY Components in 

position 

Circle # 45 

See FSI in Booth 305, 

MINI-MICRO COMPUTER CONF./EXPO November 2, 3, 4 


Anaheim Convention Center 


=== -== =:: 6901 Canby Avenue, Reseda, CA 91335=- -= Los Angeles Phone (213) 705-4202 

.=.. =...=---=.. 2680 Bayshore Frontage Road, Suite 1030 
- - - - Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 962-9275 

IARGEST MASTER DISTRIBUTOR FOR VERBATIM REMOVABLE MAGNETIC STORAGE MEDIA 
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AT LAST! 
Mass production prices for high quality software Buy direct and save 50%. Also 
available for CPM and HOOS 
DATA BASE MANAGER Mod I & Ill $69. $149 (48K) Mod-II $199 
Maintain a data base and produce report s. all withol1t user programming Define 
file parameters and report formats on-line. Key random access. fast multi-key 
sort. field arithmetics . audit log . label No time-consuming overlays . 500 happy 
user-sin one year Mod -II and 48K versions have over SO enhancements. including 
40 fields maximum ·10M-M2 is greaW - 80-US. 
AIR Mod-I $69 Mod-II $149 Mod-Ill $69 
Handles invoices.statements. aging .sales analysis. credit checking. forms input . 
and order entry Unlike other accounts receivable programs.ours can be used by 
doctors . store managers . etc 
WORD PROCESSOR $49 
Centers. justifies. indents. and numbers pages. Mod-I version features 
upper /lower case without hardware modification' File merge option available 
MAILING LIST Mod I & Ill S59. $79 (48K) Mod-II $99 
The best' Compare and be se lective . Includes forms input. 5-dig it selection code. 
zip code extension. sort on any field .and multiple labels . Who else offers a report 
writer and merges with word processor? 
INVENTORY Mod I & Ill $89. $109 (48K) Mod -II $149 
Fast key random access . Reports include order info . performance summary. EOO 
and user-specified reports. Many people have converted to our system' ·· Next to 
impossible to damage the file ·· 
GL. AI R. A/ P. PAYROLL Mod-II $129 each 
Integrated accounting package 100• page manual. As opposed to Osborne's slow 
binary search and 64 column screen . we use fast ISAM and 80 colum ns. Dual disk 
and TRSDOS required 
L216 S59 
A cassette package of 10 business programs for Level II 16 K systems Includes 
word processor and data base manager Poker game S19 
Most programs are on -line. interactive. random-access. bug-free . documented . 
and delivered on disks Mod -I programs require 32K TRSDOS we·re #1 in business 
software - don·t let our low price fool you' Ask for our free 20-page cata log if 
yo1(re still not convinced Compiled versions are. available 
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MICRO ARCHITECT. INC. 
96 Dothan St. , Arlington. MA 02174 
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I didn't know that!! 
And you won't either 

unless you subscribe to 

COLOR COMPUTER NEWS 

$9.00 for a 6 issue subscription 

Send to: 


REMarkable Software 

P 0 Box 1192 

Muskegon, Ml 49443 
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AUTO-WRITER 

SCRIPSIT 

LAZYWRITER 

ELECTRIC PENCIL 

MAKE YOUR WORD PROCESSOR CO 

- . THE THINGS YOU BOUGHT IT TO 00 

~=~~~~::~~!:n~: !~:~:s~~~~::;.e;o'~: letters 
BOOKKEEPERS: prepare reports for the boss 
WRITERS: maintain, organize and sort bibliographies 
BOSSES: create reports .and sort data files 

• Use YOUR WOADPAOCESSOR to create and maintain a mailing list or 
any data base. 

• Join that mail ing list to a form-letter with a wide range of options. ' • Sort your Name & Address files by any key, even when the last name or - zip code are buried in a line ! 
• Sort 1000 11 N~MES". Use up to 20 items per name. 
• 	 Insert into the te•t of a form-letter or report command lines that will 

change the printing format from one line to the nea:t ... in mid 
run . . . EVEN WHEN USING ELECTRIC PENCIL TO CREATE YOUR 
FILES! 

• 	 Use the built-in Wordprocessor to edit a letter, or, CREATE a wholly 
new letter or report - and - store it in a file that is loadable by your 
Wordprocessor. 

• 	 Personalize form letters as you run! Insert " keys" (words or phrases) 
FROM THE MAILING LIST! Autqmaticelly insert a name or title or a 
comment. 48 t{ au•reO 

• Insert any phr~se from the keyboard. . Reau'',c:.Jse MO~,::e svs ierri 
• STOP automatically for manual sheet feed! LO~c n'""enO 2 

• SET space for AUTOMATIC sheet feeds . · Reco 
• 	 Create subsets of your DATA BASE with powerful SELECT-IF so~ware 

...Visa and Mastercard accepted... 
NOW AVAILABLE FDA $72.83 (for residents of Minnesota add 5 % sales taa:) 

'''SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING WHETHER MODEL I OR MODEL 111' ' ' 

Midwest Data Systems 
a busin ess cornrnu nicat1on company 

5624 Gira rd Ave. S. Minneapolis, Minnesota 55419. (612)866-9022 
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MICRO IMAGES 

FREE SHIPPING WITHIN CONT. U.S.A. 

EPSON FOR 0!.!~~50 PRICESO Kl DATA 

RS232 Not Req . LYNX Mod 11111259.95 
includes auto dialianswer. cables and terminal softwarP. . 

Datalife 5 'I• Box 
VERBATIM MD525-0 1 OF10 DID $30.00 
COPYRIGHT KIT - A must for authors who want to learn how 

to protect their programs. Written by nat ional attorneys. $11.95 
SUPERSCRIPT BY Acorn - Reg . 32K, Scri12tsit & LIC:Disk $44.95 
EDITOR ASSEMBLER PLUS bv M 1c roso li . 16K Tape 'S".l.7. 9 5 

Incl udes Manual 
LOOS Mod I Or Ill & Latest Updates $144.95 
DOSPLUS- 3.3S/3.3D/3.3111 Each .. . . .... .. $89.95 

MAXI MANAGER Mod I/III ~~ ,~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~ 148K Disk 584.95 


LAZYWRITER A BEST BUY IN WORD PROCESSORS 

32K Mod I On/v$118.95 Mod Ill On/v$164.95 


Proofreader by Soft -tools . Mod 1 - 49.95 Mod 111 .59.95 

Proofedit by Soft -tools. ... . Mod I . 28.50 Mod 111 .28.50 

Grammatik by Soft -tool s ... . . . . . . . ... . Mod I · 45.95 Mod 111 ·55.95 


We also carry the full l ine o f ADVENTURE INrt ACORN BIG FIVE BRODERBUND 
AVALON Hill. MIC ROSOFT. DATA SOFT MOSOSY S AU TOMATED SIMULA.TIONS 011 <1 

most other fine soft ware at di scount onces. 

SENDFORYOURFREE CATALOG 
No c redit card s at these low pri ces Add $2 00 on all COD orders Cert1 !1ed Ck/MO/COD 
shipped immed1ale ly Please allow 2 weeks lor pe rsonal chec ks Fo r ex tr a fas t service 
phone in your COD ord er Prices subjec t 10 c ha nge w1thou1 notice New York Sta le 
res idents plea se add approp riate sa les tax 

We Oller Grea t Value s & Prompt Delivery - Why No t rry Us ? 

146-0325th Road, Flushing, New York 11354 
Mon·Fri 10 AM-9 PM (212) 445.7124 Sat 10 AM-5 PM 

http:On/v$164.95
http:On/v$118.95
http:11111259.95


_______________________..,'ASIC technique 

Double precision 

function routines 


For all models, tape or disk except the color computer 
James E. King, T opanga, CA 

Did you scientific TRS-80 programmers know 
that SQR, LOG, EXP and the Trigonometric 
functions still give single precision results even 
though they may be defined as double? The results 
appear to be double precision, but the last 10 digits 
are actually garbage. 

This problem has prompted me to write 
subroutines that calculate these functions even 
though Radio Shack sells a similar version (part 
#26-1704 $9.95). The program was written for two 
reasons: the challenge and I'm too cheap to spend 
the money. The Handbook of Chemistry was used 
as a reference to locate the series expansions for 
all the functions except square root. 

The six subroutines that perform these 
calculations use 825 'bytes (14 lines), beginning at 
line number 9000. They are all modular: use only 
the routine that you need. They stand alone and do 
not call any other routines. The Radio Shack 
program calls parts of itself so you must load all of 
it. 

The main program is set up as a calculator. 
Choose the function you want from the menu and 
enter the argument. The double precision answer 
will be checked for accuracy by both the single 
precision ROM (random access memory) call and 
the complimentary double precision routine. The 
number of iterations is printed just before the 
double precision answer to show how many times 
it looped. Note that the angular arguments (WA) 
are all in radians. If degrees are required, then 
multiply radians by 180/ PI. A to the Xth power is 
included (using subroutines LOG and EXP) in all 
but the square root.The subroutines loop until the 
difference between two successive answers is zero. 

Square root is found by Newton 's method: 

Wl = (WO + W / WO) I 2 

where W is the input, WO is the first estimate and 
Wl is the next closer approximation. It turns out 
that Newton's algorithm converges so fast that if 
WO equals the result from the single precision 
ROM call, iteration occurs only twice to achieve 16 
digit accuracy (line 9000). 

The series expansion of the natural log is 
implemented in lines 9020 and 9030. 

The series expansion of E to the Xth power 
(EXP) is implemented in lines 9040 and 9050. 

Sine and cosine were done together because it is 
necessary to force the input angle to within 2*PI 
radians. This is accomplished in line 9060. Line 
9080 implements the series for Sine and 9090 the 
series for Cosine. 

Tangent is calculated by calling the Sin-Cos 
routine and then dividing (SIN/ COS). 

Arctangent is longer because different series are 
used for X<l and X>l. Line 9130 implements X< l 
and 9140 implements X> l. 

Arcsine was added at lines 9150 and 9160. 
Table I shows how •to call the subroutines and 

use the additional variables. You must "DEFDBL 
W" just after string space is cleared and set WP = 
3. 1415926535897932. The variable"!" is used as a 
counter. The routines will run much faster and 
take less memory if you "DEFINTI". You can use 
"!" elsewhere because it is redefined in each of 
these routines. If"!" is holding a value in one of 
your routines, substitute another integer. All the 
subroutine entry points are indented one space 
(my own programming style). 

Unfortunately, some of the routines take a large 
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number of iterations to converge to a solution: 
EXP and LOG for arguments far from 1, and 
ARCTAN and ARCSIN near 1. There are only 
three ways I know to decrease the time: (1) use 
quicker converging algorithms, (2) adapt the 
routines to use the single precision ROM output as 
the seed for the double precision solution and (3) 
write the routines in assembly language. I do not 
know of any faster converging algorithms or how 
to use the single precision output as a seed, so, 
writing them in assembly is one of my projects for 
the future. 

The main advantages of these subroutines are: 
they are free (just type them in), take less space 
and you may use only the ones needed. This 
program is copyrighted with permission to use but 
not to sell. For your convenience, it is available on 
tape from ORION R&D, 20784 Medley Lake, 
Topanga, CA 90290 for $7.95. • 

Double Precision Function Routines 

Variables/ 
Functions 

Other 
Variables 

GO 
SUB 

WY=Sq. Root (W) 
Error Code if W<=O 

None 9000 

WY=Natural Log (W) 
Error Code if W<=O 

I, Wl, W2 , W3 9020 

WY=Exp(W)=E to the 
(W) power Overflow if 
ABS(W) > 87.33 

I, Wl , W2, W3 9040 

WY=Sine(WA) 
W =Cos(W A) 

I, Wl, W3, W8, 
W9 

9060 

WA=Arctangent (W) I, W3, W5 9100 

WA=Arcsine (W) 
Error Code if W>=l 

I, Wl, W2, W4 9150 

Double Precision BASIC Listing 

0 	 CLS : PRINT " DOUBLE PRECISION ROUT! 
NES, ANGLES IN RADIANS 

(C) JIM E. KING, 1980, PERMISSION TO US 
E & COPY, NOT TO SELL" : GOTO 9 

2 S = INKEY$ : IF S = '"', 2 ELSE RETURN 

3 	INPUT " FOR DSQR(W>O), R="; W : RETUR 
N 

4 	 INPUT " FOR DLN(X>O), X="; W : RETURN 

5 INPUT " FOR DEXP(X<87.34), X="; W : R 
ETURN 

6 INPUT " FOR DSIN(A) & DCOS(A), A="; W 
A : RETURN 

7 INPUT " FOR DATN(X), X="; W : RETURN 
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8 INPUT " FOR DASIN(-1<X<1), X= 11 
; W R 

ETURN 
9 DEFSTR S : DEFINT I, L : DEFDBL W W 

p = 3.1415926535897932 
10 PRINT "SQ<R>OOT <L>OG <E>AX SIN&<C>O 

S ARC<T>AN ARC<S>IN A<A>X" : GOSUB 2 
11R1120 IF S = GOSUB 3 GOSUB 110 : GOS 

IIUB 9000 : GOSUB 310 PRINT Roor2= 
"WY * WY 

30 IF S = "L" GOSUB 4 GOSUB 120 : GOS 
UB 9020 : GOSUB 320 W = WY : GOSUB 
9040 : GOSUB 330 

40 IF S = "E" GOSUB 5 GOSUB 130 : GOS 
UB 9040 : GOSUB 330 W = WY : GOSUB 
9020 : GOSUB 320 

50 IF S = "C" GOSUB 6 GOSUB 140 : GOS 
UB 9060 : GOSUB 340 : GOSUB 9100 

: GOSUB 350 : W = WY : GOSUB 9150 GOS 
UB 360 

60 IF S = "T" GOSUB 7 : GOSUB 150 GOS 
UB 9100 : GOSUB 350 : GOSUB 9060 

: PRINT I/2"D SIN/COS( 11 WA 11 )= 11WY/W 
70 IF S = 11 S" GOSUB 8 : GOSUB 160 : GOS 

UB 9150 : GOSUB 360 : GOSUB 9060 : PR 
INT I"DSIN( 11 WA")="WY 

80 IF S = "A" GOSUB 500 
99 IF S = "!", END ELSE 10 
110 u = SQR(W) : PRINT II SQR("W 11 )=11U" 

RA2="U * u : RETURN 
120 u = LOG(W) PRINT II LN( 11W11 )=11U 

: RETURN 
130 u = EXP(W) PRINT EXP("W")="II 

U : RETURN 
140 V = SIN(WA) : U = COS(WA) 
: PRINT SIN( 11 WA 11 )= 11V; TAB(36) 11 COSII 

=11U TAB(50) 11TAN= 11 V/U RETURN 
11 )= 11150 B = ATN(L~) : PRINT ATN( 11WII 

B RETURN 
160 v = ATN(W/SQR(1 - w * W)) : PRINT II 

ASIN( 11W11 
) ="V : RETURN 

310 PRINT 11 DSQR("W 11 )= 11WY; : RETURN 
320 PRINT<! - 3)/2 11DLN( 11W11 )= 11 WY : RETUR 

N 
330 PRINT I 11 DEXP( 11W11 )=11WY : RETURN 
340 PRINT I/2 11DSIN("WA11 )= 11 WY TAB(38)"0C 

OS= 11W 
IIPRINT DSINA2 + DCOSA2 - 1 ="W * w 

+ WY * WY - 1 
w= WY/W : PRINT DTAN( 11 WA 11 )=11W : RII 

ETURN 
350 PRINT(ABS(I) - 1)/2"DATN( 11W11 )=11WA 

RETURN 
360 PRINT(! - 3)/2"DASIN("W")="WA : RET 

URN 
500 INPUT "AAX A,X="; W, WX : W = ABS( 

W) : PRINT "AAX ="WAWX : GOSUB 9020 
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: W= WY * WX : GOSUB 9040 : PRINT TAB( 

17) CHR$(27)"DAftX ="WY : RETURN 
9000 WY = SQR(W) : WY = WY/2 + W/WY/2 : 

WY = WY/2 + W/WY/2 : RETURN '-WY=SQR 
(W) 

9020 W2 =(W - 1) I (W + 1) W3 = W2 : WY 
= W2 I = 3' - - - WY=LOG 

(W) 
9030 W1 = WY : W3 = W3 * W2 * W2 : WY = 

WY + W3/I : I = I + 2 : IF WY <> W1 
THEN 9030 ELSE WY = 2 * WY : RETURN 

9040 	W2 = W : W = ABS (W) W3 = 1 : WY 
= 1 : I = 0' - - - - - - - - - -WY=EX 
p (W) 

9050 W1 = WY : I = I + 1 W3 = W3/I * 
W : WY = WY + W3 

: IF WY <> W1 THEN 9050 ELSE IF W2 < 0 
THEN WY = 1/WY : RETURN ELSE RETURN 

9060 WA = WA/2/WP : WA = WA - FIX(WA) + 
1 : WA =(WA - FIX(WA)) * 2 * WP : WY 
= WA : W = 1 

W8 = 1 W9 = WA : I = 1 : I2 = 1 ' 
- - - - - - - - - WY=SIN(WA) W=COS(W 

A) 
9080 W1 = WY FOR I1 = 1 TO 2 : I = I 

+ 1 : W9 = W9 * WA/I : NEXT : I2 = 
1 * I2 
WY = WY + 12 * W9 : IF WY <> W1 THEN 

9080 ELSE I = 0 : I2 = 1 
9090 W3 = W : FOR I1 = 1 TO 2 : I = I + 

1 	 : W8 = W8 * WA/I : NEXT : I2 = - 1 
* 	12 

w = w + I2 * wa : IF w<> W3 THEN 909 
0 ELSE RETURN 

9100 W2 = 1/W : W3 = W I = 3 : IF W = 
1 OR W= - 1, WA = SGN(W) * WP/4 R 

ETURN 
9120 WA = W : IF ABS(W) > 1 THEN WA = S 

GN(W) * WP/2 I = 1 : GOTO 9140'- WA 
=ATN(W) 

9130 W5 = WA W3 = W3 * W * W : WA = W 
A - W3/I I = - 1 * SGN(I) *(ABS(I) 
+ 	2) 

IF WA <> W5 THEN 9130 ELSE RETURN 
9140 W5 = WA : WA = WA - W2/I : W2 = W2 

/W/W : I = - 1 * SGN(I) *(ABS(I) + 2) 

IF WA <> W5 THEN 9140 ELSE RETURN 
9150 W4 = .5 : I = 3 : W1 = W* W* W : 

WA = W + W4 * W1/I' - - - - - - WA=A 
RCSIN(W) 

9160 W2 = WA W1 = vJ1 * W * W : W4 = W 
4 * I/(I + 1) : I = I + 2 : WA= WA+ 

W4 * W1 II 
IF WA <> W2 THEN 9160 ELSE RETURN 

• 
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Things they never told me . 
For Model II 

Rupert N. Evans, 1842 Maynard Drive, Champaign, IL 61820 

Every machine and almost every 
program has some quirks that the 
seller never mentions . The 
designers or manufacturers know 
about some of these, but they may 
choose not to tell you for various 
reasons; the cost and delay in 
reprinting an instruction manual, 
for instance. Others are accidental 
or unknown and you may be the first 
one to discover that something 
happens when it shouldn't-or that 
something doesn't h appen when it 
should. 

These quirks are part of the 
software or hardware and may 
a ffect many users . Others are 
unique to your own machine or your 
program and will apply only to you. 
When you start to write with the 
TRS-80 model II, you will find 
quirks of both types. The secret is to 
anticipate these quirks a nd then to 
find ways of getting around them. 

Unique Quirks 
It is essential that you read the 

directions first. Otherwise, you may 
damage both software and 
hardware. The old adage, "If all else 
fails, read the directions!" has no 
place around computers. If you still 
have a problem after carefully 
rereading the directions, the next 
step is to make sure that everything 
is plugged in properly. Then, "If all 
else fails , find someone who has a 
machine and software like yours 
and see if he has the same problem." 
This new adage will help you isolate 
unique quirks. 

If the other machine, using your 
program, does not have your 
problem, then you have a unique 
quirk in yours and it needs to be 
fixed. That means that you need a 
trouble shooter. Whole books have 
been written about trouble shooting, 
but this article has a different 
subject. If you are not an electronic 
expert, be glad that you bought a 
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Radio Shack product. Their repair 
service is usually fast and 
dependable. 

If your machine, using a different 
copy of the same program, does not 
have the same problem, then you 
probably have a piece of bad 
software. This may be solved by 
making a backup copy of the good 
program or you may have a bad 
diskette which should be replaced. 

If another machine has the same 
problem that you did, using several 
copies of the program, then you may 
have either a software or a 
hardware quirk which is built-in. 
Unfortunately, the help you can get 
from Radio Shack on problems 
which are built in to their hardware 
and software is not as dependable 
nor quick as their machine repair. 

Built in quirks of the Model II 
The Model II is a complex 

machine which has complex 
software. It is a good rule of thumb 
that every new system will 
have a few bugs in it. This is why I 
waited a year to leave my Model I for 
a Model II. It turns out that a year 
was not enough. True, I avoided the 
fiasco of the Daisy Wheel Printer I 
and its successor. (I have had no 
problems with the Daisy Wheel II.) I 
also avoided the horrors of TRS 
Disk Operating Systems 1.0, 1.1 and 
1.2. 

TRSDOS 2.0 is excellent and 
version 2.0a is even better. My 
knowledge of TRSDOS 2.0a and 
Scripsit l.Oa was acquired the hard 
way. Six months ago I received a 
nice letter asking me if I wanted 
updates on my Radio Shack 
software. (This is one of Tandy's 
nicest characteristics. They keep 
providing improved versions of 
their hardware and software, 
usual!~ at no charge.) This time, 
however, they goofed . I have 

scrounged updated copies of 
everything, but the local store 
claims that nothing for me has been 
sent to them from Tandyland. 
Curious! 

Quirks of TRSDOS 2.0 
The Data Transfer Package for 

transferring programs from the 
Model I to the Model II works fine 
forTRSDOS 1.2 and l.2a, butitdoes 
not work for versions 2.0 and 2.0a. If 
you don't have a copy of TRSDOS 
l .2a, you should get one just for this 
purpose and use the XFERSYS 
command to convert the transferred 
files to the new DOS. If you can't 
scrounge a copy of version 1.2 or 
l.2a , if you will send me a large 
stamped, self-addressed envelope 
with 40 cents worth ofstamps on it, I 
will send you an 11-step procedure 
for transferring BASIC programs 
and a 19-step procedure for 
transferring Scripsit programs 
directly to TRSDOS 2.0a. 

The Model II Debug command 
will not let you look at, or modify, 
memory below 2800H (10240 
decimal) or above F3FFH (62463 
decimal). 80-U.S . magazine for 
May/ June 1981 (page 122) and 
July/ August 1981 (page 14) tells 
how to install Peek and Poke 
commands in place of OCT$ and 
NAME. These will let you look at 
and change anything. For 
convenience, the patch is repeated 
at the end of this article. 

I use the TERMINAL command 
to get library information for my 
writing, via modem and telephone. 
The local network requires that a 
hexadecimal 03 be transmitted in 
order to sign on. Page Bi l of the 
Owner's Manual should have an 
asterisk after the word "BREAK". 
as it does on page 5/ 3 of the 
TRSDOS section. This would call 
attention to the footnote. < Break> 
sends out '03H from keyboard, but it 
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is intercepted before it gets out of the p ow er s wit ch n ee d s s imil a r number, A=display ASCII but not 
machine. < Ctr! C> does put '03H treatment. Turning power switches display hexadecima l code)." 
out to the modem. on or off when a diskette is in place Note 3 should be a dded a t the end 

Don't be surprised when you get a will often wipe out a ll of your of page 2/ 55H of the TRSDOS 
"Boot Error , PI" wh en you turn on programs. A single switch with section of the owner's manual: "3. In 
your machine. This error (and a few outl ets for both the computer and order to turn SETCOM OFF, you 
others) can be caused by small the expa nsion drive unit is a good must firs t enter HOST OFF." 
particles of corrosion on the cable in vestm ent . If thi s swi tch is The first line of page 3/ 4 of the 
connectors. Usually this corrosion protected by a $6.00 spike killer TRSDOS section of the owner's 
may be removed by unplugging and diode fro m your local electronics ma nual should read: " BACKUP 
reinserting the offending plug. I do outlet, you have further protection (You must FORMAT before you can 
this monthly for each connection . against volta ge surges on the line. BACKUP. See page 3/ 8)." 
Don't forget the termination plugs if The last line of page 014 of the Add the fo llowing sentence before 
you use them . If this doesn 't cure the TRSDOS section of the Owner 's the last two lines of page 3/ 25 of the 
problem, rub a soft pencil eraser Ma nual would be more helpful if it TRSDOS section of the owner's 
over the ma le con tacts . Carefull y read as fo llows: "To delete fil es,' use manua l: " In the program above, 
brush off a ny rubber crumbs and the comma nd PURGE (ALL). The 'ENTER NEW CHAR VALUE IN 
coat the male contacts with a tiny password for a ll sys tems fil es is HEX (2)' means to enter two 
amount of a conductive lubricant PASSWORD." hexadecimal digits ." 
such as Dow Corning Molykote If you connect the transfer cable Change "VERIFY .. . 2/ 4" on 
F ormula 4. We didn 't pay for gold between the Model I and the Model page 6/ 4 of the TRSDOS section of 
plated connectors, so we need to do a II using HOST ON under TRSDOS the owner's ma nual to: "VERIFY ... 
little more work. Even the gold  2.0 or 2.0a, the Model II will lock up 2/ 68." 
plated computers sometimes h a ve unless materia l is being transferred See your Radio Sh ack dealer to get 
this same problem. from th e Model I. Start the transfer a PATC H fo r TERMINAL to 

It is very easy to turn the power and th en connect the cable. This decrease the number of pa ri ty errors 
a nd r eset switch es off or on procedure is n ot n ecessary if you use you are receiving. 
accidentally. One piece of soft er aser TRSDOS 1.2 or l. 2a . If your program ca lls fo r you to 
rubber placed above the reset and Line 3 of page 2/ 49A of the INPUT numbers and you type in 
another one below the power switch TRSDOS section of the owner 's lette rs instead , the computer prints 
will solve this problem. If you h ave ma nual sh ould read as follows: "Redo from sta rt", and inserts a line 
the expansion disk sys tem, its "LIST fil e (PRT, SLOW, R= record - feed. Similarly, if you type in a 

MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYSMISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS S: 
en en 

0 
(/)0 "' 

> 

ElJl1S 1.5 -<en"' ::!: EOAS is a sophis ticated Editor Turn your Edi tor Assemble r into s: 
and Assembler for TRS-80 I & Il l a disk package. This 32 K patch en> "' • All text may be input in upper or modifi es EDTASM fo r DOS op 0"' 0 lower case. eration. Features? Add full disk -< 

en 
en • Assemble directly from one or MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS 1/ 0 , block move, g lobal change, (/) 

::!: more disk files via •GET. ~ LOOS, Version 5.1 is the Ultimate in Operating S: printer pagination, sorted sym s: 
en • Assemble to disk or memory en Systems for the TRS-80 Models I and Ill. en bol table, print memory utiliza eni'i; • Binary, octal, decimal, hex, and 5l MISOSYS is your East Coast Headquarters 5l t ion, enhance DEFM expansion, 0 
O string constants; Mult iple con- ::!: for LOOS, th e documented system! Version -< protect memory, and recover en 

-<en slants may be input on a si ng le en 5.1 is priced at $ 1 69.00 + $5.00 S& H per "' afte r BOOT. From with in the en 
::!: line. i'i; system. Deduct $50 if ordering both. ~ EDTASM you will have DIR, s: 
en • CMDFILE util ity included. KILL, & FREE. Upgrade your c;;
i'i; • Conditional assembly support. EDTASM! $20. . 0 
O • Cross-Reference utility. ~ en~ l[)CJS 5.• 
en • DOS functions DIR, FREE, KILL, SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSll/\I SASOSlllll SASOSll/\I ::!: and LIST are supported. 

en • 14-character labels including USl':'JEJLH THE BOOKs must be a part of c;;

i'i; special chars."@","$",".","?". your tools. Volume I gives you 0

O • Editor includes block move, Complement your assembly language tools with this access to all math operat ions in en 

en global change, renumber, find. Z-80 disassembler which produces screen, printer, your Level 11 ROM. A symbol 
 -<en
::!: • EDTASM & M-80 source files cassette, or disk file output. A two pass process table of the entire machine not 3:en can be read or written. provides SYM SOLS for 16-bit address and 8-bit rel- ing over 500 addresses is includ
> • Expression evaluator supports alive references. EQUates& ORG are generated. ed. Volum e II tells you every- ~ :g +, - ,•, / , MOD plus log ical AND, Read SYSTEM programs & display load address thing you wanted to know about en 
~ OR, and XOR. range. $20 (DSMBLR I for non-disk use is $15). the level l/ O-printer, key- (ii11 
::!: • Paged & titled listings with page EDAS, CMDFILE, DSMBLR Specify Mod I or Ill. Add board, video, and cassette rou- 3: 
en numbers and date/time. $1 S&H+$.50 per program. VA residents add 4%. tines are fully explained. Each en 
i'i; • PAGE, TITLE, SUBTIL, SPACE, == c· 83 volume has a fully commented 0 
O & COM pseudo-ops supported. ircle # 51 listing of all the routines dis- en 
en • Set memory size, page prompt, MISOSYS - Dept. UP3 .~) cussed. THE BOOKS will save (iiMasterCard.
::!: JCL execution, Abort option. 5904 Edgehill Drive, J you hours of assembler pro- 3: 
en • EDAS is supported with TRSOOS Alexandria, Virginia 22303 gramming. Each volume is priced c;;
i'i; compatible DOSs (LDOS,VTOS). 703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140,31 O at $14.95 or buy both for $24.95. O 

-<en 
s: 

0 • Price is $79.00 + $4.00. S&H. Dealers Inquiry Invited Add $1 .50 S&H per book. en 
~ (ii 
:!:SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSll/\I SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSlllll SASOSll/Q SASOSlllll 
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Operating tips 

comma after the numbers which are 
called for , the computer prints 
"Extra ignored" , and inserts a line 
feed. For some reason, the computer 
does not consider these to be errors , 
and .will not trap them with the "On 
Error Goto" command. This may 
wreck a carefully prepared table on 
the screen. The solution is to use 
INKEY$ routines which trap or 
reject the unwanted characters. 

If you' are n ear the end or the 
beginning of a line and want to 
move the cursor to the other end of a 
line, move the cursor in the "wrong" 
direction and it will jump to the 
opposite side of the text. This is 
called "wrap around" . It saves time. 

When you are editing a line, the 
computer sometimes locks up. This 
occurs when you h ave pressed "I" 
for insert , h ave inserted some 
characters, and h ave backspaced to 
a point before the insert began. 
< Enter>, < Fl >, < F2> a nd < Esc> 
are powerless and nothing can be 
typed in. Don't panic and reset the 
computer, thus losing all of your 
program. Instead, press < Control 
period> or < Control comma>. For 
some unknown reason, this unlocks 
the computer. Now , type A < Enter> 
to restore the line as it was before the 
lockup. 

Quirks of Model II Scripsit 
Version l.Oa 

< Ctr! L> is supposed to center a 
line which is followed by a n 
< Enter>. If Mode 0 is on, < Ctr! L> 
usually moves the line too far right 
because it centers the line between 
the outline tab and the right margin, 
instead of between the two margins. 
The solution is to press < Ctr! 0 > 
before you type the line. This turns 
off the "outline tab" (Mode 0), 
which indents a paragraph after 
each line feed. Then press < Ctr! L> 
to center the line, followed by < Ctrl 
0 > to reset your normal handling of 
indentations. If you forget to do this 
before you type the line, put the 
cursor on the line, press < Ctr] 0 >, 
< Ctrl D>, P, and F. It is also a good 
idea to lock this recentered line with 
< Ctrl F >, P, and L. Otherwise, if you 
reformat during repagination, you 
will have to do all your recentering 
again. But, if you lock a line (or some 
larger block) which is single spaced 
and if you later want to change to 
double spacing, you will have to 
unlock the line first. 

A similar problem sometimes 
occurs at the beginning of a page, 
when an indentation occurs which 
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you don 't want. The same solution is 
used except that it is not necessary 
to lock the paragraph. 

The printer sometimes will feed 
several extra pages after having 
printed a page. After you have 
pressed <Ctrl U> followed by P to 
tell the computer that you want to 
print, specify a page length which is 
one line more than you used for 
pagination. 

If you have a footnote which is to 
be used on only one page, you will 
need to follow it with a footer page 
which has one < Enter> on it. This 
will prevent your footnote from 
being printed repeatedly. The same 
procedure must be used for single 
headers. 

If you have a footer or a header 
page and later add some material on 
a preceding page, repagination 
cannot be done properly. Scripsit 
looks at the extra material for the 
preceding page and decides that it 
should not be put on the footer page. 
Consequently, it creates a new, 
short page before the footer and 
renumbers all of the later pages.The 
easiest solution is to press <Ctrl D>, 
A or B (depending on where the 
cursor is) , and· M. This moves the 
short page into memory. Then , 
position the cursor at the start of the 
next page of text and press <Ctrl R> 
to recall the text from memory. 
Later, you will need to repaginate. 

One of the nicer features of 
Scripsit is that it allows you to 
MOVE a portion of the text easily. 
However, you cannot MOVE text 
from one Scripsit diskette to 
another. To solve this problem you 
will need to put, on the same 
diskette, (1) the material into which 
you want to MOVE text, and (2) the 
material from which you want to 
take the text. Then, MOVE the text. 
Later, you can COPY the revised 
material onto another diskette, if 
you choose. 

It is highly desirable to have Mode 
V set at all times so that you can see 
where you have line feeds, tildes and 
tabs. Press < Ctr! V> to turn it on or 
off. Look at the lower right corner to 
see if it is on. 

Occasionally you will have a line 
which lacks a tilde (wavy mark) at 
the end. This can be added by 
pressing < Ctr] 6>. 

To get to TRSDOS, which is 
hidden on a Scripsit diskette, press 
< Hold Enter> after the TIME 
query , during boot up. If you are in 
TRSDOS and want to get to Scripsit, 
enter STARTUP. 

Unlike TRSDOS, it is not 
necessary, in Scripsit, for you to use 
the FORMAT command before you 
use BACKUP command. 

If you haven't traded in version 
1.0 of Scripsit for version 1.0a, you 
can count on having lots of 
problems with repagination. There 
is no charge for the exchange at 
your local Radio Shack store. Be 
prepared for a long wait, however, if 
they don't have it in stock. Itpays to 
see if another nearby store does 
have it in stock. 

Add the following note at the 
bottom of page 29 of the Scripsit 
instruction manual: "See TRS-80 
Microcomputing News, February, 
1981, page 3, for instructions on how 
to access ten different characters ." 

Quirks of Daisy Wheel 
Printer II 

The manual says that when the 
printer stops because it has run out 
of ribbon , you cannot restart it, but 
must begin that page again. Not so, 
at least on my printer. You may, 
however, want to start the page 
again because the characters 
printed at the extreme end of a 
ribbon are sometimes very faint. 

On some Daisy Wheel II printers, 
numbers are printed slightly higher 
than capital letters . This may not be 
noticeable unless capital letters and 
numbers appear next to each other. 
The Daisy Wheel has two concentric 
circles of characters with the 
numbers on one circle and the · 
capital letters on the other. If the 
printer is misadjusted, characters 
from one circle may print at a 
different height than characters 
from the other circle. 

Another typical misadjustment 
makes it difficult to insert the ribbon 
between the Daisy Wheel and the 
plastic paper guard. If the lower 
portion of some characters is not 
printing clearly, press the plastic 
guard toward the platen, to allow 
the ribbon to drop into place. 

If you have a tractor and are using 
continuous form paper, it is a good 
idea to have a final header page 
with only a few < Enter> symbols on 
it. This gives you an automatic feed 
to the point where you can tear off 
your printout. 

The Daisy Wheel II with tractor 
does not print superscripts evenly 
and does not return sharply after 
printing a subscript. In order to 
prevent the tractor and the friction 
feed from working against each 
other, the friction feed usua1ly is 



loosened when the tractor is in use. 
The tractor pulls the paper well, but 
doesn't push it. If you are using 
super and subscripts, it is a good 
idea to print one page at a time. 
Then tighten the friction feed at the 
beginning of each page which has 
super and subscripts, but release it 
at the end of each such page. 

Use double line spacing for super 
and subscripts. They don't work 
well with single spacing because 
they are printed a half space up or 
down. This causes them to overlap 
single spaced lines above or below. 

On page 14 of the manual for the 
Daisy Wheel II, place an asterisk 
after each of the two lO's in the 
decimal column. 

On this same page, insert a 12 
after the first 10, and in the column 
headed "Function," write in "Top of 
Form. LPRINT CHR$(12)". In other 
words, to send the printer to the top 
of form at any time, type LPRINT 
CHR$(12) <Enter>. 

Because Scripsit has no global 
means of spacing down from the top 
of form before printing, some people 
use a header page with the required 
number of ENTERs to space each 

page down. This is obviously better 
than placing the same number of 
ENTERs at the top of each of many 
pages. But an even easier way is to 
set the printer to the top of form and 
then turn the platen to space it down 
manually. The printer will then 
start each page the same distance 
down from the top of the form. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
The Modem should not be 

connected to an interruptable 
telephone line. Such lines make a 
sound which interrupts a 
conversation to let you know that 
someone is trying to call you. The 
Modem does not know how to 
handle this sound, so it may print 
garbage, or may disconnect you 
from the computer to which you are 
talking. You will need to get a 
"teenager's" telephone for your 
computer, or stop paying the 
tele~hone company for the interrupt 
service. 

If you wear trifocal glasses, it is 
difficult to look at both the screen 
and the keyboard. A separate pair of 
"reading glasses" which has a 
prescription halfway between the 

two most powerful parts of your 
trifocals is a good solution . 

Conclusion 
In spite of all of the suggestions I 

have made, I am convinced that the 
Radio Shack Model II is the best ten 
thousand dollar word processor and 
computer on the market. Because it 
sells for much less than ten 
thousand dollars, it is a remarkable 
bargain. Indeed, it is a better word 
processor than several which sell in 
the fifteen thousand dollar range. 

I have used my Model II heavily 
for six months, writing letters, 
articles, monographs and a book. 
Not a single repair has been needed 
on the computer or its accessories. 
At first, I was unhappy about the 
greater cost of programs, but now I 
see that you get what you pay for. 
Compare, for example, the relative 
sophistication of the Model I and II 
Scripsit,' Profile and Statistical 
Analysis. 

I still have not learned all there is 
to know about the Model II , but I 
know that I'll never be satisfied to 
go back to a simpler computer. 
Neither will you. • 

----------------------ASIC application 

MiniGraf 
For Models I, II and III Jim Peyton, Georgetown, KY 

You may have graphing programs by the diskful. 5 CLS: CLEAR200: DIMA(13): PRINTTAB(2Q) "M 
Here is a miniaturized version which won't put a large I N I G R A F":PRINT:PRINT"GRAPH TITL 
bite (byte?) on your stora~e space. It holds a E (ONE LINE OR LESS)":INPUT A$:INPUT"dozen items, just enough for a year's worth ofmonths or INPUT STARTING YEAR (ELSE HIT ENTER)"whatever, and supports a range ratio of 1 to 50. All 
inputs are prompted. It even centers itself vertically on ;B:IF B=U THEN 8=1 
the screen. 6 I=I+1 :PRINT"ITEM";I;"VALUE <TO QUIT H 

For the Model II you will need to change the PRINT@ IT ENTER)";: INPUT A(I): C= (C+A (I) +ABS ( 
.statement in the second line to (80*1NT(12(1+ 1)/ 2)) + C-A(I)))/2:IF A(I)>O AND I<13 THEN 6(31-LEN(A$)/ 2)) and the middle STRING$statementin 

the third line to (50*(A(J)/ C),147). ELSEI=I-1:CLS:PRINT@C64•INTCC14-CI+1) 


)/2))+C31-CLENCA$)/2)),A$ 
7 PRINT STRING$C62,61):FORJ=1TOI:PRINT 

1 ' ***** M I N I G R A F ***** B TABC6) STRING$C50•CACJ)/C),133) ACJ 
2 ' BY JIM PEYTON ):B=B+1:NEXT:PRINT STRING$(62,61):PRI 
3 ' GEORGETOWN KY NT TABC18)"TO CONTINUE PRESS ENTER";: 
4 ' INPUT:RUN 

• 
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cPoatlveTRS·80 sensational 
computlnfJsoftwaPa 
 softWBP6 

Stock & Options Analysis Solar Energy Analysis 
Cassette CS-3306 ( 16K). 599 95 
Disk CS-3801 (32Ki. 599 95 

Should you hedge. buy. or sell out? Stock 
and Options Analysis puts a securities advisor 
in your computer. prov iding you with four 
powerful investment tools Option gives 
important indices for opening and closing 
call option transactions. Opgraph presents 
a graph o• table of profit for any combination 
of long or short calls. puts. and stocks This 
allows the de tai led evaluation of three types 
of hedges. Newprem helps predict the future 
premiums of an option at any desi red time 
and future stock price Portvaf lets the 
computer do the paper work. providing full 

Cassette CS-3307 f 16K). 549 95 
Disk CS-3802 f32Ki $99 95 

F·Chart Solar Energy Analysis eliminate$ 
many of the tedious ca lculations required 
when designing solar-heating systems 
Beyond providing a thermal analysis . the 
program allows designers to qu ickly deter · 
m ine the effects of changing any spec ifica· 
lions. allowing fast . accurate. and inexpensive 
experimentation 

Systems using air. liquid . or domestic hot 
water in any c limate can be analyzed in 
detail The program expands the traditional 
F-Chart proced ure by taking ground-water 
temperature into account and allowing for 

Available 7181 

mixing valves in domestic hot water systems 
F·Chart Solar Energy Analysis quickly pays 
for itse lf by freeing you from time-consuming 
calculations 

The disk version of the program includes 
a da ta base of all necessary cl imatic data 
for any location in the United States These 
data are in the printed booklet included 
with the cassette version but must be entered 
manually for your geographic loca tion 

portfolio services. including value per share . 
current va lue. and capi tal gain The prog ram 
includes the effects of commissions. margin 
interest and dividends Beyond helping to 
organize and evaluate your present portfolio. 
Stock and Options Analysis is an excellent · 
aid for planning and testing future 

· strategies The comprehensive 24-page 
manual with this package not only shows 
how the programs work. but is also a primer 
on the strategy of hedging listed options 
against common stocks. This strategy has 
been repeatedly shown to actually be more 
conservative and more consistently profitable 
than straight buying and selling of stocks 

Personal Address and 
Information System 

Disk CS-3509132Ki $24 95 

Is your address book beginning to resemble 
a heavily-edited inkblot? Do your friends 
keep moving. forcing you to c ross cut and 
rewrite addresses and phone numbers? Let 
the Personal Addre5s & Information System 

turn filing drudgery into computing pleasure 
You can store all the crucial information. 
including name. address. home and work 
phone numbers. spouse 's name . and 
comments or remarks At any time . the 
information can be edited or changed 

And there·s more Names can be sorted 
in alphabetica l orde r Entire entries can be 
printed. as well as mailing labels Names 
can be searched for by first letter In a 32K 
system. you can search any record for up to 
two key phrases . turning Personal Address 
& Information System into a versatile filing 
system with unlimited uses 

Available 7 / 81 

Text Processing 
Cassette CS-3302 ( 16Ki S14 95 

This program turns a 16K. TRS-80 and 
lineprinter into a line oriented text-processing 
system 

>J llflS IS lll lllMUl.6 IJDTJ\I: CDllJllJI; 1llCl PlllIS9li 
>i? 1J(ll(llllll!l'lllllllf1l llfl/l;S, 111 IT"'"11111!lWI 
>3 11IC11!1C llJll[l, 11 IS 1111ZJI' IOI llllt l'!llU lllll 
)4A1[J(I 1'11!KIS:!ll!TOT111111111( arnro11111111111ll 
>5 llICTRIC llJll[l. 111 11111111ACllAY(I(11111Clll111.Y 
x. ro IU!lll( llfllliS Lii[ Diii 111 lllll'Ul!I; 11111 C111 Siil! 
>7 IOYS. 

Deve loped exclusively for the TRS-80 
this program lets you use the computer to 
enter general text or business letters. edi t 
and modify your work, save text on cassette 
tapes. and print out a pertect report . docu
ment. or letter every time 

CS-3504 Disk (32Ki 524 95 
(Disk includes Checking 

Account . CS- 33041 

c 
D 
[ 

I 
K 
L 
p 
Q 

COOllU: LIST !Ji SCIIDf 
IlliT£ Lii( 

EDIT 
IllS[RT LllE 
R£SIJ[ KEYil«i 
LIST !Ji SCIIDf 
PRllfT tm Cf.fl 
llUil~ 

SIM: !Ji Tiff 

Editing commands are similar to those 
used in Level II BASIC. so there are no 
complicated new commands to lea rn Lines 
may be either inserted or de leted A special 
format is avai lable to speed entry of business 
le tters Fina l printout ca n be done in 
numbered pages and you may print multiple 
copies 

Business Address & 
Information System 

Disk CS-3510 (48K) s24 _g5 Available 7/ 81 

Do you need quick access to business 
contacts and customers? Put more organiza
tion in your organization with the Business 

changed or edi ted whenever necessary 
The program allows entire entries to be 
printed . and can also generate mailing 
labels. 

When you need information fast. you can 
sea,ch for speci fic names or find all entries 
that contain one or two key phrases Any 

Order Today 
To order any of these sof tware packages 

send payment plus S2 00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing 
Morris Pla ins NJ 07950 Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 

Order loday at no risk If you are not 
complelely satisfied your money will be 
promptly and cou rteously re funded 

Creative Computing Software 
Moms Plains NJ 07950 
Toll -free 800·631 ·8112 

key phrases can be used Business Addre5s in toll -free In NJ 201-540-0445Address & Information System A comple te & Information System wi ll help you make 
file containing company name . add ress. the most of your time. putting the routine
phone number. and comments can be quickly GPeatlve computluf1 softwaPework in the computer where it belongs
entered and stored Information can be 

TRS·HO is tnc •e91s•erco t•adema111 o r Tandy Corp Circle #13
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CG 16-Character Generator Kit 

G. P. Associates 

PO Box 22822 


Sacramento, CA 95822 

(916) 392-0257 


Model I 4K and up 

$64.50 + $2.50 s/h 


Several desirable internal 
modifications for the Model I TRS
80 are thin line graphics, lower case 
letters and special gaming and 
other graphics symbols. G. P. 
Associates' CG 16-character 
generator, which combines these 
features, sells for $64.50 plus about 
$20 more for the required Electric 
Pencil lower case modification. The 
character generator is compatible 
with Scripsit and Electric Pencil. 

Hesitation in deciding to make 
modifications to electronic 
equipment is natural but the added 
capabilities and ease of installation 
are more than enough incentive for 
those questioning this kind of 
purchase. Besides reading the 
installation instructions before 
commencing, the biggest help for 
impatient computerists is having 
someone else read the directions and 
look over your shoulder as you go 
through each step. 

Installation requires cutting nine 
traces and soldering 14 connections 
(including the Electric Pencil 
control key). The installation of the 
additional small circuit board 
requires removing the TRS-80 
character generator and inserting 
the board into that socket, then 
reinserting the original character 
generator on the added circuit 
board. Installing the chip 
backwards doesn't harm anything 
but it won't work that way. For 
those who have Bill Archbold's 
older speed-up kit, only one wire 
needs to be moved. The new 3.5 to 
5.3 Mhz speed-up kit needs no 
changes. Some may wonder how 
much work it is to restore a keyboard 
if repair is required. It's faster than 
whacking it up in the first place. It 
takes about fifteen minutes to 
unsolder this kit and bridge the 
traces again with insulated wire. 

The lower case letters look better 
than those on the Model III high
resolution monitor. This is because 
the CG 16 makes each pixel round 
rather than oblong. The improved 
video display is apparent, no matter 
what characters are on the screen. 
The g, q, y, p and j tails are a full two 
pixels below the line. Some 

character generator chips used with 
lower case mods have the 
descenders only one pixel down so 
the CG 16's more attractive 
rendition is a plus. The newer Model 
I's manufactured in 1980 have a 
different character generator chip 
which causes the lower case letters 
to be displaced one scan line or pixel 
lower than the upper case letters, 

numerals and punctuation. The old 
chip is Motorola part number MCM 
667 4 and can be purchased as a 
repair part from Radio Shack. 
Lower case characters are not as 
awkward-looking as the 'funny' 
letters in the old Electric Pencil 
modification displays but some 
might find it objectionable. 

Also in the CG 16's repertoire are 

'many' new characters that are 
programmable like the regular 
block graphics. There are a total of 
256 characters that can be 
addressed with STRING$, CHR$, 
PRINT@ and PRINTTAB. These 
require a driver patch to the ROM 
video driver. Short BASIC and 
assembly patches are provided in 
the instructions and the BASIC 
patch is in the demo tape program 
included in the kit. 

The additional characters include 
game symbols, halftone blocks, 1/4 
tone blocks, three-pixel tall blocks 
(as opposed to the four-tall standard 
blocks), and forty single-pixel-thick 
straight line segments. These are all 
programmed as you would the 
regular TRS-80 graphics. Program 
changes are provided so several 
popular games can use the new high 
resolution game symbols. 

Thirty-two electronic symbols are 
also available. For those who design 
electronic circuits or teach 
electronics with their TRS-80, these 
characters may be useful, but most 
people would get more use from their 
own 32 custom designed graphic 
symbols available for approximat
ly $30. These are in a 6 x 12 pixel 
matrix. Two 6 x 12 characters side 
by side fit in a square grid in the 
expanded mode (32 characters per 
line). A switch is provided to toggle 
between the regular and new 
character set. 

There are some complications in 
using the driver patch. Some of the 
ROM locations of the new 
characters are also used by some of 
the EDIT subcommands. It is no 
problem to write a program in the 
first place, but when trying to debug 
it with the patch enabled, the EDIT 
command does funny things. You 
can get the keyboard so screwed up 
that BREAK, RESET and many 
other functions don't operate. Be 
sure to disable the driver patch 
when trying to edit a program. 

The demo tape shows many 
applications of the new characters 
but apparently the tape was 
designed for a computer show. It 
cycles from one display to another, 
which is no problem. But all the 
programming is in PEEK and 
POKE, forcing the user to learn this 
method or not have the benefit of the 
examples shown. The manual gives 
only one line of BASIC program 
example. 

The book, TRS-80 Graphics, by 
Don Inman is recommended for 
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anyone who wants to learn either 
standard or CG 16 graphics 
programming. 

There are those who have the 
newer metal frame keyboards and 
don't use the Electric Pencil control 
key because it is difficult to mount 
on the metal frame. The diagram 
with this review shows how to 
modify the key base to fit between 
chip Z3 and Z4 on the keyboard 
circuit board, below the left hand 
shift and Z keys. This is a very 
convenient location. It can be 
attached with silicone or otherwise 
glued into place. 

I have found the CG 16 to be a very 
desirable addition to my TRS-80. 
From the lower case letters and 
high-resolution video display, to the 
thin line graphics and special 
characters, it greatly enhances the 
abilities and quality of the machine 
for a modest cost. 

Brian Wood 

A razor saw or hack saw blade may be 
used to cut wedges from both sides of the 
control key base. The solder lugs on the 
bottom are bent parallel to the key base to 
allow it to fit close to the circuit board. 

The Systems Guide to FIG Forth 

C. H. Ting, PhD 


Offete Enterprises 

Available from: 


Mountain View Press 

PO Box 4656 


Mountain View, CA 94040 

(415) 961-4103 


$25.00 


How do you build or modify a 
Forth system without knowing 
exactly how it works inside? The 
answer is very care{ully unless you 
already have Ting's book. 

The Systems Guide to FIG Forth 
is a detailed look into the inner 
workings of the Forth Interest 
Group's Forth (FIG Forth). As such, 
it is better than any other document 
available for explaining how Forth 
really works. However, even though 
Ting presents a clear and concise 
explanation of the FIG Forth 
system, it isn't really an amateur's 
book. It is more of a manual for FIG 
Forth'~ concepts and construction. 

The book's chapters contain: 
Language Definition of Forth; FIG 
Forth: an operating system; Text 
Interpreter; Address Interpreter; 
Compiler; Error handling; Terminal 
1/ 0; Numeric conversions; 
Dictionary ; Virtual memory ; 
Defining words and the CODE field; 
Control structures and immediate 
words; Editor and Assembler. 

This book makes more sense after 
reading other material available 
especially while following through a 
listing of FIG Forth . Ting's 
examples are drawn primarily from 

MAIL LIST 

THESE FEATURES MAKE THIS THE BEST 
MAIL LIST PACKAGE AVAILABLE : 

• 	YOU CAN ADO OR DELETE ANY OF 
THESE FEATURES TO CUSTOMIZE THE 
PACKAGE TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 

• 	PROGRAMMABLE SHORTHAND INCREASES 
THROUGHPUT BY UP TO 5 TIMES 

* 	INSTANTANEOUS SORT-SEARCH-EDIT 
ON OPERATOR COMMAND 

* FULL LABEL OPTIONS
* FORM LETTER CAPABILITY 
*FILE SIZE LIMITEO ONLY BY 


YOUR DOS & NUMBER OF DRIVES 

* U.S. /CANAOIAN/FOREIGN ZIPS 

*HODEL I I I II 48 K DISK 


FULL SYSTEM. . . . . . . $125 U.S . 
DOCUMENTATION ONLY .... $ 20 U.S . 

QSI SYSTEMS 
P 0 BOX 82026 
BURNABY, BC 
CANADA V5C 5P2 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

Forth as implemented on Digital 
Equipment Corporation's PDP-11. 
Fortunately, they aren't essential to 
the understanding of the book. 

This manual is recommended to 
those building a FIG Forth system. 
For those not planning such a 
system, it still may be useful in that 
it shows how the Forth Interest 
Group solved their problems. 

T. R. Dettmann 

Invitation to Forth 

by Harry Katzan, Jr. 


PBI Books 

Available from: 


Mountain View Press 

PO Box 4656 


Mountain View, CA 94040 

(415) 961-4103 


$18.50 


A major drawback in the Forth 
area has been books that were 
understandable to the beginner. 
Katzan has taken a good step along 
the way towards making Forth 
available to more than just the 
advanced progra mmer. 

Invitation to Forth starts out with 
a chapter on the Forth concept. 
After this simple introduction to the 
language are two chapters 
explaining how computer hardware 
and software functions. The next 
chapter is devoted to Reverse Polish 
Notation (RPN), followed by the 
details of making Forth work. 

Katzan 's book is a mixture of a 
good and bad explanation of how 
Forth works. Most of the 
explanations are simple and short; 
they can help form a good basis of 
understanding if the reader is 
willing to spend the time. However, 
a beginning level programmer may 
be only confused with the concepts 
of MAR's and MDR's. I personally 
didn't have any problem following 
the book as everything was familiar 
in one way or another. However, I 
wonder how useful it is to talk about 
microcomputer architecture at this 
level. 

My only complaint is that al
though there are some simple 

, illustrations, they aren't really 
extensive enough to be useful. There 
are no detailed examples of Forth 
programming. 

Overall , the book can be 
recommended as one ofthe simplest, 
least painful ways for the beginner 
to be introduced to the Forth 
language. 

T. R. Dettmann 
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WHY JS THE ALPHA JOYSTICK 

SUCH A SUCCESS ?

• 
Because of games like these. 

TALKINGTALKING ROBOT ATTACK ROBOT INCREDIBLE! This amazing game actually TALKS 
without a speech synthesizer, through the cassette 
AUX plug .ATTACK 

ALL GAMES: 
16K Level 2, Mod 1 + Mod 3 Cassette: $15.95 

32k Level 2, Mod 1 + Mod 3 Diskette: $19.95 

10% discount tor2 games, 15% tor 3 or more 

Games may be played with or without joystick. 


THE LATEST ARCADE CRAZE now runs on your 
TRS -80. 
It 's eat or be eaten . You control Scarfman around 
the maze. gobbing up everything in your path . You 
attempt to eat it all before the monsters devour you . 
Difficulty increases as game progresses . Excellent 
high speed machine language action game. FromSCARFMAN The Cornsoft Group. With sound . 

CAUTION : Played with the Alpha Joystick. Scarfman 

may become addictive. 


ATTACK FORC{ 
Asleroids floal ominously around lhe The sound ol the klaxon is ca lling you ' As your ship appears on the bottom ol Your ship comes out of hyperspace As yo u look down on your view: 
screen . You must des troy the asteroids Invaders have been spotted warping . the maze . eight alien ships appear on the under a convoy of aliens You destroy astronauts cry out for rescue You must _; 
belore they destroy you1 (Big asteroids loward Earth You shill right and lefl as top . all travel ing directly al you' You every one But another set appears . maneuver through the asteroids & 
break into litt le ones ) Your ship will you lire your lasers A lew break lorm- move toward them and lire missiles But These seem more in1e1ligent You meteors (Can you get back to the space 
respond to thrust. rotate . hyperspace ation and lly straight al you' You place the more aliens you destroy lhe laster eliminate them too Your fuel supply 1s station?) Fire lasers to destroy the 
and lire Watch out lor that saucer with your linger on the lire button knowing the remaining ones become II you get diminishing You must destroy lwo more asteroids but watch out. th ere could be 
the laser' As reviewed in May 1981 Byte that th is shot must connect• With sound too good you must endure the " Flag · sets before you can dock The space an alien FLAGSHIP lurking Includes 
Magazine elfects• ship" With sound effects• station is now on your scanner Wittl sound ef lects' 

sound! 

THE ALPHA JOYSTICK: 
Toll FreeREAL ARCADE ACTION 

Order in 
CFeatures the famous ATARI JOYSTICK 
CWorks with any Level II or disk system Model 1 (800}
CPlugs directly into KB or El l (next to printer port) 
CCompatible with any other TRS-80 accessories 22'fm0916 
l'lJSaves your keyboard 
CFun to experiment in BASIC . Simply use A= INP(O) 
to read the joystick 

CFully assembled . ready to plug in and use . 

Price includes Atari Joystick + Alpha Interface + ADD $.I . SO PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING ANO HANDLING. 
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FIRST CLASS MAIL.instructions + demo program . The Alpha Joystick 
WE ACCEPT VISA. MASTER CHARGE. CHECKS M.O ••

is backed by an unconditional money back COO : ADD S2 .0D EXTRA. • 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABL.E "Ill'. • 
N Y RESIDENTS ADO SALES TAX 

guarantee . If you are not delighted with it , return it 
within 14 days for aprompt and courteous refund . 

Circle# 5 



Canadian Color 
Computer Owners 

Save time, money and hassles by buying 
your software in Canada. We have a wide 
selection of programs for the Color 
Computer-everything from games and 
business to utilities. Try these: 

16 Programs for the Color Computer- on 
1 tape-less than $1 ea. Biorhythm, Letter 
Processor, Games, in well-documented 
BASIC .. ....................... $14.96. 

Machina Language Games (from Spectral) 
with unbelievable graphics! Color Invaders, 
Meteoroids or Space War .. . .... $29.95• 

Color Computer Writer- Versatile word 
processing program on cassette. $49.95* 

DISK 'N DATA 
5450 Rugby Street 

Burnaby, B.C., Can. V5E2N1 
•All prices in $Cdn. U.S. orders take 18% 
discount. Please add $2 for postage and 
handling. 

GRAPHICS EDITOR 
AND PROGRAMMER 
(GEAP) Part text editor, drawing utility, and 
BASIC program creator best describes GEAP. 
GEAP's command library allows creation of 
Intricate screen Images and formats. When 
finished, GEAP will conetruct a BASIC pro
gram that wUI recreate the Image 'lo'Ou· have 
drawn. The program created requires no spe
cial operating system. Just type RUN. Program 
writing options allow ASCII compatible (hand 
.editable, also required by some compilers), 
compressed or String format. Using GEAP's 
CQ.!Timands require• no knowledge of BASIC 
programming. However, GEAP's features 
make it the professlonal's choice. 

GEAP's facilities ·include over 40 com
mands. GEAP will magnify, rotate, ehrlnk, 
or move figures to othe"r locations. You may 
move all or selected portions of the screen, 
create one compoalte drawing from 2 or 
more drawing•, reverse graphic pixels, shift 
between graphics, alphanum_erics, create 
your own graphic characters and much more. 
Most other Basic proitram drawings may be 
edited to GEAP's Basic program format. Fu· 
lure eapanelon module• are planned or you 
can design your own now. Model I, 16K min, 
Lil. Disk. and stringy are supported. Cassette 
and 20 page manual $25.99 I Manual only 
2.99 - CA. add 6% - Dealer Inquiries inv1tea. 
'F CONSULTJNG-74355 Bl1ITONWOOD

PALM DESERT, CA 92260 

Eliminate disk re-boots and data 
loss due to poor contact problems 
at card edge connectors. The 
GOLD PLUG - 80 solders to the 
board card edge. Use 
isting cables. 
CPU/keyboard to 
expansion interface .. . .. $18.95 
Expansion interface to disk, prin
ter, RS232, screen printer
(specify) ...........$9.95 ea 
Full set, six connectors... $54.95 -VISA- •EAP COMPANY 

P.O. Box 14, Keller, TX 76248 
(817) 498-4242 

*TRS-80 is a trademark of 
Tandy Corp. 

• PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
• OPTION PRICE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 

(wlatilily, time premium. Black-Scholes) 
• STOCK PRICE TREND ANALYSIS 

(volume, price. dlrecllon, screens) 
• FUNDAMENTAL & TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

(PIE, yield, dividend performance , elc .) 
• ON BALANCE VOLUME-Granville 
• COMMODITIES, BONDS. WARRANTS 
• COMPUTER INVESTOR NEWSLETTER AVAILABLE 

Over 100 easy-to-use professional Investment 
analysis programs similar lo those used by lhe large 
investment houses now made affordable. For Apple, 
TRS-80, ATARI, PET. CP/M and olhers . 

SEND $3 TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG 

Wall Streat Software 
332 E. 3oth Street 
New York, NY 10016 

Order Toll Free 
1-800-528-6050, 

ext. 1592 
Your System------

If your diskette software library is not com
pletely backed up, or, if you are wasting disk
ettes by making backup copies of all your 
diskettes, your problem is solved! Using 
DUMPLOAD, the total contents of your disk
ettes can be safely dumped to tape. The hi
speed tape option allows six 35 or 40 track 
diskettes to "fit on one C60 casette. 
• TRS-80 Model 1 16K- 48K 
• TASDOS or NEWDOS80 Compatible 
• May be used to back-up TRSDOS, VTOS 

4.0, NEWDOS, MICRODOS, or data 
disks. (Single Density) 

- $16.95 on Cassette- $19.95 on Diskette 
Plus $1.00 handling (Indiana Res. add 4% tax) 
TOLL FREE 24 HA. ORDERING SERVICE 

1-800-525-9391 (Ext. 509) (Except Colo. ) 
1-800-332-9259 (Ext. 509) (Colo. Residents) 

or Mail Check or Money Order To : ,....,.. 
COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICES L..:::J 
8188 HEATHER DRIVE ti ~I 
NEWBURGH, INDIANA 47630 ~ 

NEWSLETTER 
E.J. Neiburger, 
D.D.S., Editor 

1000 North Ave 
Waukegan, IL 60085 

The DCN is an international 
group of dentists, physicians 
and office management people 
who have interests in office 
computers. Though the 
emphasis is on micro
computers, many members 
use minis. We cater to all 
makes and brand names. 
Annual membership dues 
$12.00. Membership runs 
from January to January. If 
you join mid-year, we will 
supply you with the years back 
issues. 

Everything needed to add powerful 
BASIC GPIB·488 controller capablllty 
to TRS·BO Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or 
DOS with aminimum of 16K. 

488·808 
For Mode/ 1 
Operation ~~- 1 •·

488·80C 
-- For Mode/ 3Im' Op_eratlon 

Model 488-808 or 488-80C Price: $325. 
+ shipping, insurance & lax 

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE 

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING 
LABORATORIES 

11 Neil Drive• Old Bethpage, NY 11804 
Telephone: (516) 694-3205 

•Trademark of Tandy Corp. 
There is no affiliation between Scientific 
Engineering Laboratories and Tandy Corp. or 
Radio Shack. 

TRS-80 
Model I 

Disk 
Interfacing 

Guide 
80-U.S. Journal 

3838 South Warner St. 
Tacoma, WA 98409 

(206) 475-2219 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Software Potions 
24 Exciting Programs 

for only $2.50 each 
Subscribe to Software Potions 
and receive a cassette with 4 
superb machine code programs 
every other month. Comparable 
programs would sell for $8 to $15 
each elsewhere. 

Software Magic 
Box 2184, Bramalea Postal Stn. 

Bramalea, ONT 
Canada L6T 3S4 

Tel. (416) 451-9452 

DENfAL COMPUTER 



40 INCOME TAX 

PROGRAMS 


For TRS-80 Mod. I/Ill 
On F.ormatted Disks 

• Run on 161< or Larger DOS systems 
• Documentation Included. 
• Must be converted for Mod. Ill 
• Various program Methods for study 
• Check inputs; if OK, print, else easy to 


correct before printing 

• Our Third Year of Tax Service 
• Try ONE disk. If OK, 40 other Tax 


Programs are available. 


FIRST DISK contains Form 1040, and 

Schedules A, B, C, D, SE and TC. 


CAT. NO. TR #1 Price $24.75 PPD 

ll!:.l GOOTH SOtTWARE ICIJ 

'...':••-.:.·:·: .--···:. '.:••---_-_--... :·._·._--•· .'\,':'_._'. ·? ':··-:,' _.-:- _-, 

~~flhifi~)l'iS=> 

FRI CTI ON FEED FOR YOU R EPSON 

MX-70. MX-80.
0 r 
"MX-iO ar:C MX-80 are trade Marks of EPSC(>l' _ Inc..••......................····················* 


+ 	 Conve rt s yo ur pr i nt er f or f r ic ti on 

f eed of SI NGLE SHEE TS or RO LL 

PAPER . 


+ 	 Snap- on I nsta l lat i on la ll you 
need is a sc r ewd ri ve r , no solder in g ! 

+ 	 Tracto r feed remains und i sju r bed. 


....-;..:""...·~~, 

+ 	 Prove n re l1 ab1l1t y. .;~,, . ·u/'i 

+ Ava il abl e NOW ! :_, ~~~~·~.~// ~{:; ' 
+ Only $39. 95 !add $1. 50 forpTi stagel 


. . ................ "'*** * * "' "' - . ......... ... .. ****"'*• 

~AT I SFACTIO:: (.\' ,\R,\t:T!: rr> OR Ynl'R Mn!iEY !\,\Cf: 

Ml CRO-GR I P, Ltd. 
P. 0. BOX 873 
LA FB, VA 23665 

Model Ill 16K 
Color Computer 4K$839 $310 

2disc & RS232C 
Model 11148K 

w/16K Ext. Basic 
$2100 $459 
BUY DIRECT. These are just a few of our great 
offers which include Printers, Modems, Com
puters, Peripherals, Disc Drives, Software and 
more. callTOLLFREE t•800-J4J·8t24 

1001 Colfax St. 
Danville, IL. 61832 

(send for free catalog) 

SOUND IN BASIC 11 •• •$9.95 
Add space sounds and 

notes to all your BASIC 
PROGRAMS with this utility 
program written in BASIC. 
It shows you 3 songs and 
siren/laser/torpedo/ping 
pong ball sounds. Also 
shows String Packing •• • 

BARGAIN PACK 1• • ••• $19.95 
5 SOUND progra1s for 

lots of fun . Hang• an/GOLF 
Lasers/lander/& Roulette. 

MICRO·DE$1GN PRESENTS 

THE MDX·4 


PHONE MODEM 
P.C. BOARD & USER MANUAL 

$39.95 

• 	 300 BAUD 
• 	 DIRECT CONNECT 
• ANSWER AND ORIGINATE MODES
* SOLOER·MASKED & SILK-SCREENED 
• 	 ON BOARD POWER SUPPLY 

MOX-4 PC BOARD & USERS MANUAL . 31.95 


USERS MANUAL . .. .. . .. . ... : .. .. , . 1.115 

(Texas Residents Add 5% Tex) 

(Add S3.00 Shipping /or Board) 


The 

Captain 80 


Book of 

BASIC 
Adventures 

See it at your local dealer or 
order direct from: 

SO-Northwest Publishing 

3838 South Warner St. 


Tacoma, WA 98409 

(206) 475-2219 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

MAGAZINE SAMPLES 
FREE listing of over 150 
magazines offering a 
sample copy -, 50<!: per 
sample. Send stamped 
self -addressed #10 

envelope to: 

PUBLISHERS 
EXCHANGE 

PO Box 1368, Dept 278 
Plainfield, New Jersey 

07060 

Adds these features to Level 
Basic: 
I RAH Printer Spooler 
I Prograaable Shift Key Entries 
I Keyboard Debounce 
I Auto Repeating Keys 
I Spelled Out Error Kessages 
I Blinking Graphics Cursor 
I 	 Graphics at Machine Language

Speeds 
I Change Line Nuabers 
I LPRINTTABs >b3 
I 	 JKL-TO-PRlNTER Function 
I 	 Unlinited USER Routines 
I 	 Sound &Huch Kore!!! 
Requires lbK Level II 
Only $19.95 fro1: 
Haine Data &Financial 
Systeas Inc. 
S.R. 79, Box 103 
Orland, KE 04472 
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@News 
Jim Perry Stringy Floppy owner's news 

Back by popular request! I managed to miss 
deadlines for both the Nov/ Dec and January issues of 
@NEWS, but I'll try not to let it happen again. The 
@NEWS office (my bedroom) has moved to Silicon 
Valley, so if you feel the urge to write, even a slight urge, 
use 181 Commercial Street, Sunnyvale, California 
98046 - my bed is literally in a corner of the Exatron 
factory, while I find a place to live! 

The list of addresses for saving commercial software 
in the Sep/ Oct 81 column was so popular that I'm 
making it a regular feature in @NEWS. With a 
three-month backlog of tips, patches and news to try to 
get through, I'm going to hold the word-processor 
reviews over until the next installment. 

@LOAD One 
Later than originally planned, but better late than 

never, @LOAD One is now available. If you ordered it 
and it has not yet arrived, call Exatron on the hot line. If 
you didn't order a copy, you are really missing out on 
some excellent software. 

@LOAD One contains four programs from the 
ESFOA Library (actually seven, as one is a set of four 
"dumb" programs), and two bonus CAI, public domain 
programs (received from the San Mateo Office of 
Education, "SOFTSWAP" division). 

The first program, written by Mike Pelt, is a utility 
called String Packer. With it you can create complex 
screen formats, with graphics and text, and "pack" 
each screen into 15 string variables. The packed strings 
can then be used by your programs, producing 
extremely fast screen changes. File two is called 
UNLIST, written by Dave Dickerson, and is a mystery 
program. So not to spoil it, I'll just say that it gives your 
TRS-80 a lot of "character." 

The third ESFOA Library program is a 
"Mastermind" program, and was written by Carl 
Kaminski. As a fourth program, Wee Willy managed to 
sneak in a set of four "dumb" programs under the 
names of PUZZLES. (He called them "dumb",notme
I think they are pretty smart!) 

As a bonus there are two Computer Assisted 
Instruction (CAI) programs, Fastmath and Reducing, 
from the new Exatron Educational Software Library 
(more details on this later). Fastmath, written by Nancy 
Sandler and modified by Gerold Melin, helps students 
develop speed in math problem solving. Played by two 
students, they have to answer problems correctly and as 
fast as possible to keep their opponents score down. The 
final CAI program, originally from CUE/ Asilomar 
(modified by Dave Hildebrandt), is Reducing - it drills 
young students in reducing fractions. 

Free Software! 
•If you didn't order @LOAD One, and would like a 

copy, it's available for $9.95 (includes tax, postage 
everything!). Actually, all the programs are free, the 
$9.95 is to cover production and mailing costs only. 

As mentioned earlier, there is a new Educational 
Software Library at Exatron, full of public domain CAI 
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software. Any school purchasing a Stringy will receive 
a free package of Library CAI software. Schools already 
having a Stringy can get the same package for $9.95. As 
has always been Exatron policy, all Library software is 
free - you only pay for production costs. 

Cheap software! 
Many readers have written to say that they didn't 

realize how much software was available from Exatron 
- at last count there were more than 60 titles available, 
with more being added each week. If your catalog is 
more than six months old, call for a new one. We include 
a current copy with every order. 

One of the latest programs (so new it's not in the 
catalog yet), and in my opinion one of the most 
useful, is DUMP+ZAP. This $9.95 program is in fact a 
set of four machine language utilities which allow you 
to display memory locations on the screen. In less.than 
ten seconds you can scroll through a full 48Kofmemory, 
with all memory contents displayed in hexadecimal and 
ASCII. DUMP only displays memory, ZAP can alter 
memory as well as display it. 

Vanishing act 
Dr. Lichen Wang, the author of the Stringy operating 

system, described the following hardware modification 
at a recent ESFOA Workshop. It was written up by Mike 
Van Pelt. 

The modification allows you to display the 
odd-numbered video locations when you are in the 
double-width display mode. An unmodified TRS-80 will 
only display the even locations. 

1. Find Z43 in the keyboard. Cut the trace from pin 5 
to ground - on both sides of the circuit board. 

2. Connect a jumper lead between Z43, pin 5 and pin 
7 of Z59. 

The modification is now complete! It may be the 
simplest there is. Now the "2" bit of port 255 will switch 
the display between odd and even locations when in 
32-character mode. 

From READY, type POKE 16445,8 - this puts the 
computer into 32-character mode, displaying even 
locations. POKE 16445,10 will do the same for odd 
locations in RAM - everything printed while in even 
mode will vanish instantly. In BASIC programs you 
can experiment with OUT255,X with 0, 8 and 10 for X. 
Happy vanishing! 

Two-way aid 
In the last @NEWS, Gary Dixon asked about the 

Graphics Editor program (Jan/ Feb 81 80- U.S.). The 
program's author, Bill Mason, says that a simple patch 
is to delete line 40, and set memory size to 31667 before 
activating the Stringy with / 12345. 

This month it was Gary's turn to help other readers, 
he sent in the following letter about Level III BASIC: 

"Level III is an excellent program, I especially Like the 
custom single-key command function. However, I found 
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it tedious having to enter all the custom commands, 
every time I loaded the program (@LOAD, @SA VE, 
FOR X = 1 TO and several others). 

At first I tried to @SA VE the customized version, 
using the addresses in the ESF User Manual, to no 
avail. After Level III loads, it relocates itself in memory. 
So by usinR the ESF-80 Monitor, I looked throuRh 
memory to find out where it had moved itself. The 
running program needs the following to @SA VE it, 
@SA VEl , 16896,5591,16896 - and you will have your 
personally customized Level III BASIC, with a simple 
@LOADl. " 

Help wanted 
Programs which have defeated owners include: 

Fairway - 80, Lemonade and Proball - 80, from 
Brookstone Associates. 
BASICPro, from Softworx. 
Olympic Decathalon, from Microsoft. 
Cosmic Patrol a nd Air Traffic Control, from 
Instant Software. 
Space Invaders, Pigskin and Pinball, from Acorn . 
MBL Baudot a nd M80 2.1, from Macrotronics. 

Ifyou have transferred any (or all?) to wafer please let 
me know. 

Next month 
Well , that's a ll I can squeeze in this month - but 

going monthly means information will be much more 
up to date. A Model III Stringy? Color Computer 
Stringy? Find out next month . • Circle# 69 

The Color Computer's Own 
l '1C"•' c; a whulr ,..0<1a n1 ~a•uao1c u1tort11at+011 ,,.. the RAINBOW 10 help you n1akc me mosr 01 you1 ColOI 

C11mriu1N Anet "'"C"•' the RAINBOW •s c1r\·n1t'(l e •Clus111r.tv 10 tnc TRS· so· COIOt Comou1er lhe1c •S never a 

cu•1\cr~1nn wnt>to''" 
L riH1•no o;cllt .-.·<111• .:1111nor~ ro•11t<D11 11• p1og1arns C•f'•1· "l(Jnrtl wnoch 111c1v0e some ot me lcnes• games vhhlJCs 

t1nc1 p1ar11c-,11 n•nh1c1•1" N oune1' Ttic co•.,r;1C1C i.sttngs •or thesc p1og1ams a•r. av;111ao1e 1n the RAINBOW! 
Th~ RAINBOW 1 tt.111 <; il"O T •PS ::100 s1>Cc1a1 P1nc1or1c lca1ure 9111e the bcs1 up 10 me -rri1nu1e 1nl()fma11on 
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run lo• t••nr c,pf'(•,11 cw111orat•1"' vnu •i:allv ra1f' ,1oou1""' The RAINBOW has all l h•S sorl or 1nro1mal1on aria much 

t, sw•r.•a111•ntll""' or aop1waticm1 US<' Leners ro lhe RAINBOW to rcach lhOusanas ot other ColOr 
Computf'• nwn.•r~ HclvL' a 11e,11 prog1am ynuc11 ~ 1· tu sriarcJ Sena it'" lor cons1acr a11on Because IM RAINBOW 
•S 1(\11•n;11,.:;1o<· ,,11\ 1V•t'nl t•d 011• C'"Dtias•s 1<; oro 1.gn1 oc::ioi1ncs anc1 suncr l as1 lu rriarouno You aon I have to wait a 

"'nnrh o• lwl' IO .,,.r l'"'C •csu•ts 01 VOll' QuPSl•OflS n• clt011s 
A1•d lht' S<tlllf' Of>o 'S ltll y()ul Sufl<;f"l•Pl•on Ofc1f'I You It QCI sta• tca '" aOOUI 1'11CC WCCkS 101 me cu11cn1 •!>Sue 
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DISK DRIVE WOES? 
PRINTER INTERACTION? 
MEMORY LOSS? 
ERRATIC OPERATION? 

Don't 
Blame The 
Software! 
Power Line Spikes, Surges & 
Hash could be the culprit! Pa t #4 .259 .705 
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our 
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb 
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. Guaranteed! 

• ISOLATOR (IS0·1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral 
Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load 

• r;OL~°r~~t(IS0."2°i ·2 itiier° i~'o'1aied ·3~ . ~ong .so~ket. ba~ks; (i59
·
95 

sockets total); integral Spike/Surge ~uppression; 1875 W Max 

load, 1 KW either bank ............... . . ...... ... . .. $69.95 


• 	SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0·3) similar to IS0·1 except double 
Isolation & Suppression ........................... $104.95 

•SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0-11) similar to IS0·2 except double 
Isolation & Suppression . .... . . . ........ . ... . ... . .. $104.95 

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (IS0·17) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For 
ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems . . . . . . . . . $181.95 

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) ..... .. . ... Add $9.00 
• CKT BAKR/SWITCH/PILOT (·CBS) . . . . . . . . . Add $17.00 

AT YOUR MasterCard, Visa, American Express 

DEALERS ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·225·4876 


(except AK HI PR & Canada) 


~Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
J 71 South Main Street Natick Mass 01 760 

Technical & Non-800: 1-617-655-1532 

ACTION GAMES 

The fastest growing producer of computer games for 

your 6809 has the products you have waited for!! 

ARCADE GAMES FDR 
THE CDLOR COMPUTER~€-~'· 

c,P.~~ 11!~ ~0'-0'! 
\)1'~~ -ERst:Rk

t\ Fast paced action • Super Hi-Res Graphics 

Dynamite sound effects • Runs In 16K of memory 


These games will astonish you wilh their Detail and Quality. 

They set a standard for others to follow. 


- ADVENTURES -

Calixto Island• cri~c illlack ~anctum 
Highly acclaimed by reviewers • Challenging situations 


Fast, ellicient machine language • Runs in 16K of memory 

Save game In progress 


Adventu res on 5 '1• TSC FLEX disc (spec1 ly 6800 o r 6809) ea $24 95 

Both adventures on smgle d isc . S39 95 

Adventures lor color compu ter ea $19 95 

C olor B erserk !or color computer ea $24 95 

Cave Hunter tor color computer ea S24 95 


Sn1oped p1t~•d 1n conl•"tn1a1 u S C~hlo•noa •t~•dl!nls pll;'llSI! otdd 6• . Iii • 


--·~-~~:--- 1 - MORE COMING SOON 
I 	 Circle# 70 •
MARK DATA PRODUCTS 

23802 Barqullla, Mission Viejo, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551 
TRS 80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP 
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Scripsit Spelling and 

Hyphenation Dictionary 


Radio Shack 26-4534 

$199.00 Model II 


2-disk, 64K systems 


The Scripsit Spelling and 
Hyphenation Dictionary program 
from Radio Shack introduces a very 
large (100,000 word), rapid spelling 
checker for the Model II. We used 
this program to check many articles 
a nd were very impressed. 

Description and Installation 
The program and word list reside 

on one eight-inch diskette which is 
to be used only on an external drive. 
It has no operating system and 
comes complete with its own three
ring binder and set of instructions. 
The directory for this diskette 
resides on track one and contains no 
a lternate directory. Care must be 
taken, therefore, when formatting 
diskettes for backup use with this 
program. 

Installation of the program 
entai ls modifying the Scripsit 2.o· 
and dictionary diskettes for the 
needs of the system. Prior to use , one 
must decide if the optional user list 
of words is needed. This list makes it 
possible to add up to 2,047 words 
which are not found in the 
dictionary's master list. Modifica
tion of the two diskettes is handled 
through a command program and is 
virtually automatic. 

The manual , although only 19 
pages, is complete. In some places it 
is difficult to follow due to brevity, 
but is generally self-explanatory . 

The program does not distinguish 
between lower and upper case 
lett ers. It will not locat e 
grammatical errors or errors 
associated with words used in the 
wrong context. An interesting 
explanation on word variations is 
worth repeating here: "Most words 
have a basic word, or root from 
which they are derived. The word 
remains recognizable even when the 
derived word is used in a different 
sense or in a different way. For 
example, a verb may change to 
either indicate tense or a different 
part of speech. 
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"These changes are often shown 
by the addition of affixes to the root. 
Thus our vocabulary is vastly 
increased and it becomes impossible 
for any dictionary to contain all the 
variations of all words." Then 
follow thirty variations of the word 
like. Quite an eye-opener! There is, 
unfortunately , no indication of 
whether these words are coded, as 
with Cornucopia's Microproof, or 
are compressed in a literal form. 

Operation 
The only way this dictionary may 

be used is by calling it directly from 
Sciprsit 2.0. This is done by pressing 
control-U, S or, as an alternative, 
the Escape key, U and S, in that 
order. Once the actual program 
starts, the screen will display the 
starting time, the page being 
checked and a word count of those 
not found. After locating all of the 
bad words and while returning to 
Scripsit, the program will display 
the total number of words in the text 
and the ending time on the video. 
Scripsit will scan the pages of text 
and highlight (in reverse video) the 
first word not found. 

At this point the operator will be 
given the following opportunities: to 
correct the spelling, add the word to 
the user list, flag the word for later 
processing, delete the word or skip it 
and go on to the next. Correction 
a nd addition features offer the 
opportunity to either correct the 
spelling or add hyphenation points. 
A final opportunity is given to check 
for correctness. 

Flagging a word places the 
plus/ minus symbol in front of it for 
use after all of the unknown words 
have been highlighted . Word(s) in 
question may be further processed 
manually using the global search 
mode of Scripsit. Deleting and 
skipping words are handled with 
the F2 and down-arrow keys . 

The manual fully explains two 
methods used to protect a block of 
text from being checked for 
correctness. An operator may want 
to do this when there are a lot of very 
technical terms which might not be 
found in the program's dictionary. 

Findings 
There are some limits to the 

dictionary. One is the 2,047 word 
user list described earlier. Another 
is the limit of 1,500 words not found. 
This latter limit may be overcome by 
pressing the Break key , processing 

the words up to that point and then 
rechecking the document. 

The user list would not accept 
words with embedded numbers, 
such as in NEWDOS80. The user list 
accepted NEWDOS without 
hesitation. The problem was solved 
by changing all references to 
NEWDOS80 to the more correct 
form, NEWDOS/ 80. 

We used Lawrence Charters' text, 
Help For A Dead Language, as a test 
for this spelling dictionary. All the 
words Lawrence had flagged as 
incorrect, exce pt the word 
irr ega rdless , were located. 
Irr ega rdl ess is considered 
nonstandard because it is 
redundant according to the 
unabridged version of The Random 
House Dictionary of the English 
Language. Nonetheless, it does 
creep into the English language. 
The words ain't, yup and nope were 
checked and all but the word yup 
were accepted. Unfortunately, there 
is no way to delete unwanted words 
from the dictionary. 

Hyphenation 
The hyphenation portion of this 

package is a separate program and 
appears to be the first of its type for 
the Model II . It adds automatic 
hyphenation capabilities in 
accordance with established rules: 
no more than two consecutive lines 
may be hyphenated; capitalized 
words, the lastJWord in a paragraph 
or a word which is not in the 
dictionary or user list may not be 
hyphenated. 

Hyphenation takes place when 
these rules and the conditions 
concerning a hot zone are met. The 
hot zone is the number of available 
spaces a line must have before the 
program considers hyphenation. 
This is set to three, but may be 
changed to any number from one to 
nine by means of a patch to the 
program. 

Conclusion 
The size of the dictionary and the 

speed with which the text is checked 
are impressive. Certain words are 
included in the dictionary which we 
feel should not be there. Since they 
are seldom found in written text, 
they do not pose a major problem in 
using this program. In our opinion, 
Tandy has produced an excellent 
addition to the Scripsit word 
processor for the Model II. 

Tom Huber 



Star Scout 

Adventure International 


Box 3435 Longwood, FL 32750 

(800) 327-7172 


$14.95 Model I/III tape 16K 
$20.95 Model I disk 32K 

Star Scout is based on the ever 
popular Star Trek game. In this 
version, you are the commander of 
a scoutship with the task of 
defending the Inner Orbits against 
the invading Zargonians. The 
Confederation has developed a new 
secret weapon which will enable you 
to destroy the enemy base planet. 
However, there is one minor 
problem - the weapon is now dis
assembled. Each of the ten space 
stations scattered throughout the 
galaxy contains one component of 
the planet-killer; if only someone 
could secretly visit all ten space 
stations and pick up the ten parts of 
the weapon. Once assembled, the 
base planet could be destroyed, and 
with extreme luck, the 30 Zargonian 
warships could be hunted out and 
decommissioned. 

That is the basic plot of this real
time space game. The galaxy is 
contained within a 20 x 20 grid and 

GOSUB 
GOSUB'S MXB0/70 Friction Feed Kit $49 .95 ppd 

• Use Single Sheet Paper Use Inexpensive, Roll Paper • 
• Use Your Own letterhead Does Nor Affect Pm-feed Use • 

PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS 
EPSON MXBO ...S545 ppd EPSON MX100 ... S825 ppd 

THE PRINTER STAND ...... ... . ....... ...... $29.95 

SAVE MONEY ANO SPACE- Holds almost any printer that uses 9y, .. size 
paper or forms. Made from 1/." acrylic. allows 3 " of paper or forms to be stacked 
under printer. Great for use with bottom load printer s! Fits: MXB0/ 70-M icroline 
BO's BASE 2-850 Bytewriter -1 and many morel 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR THE GOSUB FRICTION FEED KIT 
USA- Alpine Computer Center. 2526S . Alpine Rd.. Rockford. Ill. 61108,(815) 
229-0200; OMEGA Micros. 3819 West Michigan St .. Milwaukee Wis. 53208, 
1414) 933-6088; EXATRON. 181 Commercial St .. Sunnyvale. Ca . 94086.1800) 
538 -8559/ CA 1408) 737 -7111 

CANADA- Microwest Dist. Ltd., 1940 Larson Rd . North Vancouver. B.C . 
Canada V7M 2Z8. 1604) 988-9998 or 988-6877 
AUSTRALIA-:- Computer Campus Pty. ltd.. 11 Rundle Street, Kent Town, 
South Australia . 5067. ph . 08 424826, telex 88156 

STRATEGY SIMULATIONS 
MERCENARY FORCE- Command a mercenary army Decide the number ol 
rnen. type of weapons. armor. air support. medical aid and transports. Bau le the 
enemy in jungles, underwater, on moons and in space. (1 ·4 players)TRS -80 L2 
16K .. . 916.95 
SPACE MERCHANT- Build an Empire in the stars Choose your cargo, means 
of shipping and security . Risk pirates. ion storms. engine failure and other 
hazards while you try to become a Space Merchant 11 -6 players) TRS -80 L2 
16K . . . $9.95 

We have just about everybody's software. 

Call us and t11/I us what you want. Wt1'v11 got it/ 


GO SUB Gosub lnt'I .. Inc. 
P 0 . Box 275 501 E. Pawnee, Su ite 430 
Wichita. KS 67201 Wi chita, KS 67211 
1316) 265-9992 1316) 265,9858 

Kansas residents add 3% sales tax 

All prices subject to ct1ange without not ice 


FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST 

(TRS -80 is a trademark of Ta11dy Corp.) 


Dealer Inquir ies Invited 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
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the ship can maneuver one sector at 
a time. The player is provided a view 
of the ship's instrument panel, 
which contains a view screen 
showing what is happening outside 
the ship, a weapons status board 
indicating the operational 
readiness of your torpedoes and the 
number of pieces of the planet killer 
that have been picked up. A 
communications window displays 
various messages, a shield status 
indicator shows the strength of both 
shields, a star clock shows your 
remaining time and a location 
indicator gives your coordinates. A 
torpedo counter and enemy counter 
are featured and a long range 
scanner gives you information on 
the four quadrants around the ship. 
A stations visited board reminds 
you. which stations have been 
visited and a galaxy map shows 
where the ship has journeyed so far. 

The pilot must search each sector 
for a . space station and, if found, 
must dock with it to pick up a new 
piece of the weapon. The pilot must 
also worry about such trivial 
matters as running out offuel before 
docking with a station, thereby 

ending the mission, or engaging an 
enemy warship in combat. Being a 
scoutship, the only advantage! is 
speed and it must be exploited to 
survive the warship's superior fire
power. Once engaged in battle. there 
is no escape - it is a battle to the 
death. The view screen shows the 
position of the enemy and, by using 
the arrow keys, can be lined up in 
the crosshairs for a torpedo shot. 

The game has some very good 
features and is quite cleverly done. 
The graphics are excellent and the 
sound effects are very good. There is 
even an opening theme song from 
'Star Wars. There is a save game 
feature . There are 20 levels of 
difficulty and a few unexpected 
surprises, such as an enemy space 
station disguised as a friendly one. 

The galaxy map is hard to use and 
is not documented at all in the 
instructions. It is actually turned 
around, but a little thought will 
enable you to use it for its intended 
purpose. Overall, this is one of the 
best Star Trek-type games around. It 
is also available for a 16K Level II 
machine with some features lacking 
to make it fit into the smaller 
memory size. 

Jim Klaproth 

PRIZE WINNING 
CHESS 

SFINKS 3.0 (New) 
Prize winner in Paris in the 1981 Microcomputer 
Chess Championship ; Slinks 3 .0 is the fastest and 
strongest chess program ever written! 

FEATURES: Book Openings, Chess Clock, Thinking 
on Opponent's Time , Infinite Levels of Play, and 
Ruthless Playing Ability! 

32K cassette or disk only 83995 

SFINKS 1.81 
Prize winner in San Jose in the latest (1980) U.S . 
Microcomputer Chess Championship ; Slinks 1.81 
beats Sargon II, Mychess and Gambiet 80. Easy to 
use with many convenience features . 

32K cassette or disk now only 82495 

Please specify cassette or disk and Model I or Ill. 

INCLUDE $2. 00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING. 


Wlll.IAM A. FINK 

PO. BOX5912 

LIGHTHOUSE POINT, FL 33074 


Exceptional Dealer Discounts Available. 
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TRS-80 

MODEL I 


DISK 
INTERFACING 


GUIDE 


$5.95 
POSTPAID 


FIRST CLASS 

(United S tates Only) 

$7.95 Foreign Airmail 
(U.S. Funds) 

Send to: 
80-U.S. Journal 


3838 South Warner St. 

Tacoma, WA 98409 


(206) 475-2219 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Send Copies of the G uide 

Check Enclosed ________ 


Visa or MasterCard 
# _____________ 

Exp. Date ________, 

S ignature ---------- 

Name----------~ 
Address__________ _ 

C ity----------- 
State ______ Zip ____ 

A Oivis io 11 o r 80-Nort hwes t Puhlis hin!J. In c 
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Spectral Associates 
145 Harvard Avenue 
Tacoma. WA 98466 

TRS-80 Color 
$21.95 

When Color Meteoroids is loaded 
and running, look around to make 
sure you are in your own home and 
not in an arcade. The high
resolution graphics make this game 
very realistic and competitive with 
the arcade version. Every detail is 
clearly seen, right down to the tiny 
gun on your spaceship. 

Meteoroids appear from the sides 
of the screen and flow very smoothly 
on different trajectories. As the 
meteors are hit with your photon 
torpedoes they split into two smaller 
sizes before they can be destroyed 
completely. When you fire and hit a 
meteor, a small bit of space debris 
appears for about a second around 
the destroyed rock and then fades 
from the screen . You will have to be 
sure to avoid the debris for it can 
destroy your ship ifyou get too close. 
This adds an extra dimension to the 
game because you cannot destroy a 
meteor that is very close to your ship 
without taking a chance of 
destroying yourself in the process. 

Be alert for any alien ships which 
may appear on the screen. They 
come directly out of hyperspace and 
are much more accurate than the 
arcade version. These aliens will 
steer right for your ship until you 
either destroy them or they destroy 
you. 

The difficulty level of the game 
determines how long an alien ship 
will stay on the screen, how fast it 
moves, how many torpedoes it fires, 
and how often it will appear. This 
feature is very convenient because it 
allows you to get used to the game 
before committing yourself to more 
serious warfare. 

Two joysticks are required for use 
with this program and each 
performs specific functions . The 
right joystiCk controls thrust and 
the joystick button acts as a trigger 
enabling you to fire photon 
torpedoes. Firing will be continuous 
if the button is held in the down 
position. The left joystick controls 
gun positioning and the joystick 
button controls the hyperspace 
mode. Hyperspace will relocate the 
ship randomly on the screen each 
time it is used. Be careful when 
entering hyperspace. Re-entering 
the screen at or near the vicinity of a 
meteoroid may result in destruction. 

Using both joysticks simultan

eously to control the game presents 
quite a challenge. There is the 
tendency to forget the functions of 
the controllers, but this is a good 
challenge for your manual 
dexterity. Control is not impossible, 
but you might prefer to have one 
person control the gun and thrust, 
while another controls direction of 
motion and the hyperspace 
function. 

The sound effects for this game 
a re somewhat limited. According to 
Spectral Associates, this is because 
the computer's central processing 
unit (CPU) must control all of the 
game functions . When the CPU is 
making a sound it cannot do 
anything else. It must stop screen 
action, make the sound and then 
return to the game. With the short 
sound used in this garrie, no adverse 
effects are noticed on the screen . 

Overa ll , Color Meteoroids is an 
excellent game - even better with 
two people at the controls. It is much 
more challenging than the arcade 
version a nd you don't need quarters 
to get your initials on the screen. 

Space Invaders 
$21.95 

When I reviewed the new Space 
Invaders game for the TRS-80 Color 
Computer, the first question that 
came to mind was, " Is it as good as 
the arcade version?" If this game 
was installed in a Space Invaders 
cabinet very few people could tell the 
difference. 

The game starts with a wave of 
invaders in an array eight wide by 
six high. Each horizontal line of 
invaders has a different form of 
movement, exactly like the original 
arcade version. The invaders move 
sluggishly at first (left to right), with 
a slow rythmic pounding sound, 
then increase their speed as they are 
destroyed . Ten points are scored for 
destroying invaders in the bottom 
rows, twenty points for the next two 
rows and thirty points for the top 
two rows. A bonus of 500 points is 
awarded for destroying a complete 
wave of invaders. 

Your base (at the bottom of the 
screen) is moved from left to right 
using the right joystick. The right 
joystick button fires missiles at the 
attacking invaders, who drop about 
twice as many bombs as the arcade 
version. The left joystick controls 
perhaps the best feature of this new 
game: a shield! The shield is a bit 
tricky to adjust, but once set, your 
base can sit close to it and destroy 
the invaders quickly. The shield 
does, however, give you a false sense 
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of security because an exploding 
bomb will render it inoperative 
for about three seconds. So, if two 
bombs are dropped on top of the 
shield at the same time, one will go 
through. 

The left joystick button activates 
hyperspace. Pressing it causes the 
base to be relocated somewhere on 
the bottom of the screen. This is the 
only feature of the program I don't 
like. The shield adds adequate 
protection without taking away the 
excitement of the game but, whoever 
h eard of a base going into 
hyperspace? Also, it would be nice to 
h ave some kind of indicator on the 
screen to tell which wave of 
invaders you are dealing with. 

The game also h as a mystery 
invader who takes the place of one of 
the regular invaders and is 
identifiable by his erratic 
pulsations . He is worth 100 points 
and is usua lly in the middle of the 
pack, so if you want to pick up the 
extra points be prepared for a 
shootout! 

Both games are good examples of 
the Color Computer's high 
resolution graphics and game capa
bilities. I hope Spectral Associates 
continue writing programs like 
these. Rich Rehaume 

Cognivox VIO 332 

Voicetek 


P.O. Box 388 

(805) 685-1854 


$149 plus $5 shipping 


Model I, 16K Level II 

I recently bought the Cognivox 
VIO 332 from Voicetek. Impressive 
as this unit is, the voice quality is 
not quite up to that offered by Texas 
Instruments. This is understand
able, however, as the software is 
written for non-DOS (disk operating 
system) use and the 1/0 
(input/output) speech drivers reside 
in low memory. 

It is no problem to relocate these 
drivers so that the disk operating 
system would not overwrite them. 
Also, the BASIC execution program 
was easy to modify for use with Disk 
BASIC. 

The manual is well written and 
easy to use. It shows how to 
incorporate the speech recognition 
and voice response into user 
programs. Programs that come with 
the Cognivox are VOX2, the 
machine language 1/0 driver; 
PROG2, an executive program to 
help teach the capabilities of the 
VIO 332; DIALOG, a program 

which will allow you to carry on a 
conversation with the computer; 
MUSIC, a program which will let 
you play three songs through the 
VIO 332; and a game which uses 
speech recognition and voice 
response. 

The words which Cognivox is to 
say and recognize must be loaded 
with the drivers. Voicetek does not 
currently offer a disk version, but it 
may not be too long before they do. 

I am working on a way to save the 
words and tables created by the 
Cognivox programs on disk. In all , I 
have had a lot of fun with this little 
goodie. It has provided for a lot of 
learning experiences and even a few 
frustrations . The possibilities seem 
to be endless. 

At $149.00, this unit is a bargain. I 
feel that you will not be 
disappointed in the performance 
and can easily recommend it for 
a nyone who is even slightly 
interested in speech 110 for 
computers. Richard G. Hale 

Threaded Interpretive 

Languages 


R. G. Loeliger 

Byte Books 


70 Main Street 

Peterborough, NH 03458 

$18.95 

Forth is not an easy la nguage to 
write about. Threaded Interpretive 
Languages is a n attempt to rectify 
at least part of this problem. It 
presents everything necessary for 
someone to design and implement 
their own threaded interpretive 
langu age. Loeliger's examp les 
fo llow his own experience in 
developing implementations of 
Forth for his computer. Most of the 
examples are directly related to that 
development. 

If you are fami li ar with computers 
a nd how they work you should find 
Loeliger to be understandable with 
little effort. He is able to interpose a 
little humor into a book which is 
about a relatively dry subject 
designing a computer language. 

The book is now serving as a 
principle reference for design of an 
implementation of Forth on Radio 
Shack's Color Computer. Since each 
step is laid out clearly in the book, it 
is easy to follow in his footsteps even 
on a nother system. 

Threaded Interpretive Languages 
is highly recommended for those 
wanting to build a Forth system or 
just wanting to know the details of 
how Forth works. 

T. R. Dettmann 
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911 N.E. 148th 
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98155 
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The Power Pack 

Computerware 


1512 Encinitas Blvd. Box 668 

Encinitas, CA 92024 


$199.95 


SDS80C 

Micro Works, Inc. 


P.O. Box 1110 

Del Mar, CA 92014 


(714) 942-2400 

$89.95 


Several months ago I started 
looking at machine language 

MICRO 
MOONLIGHTER 

NEWSLETTER 


The ONLY publication devoted 
exclusively to helping you create, 
build, and maintain a home-based 
business using your micro-system. 
SUBSCRIBE NOW to what may be 
the most important publication in 
YOUR FUTURE ! 

1 Yenr(l2issucs)only$25l,J.S., 
$29 Cunudu, $35 World Wide 

J . Norman Goode, Publisher 
Micro Moonlighter 


Newsletter 

2115-J Bernard Avenue 
Nashville, TN 37212 

Visa and Maste rcard welcome. Send 
account number and expiration do.le. 
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B17 TAPE OPERATING SYSTEM wlll let you 
• Save & Load programs SX faster than Model·1 . 
• Save & Load Data Arrays over BOOX faster. 
• Backup standard System tapes that load·n·go. 
• Certify cassette tapes at 3000 baud. 
$24.95 Specify Model 1/3 16K/32K/4BK RAM. 
·Inexpensive Upgrades available. 3rd year of sales. 

B17 DISK/BAS Isa Disk version. Lets you save any 
disk file to cassette at 3000 baud. Inexpensive way 
lo backup your files. Works with any DOS. Includes 
tape certifier. Requires 32K RAM-up. 
$16.95 

WORDSMITH Word-processing program In BASIC. 
A 'Treine( for more complex W/P programs. Easy· 
to-use. Specify Tepe/Disk version. Tepe version 
requires 817 Tepe Operating System (above). Disk 
version requires 32K RAM·up. Uses MX·BO Printer. 
Only $16.95 

Add S.55 postage/handling. 

ABS Suppliers 
POB8297 / 3352 Chelsea Circle/ Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 

(313) 971-1404 

Coming soon: 
Inexpensive computer service business. Writelll 
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development packages for the TRS
80 Color Computer, one of the first 
things I looked for was an 
assembler. As new as the system is, 
it's probably not surprising that 
there isn't much out on the market 
yet. 

It wasn't long after I started 
looking that I found we had received 
the Power Pack for review. I was 
overjoyed! Once I got the system, 
which consists of a ROM pack and a 
tape with the editor and assembler 
on it, I got busy with some testing in 
earnest. 

As simple tests built up to more 
complex ones, I found that the 
Power Pack was a powerful system 
with a lot ofbuilt in features to make 
it easy to use. The Power Pack itself 
is the heart of the system. 

The Power Pack has a 2K EPROM 
monitor located at $COOO through 
$C7FF and 6K oflow powered static 
RAM located at $DOOO through 
$E7FF. It is possible to purchase the 
listing for the color monitor for 
$15.00. 

The monitor has the ability to 
examine and change memory and 
registers, locate byte patterns, go to 
user programs, handle breakpoints, 
dump memory, use RS232 devices 
and much more .. For any serious 
assembly language programming 
you need these features. 

The color editor that works with 
the ROM pack is a line oriented, tape 
based system. It has the normal 
functions for inserting, deleting and 
replacing lines as well as 
characters. I found it very easy to 
use. 

The color assembler is a three
pass assembler that works off tape. 
It accepts the standard Motorola 
mnemonics as well as some useful 
pseudo-ops. 

Overall, I was impressed with the 
power pack but distressed at several 
features . First, nothing runs 
without the power pack in, so I 
couldn't have just an editor or 
assembler unless I also had the 
power pack. 

Second, the editor and assembler 
aren't included in the power pack 
but are separate tapes. The manual 
indicates that this is so we can 
have more software for less money 
once we have the power pack. The 
increase in inconvenience, however, 
is intolerable. Even so, lacking 
something better, it is worth using. 

It wasn't long after I started that 
the SDS80C system arrived from 

Micro Works. I have to be honest, I 
was immediately impressed by the 
fact that the SDS80C system was all 
in a ROM pack! What's more, the 
whole system is integrated to the 
extent that once started, you can 
give simple commands to move from 
monitor to editor to assembler and 
back again. 

With SDS80C, the editor works 
like a screen editor in that you don't 
worry about which line you're on. 
You just position yourself with the 
arrow keys and proceed to do your 
editing. There are still line oriented 
commands, but they are much 
easier to use. 

Everything you need to do can be 
done with the SDS80C system, 
however it has fewer commands 
available in the editor and in the 
monitor than Power Pack. ABUG 
(the monitor) allows executing 
object programs, examining and 
changing memory, display 
registers, transfer memory blocks 
and more. Within these functions 
there is no problem in doing most 
normal development work. 
If your problem exceeds the 

capabilities of either of these 
packages, then you should really 
have a cross-assembler on another 
machine. 

A supporting package (available 
separately .for $49.95) that I found 
useful with the SDS80C system is 
their disassembler. What can you 
say about a disassembler other than 
it works and helps you figure out 
how things are working. The 
manual even includes a listing of 
the disassembler itself. 

The disassembler has a variety of 
formats adjusted to the assembly 
language programmer's needs 
including a cross reference listing, 
several listing modes and ability to 
disassemble areas of memory by the 
type of information stored there. 
The manual also has a wide range of 
information on the Color Computer 
including interesting addresses in 
the ROM and notes on how to use 
things like the PIA's. 

In summary, I have to say that I 
liked working with the SDS80C 
system best. I found the editor easier 
to use and the whole system more 
acceptable since it was an 
integrated package. I am not saying 
that the Power Pack system is any 
less capable. It is a nice system that 
I found easy to use, but I personally 
liked the SDS80C system best. 

T. R. Dettmann 



BASIC Scientific Subroutines 

Volume I 


Byte Books 

70 Main Street 


Peterborough, NH 03458 

$19.95 


This book has been written for the 
serious microcomputer user. The 
text contains 65 different 
subroutines which will meet a 
variety of needs. Major topics 
covered are plotting, complex 
variables, vector and matrix 
operations, random number 
generation and series approxima
tions. Later volumes are expected to 
deal with approximations, 
regression, interpolation, integra
tion, root-finding and optimization. 

All subroutines are thoroughly 
tested and written to be compatible 
with both the North Star and 
Microsoft BASIC. Each subroutine 
is discussed in theory, demonstrated 
by example and listed completely., 
All routines are extensively 
remarked to help the reader, but this 
is not meant to be a text on how to 
program in BASIC. Well-written 
appendices give complete, compact 

listings which help save memory. 
Indices of programs are given by 
both number and function. 
Conversions necessary to run under 
differing dialects of BASIC are also 
supplied. 

All subroutines are coordinated to 
work together. The use of variables 
for arrays, indices and temporary 
values is kept consistent throughout 
all routines. Some consideration has 
been given to the processing speed 
but, in general you can expect the 
routines to run much slower than on 
a compiled system. The author also 
takes care to point out the precision 
of all calculations and the accuracy 
which will result from a given 
process. 

The plotting subroutines are for 
one and two-dimensional graphs as 
well as a general function grapher. 
The routines make use of the PRINT 
and TAB functions and TRS-80 
users should realize that these were 
written with printing terminals in 
mind and should adjust the PRINT 
statements to LPRINT statements 
as needed. 

For users 
there are a 

ALL PROGRAMS FOR MODEL I and MODEL Ill TRS-80's 
ALL PROGRAMS BY JAMES F. WILLIAMS 

ASPTCH 3 .2 - Loads behind Radio Shack's EDITOR/ ASSEMBLER 1 2 and 
adds many features while tak ing only a few hundred bytes from the original text 
buffer Reserve memory. dump object code directly to memory and execute. 
return to BASIC with EDTASM/ AS PTCH and source code protected in high 
memory, verify source dumps, combine EDTASM/ ASPTCH for single load. and 
much more Selectable baud rate for Model Ill and complete compat ibility with 
Model I files For Model I or Model Ill (please specify) 16K and up Only $17. 

DATORG- Unique file keeping system designed especially for Model I and 
Model Ill tape users (Model I Stringy Floppy and Disk versions also available) 
Use for Indexing (magazines. records, coins. etc). budget -checkbook, mailing 
list. and almost anything else you can think of Extremely memory efficient w ith 
variable length fields and user definable delimiters (including space 
compression codes and special tab characters for left justified fields) Control 
program is in BASIC for easy user modification, and machine language module 
for high speed sort (48K in less than 1 minute), search (with " wild card " 
characters). write, read, verify. and merge Selectable baud rate for Model Ill and 
complete compatibility with Model I files Model I and Model Ill (please specify) 
16K and up and Str ingy Floppy- 820 Model I Disk version on tape i32K and 
48K)- 826 

ORGAN- Play your TRS -80 keyboard in real t ime as if it were a 2 manual . 3 
1/ 3 octave, fully chromatic. electronic organ Play single note melodies or 
chords Listen in real time by connecting aux cable to amp One version for 
Model I or Model Ill, 4K and up tape- $12. or 32K Model I or Model Ill Disk 
version on tape- $15. 

CPYALL- Make back · up copies of almost anyL2 format tape IBASIC. SYSTEM. 
EOTASM source, data. and many programs with special loaders) Specify Model 
I or Model Ill (with selectable baud rate), 4K and up. A mere 57 

Send check or money order to Byte Miser Software. 720 West Haven 
Bouleverd. Rocky Mount. NC 27801 
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of complex variables 
number of available 
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routines such as addition, 
subtraction, division, multiplica
tion, powers and roots and 
conversions to spherical coordin
ates. 

If you have a need to work with 
vectors or matrices, the following 
functions should be of interest. You 
can add, subtract, compute norms, 
compute angle and cross or dot 
products between two vectors. For 
matrices you can add, subtract, 
multiply, transpose, diagonalize, 
swap, multiply by a scalar, clear, 
switch rows, find determinants (up 
to 4 x 4), invert, find eigenvalues and 
raise to powers. 

Random number generation is 
discussed in detail and a variety of 
distributions are a vailable. You can 
access a uniform, linear, normal, 
Poisson, Binomial, exponential, 
Fermi, Cauchy, Gamma, Beta or 
Weibull distribution. 

The final chapter gives a 
discussion on series approxi
mations . Included are series 
subroutines for summations, sine, 
cosine, arctangent, natural and 
common logarithms andthe powers 
of ten and e. There is also a section 

~® BUY A 

~~~,,~~ MODEL Ill &GET 

GJ~A DOSPLUS FREE! 

L'V~ Save 
~ $67400 

2-Disk, 48K TRS-80 Model 111 
with Oosplus Software. 

$1825 

• 	 Dosplus is designed 

to be "Error Free" 
• 	 It will not "Hang 

Up" or aimlessly 
Re-boot your sys
tem. 

,all 
(GJsystems 

•
Q Computer Center~> 

•• A subsidiary of Tandy Corporation 

.lo - I
I. . ,.·'·· ~ ~ l 
, - I 

;~., '\' 

~..,, .......____,..
_~-~--
Our most affordable desktop busi 
ness computer and Oosplus - a 
powerful operating system with 
built-in Disk editor, printer spooler, 
forms handler, and much more. 
Even recovers inadverlanlly deleted 
files . 

ALL SYSTEMS GO 

SALES/ SERVICE 
P.O. Box 915 

105 W. Plant Street 
Winter Garden, FL 32787 

Store: (305) 877-2830 
DATA : (305 ) 877 -2829 

•A registered trademark of Tandy Corporation HOURS : 3.9 p.m . Mon. -Fri ., 
9 a.m.. 1p.m. Sat. 
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BIGGEST 

Discounts Ever on 

TRS-SO® 


- -=-=---= ~ 
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Computers, 
Accessories & 


The Following 

NEW Items 


Hewlett-Packard® 

HP-85 & HP-125 


Personal Computers 


Epson® 

MX80 Printer 


Magnavox® 

Odyssey2 


Home Video System 


Magnavox® 

Magnavision® 


Videodisc Player 


• 	FREE SHIPPING in 48 
continental contigious states , 
on orders of $100 or more. 

• 	 NO SALES TAX collected on 
out-of-state orders. 

• 	 FREE Discount Price List 
available . 

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER 

800/531-7466 


Texas & Principle Number 

512/581-2766 


Fort Worth No. 817/625-6333 

Telex Number 767339 


Pan American 

Electronics 


Sales and Main Office 
Dept. 81 • 1117 Conway Ave. 


Mission, Texas 78572 

Fort Worth Branch 


Dept. 81 • 2912 N. Main St. 

Fort Worth, Texas 76106 
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that tells how to extend these series 
to compute the hyperbolic and 
inverse hyperbolic functions. 

The discussions in this text a re 
clearly written and the routines 
well-developed . I highly recommend 
it to those readers with a need for 
such calcula tions. 

Cameron C. Brown 

Datapro Directory of 

Microcomputer Software 


Datapro Research Corporation 

1805 Underwood Blvd. 


Delran, NJ 08075 

(800) 257-9406 


$340.00 per year 


Datapro is a division of McGraw
Hill , one of the world's foremost 
publishers of technical and non
technical books and magazines. 
Furthermore, Datapro is a research 
company. WJ:ien you buy this 
directory, you are buying a total 
information service which includes 
a subscription to keep the directory 
up to d ate with monthly 
replacement sheets, additions and a 
newsletter. 

What's in the directory? 
The first division in the directory 

is a user's guide followed by the 
inquiry service section. The inquiry 
service can provide information 
supplemental to that published, 
technical and analytical data on 
newly announced products and 
advice r egarding a specific 
software-related problem. The user 
h as three avenues open to him: 
telephone, Telex or mail. While there 
is no limit to the number of times 
this service may be used within the 
subscription year, problems which 
entail additional original research 
may require an additional cost to 
the subscriber. 

The next four divisions are 
general indexes: Application / 
vendor, Product name / vendor, 
Vendor/ product, and Computer/ ap
plication/ vendor. These index the 
directory locations of the detailed 
software product profiles . The 
fourth index , in addition to 
computer makes, also includes the 
CP/ M operating system; the major 
program compiled languages 
(COBOL, FORTRAN and Pascal) 
and some of the processors (1802, 
6502, 6800, 6809, 8080/ 8085, 8086/ 
8088, and 9900). 

The eighth section serves as an 
introduction to the next 27 product 
profile sections. These 27 divisions 

are by major application area. 
The second volume contains 

pricing information by vendor and 
product name. This section is more 
complete than any of the previous 
product indexes. However, it is very 
compact. Product name and price 
are the only two items included in 
the 80 pages of this section. 

The next five sections contain 
vendor profiles on existing and new 
companies. The following section 
details the name and address of all 
vendors and their authorized 
outlets. Two listings are provided: 
alphabetic (all outlets) and 
geographic (headquarters only) by 
postal code. 

To round out the service, there is a 
section on user ratings of 
proprietary software (very limited 
in scope as of this writing); feature 
reports on software concepts, how to 
buy software packages, and 
contracts for acquiring softwfire 
packages; vendor listing forms for 
software and vendors not included 
in the service and a final section for 
the monthly newsletter. 

Comment 
The microcomputer itself is no 

longer a "home" or "personal" 
computer. IBM's entry is certainly 
not a hobbyist machine. Pricing, 
service and software are aimed 
directly at the business user. Radio 
Shack's Model II falls into this same 
category. These are small business 
computers and that is what this 
directory and service are all about. 

There are 54 manufacturers of 
computers with 130 different models 
represented in this directory. The 
majority are currently available 
machines from many c0mpanies. 
Only one Japanese manufacturer 
was listed . 

Obviously, this service is not for 
everyone. Most small businesses 
will find the information is far 
beyond anything they will ever 
need. Those who will gain the most 
from it will be the data pro
cessing and computer science 
departments and libraries of col
leges and universities; research 
libraries and data processing 
managers of medium to large 
departments. 

We were somewhat pessimistic at 
the price and literature concerning 
this product. It was a pleasant 
surprise to discover the depth of 
value in this research aid. This 
software directory is well worth the 
$340.00 price. Tom Huber 
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NEW PROGRAMS 

for the TRS-80 


1ncoPROP 

Income Property Analysis 
INCOPROP: Based upon slandardized melhod s 
of property analysis used lhroughout the real 
es tate industry Generates a 3 page report contain · 
ing an annual property opera ting s tatement and a 
c·omprehensive 10 year cash fl ow analysis Con · 
lains IRS. ta)( table to project af ter -tax income 
stream and investor's I A R 

: ~=~g1:~ ~g~~J~;~n~~~o~~I~:~~~ t~~~f~~~~on 
• Highly interactive formal permits ..Sens1!1V1 I Y .A.naty s1s· 
• Disk files crealed tor pe1manen1 slorage ot data 


Minimum system reQu1rement s: 32k RAM. 1 dnve and 

printer Sold wi th inlormalive 78 page user·s manual cover 

1ng basic aspects ot income properly 1nves1ment A 50 

dala worksheets 

Model I & Ill. on casse 11 e tor easy transfer 


IOdlSk $120 00 
Model II on 8 inch d•skelle $ 145 00 
Model 11. Version available 1n MBASIC 

running under CPIM $165 00 
1(µ>! 

MAINDEX: An easy·IO·USe program lo aid you 1n 
the indexing of your f iles on disk Can' t find !hat 
program you wrote las! month? Pu! your computer 
to work! Find any program or data file in your sys· 
tern in seconds 

• A Main lnde• ot all your other disk"s direclones 
• Alphabelizes. list or l ites and gives you names. grans 

used, dales wrilten. Iracks and file descripllons 
• Saris Files by name, disk. and categories 
• File descrip!lons can be searched lor key words 
• Prin ts disk tabels wi th disk name and l il e names 
• Uses all the advanced and e11dremely las I Ille man1pu 

lation capabihties ol Apparat . Inc ·s NEWOOS/80 

HeQu1res Leve t II. 48K. 1 disk drive and NEWOOS180 on 

casselle tor easy transfer 10 disk $20 95
z ......,,:..;~~!~~~~;;=·~,,~=- · EJ 

SOFT 

WARE 


DEPT EU. PO BOX 591 . NOVATO. CA 94947 


The 

Lawyer's 


Microcomputer™ 

A Newsletter for Lawyers 

Using the TRS-.80* 

• 	 Articles for Lawyers 
• 	 Law Office Applications 
• 	 Lawyer Information 

Exchange 
• 	 Software Reviews 
• 	 Hardware Reviews 
• 	 Advertisements Directed 

to Lawyer Users 
• 	 Technical Tips 
• 	 Letters and Suggestions 
• 	 And Much More 

A New Monthly Newsletter 
For Lawyers 

Send $28 For A 

One Year Subscription 


The Lawyer's Microcomputer™ 

Post Office Box 1046 


Lexington . S. C. 29072 


: 	 •• LOW-LEVEL CENTER : 
: TRS·80 Model I/Ill : 

: STRETCH SUPERSTEP: New 1htrd genera1ion zso Slmu· : e 1a1or is!he leadrng e1emen1 ol lhe Sollware CPU design base Am· e e maled ZSO Programmrng Models 1n1e111gen1 RAM Wrndow . e e scrolhng d1sassemo1er are now extended New modules are e 
e fLT CUR2·Dbyle or1enled edi lor wilh lu ll lloaling cursor and aulo· e 
e repea l plus 1nnova11ve BUfSTf user·delrned buller/w1ndow e e se lup lor l leX1ble skelelon program views Use BUfSTf 10 view e 
e la rge amounls al disassembled code . isolate all mstances of e e selected tnstruclmns tn severat formats . more Gather 1nstruclion e e l requency counts m s1ra1ght-lme or program-How order !or e 
e sophis!lcaled analysis ol sub1ec1programs and ZSO resource use e e Many lormalled transparenl punter options. mctudmg screen ptx e 
e amJ 1ns1ruct1on·by·1nstruc110n tabular hsflng of all active machine e 
e aspects P1ctorral manual gives easy 1n fro lo program operattan e e Nolhrng newer lor byle·enlry. debuggrng and analysis ol ZSO e e machrne language programs $39 95 + S2 00 shipping e 

: EMU 02e: Detailed 1ns1ruc1ion·level 6502 s1mula lor w11h ani· : e maled belore / aller 6502 Programming Models (reg1slers. !lags e e and stack) and scrolhngmstruclion siream d1sassemble1active1n e 
e Srngle·slep and 4·speed TRACE modes . also special high speed e e mterpreler running over 5% ac lual 1mhz 6502 processor speed e e Have a6502 w1lhoul having a6502 lrnd oul why !he 6502 brarn e e was picked by Apple PET Alan arcade machines elc $29 95 e 
e + S2 00 sh1pprng 	 e 

: BALCOOE BOA: Highly rnleresling m1d·level language lor : e TRS·SO Model I IBM ·s BAL (Basic Assembler Language) 1s an e 
• 1deahzed machme instruc!IOn set currenlly in use on the IBM • e 3601370 BALCODE BOA 1mplemen1s an extended BAL subsel via e e a text editor and macro assembler. you wrt le in BAL w11h 20 e 
• p·regrslers ( 16 general purpose 4 lloa!lng porn!) and power lul e e addressrng modes !hen assemble lo las! ZSO code Hands on e 
e mtroduchon 10 BAL. source programs are highly porlable to make e 
e your TRS·SOan IBM workahke1Includes 106 page IBM relerence e 

·e 	pubhca!lon descrrbrng BAL f rom Ba lcode Sollware 579 00 + e e $3 00 sh1pprng e 

: COMPILER :
! WORKSTATION ! 
: TRS-80 Model I and Ill : 

• Your BASIC program development • 

: could go faster ... :


•e EDIT : full ·Screen BASIC ed11or w1 1h lloa1rng cursor and aulo· •e 
e repeal More lhan 30 commands and lunclrons 1e1 you var · e 
e tously hnd change insert delete replace rephcale copy • 
e move or position BASIC lext al the character . string line or • 
•. block level Developed rn Bnlarn by Soulhern Soll ware Mod I : 

e Ill $40 00 + I 50 sh1pprng • 


e PACKER · (Collage Sollwarel Ed1!1ng 1001will unpack shorlen e 
e repack renumber all or par! ol your BASIClex! The UNPACK e 
•. 	segmenl 1s veiy uselul when prepar1ng BASIC source pro · •. 

grams lor cump11a11on by ACCEL2 Mod I Ill S29 95 + I 00 e 
• 	 sh1pprng • 

: Then your BASIC program : 

• could go tas ter... • 


• 	 ACCEL2: Compiler lor TRS·SO Mod I Mod Ill Disk BASIC New • 
• 	 lunclional improvements rn place 10 give more ease ·ol ·use • 
: 	 quicker comp1la110n al large programs belier chaining al com · : 

p1ted and non -compiled programs Size read -out tielps you e 
: momlor code growlh durrng compllalmn REM NOARRAY 0pl1on e 
e lets you use variable-bound arrays Protess1onals note Com · e 
e prehens1ve mstruct1ons show how to organize your como1led e 
e programs lor resale on !ape ES! f wa ler or disk No royall1es ' e 
e Developed m Bnlarn by Soulhem Sollware Spec1ly Mod I or 111 e 
e SSS 95 + $2 00 sh1pp1ng e 
: 	 TSAVE : Wrr1es compiler oulpul 10 1ndependenl SYSTEM !ape : 
• 	 S9 95 + $1 00 sh1pprng e
•e EXEC: Command ·LI SI Processor lor TRS ·SO Mod I Prepare . •e 
e execule . pass as many as nine paranie1ers 1u hsls ol rRS DOS • 
• or NEWDOS commands and/or BASIC s1a1e111en1s S1rnp1111es • 
: repe111 1ve procedures such as power-up sequences Iii'! se l · : 
e ups elc Compal1ble w1lh ACCEL2 compiler di " ' · r. :ilpul • e Developed 1n Bnlam by Soulhern Sol!ware ·s22 00 +SI 00 e 
e shrpprng e 
: 	 MIC. VISA :

i: it i~@©~a~ i 
(415) 387-3131 : 

: P.O. BOX 11721 SAN FRANCISCO . CA 94101 :• Contact these advertisers directly. •TM Tandy Corp 
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LOOS DEALERS 
Arizona 
• Simutek 

Tucson 85712 1602) 323·9391 

Arkansas 
• Micro Computer Systems, Inc. 

Hotsprings 71901 1501) 623-5209 

California 
• B.G.l. Technology 

Van Nuys 91409 1213) '187-0535 
• 	Berkeley Microcomputers 

Berkeley 94701 14151848-7122 
• 	Bvte Shop of Placentia 

Placentia 92670 1714) 524-5380 
• 	Byte Shop of San Diego 

San Diego 92111 17141565-8008 
• Central Campbell Computers 

Campbell 95008 (4081370 ·0199 
• Computer Forum 

Santa Fe Springs 9067012131921 -2111 
• Computerland of 1000 Oaks 

Thousand Oaks 91360 18051 495-3554 
• 	Dimensional Software 

San Diego 92117 (7141275-4243 
• 	Hobby World 

Northridge 91328 121 31 886-9200 
• 	Howard Industries 

Anaheim 92806 17141778-3443 
• J & R Inventory 

Santa Ynez 93460 18051688-8781 
•Jim's Computer Service 

Laguna Nigel 92677 17141831-8063 
• 	Laredo Systems 

Santa Clara 95051 14081980-1888 
• 	Lobo Drives International 

Goleta 93117 18051 683-1576 
• 	Micro Computer Tech.• Inc. 

Santa Ana 92704 (7141 979-9923 
• 	Micro Doc 

San Gabriel 91776 (213) 285-0534 
• 	Patio Computer Sales 

North Hollywood 91605 (213) 762-0020 
• 	R.B.I. Commnet 

Riverside 92505 (7141359-6884 
• 	Santigo Technology 

Irvine 92713 (714) 551 -2610 
•Teem Quest 

Palm Desert 92260 (7141340-5331 
• Wholesale Technology, Inc. 

Santa Ana 92704 (7141 979-1700 

District of Columbia 
• The Program Store 

Washington. DC 20016 (2021 363-9797 

Florida 
• Adventure International 

Longwood 32750 (3081 830-8194 
• All Systems Go 

Wintergarden 32787 (305) 877-2830 
• Computer Junction 

Fl. Lauderdale 33310 (3051791-0580 
• H.l.S. Computermation 

Melbourne 32901 (305) 254-9399 

Idaho 
• 	Idaho Micro Computer 

Buhl 83316 (2081543-6292 
• Thompson Sporting Goods 

Rexburg 83440 (2081 356-9245 

Illinois 
• The Byte Shop, Incorporated 

La Grange 60525 13121579-0920 
• C.M.S. 

Chicago 60657 (312) 327-7550 
• Garcia & Associates 

Chicago 60601 (312) 782-9750 
• Information Concepts 

Richton Park 604 71 (312) 748-2426 

Kansas 
• Cottage Software 

Wichita 67208 1316) 668-3481 

Kentucky 
• Computer Magic 

Louisville 40207 1502) 893-9334 

Louisiana 
• The Computer Shoppe 

Metairie 70002 15041 454-6600 

Maryland 
• The Program Store 

Baltimore 75710(3011944-0200 

Massachusetts 
• Miller Micro Computer Service 

Natick 01 760 
• 	Omnitek Systems 

Tewksbury 01876 (617) 851 -4580 
• 	Small Business Systems Group 

Westford 01886 16171 692-3800 

Michigan 
• The Alternate Source 

Lansing 48910 15171485-0344 
• A.M. Electronics. Inc. 

Ann Arbor 48106 (3131973-2312 
• 	Breeze Computing 

Berkley 48072 (3131288--9422 
• Computer Center 

Garden City 4813513131425-2470 
• Computerland of Kentwood 

Kentwood 49508 16161942-2931 
• 	Soft Sector Marketing, Inc. 

Garden City 48135 (3131425-4020 
• The 8 Bit Corner 

Muskegon 49440 (616) 722-0050 
• 	Tri County Electronics 

Fenton 48430 (313) 629-5767 

Nevada 
• 	Hurley Electronics 

Las Vegas 89114 17021384-5666 

New Hampshire 
• Portsmouth Computer Center 

Portsmouth 03801 (6031431-7438 
• TSE Hardside 

Milford 03055 (8001 258-1790 

New Jersey 
• Computer Madness 

Englishtown 07726 (2011462-9696 
• Crowleys Radio Shack 

Whitehouse Station 08889 
(2011534-2722 

• J & J Elecmc/Radio Shack 
Hackettstown 07840 (201 I 852-6976 

• M-T Electronics 
Sparta 07871 (2011729-5719 

• The Computer Forum 

Redbank 07701 (201 I 530-9103 


New Mexico 
• Autel Electronics 

Albuquerque 87108 1505) 255-6451 
• Data Base, Inc. 

Albuquerque 89112 (5051 881-5362 

New York 
• A World of Computers 

Port Chester 10573 (9141937 -6662 
• 	B. T. Enterprises 

Centereach 11720 (516) 981-8568 
• Computerland of Nassau 

Carle Place 11514 (5161742-2262 
• Computerland of New York City 

New York 10036 (2121840-3223 
• Computerland of White Plains 

White Plains 10603 (9141328-0144 
• Computronics 
• Spring Valley 10977 (8001431-2818 
• Digibvte Computers Center 

New York 10016 (2121889-8130 
• 	Future Visions Computer Slore 

Melville 11747 (5161423-7820 
• 	Integral Business Systems 

Jackson Heights 11 370 12121 695-6300 
• JFA Electronics 

Troy 12180(5181273-8411 
• 	Micro Images 

Flushing 11352 (2121445-7124 
• 	Mini Micro Mart 

Syracuse 13203 (3151422-4467 
•John D. Owens Associates, Inc. 

Staten Island 10305 (2121448-6283 
• Programs Unlimited 

Jerico 11753 (5161997-8668 

Ohio . 
• Micro Mini Computer World, Inc. 

Columbus 43213 (6141235-5813 

Oklahoma 
• The Computer Store 

Tulsa 74105 (918) 747-9333 
• Teel Electronics / Radio Shack 

Claremore 74017 (9181341 -0987 
• Vern Street Products/Radio Shack 

Sapulpa 74066 (9181 224-4260 

Pennsylvania 
• Computer Analyst 

New Briton 15066 (4121846-9331 
• Erie Computer 

Erie 16505 (8141454-7652 
• 1.0. Systems 

Edinboro 1641 2 
• Stevens Electronic/ Radio Shack 

Phoenixville 19460 (2151 933.341 
• V.R. Data 

Folcroft 19032 (215) 461-5300 

Texas 
• Access Unlimited 

Richardson 75080 (2141690-0201 
• Aerocomp 

Dallas 75232 (214) 337-4346 
• AT-80 

Dallas 75211 (2141 339-0498 
• Computer Sales and Service 

Fort Worth 76101 (8171244-805: 
• Computer Shack 

Tyler 75702 (2141595-4216 
• Computers To Go 

Austin 78705 (5121 472-8926 
• Computex 

Webster 77598 (7131488-8022 
• Corsair Computer 

Fort Worth 76101 (8171344-805 ' 
• Quality Software Distributors 

Dallas 75229 (2141484-5783 
• Texas Computer Services 

Arlington 76010 (8171265-1524 
• 	Total Access 

Richardson 79408 (2141234-1771 

Virginia 
• Misosys 

Alexandria 22303 (7031 960-2991 

Washington 
• 80-US Journal 

Tacoma 98409 (206) 475-2219 

Wisconsin 
• Galactic Software, Ltd. 

Mequon 53092 (414) 241-8030 
• 	Omega Micro 

Milwaukee 53208 (4141342-9081 
• Petted Micro Systems 

Milwaukee 53221 (4141282-418' 

Belgium 
• Micro 2000 

Brussels 

Canada 
• Cesco Electronics, Ltd. 

Montreal H4P 1W1 
• 	Microwest Distributing, ltd. 

North Vancouver, B.C. V7P 1M6 

England 
• Computer Shop 

London 
• Croydon Computer Center 

Thornton, Heath, Surrey 
• Calisto Computers, Ltd. 

Birmingham B 1 1 BE 
• 	Molimerx. Ltd. 

Sussex 
• 0 & J House L.T .O. 

Dorset 
• Q-Tek Systems L.T.D. 

Stvenage, Hertz 
• P.J. Equipment L.T.D . 

Guildford, Surrey 
• Thomas Wright Bradford, Ltd. 

Bradford, West York BD4 8B2 

France 
• Graphie 

93100 Montreuil 

Holland 
• 	Software Import Brabant 

End oven 

Netherland 
• 	Computer Collectief 

1017 AP Amsterdam 

Unclassified_____ 

Unclassified Announcements 
This unclassified announcement space is 

available free to individuals with single or 
unusual items for sale or trade. 80-U. S. Journal 
reserves the right to reject any commercial 
advertising in this section and suggests using 
our display advertising for that purpose. 

These notices are free of charge and will be 
printed one time only on a space available 
basis. Notices will be accepted from individuals 
or bona fide computer user clubs only. All these 
unclassified announcements must be typed. 
contain 75 words or less and include complete 
name and address information . 

(The few commercial notices you may see 
here were paid in adv;mce before this policy 
change). · 

PRNTPLOT PLOTS GRAPHS OF 
functions on any type of printer (no special 
graphics capabilities are required). Make hard 
copy graphs of user defined functions . Order 
NOW and get a FREE copy of the subroutine 
PRSCREEN which copies screen displays to 
printer paper (PRSCREEN does require printer 
graphics). PRNTPLOT S31 00. Cassettesfor 
Models I/ Ill . From ADDA -U. 1176 N 200 East 
Street. Layton, UT 84041 (801) 766-4857 
Visa / Mastercard 

NEWDOS / 80 VER.2.0 for Model Ill. brand 
new (one only) $80.00 includes shipping . J E 
Park. 20742 Collegewood Drive. Walnut . CA 
91789(714)595-3716 

FOR TRS - 80 : RS-232 BOARD. Fix 
intermittent problems due to PC board connector 
with a connector brace Easy to install Only 
$4.95. Gunn lndustries.704-8 Franklin, Austin , 
TX 78751 (052) 

TRS-80 COLOR "BRICKAWAY" GAME . Fast 
action machine language video game; destroy 
bricks with bouncing ball. Sold on cassette, 
joystick required. Runs on any configuration 
machine. Only $7.00 ppd From Britt Monk, CPD 
PO Box 802, Elyria , OH 44036 (022) 

TRS-80 SOFTWARE FOR SALE. I BOUGHT A 
new Model Ill so some of my Model I Level II 
software is for sale cheap Exampl es . 
NEWDOS80 (disk) S95 , Editor I Assembler Plus 
(tape) S25 .. Adventures 7-8-9 (disk) S25 . Space 
Warp (tape) $10. All programs are almost new 
and guaranteed to run . Write for complete list to 
Jeff Metzner, 100 State St . Room 900. Albany, 
NY 12207 1022) 

PART TIME BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Need de<)lers for my TRS-80 based business. 
Initial investment $500 to $1000. Tremendous 
potential. Minimum system required Model I 48K 
1.disk with Epson MX-80 or equivalent For 
details and product sample send date, time and 
place of birth to Bob's Charts. 405 E Third St . 
Suite 206. Long Beach, CA 90802 Include 
detailed description of your system. (022) 

Back Issue Availability 

The following back issues of 80-U.S . 
Journal are still available: May/ Jun 79, 
Nov/ Dec 79. May/ Jun 80, Nov/ Dec 80, 
Jan/ Feb 81. May/ Jun 81. Jul / Aug 81. 
Sep/ Oct 81 . Nov/ Dec 81 and Jan 82. 

The price per copy is $4.00 postpaid in 
the United States. Canada and Mexico. 
other foreign buyers please add appropriate 
additional air or surface postage. 

Send to: 80-U.S., 3838 South Warner 
St., Tacoma. WA 98409 
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Now for theTRS-80™ Models I&Ill 


* DOUBLE Sided & DOUBLE Density support. 
* AUTOMATIC Density recognition . 
* 35, 40, 77, 80 and any other track counts are supported. 
* All available drive stepping rates are supported . 
* Hard Drive support, can be HANDLED AS A SINGLE DRIVE. 
* Hard drive partitioning, one drive can act as up to six . 
* Intermix 5", 8 " and Hard drives, up to a total of 8 drives. 
•Compatible with the Model I Radio Shack Expansion Interface. 
•Upward compatible with TRSDOS (2.3 & 1.2 as documented) . 
•Fully supports Microsoft language products for the TRS-80. 
•Complete media compatibility Model I to Model Ill and back. 
• Full support for LOBO's LX-80 interface. 
•Full support for AEROCOMP LC double density controller( DOC). 
•Full support for PERCOM's DOUBLER II. 
•Complete documentation (well over 250 pages) . 
•Complete technical information . 
•A TOLL-FREE 800 number for customer service. 
•An LOOS users bulletin board on MicroNET. 
•A Quarterly LOOS users magazine (The LOOS QUARTERLY). 
•A liberal update policy. 
•An enhanced BASIC (LBASIC) including : 

> Upward compatible with Microsoft Basic. 
>High speed LOAD and SAVE. 
> Run multiple programs with common variables. 
> BLOCKED (variable length) files are supported . 
> DOS commands may be executed from LBASIC. 
> Built in string array. SORT. 
> Single stepper for debugging. 
> Several new statements and file modes. 

•A compiled JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL). 
• CONVert utility to move files from Model Ill TRSDOS. 
•An Extended Debugging and Monitor program (with disk access) . 
• CMDFILE for movement of disk and/ortape system (!CMD) files. 
• Device independent operation . 
• Full LIN King, ROUTEing, FIL TERing and SETting are supported. 
• MiniDOS feature for constant access to certain DOS commands. 
• RS-232 DRIVER for serial support. 
• Sophisticated communications software included . 
• Wildcard characters and partial Filespecs are supported . 
• DATED FILES, show when a file was last written to. 
•Backup : Mirror, by Class, if Modified , by Date, by Extension , etc. 
•Selectable PURGE for fast disk "cleanup" of unwanted files . 
•Print formatter, for control of printer output. 
• Built in printer SPOOLER, to both disk and ram . 
• Joblog to record all system operations with time stamps. 
• UPPER and lower case support , throughout the system. 
• Blinking cursor with selectable cursor character. 
• 128 character TYPE AHEAD buffering for keyboard input. 
•Assign strings to individual keys with Key Stroke Multiply ( KSM). 
• SUPER FAST operation with the SYSRES feature . 
•Extensive user control and system feedback. 
•Advanced PATCH utility for easy maintenance. 
•Complete transportability of software among all Z-80 LOOS 

systems through the use of the LOOS high ram supervisory 
call system (SVC). 

• Dealers to serve users Nat ionwide and in the Common Market. 
•The only DOS with a limited ONE YEAR WARRANTY~ 
• Enjoy a professional operating system on YOUR TRS-80! 

* Specific hardware is required to use these features. 

The Ultimate In Only 
Operating Systems 
For Model I & Ill Version 5.1 

• Model I LDOS provided on 35 track single density media. 
• Model Ill LOOS provided on 40 track double density media. 
• LOOS can be provided on special media configurat ions at an 

add it ional charge. 
• Prices & Specificat ions are subject to change w ithout notice.t Although not requ i red , LSI recom mends two or more drives 

when using LOOS. 

For Further Information Contact The Distributor Or Dealer Nearest You: 

(West) (Central) (East) (The Common Market) OGICAL 
LOBO DRIVES INT'L GALACTIC SOFTWARE LTD. MISOSYS MOLIMERX LTD. 
354 S. Fa irview Ave. 11520 N. Port Washington Rd . 5904 Edgehill Dr. 1 Buckhurst Rd ., Bexh ill SYSTEMS 

Goleta , CA 93117 Mequon, WI 53092 Alexandria, VA 22303 Sussex, England 
(805) 683-1576 (414) 241 -8030 (703) 960-2998 (0424)-220391 WC.A

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. LOOS is a product of LSI. TRS-80 & Radio Shack are trademarks. O•D•c::J•c=::> 
Mequon, WI 53092 

(414) 241-3066 



MTI can upgrade your 
TRS-80 Model .Ill 
to run programs 
like the Big Boys. 
with prices like the little guys. 

MTI DOES IT. Our CP/ M-80b turns 
your TRS-80 Model Ill into two 
computer systems, TRS-DOSand 
CP/ M . By adding a · CP/ M card 
and an 80" x 24" column video 
card , you will convert your com
puter to a CP/ M base machine . 
LIKE THE BIG BOYS. That means 
you can access the single largest 
body of microcomputer software 
used by companies like Heath , 
Apple. Northstar. Vector Graphics. 
Cromenco and etc . What is better , 
is that you can switch back and 
forth between TRS-DOSand CP/ M 
modes, and our own Z-80 diago 
nostic monitor . 
SIMPLE INSTALLATION. The 
CP/ M-80b system plugs directly 
into the TRS-80 CPU board and 
the 80 column video board plugs 

into th e CPU expansion port and 
video bu ss And you are ready to 
goi 

HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS. 
You have available literally hund
reds of programs written for many 
mini and micro computers under 
CP/ M operating system Business 
programs and wo rd processors, 
mailing programs and data base 
managers are only a few of the 
many program s available which 
were previously limited to much 
more expensive machines 
SEEING IS BELIEVING. They said 
it could not be done But MTI has 
converted the TRS-80 64" x 16" 
video screen to a true 80" x 24" 
format with compl ete proper letter 
spacing , blinking words , sen
tences , and paragraphs and on 

screen underlining This will give 

you professional word processing 

capability for virtually all appli 

cations . JUST LIKE THE BIG 

BOYS. 

CP/M-80b .... . ...... ... 5849. 


OTHER BIG BOY ENHANCEMENT 
KITS 
Speed-Up Enhancement s 149. 
Winchester 5 MB s 2795. 
Internal Disk Drive s 695. 
External Disk Drive s 379. 
WANT MORE? For more informa
tion call your local dealer listed 
below . If you prefer, you can call 
or write us, and we ' ll send you the 
information . 

TRS·80 is " Tr ilflc111 ;1r k o l R.1d 10 S t1ack CP M is a 
reg is te red lr i1c.Jcm•Hk o l 019 11 111 Rescrtrc h Inc 
lnstalla llo n o l lhCs<• mod1 hr.rt1Jons w tl l voH1 any wa rr ilnly 

o n yo111 co mpu te r itnd i s rtn e xtra cosl o p tion 

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS 
Alaska . . ..... (907) 333-8322 Redondo Bch.. CA (213) 370 -5556 Blackfoot . 10 (208) 785-1497 Jericho, NY . (516) 333-2266 
Arkansas . . .. . (501) 636-9168 Vallejo, CA . . (707) 644-7550 Belleville, IL (618) 277-2354 Manhasset. NY (516) 869-8535 
Phoenix, AZ (602) 244-9739 San Diego, CA . (714) 275-4243 Collinsville , IL (618) 345-5068 Camillus. NY (315) 487 -5000 
Sierra Vista, AZ . (602) 458-2479 San Jose. CA (408) 946-1265 Rockford . IL. (815) 229-0200 New Rochelle , NY . (914) 235-4444 
Tucson, AZ . . (602) 323-9391 Santa Cruz. CA (408) 427 ·0836 Oak Park , IL (312) 386-3323 Troy , NY . . (518) 273-8411 
Anaheim, CA . . . (714) 773-0240 Walnut, CA . . (714) 594 -9760 Shawnee . KS (913) 464-6512 Mexicali , MEX (714) 357-4717 
Covina, CA . . . . . . (213) 332-4088 Westlake Viii .. CA (213) 706-0333 Shreveport , LA (318) 865-7189 Maumee, OH . (419) 893-4288 
Goleta, CA . . . (805) 967-7628 Groton, CT (203) 445 -5166 Saginaw, Ml (517) 752-7776 Dallas, TX . (214) 247-6679 
Huntington Bch., CA (714) 842-1348 Wilmington , OE (302) 962-0227 Anoka. MN (612) 427-5783 San Angelo. TX (915) 658-3781 
Northrldge, CA (213) 886-9200 Norcross, GA (404) 449-8982 Cameron, MO (816) 632-6528 Cheyenne, WY . (307) 632-9132 
Lancaster, CA . . (805) 942-5747 Lynn Haven, FL (904) 265-6452 Joplin , MO (417) 781-1748 Ottawa, CAN . . (613) 741-7937 
Montclair, CA . . .... . . (714) 626-4813 Hollywood, FL (305) 981 -1011 Missoula, MT (406) 549-9715 OVERSEAS 
Orange, CA . . ..... (714) 771-0880 Pensacola , FL . (904) 243-5793 Raleigh , NC . (919) 755-1175 Capetown S.A . . . . 2145-1047 
Pacheco, CA . .... (415) 689-2260 Tampa, FL .. . (813) 247-6023 Grand Forks , NO . (701) 772-7848 Australia 877-6946 
Port Hueneme, CA . . (805) 985-2329 Hawaii . (803) 521-7312 Las Vegas , NV .(702) 870-4138 

Call or write tor free brochure: 
U.S. PRICES. F.0 .B. SANTA ANA MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC. CALIFORNIA AND MAY VARY BY AREA. 

3304 W. MACARTHUR, SANTA ANA, CA 92704 CPI M 1s a reg istered trademark o f 01g11a1 
Resea rch . Inc(714) 979-9923 •TWX 910-595-1902 MTISNA 
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Get a TRS-80 Pocket Computer 

At a Sensational New Price! 


Now $60 Less! The Radio Shack TRS-80® Pocket 
Computerisjust$169.95! For this incredibly low price, you 
get a real computer the size of a programmable calculator, 
yet far more powerful. 

A New Low Price on Accessories, Too! We've reduced 
the price of the Printer/Cassette Interface (shown below) 
by $22-it's now $127.95 (including rechargeable bat
teries and U.L. listed AC adapter/charger)! That means 
you can have a complete, portable computer system for 
under $300! You can get printouts of programs and data, 
pl us save and load programs on cassettes with an optional 
cassette recorder. 

Use Our Ready-to-Run Software. With its interface, the 
Pocket Computer can go right to work for the engineer, 
student or businessman. Select from our time and labor
saving packages like Electrical or Civil Engineering, Sur
veying, Real Estate, Aviation , Business Statistics, and 
Business or Personal Finance.Orget fun-fi lled excitement 
with a game pack! 

Program It Yourself. The Pocket Computer can be pro
grammed in BASIC language. And its " edit" and " debug" 
mode make program development and testing far easier 
than with a programmable calculator. 

A Powerful Calculator, Too. With a TRS-80 Pocket 
Computer, the arithmetic, trig and angular functions you 

need for quick calculations are right at your fingertips! You 
get 10-digit numeric accuracy with 2-digit exponents, too. 

Packed with Features. The " pocketable" TRS-80 has an 
easy-to-read 24-character display. Its typewriter-style key
board and separate numberpad simplify program and 
dataentry.And the 1.9Kmemory is partitioned for program 
and data storage, and is retained when power is off. 

The Low-Cost Way to Save Your Own Programs. If you 
don't need a printer,our Cassette Interface and an optional 
recorder let you load 
and store programs 
and data on cas
sette tapes . It 's 
been cut $19.05
now just $29.95! 

See It Today! The TRS-80 Pocket Computer and acces
sories are available at Radio Shack stores, dealers, and 
Computer Centers nationwide . Once the Pocket 
Computer is in your hand, you may never put it down! 

The biggest name in little computers® 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 


Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers. 


r:·~~~~~·--------...-.....-~:::.:.....;,. 
I Send me your free TRS-80 Computer Catalog. 
I Mall To: Radio Shack, Dept. 82-A-366 
I 1300 One Tandy Center, Ft. Worth, TX 76102 
II NAME ______________ _ 

I ADDRESS _______~------

1 CITY STATE ZIP ___ 

L----------------------

http:Computerisjust$169.95


or 

wafer. The 

digital data only, the ESF suffers 
from none of the drawbacks of 
cassettes - without the expense of 
disks. 

Several versions of the ESF are 
available, for the TRS-80, Apple, 
PET, OSI and an RS 2J2 unit 
Even the slowest of the units is 15 
times faster than a cassette, andall ~'~.wi.'\.:,. 
are as reliable aa 6'dri88 ~ 
fact alot ofusers say they are ~r~.~'*• 
reliable! 

Frustrating isn't it! No matter how 
much you speed up your program 
it still seems to take forever to save 
data onto a cassette. Wouldn't it 
be great if someone could design a 
mass storage system with the speed 
of a disk, but at half the cost? 
Exatron did, the Exatron Stringy 
Floppy (ESF) . 

Totally self-contained, the ESF 
is an extremely fast, reliable, and 
economical alternative to cassette 
or disk storqe of programs 
data. All of the ESF's operations 
are under the computer's control, 
with no buttons, switches, knol>i or 
levers to a<tiust or forget 

The ESF uses a miniature tapo 
cartridge, about the size of a busi
ness card, called a 
transport mechanism uses a direct 
drive motor with only bile mov:fN 
part. Designed to read and-write 
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